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05'rI[ CO~GnERS 
1ST SI~SSroX 

IN THB SBXA~'E OF Tln~ UNl'l'BD RT.Vl'RR 

.fl~XJ' :10 (l~p:is1ntin' <lilY, ~L\Y 18), IO;; 

:MI'. DECoxC'Ixr (for hitlls0lf, :\Ir .. AllOrnmm:, MI'. K"x:mm', I1nd :\h .. TlTtrn
:!>lOXll) introduced the following hill; which WI1S l'CllCI twico nne! I'dcJ'I'cd 
to the Committ~e on the .Judidul'y 

A BILL 
To reunre the cost of operating the Federal criminal justice 

system, rednce the criminal cascload of the Federal COl11'ts, 

and establish IlIternlltiYes to criminal prosecntion for certain 

pcrsons clHtrged with nonviolcnt und, in selected inst'lllces, 

violent offenses aga.inst the Ul1itcd States, and for other 

l)tU'poses. 

1 Be it enacted by the SCI/ale (/nd JI ollse of R e7J1'(!Sel1ia-

2 til:es of the United S{af<>s of Amel'icu ill Oongress assembled) 

3 That this Act may be cited a:-l the "Federal Criminal Divcl'-

4 sion Act of 1977". 

5 SEC. 2. Congress 1,lerehy finds and derlnrcR tlwt the 

6 intercst of operating the Federal criminal justice sy::;tcm 

7 efficicntly, proterting society, und Tchahilitating h1(liyidnals 

II 

(1) 



2 

2 

1 charged with violating criminal laws can be served by 

2 creating innovative alterlla tiyes to J?rosecution; that such 

3 alternatives will reduce the criminal caseloa(l of the Federal 

.1 courts, and provide more effective and humline rehabilitation 

5 programs for eligible persons; that such diversion can be 

6 accomplished in appropriate cases without losing the general 

7 deterrent effect of thc criminal justice system. 

S SEC. 3. As used m this Act, the term-

9 (1) "eligible individual" means any person ,vho is 

10 charg<!d with a nonviolent offense against the United 

11 Statcs, or a violent oarnse where no suhstantial physical 

12 injury to the victim occurs committed under circum-

13 stanccs such that it is reasonably foreseeehle that the 

14 individual "\vill not continue to commit violent offenses 

15 and where the violent act has not been part of a oon-

16 tinumg pattern of violent behavior, and who is reeom-

17 mended for participation in a Federal criminal diversion 

18 program by the attorney for the Government in the dis-

19 

20 

21 

trict m which the charge is pendulg; 

(2) "Federal crilninal diversion program" may in

clude, but is not limited to, medical, eaucational, voca-

22 tional, social ana psychological services, corrective and 

23 preYcntativc guidance, training, counseling, provision for 

24: l'csidence in a halfway house or other suitable place, ana 

25 other rehabilitative services designea to protect the pub-
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1 lie and benefit the individual, restitution to victims of 

2 the offense Or offenses charged, and tlncompensah:d serv~ 

3 ice to the community 1n which the offense charged 

4 occurred or to It community in the district in which the 

5 

6 

7 

charge is pending; 

(3) "pll1u" includes those elements of the pro

gram which an eligible individual needs to assure that 

8 he will lead a lawful lifestyle; 

9 (4:) "committing officer" means any judge or magis-

10 trate in any case in which he has potential trIal juris-

11 diction Or in any case 'which has been assigned to him 

12 by the court for such 1mrposos; and 

13 (5) "administrative head" meilllS a person desig-

14 nated by the Attorney General as chief n.dministrator 

15 of a progmm of commlUlity supervision and services, 

16 except that each such designation shall be ma(Ie with the 

17 CQJwurrence of the chief judge of the United States dis-

18 trict court having jurisdiction over the distrIct within 

19 which such person so designated shall serve. 

20 SEC. 4. The administrative head of each Feiteral Cl'im-

21 inal division program shall, to the extent 1)088ible, interview 

22 each l)m'SOll charged with a criminal offense against the 

23 United States within the district whom he believes may he 

24 eligible for diversion in accordance with this Act and sui~ 
. 

25 ahle for such program and, upon further verification by such 
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4 

1 head that the person may be eligible, shull USHist such persall 

2 in preparing a preliminary plan for his release to a prograUl 

a of conullunity supcrrision amI Hcrriccs. 

.J SEC. 5. (a) The committing ofi1cer may release an 

eligihlc individual to a :Fedt'ral criminal diversion IJrogram ;) 

(j if he believes that fluch individual may bcnditby release to 

7 such a progrnm and the cOlllmitting officer d0tenuil1es that 

:-; such l'l'lease is not contrary to the publir iuterest. Sueh 

f) release may be o1'derecl at the time for the setting of bail, or 

10 at allY time thereafter. In no case, however, shall any such 

11 individual be so released ullle~s, prior thereto, he has volun

]2 taril.)' agreed to sueh program, and he has knowingly and 

la intelligently waived, in the presence of the eOll11llitting ofiker 

14 and 'with the advice of eonmel, lIDless coun!'lel h Anowingly 

13 and intelligently waived, any applicahlt' statute of limitatiolls 

] G and his right to speedy trial for the period of his diversion. 

17 (b) In 110 case, however, shall a person charged with a 

18 criminal oiYense against the United States lJe released for 

10 diwrsion until all persons injured hy the act or acts charged 

20 aK on'en~es have filccl an ngrecmcnt in 'writing with the 
, 

21 ncllllini~trutiyc hcacl that the person charged may, be so 

22 l'clca~ed. 

23 flEe'. G. (a) '1'he nc1minif;trntiye head of a Federal diver-

24: sion program shaH report on the progress of the individual 

25 ill rfrl'l'ying ant his plan to the attorney for the Government 

.,. 
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1 and the committing officer at such times and ill snch manner 

2 as such attorney (~ecms appropriate. 

3 (b) In nny case in which un individual cho.rgecl with an 

4 ot[ense is diverted to a program punmant to this Act and 

5 such diversion is terminated ancI prosecution relllUned in 

G connection 'with 'Sueh offense, no stntements made or other 

7 information given by the defendant in connection with deter~ 

8 millation of his eligibility for such program, no statements 

9 made by the defendant while participating in such progl'!l1l1, 

10 no infonnation contained in any such report made with 

11 respect thereto, and no statement 01' other information 

12 eOllce1'lling his participation ill slwh program shall be 

13 admissible 011 the iRsue of guilt 01 such ilHlh·jdual ill Ull)" 

14 judidal I)l'oeceding' involving SllCh oiIeuse. 

15 SEC. 7. (a) In tiny case involdng fill eligible illc1ivialWl 

16 who is re1ea~ea to n l!'edel'lll criluinal divcrl:liOll l)togrnlll 

17 under this Act, the crimi1lal ('hnrge~ agaiuHt Hitch ill(liyidl1nl 

18 shall be continued without final dh;poRition for 11 twelYe-

19 month Ileriod following such 1'ek~s(!, unless, 111'io1' thereto, 

20 such release is tcrminated pursuant to subsection (b) of 

21 this section, 01' such charge against l'uch indivic1n3lI ill 

22 dropped within snch t",dYe-month IJeriod. Sneh charge so 

23 C'ontinued shall, upon tIll" cxpiration of stich twelyc-month 

24: llcriod, be dismissed by the committing of He cr. 

25 (b) The committing officcr, at any time within Ruch 
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1 twelveJ-lIIonth period referred to ill suiJsection (a) of this 

'I section, shall terminate sl1eh J'eleHf;(', and the pending crimi

:1 nal llroceeding shall be resumed, if tiw attorney for the 

.1. (loYl'J'llmcut filld~ sHell illdh'idual ix lIot fulftllillg hill ohli

;j gatiolls under the 111an applicable to him, or the public 

(j intereflt so requires. 

7 (c) If the administI'ath'e head certifies to the commit-

Fl ting offieer at any time during the period of diversion that 

9 the individual bas fnlfillccl bis obligations and sllccessfully 

10 complotecl the program, and if the attorney for the Oove1'11-

J 1 ment concurs, the committing officer shall dismiss the charge 

J 2 against such individual. 

1a SEC. 8. (a) The chief judgl' of eneh district is authorized, 

H· in his discretion, to appoint an advisorycomrnittee for each 

15 Federnlcriminal diversion program within his dist.rict. Any 

1G such committee so Ullllointed shall he eompo::ed of the chief 

17 judge as elW.i1'llltUl, tht' Uuitt'll States attorney for the di~-

18 triet, and sueh other jlldges or individuals with sllch district 

19 a£ the ('hief judge shall appoint, illcll1cling iudividuals repre-

20 Renting ~oeial services or other agencies to which ller;;ons 

21 released to a. Federal criminal diversion l)1'ogrmn may b(1 

22 referrecll1uder this Act. 

23 (b) It sbnllbe the function of eaell such committee so 

24 appointed to plan 1'0), the implementation for any Federal 

25 criminal diversion program for the district, ancl to reyiew, on 



j 
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7 

1 11 regular bnsis, the u(lministration and Ill'ogl'CS::l or such 

2 program. The committee shall report at snch times und ill 

3 SllCh manner as the chief judge may presori>lJe. 

4 (0) iIf(·mbcrs of a committee shaH ,not be COlllpOJlSllted 

5 as Ruch, but may 1;0 reimbursed for l'C'usonablc expenses 

6 incurred by them in currying out their uuties as members of 

7 the committee. 

S SEC. 9. In oarrying out the l)rovisiol1s of this Act, the 

9 Attorney General sha11-

10 (1) be authorized to-

II (A) employ and fix the COlll1)Cllsntioll of slich 

12 persons as he determines necessary to carry out the 

13 pnrlJoses of this Act; 

14 (B) utilize, on a cost reimbursable basis, the 

15 services of :mch Uuited Stil.tes prolwtioll ufficers and 

16 other employees of the jlldicinl bl'!1l1ch of the Go\"-

17 el'lllllcnt, other than judges or magif;trates, as he de-

18 termilles necessary to carry out the purposes uf this 

19 Aet; 

20 (0) employ and fix the compensation of, with-

21 

22 

23 

2-.1: 

out regard to the provisions of title 5, Ullitc(l States. 

Code, governing appointments in the competitive 

service and the proyisions or chapter 51 nUll snh

eha1Jter III of chapter 53 of sueh tit1e relating to 

C'lassificntioll and G ellt'l'al Sehednlc pay 1'a tCf', sneh 
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1 porsolls as he determines necessllry to carry out tho 

2 purposos of this Act; 

3 (D) acquiro such facilities, servicos, and ma-

4: tcri:dH as he determines necessary to carry out the 

5 

6 

7 

pUf'jloses of this Act; and 

(E) enter into contraots 01' other agreements, 

without regard to advertising requirements, for tho 

8 acquisition of such personnel, facilities, services, and 

9 materiab which he determines necessary to carry 

10 out the purposes of this Act; 

11 (2) consult with the Judicial Conference in the is-

12 suance of any regulations or policy statements with rc-

13 spect to tho administration of any Federal criniinal di-

14 version program; 

15 (3) conduct research and preparo reports for tho 

16 President, tho Congress, and tlle, Judicial Confercnce 

17 

18 

19 

-, showing tho progress of ull Federal criminal diversion 

IH'ograms in fulfilling the purposes set forth in this Act; 

( 4:) certify to the appropriate chief judge of the 

20 United States district COlUt as to whether or not ade-

21 'Iuate facilities and personnel are available to fulfill a. 

22 Federal criminal diversion 11rogl'am, upon reeommenc1a-

23 tion of the ac1yisory committee for suoh district; 

24 (5) bo uuthorizecl to provide teohnical aRsistullce to 

25 any agency of a State or political subdivision thereof, 01' 
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1 to any nonproiH organization, to assist in providing 11rO-

2 

3 

4: 

G 

7 

gram!) of community snpe1yision and services to indivitl

ullls charged with offenses against the laws of 11.11)1 State 

or political subdivision thereof; 

(6) provide for the audit of any funds expcndell 

under the provisions of this At·t, j 

(7) be authorized to a('eept voluntary and uncom-

8 pensated services; 

!) (S) he authorized to }lroviclc additional services to 

10 -persons against whom charges have been dismissed under 

11 this Act, upon as~nrllncc of good l)chavio1' and if such 

12 services are not otherwise a,yailable; and 

13 (9) be autho1'izec1 to promote the cooperation 01 all 

H agencies which provide ed\lcntion, training, cO~Ulseling, 

15 legal, 'employment, 01' other social services under any Act 

16 of Congress, to aSSlll'e that eligible indiyic1ual:; l'eleased to 

17 Federal criminal diyersion programs Cllll benefit to tho 

18 extent IJossible. 

I() SEC. 10. For the ptWpose of carrying out the provisiQlIs 

20 of this Act there is authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal 

21 year ending' .Tunc 30, 1978, tho ~um of $3,500,000, and for 

22 fiscal years 1979, 1980, and 1981, $3,500,000 each yellI'. 

-:,1" 





THE FEDERAL CRIMINAL DIVERSION ACT OF 1977 

MONDAY, JULY 11, 1977 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON IMPROVEMENTS IN JUDICIAL NIACHINERY, 

OF THE COMMI'I'TEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :30 a.m., in room 
2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dennis DeConcini 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Staff present: Romano Romani, staff director; Robert Feidler, 
counsel; Timothy McPike, deputy counsel; and Kathryn M. Coulter, 
chief clerk. 

Senator DECONCINI. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Good morning. Today is the first day of hearings on S. 1819, the 

Federal Criminal Diversion Act of 1977, a bill designed to provide 
alternatives to prosecution for persons arrested for violation of Federal 
la.ws. This bill is consponsored by Senator Abourezk, Senator Kennedy, 
Senator Thurmond, and myself. 

Ten Federal demonstration programs have been in existence for 
several years under the provisions of the Speedy Trial Act, 18 U.S.C. 
3152. An evaluation of these programs is being prepared by the Justice 
Department and will be presented to the subcommittee at further 
hearings to be held in September. 

Diversion has apparently been effective in reducing caseloads and 
court costs and in reducing recividism on the State and local levels 
since the first projects were initiated in 1965. The list of professional 
groups endorsing the diversion concept has continued to grow. 

To note a few supporters, diversion has been endorsed by: The 
National District Attorney's Association i the American Bar Associ
ation; the American Correctional Association; National Oouncil on 
Crime and DeliquencYi and the National Advisory Oommission on 
Criminal Justice Stanclards and Goals. 

The purpose of these hearings will be twofold. We wHl attempt to 
explore the problems involved in relating a diversion program to a 
Federal justice system. We will here rely heavily on the experience of 
the various State programs to provide us witli alternative concepts 
of diversion and alternative procedures for implementation. We will 
also rely on the experience of the 10 Federal demonstration projects 
under the provisions of the Speedy Trial Act. With this input we hope 
to "fine tunen the proposed legislation, starting from a structure 
essentially that of the Federal projects. 

(11) 
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The second purpose of these hearings is to establish an evaluation 
plan for the proposcd diversion programs utilizing the advances in 
evaluation techniques since the early local programs. The evaluatiQns 
hopefully will overcome some of the methodological flaws and will 
avoid the conceptual biases that have caused recent criticism of the 
diversion concept. In short, we hope to determine if, in fact, diversion 
is preferable to other modes of processing and disposition. 

To this end the legislation has been drafted as a sunset bill, and 
requires the district advisory councils and the Attorney General to 
conduct project evaluations. Here again, we will be relying heavily OIl 
the evaluations of the Federal demonstration projects, and will also 
inquire into the methodology of those evaluations. 

Therefore, we have asked a variety of professionals from different 
diversion-related disciplines to testify before us: judges, prosecutors, 
probation officers, legal scholars, diversion project heads, and social 
scientists who have been evaluating e}"'1sting programs. 

I have been involved with diversion since the first Arizona program 
was implemented under my administration as Pima County attorney. 
In my view the program there did accomplish court efficiency and 
more humane disposition of cases, and I hope the same may be 
accomplished on the Federal level. 

Nevertheless, sound criticism of the diversion concept persists, and 
clear evaluations in the field are difficult to conduct. We must keep in 
mind that the end we seek is a just, efficient, and effective criminal 
justice system. Any new development that promises to promote this 
end must not only be enthusiastically explored but also objectively 
examined. This is the balance we hope to achieve with this legislation. 

This morning we will heal' testimony from Judge Irwin Brownstein 
of the New York State Supreme Court, which is the trial-level State 
court; from Steve Neely, Pima County attorney; from Guy Willetts 
of the Pretrial Services Division, Probation Department, Administra
tive Office of the U.S. courts j and by Robert Leonard, district 
attorney, Flint, Mich., and president-elect for the National District 
Attorney's Association. 

Senator Wallop has been adviosed of the meeting and may be joining 
us shortly. Also, notice has been given in the Congressional Record of 
these hearings properly. 

Our first witnesses this morning will be Guy Willetts and John Horn
berger. We would like for you both to come forward, please. 

I wish to welcome you to the subcommittee and thank you sin
cerely for taking the time to be with us this morning. I understand 
you have submitted statements and we would like you to pursue 
those at this time. 

STATEMENT OF GUY WILLETTS, PROBATION DIVISION, PRETRIAL 
SERVICES BRANCH, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE, U.S. COURTS; 
ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN HORNEERGER, PROBATION DIVISION, 
PRETRIAL SERVICES BRANCH, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE, U.S. 
COURTS 

Mr. WILLETTS. Thank you, Senator. 
Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the 

opportunity to comment on this proposed legislation entitled, IIFederal 
Criminal Diversion .Act of 1977". 
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Neither the Judicial Conference nor the committee on the admin
istration of the probation system has had the opportunity to consider 
it. Therefore, at this point, I speak only for the Administrative Office 
based on my experience as Chief, Pretrial Services Branch. 

William J. Campbell, senior U.S. district judge from the northern 
district of Illinois, testified in February of 1974 before the House 
Judiciary Subcommittee No. 3 r~garding the views of the Federal 
judiciary on legislative proposals H.R. 9007 and S. 798 pertaining to 
diversion. Review of this draft bill reflects that it contains a number 
of Judge Campbell's proposals. Mr. Donald Ohamlee of the proba.tion 
division has looked comparatively at your draft with H.R. 9007 and 
S. 798 and concludes that your bill is an improvement over S. 79'1. 
Judge OampbelPs testimony and Mr. Chamlee's comments are at
tachecl for your information. 

My remarks are based on the existing operation of deferred prose
cution-diversion-in the Federal probation system and the m,.-peri
ence derived from our pretrial services demonstration project-Public 
Law 93-619-"The Speedy Trial Act of 1974," Title II-Pretrial 
Services Agencies. 

Historically, the Federal probation system has cooperated with the 
Department of Justice in the administration of a limited program of 
deferred prosecution informally Imown as the Brooklyn Plan. The 
problem 1S that there has never been a legislative mandate to carry 
out this procedure in the Federal system. Oonsequently, it has not 
been utilized extensively or uniformly by the courts 01' the U.S. 
attorneys. 

Statistics-annual report of the director of the administrative 
office--show a continuing rise in deferred prosecution cases under 
supervision since 1969-766 cases-to 1976-1,763 cases. 

The advent of the Speedy Trial Act of 1974 may have been an 
influential factor in this growth. Figures for the last 2 fiscal years-
1975-76-l'eflect a dramatic increase in cases received; J 975, 1,143 i 
and 1976, 1,711. . 

Diversion must be controlled if it is to be effective or a meaningful 
process. In short, cases that would normally be dismissed should not 
be diverted. There is no advantage or saving if the cases that are 
diverted are not suitable for prosecution. Although many of the weak
nesses inherent in previous bills addressing this procedure are notice
ably absent in this dmft, no provision is included to assure that only 
cases that are prosecutable may be considered as potential diversion 
cases. Safeguards to preclude abuse of the procedure are essential if 
the diversion concept is to be a viable one. 

I tum now to the draft and offer the following comments: . 
Paragraph I-we suggest that we delete the term "nonviolent 

and, in selected instances, violent" to give more latitude to the 
administrators of the program. 

As for section 2, in the last sentence we would add, "if properly 
administered". This would give emphasis to proper guidelines to 
control the types of cases that are diverted. 

As for section 3(1) injury to victim and continuing criminal activity
conspiracy organized crime-should be considered in selecting cases 
for the diversion procedure, or in committing persons to community 
treatment programs. 

96-867 0--77----2 
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Section thl'ee (2), we would include lito abide by certain other 
conditions as detl3rmined by the committing officer." This would give 
the administrators of the program the opportunity to design, and the 
committing officer to impose, conditions of supervision. 

As for section three (3), the plan includes "a statement of"-maybe 
I should refer to the copy of the bill. Yes, on page 3 I am referring to. 
"Plan" includes a statement of those elements of the program. We 
think it would be clearer if we added that language. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Would you give us that again? 
Are you talking about subsection (3)? 
Mr. WILLETTS. Yes. "Plan" includes lIa statement of elements of 

the program which an eligible individual needs to assure that he will j., 
lead a lawful lifestyle ;". 

If I might digress a moment from my prepared comments and give 
some justification for including those words, I would like to. 

We have learned from experience that it is best to have written 
conditions and a plan that is written down. Then there is no misunder
standing if a person violates those conditions or fails to follow that 
plan. 

Senator DEOONCINI. In that case, you say you found best that; they 
sign that and that they agree this is the plan they are going to live bYi 
is that it? You want to make ita contractual basis even though it; may 
not be lega1ly binding; is that right? 

Mr. WILLETTS. Yes, in a sense, yes. It gives for a clear under
standing of what the expectations are in the release plan. 

In subsection (5), section 3, lIthe probation officer or the chief 
pretrial services officer"-I will read that section. 

ttAdministrative head" means a person designated by the Attorney GeneraJ as 
chiet administrator of a program of community supervision and services, except 
that each such designation shall be made with the concurrence of the chief judge 
of the United States district court having jurisdiction over the district within 
which such person so designated shall serve. 

We would suggest that ttadmiuistrative head" mean a probation 
officer or the chief pretrial services officer in this instance. 

Senator DEOONCINI. T..Jet me ask a question on that particular 
subsection. 

The last part; of that where we say, that is, we make reference to 
the designation with the concurrence of the chief judge of the U.S. 
district court-do you feel that is necessary? 

Mr. WILLETTS. Yes, sir, I do. My reason would be this. Under ouf ~ 
present system the chief judge has the most authority of any person 
in the criminal justice system at the district level. Any activity, or let 
us say, any appointment made vvithout his concurrence does not __ ' 
necessarilycaTrY as much weight as it does if it is with his blessing. 

Senator DEOONCINI. I see. 
Mr. WILLETTS. We recognize the autonomy of the U.S. attorney's 

office. You recognize the autonomy of the chief district court judge. 
But there should be a meeting of the minds in order for the person 
appointed to have the respect of the two most important officers 
dealing with this program, which is, of the judge and the U.S. attorney. 
I think it is necessary. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you. 
Mr. WILLETTS. As for section 4, it is in the form of a response, 

IjThe administrative head of each Federal criminal diversion program 
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shall, to the extent possible, interview each person charged with a 
criminal offense against the United States." 

In the 10 Federal pretrial services demonstration districts, we 
are already interviewing accused persons immediately following 
arrest. For that reason we believe that we are in an ideal position to 
assume the responsibility for detecting, if you will, early in the process 
those cases which are potential diversion cases. 

I can illustrate that by the pretrial services project in the southern 
district of New York where that is what they are doing at the present 
time. Their arrangement with the U.S. attorney is to screen, at the 
request of the U.S. attorney, all incoming cases and call attention to 
the assistant U.S. attorney those cases, which in their judgment 
meet the criteria established by that District, and by the U.S. at
torney, for diversion. 

At that point the case is referred to the U.S. attorney for his con
sideration. If he agrees, then in this particular district he requests 
the probation office, the Federal probation officer, to prepare a back
ground report recommendation and submit to him for liis final decision. 
If it is diverted it is referred to probation for their supervision. 

In a moment-at this point I shall illustrate also this. In the dis
trict of Maryland, the Pretrial Services Division unit is doing exactly 
the same. They are screening. They are calling t.o the attention of the 
U.S. attorney those cases that might be diverted. But if the U.S. 
attorney agrees in this case, then he refers the case back to the pretrial 
services unit for background, for report, for recommendation, for 
plan, and if the case is diverted, it is diverted to the pretrial unit for 
supervision. 

That illustrates the full range of the way that the pretrial program 
tmder title II is operating in diversion at this point. 

As for section 5, 'subsection (a), we would suggest this. We suggest 
that we insert "on the recommendation of the attorney for the Govern
ment", that is, the committing officer may release. This puts the 
U.S. attorp,ey in the process. It appears in one instance that we were 
taking him out a moment ago in one area. But the idea is not to take 
him out, but just to keep the two coordinated on the decisionmaking 
in reference to a diversion case. 

, Senator DEOONCINI. Let me ask you a question. 
Going back to the ejLrlier question in having the district judge 

approve the appointing chief administrator, do you see any problem 
with the separation of powers there regarding the prosecutor being 
the executive and the district judge being the judiciary? 

Mr. WILLETTS. Well, eventually when I get to the end of my com~ 
ments, we will suggest that the chief administrator be appointed 
by the court, with the approval of the U.S. attorney. Actually, it 
would reverse the process, as you have it here. This would be in 
keeping with the comments that I am making now. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Fille. Oontinue, please. 
Mr. WILLETTS. In section 5(b), I would like to read that section and 

elaborate if I may. 
In no case, however, shall a person chnrged with a cdminal offense against the 

United States .be released for divf'1'I;1on until all persons injured .by the act 
or acts charged as offenses }luve fi1,'dall agreement in writing with the administra
tive head that the person r.h:lrged may be so released. 
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My experience, and that of my colleagues, I believe, would indicate 
that is totally impractical. I could elaborate on that further, if 
necessary. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Please do. 
Mr. WILLETTS. I could give you an example of a personal e:-.:perience. 

I worked as a probation officer for 7 years and handled some diversion 
cases. I can recall a case of three sisters, teenage girls, one of whom 
was of low-average intelligence and the other two were mentally 
retarded. They took a number of old aae assistance checks out of 
iTI!lilboxes in the community where they lived. They cashed them at 
the lecI11 supermarket. I do not recall the actual number of victims in 
this instance, but it would exceed, I think, four or five persons who 
were receiving old age assistance, plus the supermarket operator 
who cashed the checks. 

I did the initial investigation for the U.S. attorney's office. I did the 
background workup on each of the defendants. I made the recom
mendations for release plan. 

The three sisters were released under 12-months' supervision with 
the condition thu.t· 'Clhey made restitution. They had no means of sup
port other than the older sister's working at a menial job. 

In my view, it would have been next to impossible to explain to 
each of those vietims, elderly people who had gone without their 
checks for 30, 60, or 90 days, the concept of diversion and why these 
young girls were not being prosecuted by the court and asked them 
to sign an agreement that they be released under this procedure. 

I do not believe it would have been possible to convince the injured 
parties in this instance that this was the proper thing to do. 
, Senator DEOONCINI. In that particular program that you are talking 
about, was there a confrontation of the victims and the offenders"? 
Did they ever meet each other? 

Mr. WILLE'I:'lS. Absolutely not. 
Senator DZOONCINI. Would that make any difference, in your 

opinion, if you had a system that attempted to put together those 
two people? 

Mr. WILLETTS. I do not believe it would make a difference, based 
on my experience, with these offenders and with victims over the 
last 15 years. No, sir. I do not. 

Senator DEOONCINI. When your example of the fraud checks came 
about, was there a feeling of remorse by the offender? Were you 
satisfied that they were going to correct their ways? Even though 
the victim did not feel happy about it, and was not about te sign any 
agreement, was the offender duly impresiled with the fact that she had 
caused some real problems? 

Mr. WILLETTS. I feel in all three instances there was. Two of the 
offenders were mentally retarded, however. 

In the case of the sister who was employed and who was earning a 
living, the 12-month supervision period for her was very impressive. 
It was of value to her because she lost her employment. It was neces
sary to find her another job, which she obtained and worked through
out the supervision period. 

Senator DEOONOINI. Do you think there is any merit if you left 
that in on a discertionary basis? In this case, the administrative office 
could say, teWell, let us go ahead and try to get an agreement or get a 

" II" 

'i ! 
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statement from the victim." The idea would be that would help in the 
long run to insure that the program would be properly handled. But 
this would not be a mandatory requirement. 

Do you think that is too risky? 
Mr. WILLETTS. I seriously doubt that it would be utilized because 

of the difficulty in trying to modify, if you will, the injured. party's 
thinkin . 

I ca!think or instances. If it is a rather youthful offender, and the 
person injurecl is a particular type of individual who was interested 
in rehabilitation, if you will, although that term is not very well 
accepted today, but interested in giving a person a second chance, 
let me put it that way, I can see that it is conceivable that it mi~l1t 
work. I have serious reservations about it being a beneficial provisIOn 
overall in the process. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. . 
Mr. WILLETTS. I turn now to section 6(0.): 
The administrat.ive head of a Federal diversion program shall report on the 

progress of the individual in carrying out his plan to the attorney for t.he Gov
ernment and the committing officer at such times and in such manner as such 
attorney deems appropriate. 

I think that is incorrect in that the committing officer sets the con
ditions. He should determine when it is appropriate, along with the 
administrative head, that is, when violations of those conditions 
should be reported. 

, I concur thr.t they should be reported to the attorney for the 
Government. 

The idea would be for the committing officer, the at1iorney for the 
Government, and the administrative head of the agency to work out 
mutual, agreeable terns. The administrative head would have the 
responsibility of making sure that it is reported to the court and the 
U.S. attorney when these conditions are complied with. 

But if the committing officer is going to approve the plan and, of 
course, the U.S. attorney would also, but if the committing officer is 
going to set the conditions and approve the plan, then he should plan 
a large role in determining to what point that person can go in violating 
these conditions before you make a report. 

I would, at least, include both, if I did not put the judicial officer 
in the primary role there. 

I turn to section 6(b) now. Tha,t raises an interesting question. 
In reference to confidentiality, the question is this: In view of 

section 6(b) and the restrictions on release of information-let us 
assume that the divertee does violate his conditions of release and a 
decision is made to prosecute. . 

In view of the confidentiality contained in this paragraph, which 
I do not argue with, then who prosecutes and who hears the case? 
It is a different ju.dicial officer ap.d a different U.S. at~orney. Informa
tion regarding the violation and the case is availf~ble to the U.S. 
attorney. The court has heard the informu,tion. Thf, court has heard 
the facts as they relate to this accused. 

In that case, could they objectively sit and heal' the case if he is 
prosecuted? I think that is a question that should be addressed. I am 
not so sure how is would be resolved. But, having recrmtly gone through 
the throes of trying to establish an ongoing program, from title II, 
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it is difficult to answer some questions if it is not sed pellout more 
clearly. This lea.ves a question of whether this would be possible or not. 

Senator DEOONCINI. How would you spell it ont any clearer? Do 
you have any suggestions? 

Mr. "VILLE'l'TS. In refel'ence to the court, I do not think it is a 
probJem, in that there are a number of judges. A judge who sat on the 
trial in the case could easily be different from the one who dealt with 
the diversion procedure. This would be in the same sense that a differ
ent assistant U.S. attorney could also prosecute. 

In either event, however, the court record is available to any judge. 
The U.S. attorney's file is also available to any assistant U.S. attorney. 

I think that you would have to say this: . 
Except to officials, officers of the pretrial diversion agency, the prosecutor's 

office, and the court. 

Senator DEOONCINI. If the evidence we are talking about is non
admissible and is excluded, even though the prosecutor has it available 
and can see it, and perhaps the judge can get the diversion file and 
take it out himself, nevertheless, it seems to me that is as far as you 
can go. It will not be admissible. So, the prosecution is going to have 
to be brought forward on the existing evidence at the time. 

Mr. WILLETTS. Other than. 
Senator DEOONCINI. That may place an additional burden on the 

prosecutor not to attempt to introduce something that was not there 
prior to the person being diverted. It seems to me that is a challenge 
that ought to be worth the chance, I guess you would say, that if a 
prosecutor blows it, then I think it will blow the whole case. 

Mr. WILLETTS. Yes. 
The other thing I can suggest is that the legislation suggests or 

requires that a different prosecutor or different judge actually proceed 
with the case if it is revoked and goes to trial. That would take the 
burden off of the two individuals. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Let me ask you this about another judge. 
When we get to the judiciary testimony this morning, we will get a 
better idea of this, but do you think that the judges in the programs 
you are aware of really go into some depth as to what the plan is and 
what the program is and wha,t; the agreement is, or is it more of an 
administerial act where they approve this because of the constitutional 
rights and that sort of thing? How do you find that? 

Mr. WILLETTS. It varies with judges. However, most judges are 
interested in the specifics of a plan in a given case. If they have seen 
the individual and if they know the facts-and they would know the 
facts in this instance-and if they know the social background of the 
person, then they are interested in knowing that the plan relates to 
that individual's needs. 

I think it i~ reasonable to assume that once they have gained experi
imce with the people who are supporting this program, such as the 
chief administrator in a diversion agency, then they are going to rely 
on him. As vihe program develops, for lack of a better term, as long as 
the judge does not get burned or as long as the U.s. attorney does 
not bet burned then they will approve the plan that is presented with.: 
out asking a lot of questions. 
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I think this comes with the development of the program and the 
integrity of the agency serving the court and the U.S. attorney. 
Initially, there will be a lot of questions. But if the credibility of the 
agency is good-I do not want to use the word rubberstamp, and I 
think that is what is in your mind-but it depends. After the credi
bility of the agency is established, then it depends on the individual 
judge or U.S. attorney. Some want to be more involved than others. 
The personality of the individuall1nd the backgl'ound of the individual 
will determine to what extent they want to go into a lot of detail. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you. 
lVIt . WILLETTS. Section 7 (b) :' 
The committing officer, at any time within such twelve-month period referred 

to in subsection (a) of this section, shall terminate such release, and the pending 
criminal proceeding shall be resumed, if the Itttorney for the Government fulds 
such individual is not fulfilling his obligations under the plan applicable to him, 
or the publio interest so requires. 

We have a problem with t.he term "shall" and suggest that "m:1.Y" 
be used in that instance: 

May terminate suoh release and the pending oriminal proceeding may bo 
resumed, if the attorney for the Government finds such individual is not fulfilling 
his obligations under the plnn applicable to him, or the public interest so requires. 

We suggest that the term Icmay" be substituted for the word 
"shall." 

Senator DEOONCINI. If you do that, in essence are you not elimi
nating the discret,ion of th(~ prosecutor? Does not this give the prose
cutor-I hate to .lse the word-the hammer, so to speak? 

You are saying that he shall terminate it? 
Mr. WILLETTS. We think he has just as much latitude with "may" 

as he has with ·"hall." He has it anyway. He can elect to prosecu.te 
that case if the pe~'<;o; \ -loes not live up to the terms of his release at 
any point. 

As I view it, he retains the right to determine whetner or not to 
prosecute. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Yes; and I think he does under "shall." It 
says "resumed." It does not mean that he must bring it to trial that 
he cannot bargain it out or something. I do not think you could 
mandate anything like that. 

Mr. Wn.LETTs. I. think this is the implication we get from it. It 
is being mandated. That restriction sliould not be placed on it. 

Senn,tor DEOONCINI. I think that is a good p'oint. You do not want 
to force him to bring it to the bar if, in fact, It is a bad case, or if he 
does not feel it is necessary now to do so. 

Thank you. 
Mr. WILLETTS, Maybe not, but it appears here he would be forced 

to proceed 'with it. We feel that he still should have the flexibility 
there and discretion. 

Senator DEOONCINI. What I am a little concerned about is that 
these are not liable to be very heinous cases or cases that are first 
priority of the prosecutor. So, he is liable to let it go if they fall out 
or if they are terminated. The idea is to keep the prosecutor involved. 
If they let him go, then the whole diversion' process goes down. 

Mr. WILLETTS. This relates back to the point we made earlier. 
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Senator DEOONCINI. I think vour point is well taken. 
Mr. WILLETTS. I turn now to~section SCa): 
The chief judge of each district is authorized, in his discretion, to appoint an 

advisory committee for each Federal criminal diversion program within his district. 
Any such committee SQ appointed shall bc composed of the chief judge as chairman, 
the United States attoI'n('y for the district, and such other judges or individuals 
with such district * * * 

I concur that if you are going to have an advisory board, certainly 
the chief judge or his designee and the U.S. attornev should be a part 
of that board. The statement I am going to make" now is somewhat 
premature. However, I feel individually compelled to say that I am 
not so sure that an advisory board concept is as good as many people 
thought it would be over the last 4 or 5 years. This is based on our 
last 2 years' experience with the 10 demonstration projects, 5 of which 
worked under a board of trustees and 5 of which operate under the 
administrative structure of the Administrative Office of the Proba
tion Bureau. 

My observation is that it is very difficult to get a chief judge, 
particularly in large districts, and a U.S. attorney, partieularly in 
large districts, and other very important people, if you will, together 
to consider the needs of a relatively small program, considering how 
priorities go in a criminal justice system. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you see any advantage in shifting away 
from this kind of advisory committee and making it more of a citizens 
advisory committee? I underline thc word advisory from the stand
point of having the citizen participation and also hopeful1y finding 
jobs for people who might respond, that is, to provide resources to 
the administering officer. 

vVould that, in your opinion, make any difference or be any more 
advantageous? 

Mr. WILLETTS. My view, at this point, is that it is very difficult 
and very time consuming. The responsibility for this falls on the part 
of the chief administrator of the program, whomever he may be. It 
is very difficult to have a public relations program to the extent that 
you can involve and keep sufficiently informed a number of lay persons, 
if you will. . 

I believe ideally that it is a good approach. In practice it is very 
difficult to make it work. 

If we go back to the community organization concept where you 
deal with the hierarchy or the power structure in the community, 
and if you want to be successful, then I think t,he board of trustee 
concept, if you will, in diversion and pretrial services, are somewhat 
analogous to that in that the: name, that is, the judge, the U.S. 
attorne:y, the public defender, and the two attorneys licensed to 
practice in that court and two community organization representa
tives-it is theoretically a good approach. 

What I want to leave with you is that practically, though, it is 
difficult to make it work. 

I would suggest this. If you retain the advisory board concept, then 
I would put the defense in there also. That would be the public 
defender. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you think it is best not to have an advisory 
board? Would you caro to express an opinion on that? Do you think 
it is unnecessary? 

A. 
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Mr. WILLETTS. I honestly do. That is a personal opinion. It is n.at 
validated by as much information as I would like at this point. I think 
2 years from now I will be more willing to make a statement and stand 
on it. But I do have serious reservations at this point. 

Senator DEOONCfNI. You make a good point as to the ability of a 
district judge to really take part in it and be there and want to under
st!1nd it. 

Mr. HORNBERGER. Senator, we have found that our people doing 
the job in the field, th!1t if they have knowledge of all of the available 
resources in the community, then they are able to provide the services 
that you are possibly anticipating that such an advisory council would 
perform. 

It has been our experience, and my experience as a probation officer 
of some 20 years, that there are resources there in the community, and 
that any probation officer or pretrial services officer, or what have you, 
is knowledgeable and can take advantage of them. It has been my 
experience with boards, advisory councils of other organizations, that 
in that sense they are essentially not too effective. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Here we have the discretion built in. If a judge 
felt it was necessary, and if a judge put it together and called it to
gether, then maybe he or she would feel more inclined to really be 
involved. 

I appreciate those remarks. 
Mr. WU,LETTS. As previously noted, the 10 pretrial services agencies 

established by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Oourts under 
title II of the Speedy Trial Act are already interviewing Federal 
offenders shortly after arrest. 

One has assumed the responsibility for screening. for potential 
diversion cases. One has served as the coordinator while others aTe 
performing the full range of functions necessary to an ongoing diversion 
program. 

We have provided this committee with letters from chiefs of the 
Federal pretrial sGTvices project which reflect in more detail their 
current involvement in diversion practices. 

My final observation would be that with existing administrative 
structure and staff augmented by the proposed annual budget-$3.5 
million-the Administrative Office of the U.S. Oourts could implement 
a diversion program in the 91 judicial districts. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Let me ask you one question, Mr. Willetts, 
before you leave. I appreciate your testimony. 

I realize that you have under study now the analysis of a number 
of diversion projects, but do you have an opinion, or do you care to 
express an opinion as to the diversion concept as to the widening or 
expanding of the jurisdiction or the net of the criminal justice system? 
Does it really simplify it? 

Mr. WILLETTS. Yes, sir, I have defhute feelings about the concept. 
I think it is a good one. I think it is viable. I think it C!1n work if 
properly administered. 

You have to have someone heading up the program who feels, as 
I do, that it is an alternative to trial, conviction, pl'obation, and prison. 
You have to have someone who is willing to cOllvince others in the 
criminal justice system that it is a viable alternative. 
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In my judgment-and this ig based on my personal experience
there may be as many as 10 or 15 percent of criminal cases that are 
actually processed through the system which could be dealt with in 
this fashion. . 

For example, I base~'that on the pretrial services unit in Detroit 
over the past year. They pl'I)cessed in exce')s, in cooperation with the 
U.S. attorney's office, of 100 cases through this procedure. This 
would be out of probably a total number of 1,500 cases. These are 
very l'ough figures. We could get specifics if you would like.. . 

When you have the U.S. attorney, the court, and the admllllst.rator 
of the program willing to agree on the concept, then it can work very 
well. It works well when they work together. 

I do not want to b(~labor this point, but one reason that we would 
suggest that the top administrator of the program in a given district 
not be totally responsible to the U.S. attorney is that U.S. attorneys 
change frequently. 

The court agencies are the most stable of the criminal justice 
system. So, if you change the heads of the agencies frequently, then 
you tend to lose continuity. If you have a good program established

Senator DEOONCINI. The mere fact that you have another U.S. 
Federal attorney should not be able to alter it that muchj is that 
right? 

Mr. WILLETTS. That is right. As you know, this is reality. It is the 
way the system operates. 

That is one reason why we feel that probably the administrator 
should be responsible to someone other than the U.S. attorney. 

Second, I think he would be more free to express objection in the 
event a case does not necessarily meet what the district has deter
mined is their guideline for a potential diversion case. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you very much. We appreciate the 
testimony. 

Mr. Hornbergel', would you like to add anything? 
Mr. HORNBERGER. Senator, I have nothing to add to Mr. Willetts' 

testimony. I believe you have been provided with statements from 
our 10 districts involved in demonstration projects. At this point I 
see 110 reason for me to take up your time and discuss them at this 
point in time. 

Senator DEOONCINI. AU of those will appear in the record. We 
thank you for submitting them and for your time today. 

[Material to be supplied follows:] 
U.S. DISTRICT CounT, 

SOUTHEUN DIsTnICT OF NEW YORK PROBATION OFFICE, 
JU/l6 SO, t077. 

Re Deferree! Prosecution Act of 1971. 
Mr. GUY WILLl:lTS, 
Chief, Pretrial Services Branch, Division of Probation, Administrative Office of the 

U.S. Courts, Sltprcme Court Building, Washington, D.O. 
(Attention of lVIr. John E. Hornberger, Pretrial Services Specialist), 
Dl~An Mn. WILLgTS: This new proposed act does not come as a surprise, in 

view of the previous acts submitted and the experiments with the ten pilot groups, 
five connected with Probation Departments and five under community agencies, 
which we!'e initiated in 1974. Please note the similarity with the experiment of the 
l>l'etrial Services Agencies, particularly the ten groups split five and five, in the 
four-year programs. We were not included as one of the ten deferred prosecution 
groups after this department, members of the Court, and, in particular, then-U.S. 
Attorney Paul J. Curran, refused to accept an outside agency for the Southern 
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District of New York. Mr. Curran insisted that the Probation Department and 
not a community ngency should provide thc services and wocedutes dictnted by 
the Deferred }'r05ecution program, also known as the 'Brooklyn PInn." Also, 
Mr. Curran refused to adopt the guideline" demanded by the Department. of 
Justice since the Probntion Department of the Southcm District of New York 
already had a successful Deferred Prosecution program under the auspices of the 
U.S. Attorney of this district with the approval of OUt' Court at that time. There 
were virtually no restrictions and our program, then and now, has been most 
successful. Your attcntion is referred to MI'. Curran's final report of activities of 
the U,S. Attomey's Office from January, 1973, to October, 1975, entitled Im
provements in Criminal Justice, with the subcaption "Deferred Prosecution." 
These three pages give ample justification for a deferred prosecution progl'am 
run by the Probation Department. 

At thnt time, 19'14, a Vel'Y powerful figure was attempting to get a third agency 
to provide I~he serviccs, and hId an individual selected as the administrator, (md 
had attempted to force this agency and individunl upon the office of the U.S. 
Attorney. If you recall, you and then-Chief Porbation Officer John Connolly hac! 
discussions regarding the possibility of our being acceptcd for this ptogram in 
Match, 1975 or earlier. Please note the memorandum dated :Murch 24, 1975. 

Contrary to those programs operated under the auspices of the Department of 
Justie.c, ours does not hnve any limitations. The U.S. Attorney's Office can 
recommend persons who have been anested for drug offenses, assaults, hllnk 
robbery, or who have mental or emotional problelllS, two or more prior con
victions, or a history of drug abuse or addiction. We have aecepted some of 
the most difficult cases, and, us revealed in a number of our semi<t1nnUlLlrepol'ts, 
our success rate is very good in spite of the high risks tnken. We have been ex
tremely successful with individuals with mental or emotional problems and 
histories of drug addiction. The restrictions referred to are contained in the 
memorandum received from the Administrative Office, entitled Pretrial Diversion 
(8/21/75). 

We haV(l a simple program, which has bpcn made even Simpler by the Pretrial 
Services Agency. '1'he Pretrial Services Agency and the Pl'ctrial Diversion Unit 
(Deferred Prosecution) are excellent mates. From the outset, we h!we firmly 
believed that the PretrIal Services Agency should be involved iil deferred prosecu. 
tion and that the Pretrial Services Agency is an integral part of the Pl'obation 
Department and not !L separate agency, As a result, our Pretrial Diversion Uni
hus consistently and continuously been involved in crisis intervention and PSA 
cases, particularly with individuals who have extensive histories of mental ilInetss 
Members of the Pretrial Diversion Unit have placcd individuals j{nown only to 
the Pretrial Services Agency into mental institutions and a llumber of them were 
given deferred prosecution. With tho aid of FINS and the bail summary report, 
both of which are prOVided to defense and government attol'llliys during the bail 
consideration proceSs, individuals are considered for deferred prosecution quickly 
and in greater numbers than in 1.he past. The two units work closely together. 
Services are being provided to these individuals, free of charge, and virtually all 
those liervices have been obtained with the aid of the Prctrial Diversion Unit. 

As Ms. Estell L. r~ollins, Supervising Pretrial Set'vices Officer, has stated: 
"The Pretrial Servicr'~ Officer by the very nature of his work has been (tble to 
identify and verify eortain cumulative factors which terte! to substantiate 
whether an individual should be considered as t1 Deferred Prosecution case." 
The Pretriul Sorvices Agency is the first "social agency" and first nonenforcement 
ngency with which a newly arrested person comes into contact, and the Pretrial 
Services Officer is available and able to identify certain social, educntional, 
vocational, and mental problems, and other factors which may indicate that an 
indiVidual is suitable for defel'1'ed prosecution. Therefore the officer is able to 
suggest to the U.S. Attorney that the person be given this considcration. Howevcr, 
at this time, most of the referrals arc madt' by the Assistant U.S. Attorney, 
usually at the suggestion of the Probation Department or private counsel. A 
number of cases are received by judges subsequent to indictment with the approval 
of the U.S. Attorney. 

Aft.er the referral is made, the file of the Pretrial Services Agency is made 
available to the Pretrial Diversion Unit; n. working relationship exists between 
the two, and ouick decisions and s.peedy determinations are made as a result. 

In our rel)Ort SUbmitted to the U.S. Attorney on April 22, 1977, it wns revealed 
that 127 individuals were referred to the Probation Department for investiga
tion with reference to the granting of deferred prosecution between September 11 
1976 and February 28, 1977. These perl:ions range in age from 15 to over 50, an(\. 
their offenses are listed in this report, including bank robbery, extor~ion, threat to 
gover!lment property, harassment of foreign guests, and others. 
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I believe thnt the Pretrinl Services Agency and the Pretrial Diversion Unit 
(Deferred Prosecution) must remain within the judicinl setting. We believe 
thnt our programs for both ngencies are the best. Perhaps we are blowing our 
own horn, and nre guilty of pride, but, if the two operations are evaluated, we 
think we cnn prove our point-that both should be allowed to remain as they are. 

Finally, for your review, and in the hope thnt it will prove helpful, we are 
herewith trnnsmitting mnterial relnting to deferred prosecution, including the 
mnnual for our Pretrial Services Ageney (p. 45 nnd following). 

I hope this has been of help to you. It hnd to be thrown together because of 
the time limitations. 

Very truly yours, . 
MonRIs KUZNESOF, Chief, U.S. Probation Officer. 

REPORT OF ACTIVITIES, JUNE 1973 TO OCTOBER 197~3 

U.S. ATTORNEY, sounTHEUN DISTRICT OF NEW YOUK 

IMPUOVEJI{ENTS IN CRIMINAL JUS'l.'ICE 

DEFEURED PROSECUTION 

A prosecutor can always look good by presenting a large volume of relatively 
minor cases, especinlIy whero a defendnnt has admitted the offense. Such cases can 
be hnndlecll'outinely with u, minuU1um of lawyer's effort and build up a statistical 
picture of a lut'ge pel'centage of guilty pleas and convictions. I nm proud to say thnt 
in this District wc have resisted the temptntion to play that statisticnl game and 
htwe found n better and more just way of hnnclIing many of the cases. 

For a numbcr of years in this Dlstrict we had whnt is widely referred to in 10,1"1 
enfor~ement circles as n "Brooklyn IJjan," a system of deferred prosecution fol' 
ac1olesc('nt d('fendants. The basic premise of the Brooklyn Plan is to give a youth 
caught in the grip of the law an opportunity to be rehabilitated without suffering 
the stigma of n criminal conviction which can deprive him '-,; the possibility of 
decent employment in the future. 

In 1973, the Brooklyn Plan in this office was expanded to reaDP J.dult defendants 
Since then over 180 adult defendants have had their cascs defen'cd pending a period 
of rehabilitation. This has been done by this office working with John T. Connolly, 
the Chief U.s. Probation Officer and his staff in this District, and utilizing the 
scrvices of existing State nnd locnl agencies and charitable organizations without 
cost to the federal govel'llment. 

The deferred prosecution progmm in operation in this District gives the prosecu
tor fle::dbility to withhold the full power of the lnw in those cases whcre it appears 
that the defendant's crime was a result of a problem which may be susceptible to 
correction. For example, if it appears that a defendant charged with uttering forged 
treasury checks is an alcoholic, it may be possible to put that defendant in a pro
gram such a:< Aleohofics Anonymous to correct the problem-mther than to punish 
the defendant. This is obviously 1\ humane and jm;t way to deal with such persons 
and in my judgment is superior to the fonner method of automatically prosecutL.g 
the defenrlant, ]J('rhaps repeatedly, and leaving to the sentencing court the burdcn 
of cvc.lul1ting an nppropriate sentence. 

The program in this district is not used as n substitute for prosecuting what 
otherwise may be wcak cases 01' crimes which it prosecutor lllay have some re
luct:mce to prosecute, stich [IS mail embezzlement by postal employees. The case 
must he clearly a prosecutable offense nnd in fact one with only one possible 
result, conviction of the defendant. The Assistant in chnrge of the prosecution 
may decide at nny point in the prosecution; before arraignment nnd indictment, 
or nfter indictment and before trial, that a just result can be obtained by deferring 
prosecution. If It defendant nIlCl his counsel consent to the deferred prosccution 
an agreement is entered into and the defendant is brought before the court for 
the purpose of executing the agreement and waiving his right to a speedy trial 
under the Constitution and local court rules. If n defendant responds to the treat
ment and supervision devised by the Probation Officer the charge is either not 
made, or, if having been made, is dismissed on thc government's motion. 

My judgment in the propriety of such It progrnm has beell. confirmed by the 
Department of Justice, which, in the summer of 1974 considered whether deferred 
prosecution should bc 11 part of .n prosecutor's options on n nntionwide basis. 
Partly ns n result of n review of the success of the program in this District, a 
pilot program was established in Chicago. Based on that expcrience, there nre 
now ten federnl Districts where pilot deferred prosecution programs are in effect. 

f 
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The Congress is also considering legislation involving defoncd prosecution pro
grams. I bclieve that legislation in this area would be superfluous and might, in 
the long run, inhibit the prosecutor's discretionary authority not to plosecute 
in particular cases by unduly involving the Courts in the initial decision to defer 
prosecution or in the decision to reinstate the prosecution when the defendant 
does not respond to supervision. 

My immediate predecessor in this office, working with the Drug Abuse Control 
Commission of the State of New York, established a progl'am for the deferred 
prosecution of narcotic addicts who had committed non-violent federal crimes 
as a result of their addiction. This program called TASC (Treatment Alternative 
to Stroot Crime) was coordinatcd by Theodorc E. Jackson, a professional pal'ole 
officer employed by New York's Drug Abuse Control Commission and was an 
unqualified success. In part, its success as compared to other addict rehabilitation 
efforts, can be attributed to the fact that the federal courts have fewer crimes 
committed by narcotics addicts, and therefore, fewer addicts to supervise, but 
the primary reason is the more intense supervision provided by Mr. Jackson and 
his staff. In the past two years, more than 100 defendants successfully participated 
in the program. Because of a lack of funding, the Drug Abuse Control Commis
sion waS not able to continue the program after June 30, 1975. However, the 
Probation Office of this Court, under Mr. Connolly and his very capable Deputy 
Chief, Morris Kuznesof, was able to continue the program and it is presently 
functioning with members of that staff in a fashion similar to the adult Brooklyn 
Plan. 

One result of our deferred prosecution progralIl is that this office obtains perhaps 
150 fewcr convictions each year. Another result is that the Court is not burdened 
with 150 additional cases. '£he real result I however, is that 150 men and womcn 
who commit federnl offenses cach year receive supervision and treatment whic~h 
may prevent them from committing crimes in the fut4re and lllay make them 
productive members of our community. 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT, 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN, 

PRETRIAL SERVICES AG'BNCY, 
Detroit, Jl1ich., J'lLne 27, 1977. 

Mr. JOHN CONYERS, 
Congressman, U.S. Congress, Rayburn House Office Building, 
Washington, D.C. 
(Attention Ms. Maureen Conley). 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN CONYERS: Recently I received a call from your staff 
concerning Pretrial Diversion under the Speedy Trial Act. As a result, I indicated 
I would put together a brief report describing our experience with the Diversion 
Program. 

First of all, Pretrial Diversion, sometimes known as Deferred Prosecution, 
has beel~ traditionally handled by the United States Probation Department. 
Since the United States Pretrial Services Agency in the Eastern District of 
Michigan is a Board of Trustees operation, we agreed to experimentally handle 
Diversion for a period of time as a part of our operation. Consequently, we took 
a referral on our first Diversion case on June 29, 1976. At about the time of Our 
first case we provided the caveat to both the United States Attorney's Office 
and the Judicial Officers that we could only continue to take Pretrial Diversion 
cases if we had sufficient staff to meet the demand. We made this cleM' ~ince we 
felt that the prinCipal mandate of the Speedy Trial Act was for the Unitcd States 
Pretrial Services Agency to investigate and supervise in the area of bond release. 

It took a few months to firm up our procedure and I note that wc had a total 
of 33 Pretrial Diversion Referrals during 1976. Our format was to take a written 
referral from the United States Attorney's Office so that we would bc alerted to 
the case. 'l'hereafter, we would cooperate with the United States Attorney's 
Office in getting a consent forIll signed before a Judicial Officer so that we could 
initiate a Pl'etrial Diversion Report for the United States Attorney's Office. The 
consent form served two purposes. First, since it was signed both by the defendant 
and the defendant's attol'lley, we were able to relense the confidential information 
to the United States Attorney's Office. 

Secondly, when the consent form was signed in the presence of a Judicial Officer 
and by the Judicial Officer, the Court became aware of the fact that the case was 
being considered for Diversion under the Speedy Trial Act. Thereafter, we would 
prepare a Pretrial Diversion Report for the United States Attorney's Office 
within 15 working days. Thereafter, the United States Attol'lley's Office would 
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make a decision as to whether or not they wished to divert the case and would 
notify a11 the interested parties. In the event of Diversion, the United States 
Attorney's Office would prepare an agreement form for all interested parties to 
sign including the Judicial Officer and a representative from the Unitl;ld States 
Pretrial Services Agency. Thereafter, the United States Pretrial Services Agency 
would assume supervision of the Mse for up to one year. The mmcimum of one 
year was agreed upon as a result of the Department of Justice guidelines in 
respect to Pretrial Diversion. 

By the beginning.of 1977, the United Str.tes Attorney's Office was more familiar 
with our program and initiaterl heavier referrals. Consequently, I note that we 
received a total of 83 referrals by May 6, 1977 when we received our last referral. 
As I mentioned on the telephone, we made arrangements to transfer the Pretrial 
Diversion Program back to the United States Probation Department during April 
of 1977. This was done on the basis of the large inerease in the volume of referrals 
without any adjustment in the size of our staff, Again. this was understandable 
in view of the fact that we are a pilot program with a primary mission of handling 
bond matters. 

Now, refleeting baek, we are able to observe that we processed a total of 116 
Pretrial Diversion Referrals in a period of about 10 months. Since 83 of these 
referrals eame in a period of about four months, we projected that the United 
States Attorney's Office could make significant use of Pretrial Diversion with the 
advent of better communication and better screening of cases at the initial stages. 
In addition, it is my firm opinion that given sufficient staff, the United States 
Pretrial Services Agency is in a more fortuitous position to manag(3 a Diversion 
Program than other arms of the Court. I say this becll,use the United St,ates 
Pretrial Services Office is privy to information about the offense and the defendant's 
background shortly after the defendant has been initiatcd into the Criminal 
Justice process. 

Although our last case of Diversion was received on May 6, 1977, my Agency 
hus agreed to supervise all Diversion cases that were actually processed by my 
Agency. Consequently, we presently have 78 Diversion cases under active super- • 
vision of the United State.'? Pretrial Services Agency. 

I am hopeful that the above information about Pretrial Diversion will assist 
you in your evaluation of the subject matter. If I can be of any further assistance, 
please contact me at your convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 
ARTHUR R. GOUSSY, 

Chief Pretrial Services Officer. 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT, 
N ORTH::':RN DIS'l'RICT OF ILLINOIS, 

PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENOY, 
June 28, 1977. 

Mr. JOHN E. HORNBERGER, 
Pretrial Services Specialist, Pretrial Services Branch, Administrative Office of the 

U.S. Courts, Wa.shington, D.C. 
DEAR ,TOlIN: This is in reply to our telephone conversation of June 28, in which 

you requested information concerning our Pretrial Diversion Program. I can 
truthfully state that the program of deferred prosecution was in effect in this 
office when I joined the staff 21 years ago. As you know, on July 1, 1974, the 
Department of Justice initiated a Federal Adult Diversion Demonstration Project 
in which tllis district took part, and is now referred to as the Pretrial Diversion 
Program. 

Although certain aspects of the program differ from district to district, in the 
Northern District of Illinois, the United States Attorney has appointed a coordi
nator and all casCs referred by assistant U.S. attorneys first are presented to the 
coorcl~Jl:\,tor, and if they meet an eUgibiHty criteria, a decision is then m.nde by the 
coordmator and the United States Attorney. In ·most cases, the Umted States 
Attorney requests that the U.S. Probation Service conduct an investigation into 
:the backgrOllnd of the individual. In this district, it was agreed that in all cases 
where scrvices are to bc provided, thcy arc to be l)rovided by the U.S. Probation 
Office. • 

Upon determining cligibility of the defcndant for prctrial diversion, the United 
States Attorney refers the case through the coordinator to the U.S. Probation 
Service fol' a rccommendation of potential services and suitability of supcrvision 
for tho <left'ndallt. As part of the background investigation, the Probation Office 
requests notification of any prior record from the F.B.I. Identification Division 
records. Services are tailored to the individual's needs and include employment, 

., 
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counseling, education, job training, psychiatric help, etc. Many districts have 
successfully required restitution or forms of community services as part of the 
rehabilitation program. Chicago is one of these districts. 

The program of supervision and services which is recommended is outlined in 
the Pretrial Diversion agreement agreed upon by all parties and administered 
by the Probation Service, which reports to the U.S. Attorney quarterly on the 
divertees progress. 

Bruce Armour was the first Pretrial Diversion Coordinator and later he was 
followed by Tom Wooten, also a Bureau of Prisons stnff member. Tom Wooten 
was assigned to another position with the Bureau of Prisons in Memphis, Ten
nessee in March 1977, nnd becnuse it did not appear that the position of Pretrial 
Diversion Coordinntol, would be filled by the Department of Justice upon Tom's 
depnrture, it became apparent that the continuity of servicc would be broken if 
the coordinator was not Il.ppointed immediately. At that time, I proposed to the 
Honornble Samuel K. Skinner, United States Attorney for the Northern District 
of Illinois, that we mutunlly consider a way of continuing pretrial diversion without 
an interruption and thnt n United States probation officer be appointed as a 
Pretrial Diversion Coordinator. Mr. Skinner agreed with this plan and I so ap
pointed Arthur D. Ward as the Coordinntor. Mr. Skinner's Office agreed that 
they would provide the secretary nnd the office space for the coordinator without 
any increased expense and that Federal Pl'obntion, as indicnted, would provide 
U.S. pl'obntion officer \Ynrd as the coordinator. 

lVII'. \Vard completes nt the end of every month a monthly progress report 
for the U.S. Pretrial Diversion Program. Since the coordinator was established 
in the Northern District of Illinois, this pnrticular form has been used. I am send
ing a copy of this form to you which indicates that it is a summary of the events 
taking place in the month of May 1977 as reported by U.S. Probation Officer 
'Yard. This pnl'ticulnr report will give you some idea of the volume and extent 
of the Pretrinl Diversion Program in this District. The item that indicates total 
number of cases referred to date (472) refers to the number of cases that the 
coordinator has interviewed since July 1974; 342 reflects the number of cases 
handled by this office. 

I nofe in our April statistical report for the Administrative Office that we show 
that we carried 175 pretrial diversion cases during the month of April. This is 
the Intest available figure thnt I hnve. I trust that this information will be of 
vnIue to you and I regret the hnste in which I had to prepare this report. I hope 
it will meet your ne(~cls. 

Sincerely yours, 
,VILLIAM S. PILCHER, 

Chief Probation OfJicer and Chief Pretrial Services Officer. 

lVIONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

U.s. PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM 

The U.S. Attorney for the Northern/Illinois district for the month of May, 
1977. 
A. Candidate intake processing informntion for the month: 

l. Number of cases referred for PTD________________________ 13 
2. Number of cases pending interview________________________ 11 
3. Number of candidntes interviewed________________________ 13 
4. Number of failures to nppear_____________________________ 0 
5. Number of Cases referred to USPO for PIR's_______________ 12 
6. Number of cases determined unsuitable by USA____________ 0 
7. Number of cnses pending agreement signing ____ ------------ 19 
8. Number of PTD agreements exeeuted_____________________ 16 
9. Number of DOJ report forms submitted _______________ ---- 15 

10. Number of cases referred to USPO for supervision__________ 16 
11. Number of special (non-USPO) supervision euses ______ ._____ 0 
12. AVCl'I1ge number of days from referral to United Stutes to 

referral to PTD_____________ __________________________ 186 
13. A':et·age. number of days from referral to PTD to screening lntervlew _________________________________________ - __ 18 
14. Average number of days from screening interview to contract 

execution: 
PIR by USPO (14 cases) ______________ ..;_____________ 139 
NO PIR (0 ease5)___________________________________ 0 

15. Number of cases terminated: 
SuccessfuL ___________________________ -- -- --_- ------ ~ 
UnsuccessfuL ____________________ ---- _________ - ___ _ 
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B. Program status: 
1. Total cases referred to date __________________ --- _________ _ 472 
2. Number of cases contracted into progl·am __________________ _ 
3. Number of cases considered unsuitable _____________________ . 

342 
72 

4. Number of cases in various stages of processing _____________ _ 
5. Number of cases terminated: 

43 

SuccessfuL ________________________________________ _ 160 Unsuccessful ______________________________________ _ 6 
C. PTD J'eferrnls by major offense categories: 

For report period: 
Postlaws: Thefts ___________________________________________ _ 

3 Other _______________________ . ___________________ • __ 1 Bank theft ____________________________________________ _ 1 Fraud ___________________________________________ - ____ _ 
6 Counterfeit ___________________________________________ _ 0 

~~~~~£r;s~============================================= 
2 
0 Other ________________________________________________ _ 
0 

Total_______________________________________________ 13 
= 

Total to date: 
Postlaws (thefts and other) ____________ -- ________________ _ 
Bank thefts ___________________________________________ _ 
Fraud __ • _____________________________________________ _ 
Counterfeit ___ • __________ . _. ___________________________ _ 

~~~~~£r;s~============================~================ Other _______ .. ___ • ____________________________________ _ 

Total _________________________ - ____________________ _ 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT, 
-WESTERN DISTRICT OF :NlrssouRI PROBATION OFFICE, 

211 
65 
52 

9 
38 
14 
83 

472 

Re pretrial diversion. 
Kansas City, Mo., JuIW 20, 1077. 

Mr. JOHN E. HORNBERGER, 
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, 
Probatiol/' Division, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. HORNBERGER: In accordance with your request of June 28, 1977, 
via telephone, I am herein outlining in brief the Pretrial Diversion Program 
cUl'!'ently being implemented in the Westcrn District of Missouri. As an item of 
possible interest I am also enclOsing a copy of my letter to Wayne P. Jackson of 
March 20, 1976, wherein I commrnt on the role of the PrlJbation Office in the 
pretrial divrrsion process as opposed to partiCipation by one of the five Board of 
Trustees implemented Pretrial Services Agencies. . 

The enclosed policy statcmcnt prepared by this writer on December 11, 1975, 
outlines our participation in the Pretrial Diversion Program as it is administered 
in the Western District of Missouri. This policy statement meets with the approval 
of the United States Attorney for this district. The preliminary report is labeled 
as such and foIlows the format of the selective presentence report as outlined in 
Division of Probation Publication No. 104. It was originally envisioned that the 
preliminary report would be routinely retul'l1ed to the Probation Office following 
final decision by the Office of the District Attorney, but this hl\s not proven to 
be the case. Therefore, since the Office of the District Attol'l1ey generally l'etains 
the preliminary report, we prepare a separate presentence report should the alleged 
oll'('nc1el' later become a defendant before this Court. 

Before initiating a prelimi.:;.z;,'y report investigation, we routinely obtain from 
each alleged offender a signed Mnsent form. For that purpose we have developed 
the ellclos('d form entitled "Approval to Institute a Background Investigation 
Before Conviction or Plea of Guilty." 

vVhile there are no specific guideiines on the subject, the period of pretrial 
diversion supervision generally required by the Office of the District Attol'l1ey is 12 
months. Similarly, there is no printed agreement form currently in use by the 
Office of the District Attorney. The individual Assistant Attorney prefers instead 
to tailor the pretrial diversion agreement to the circumstances of the individual 
case. The enclosed sample agreement is, however, essentially the form most 
generally employed. 

f-
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As noted in section II (a) (5) of the policy statement, persons enrolled under the 
Pretrial Diversion Program by the Office of the District Attorney are statistically 
entered on our caseload as "deferred prosecution" su.bjects and are routinely 
assigned to any field officer for that supervision afforded all active cases charged 
to this agency. As of May 31, 1977, this office was supervising 64 pretrial diversion 
subjects for the Office of the District Attorney. Over the past 12 months we have 
supervised an average of 68 cases per month. Over the same period of time we 
prepared 26 preliminary reports. 

Termination of supervision is effected as outlined in section II (a) (6) of the 
policy statement. In each case a duly-exHcuted PTD FOTm J-2/75 is SUbmitted to 
the Office of the District Attorney as notification of discharge (copy enclosed). 

This office has traditionally enjoyed a most compatible working relationship 
with the District Attorney and his staff in 1.111 areas of mutual concern. The 
Pretrial Diversion Program is no exception. There is, however, one problem area 
of great concern, which deals with enforcement of the conditions of the pretrial 
diversion agreement. Although a rare occurrence, there have been instances 
wherein the Probation Office has sincerely felt that the agreement has been broken 
by the participant, who has demonstrated a complete lack of cooperation and an 
unwillingness to conform. When, on those rare occasions, that matter was brought 
to the attention of the Assistant Attorney involved, termination of the agi'eement 
was declined reportedly because of an absence of sufficient evidence to justify 
prosecution and obtain a conviction. It then became necessary for this office to 
formally notify the Office of the District Attorney that we would no longer attempt 
supervision and were instead unilaterally withdrawing from the agreement. This 
would tend to illustrate the potential problem that could be encountered, should 
the Office of the District Attorney utilize pretrial diversion as an alternative to 
prosecution for those otherwise ineligible defendants whose offenses would not be 
prosecutable in open Court because of insufficient evidence against them. 

I trust that the foregoing, with atti1Chments, is that information requested. If 
further information or explanation is desired, please advise. 

Very truly yours, 

nIR. JOHN E. HORNRERGlm, 
Administrative Office of U.S. Courts, 
Probation Division, 
W(lshillgton, D.C. 

B. G. DROWN, 
Chief U.S. Probation Officer. 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT, 
NORTHERN DISTRIC'l' OF GEORGIA, 

Atlanta, Ga., June 28, 1977. 

DEAR MR. HORNBERGER: On June 1, 1976, investigation and supervision of 
the Pretrial Diversion Program in this clistrict ~was trallsfel'l'ed from the U.S. 
Probation Office to PSA. At that time, 33 cases were received for supervision. 
After June 1, another 11 cases, which had all'eady been investigated by a USPO, 
were received for supervision. 

Since June I, 1970, Atlanta PSA has conducted 52 Pretrial Diversion investiga
tions. Of this number, 40 were accepted for supervision, 7 denied entrance into the 
program, and 5 are still open at this writing. Another 2 cases h!]'ve been transferred 
to our district for a total of 86 cases received for supervision. Twenty-two de
fendants were under PSA supervision before being accepted into the PTD program. 
To date, only one case has been referred back to the AUSA for prosecution because 
of violation. 

The U.S. Attorney in our district has designated an assistant to handle Pretrial 
Diversion matters. If a case meets. the Justice Department guidelines, the AUSA 
handling the case refers it to the AUSA specialist, who, in turn, accepts an applica
tion (see attached) from the defendant, and refers it to PSA for investigation. 
When the application is received by PSA, it is assigned to a PSO according to geo
graphical territories, and an investigation is completed within ten calendar days. 
A memo report of the results of the investigation and recommeJldatioll for or 
against Pretrial Diversion is prepared for the AUSA specialist. If the investigation 
report recommendation is for diversion, the AUSA specialist will execute an agree
ment with the defendant placing him under supervision for a period not to exceed 
twelve months (see attached). If the l'eport recommends denial of diversi()n, 
prosecution is resumed. 

If further information is needed, please let me know. 
Sincerely, 

Enclosures. 
!J6-867-7S--3 

DANIl!JL D. RECTOR, 
Sltpervising Pretrial Services Officer. 
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ApPLICATION FOR PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAM 
U.S. v. ______________________________________________ ------ ------
Court Docket No. _______________________________________________ _ 
U.S. Attorney's File No. __________________________________________ _ 

I hereby make application for status as a participant in the pretrial diversion 
'program and request that the U.S. Attorney temporarily delay any further 
criminal proceedings against me in order to permit consideration of this applica
tion. I understand that the final decision to commence criminal proceedings or 
to defer prosecution in my case rests entirely with the U.S. Attorney. 

I authorize the U.S. Probation Office to conduct Itn investigation and submit 
to the U.S. Attorney a recommendation for determining suitability for this 
program. I understand that any information given or disclosed by me to the U.S. 
Probation Office in connection with this investigation will be kept confidential. 

-------------[Slgnnturej-------------

---------------(Dn~j---------------

Street address: ________________________________________________________ _ 

City: ____________________ State: ____ :_:- ______________ Zip: ______________ _ 

Home telephone: ______________________________________________________ _ 

Place of employment: __________________________________________________ _ 

Address: ________________________________________ City: _________________ _ 

Work telephone: _______________________________________________________ _ 
U.S. of America v. 

(Name) --------------[ffiieN.""oy-------------

AGREEMENT FOR PRETRIAL DIVERSION 

It appearing that you are reported to have committed an offense against the 
United States on or about ________________ in violation of Title ____ , United 
States Code, Section(s) ________ in that you did: 

Upon your accepting responsibility for your behavior and by your signature on 
this agreement,l it appearing, after an investigation of the offense, and your 
background, that the interest of the United States and your own interest and the 
interest of just.ice will be served by the following procedure; Therefore j 

On the authority: of the Attorney General of the United States by John W. 
Stokes, Jr., United States Attorney, for the Northern District of Georgia, prosecu-
tion in this District for this offense shall be deferred for the period of _______ _ 
months from tllis date, provided you abide by the following conditions and the 
requirements of the program set out below. 

Should you violate the conditions of this supervision, the United States At
torney may revoke or modify any conditions of this pretrial diversion program 
or change the period of supervision which shall in no case exceed twelve months. 
The United States Attorney may release you from supervision at any time. The 
United States Attorney may at any time within the period of your supervision 
initiate prosecution for this offense should you violate the conditions of this 
supervisicm and will furnish you with notice specifying the conditions of your 
program which you have violated. 

If, upon completion of your period of supervision, a pretrial diversion report is 
received to the effect that you have complied with all the rules, regulations and 
conditions above mentioned, no prosecution for the offense set out on page 1 of 
this Agreement will be instituted in this District, and the United State.'3 Attorney 
will seek to dismiss the underlying indictment or information. 

Neither this agreement nor any other document filed with the United States 
Attorney as a result of your participation in the Pretrial Diversion Program will 

1 Any statements made by you In this Agreement will not be ndmlsslbl'3 on the Issue of 
guilt In any subsequent proceedIng. 

... 
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be used against you except for impecwhment purposes, in connection with any 
prosecution, for the above described offense. 
Conditions of pretrial diversion 

(1) You shan not violate any law (federal, state and local). You shall imme
diately contact your pretrial diversion supervisor if arrested and/or questioned by 
any law enforcement officer. 

(2) You shan attend school or work regularly at a lawful occupat,on or other
wise comply with the tcrms of the special program described below. In the absence 
of a special program, when out of work or unable to attend school, you shall 
notify your program supervisor at once. You shall constllt him prior to job or 
school change. 

(3) You shall continue to live in this judicial district. If you intend to move 
out of the district, you shall inform your supervisor so that the appropriate trans
fer of program responsibility can be made. 

(4) You shall follow the program and conditions described below in (7). 
(5) You shaUreport to your program supervisor as directed in (7) l1nd keep 

him informed of your whereabouts. 
(6) You shall strive to achieve the desired goals of the program. 
(7) Special conditions of program. 

Description: 
I assert l1nd certify that I l1m aware of the fact that the Sixth Amendment to 

the Constitution of the United States provides that in all criminal prosecutions 
the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and Qublic trial. I also am aware 
that Rule 48(b) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure provides that the 
Court may dismiss an indietment, information, or complaint for unnecessary 
delay in presenting a charge to the Grand Jury, filing an information or in bring
ing a defendant to trial. I hereby request that the United States Attorney for the 
Northern District of Georgia defer any prosecution of me for violation of Title 
________ , United States Code, Section(s) ________ for the period of _______ _ 
months, and to induce him to defer such pro$ecution I agree and oonsent that 
any delay from the date of this Agreement to the date of the initiation of the 
prosecution, as provided for in the terms e:\-pressecl herein, shall be deemed to be 
a necessary delay at my request and I waive any defense to such prosecution on 
the ground that such delay operated to deny my rights under Rule 48(b) of the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and the Sixth Amendment to the Consti
tution of the United States to a speedy trial or to bar the proseclltion by reason 
of the running of the statute of limitations for a period of ________ months which 
is the period of this Agreement. 

I hereby state that the above has been read and explained to me. I understand 
the conditions of my pretrial divel'sion and agre9 that I will comply with them 

----------(Natneofd~ertee}---------- ---------------(Dntej--------------

----------(Defrnse-ittorneyj---------- ---------------(Dnti}--------------
(If not represented by Defense Attorney, see attaohed Waiver of Counsel) 

--------{Assist~~tu.S:Attor~ey)------- ---------------(Dite)---------------

---- -- ---(U.S~ :pr;i);£ionomc-er)---- ---- ------------- --(Dnti}--------------
U,S. DISTRICT COURT, 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, 
Brooklyn, N,Y., June 28, 1977. 

Mr. JOHN HORNBERGER, 
Pretrial Services Branch 
Administrative Office of Ihe U.S. Courts, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. HORNB}i:RGER: I am writing in response to your inquiry concerning 
the involvement of the Pretrial Servioes Agency for the Eastern Distl'iet of New 
York in any pretrial diversion programs that may be operating in this district. 

At the present time, pretrial diversionj or deferred prosecution as it, is' c:Jlled 
in this district, is being run by the Unite a States Attorney's Office in cooperation 
with the United States Probation Office. From April through October .1976, this 
agency coordinated a diversion experiment on behalf-of the Depart.nent of Justice. 
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As YOllure probably aware, the unique feature of the experiment was that all of 
the cases WE're randomly selected for diversion. 'I'he purpose of this procedure 
was to compare the differences in dispositions that should occur between those 
easE'S that were divertE'd and those that WE're prosecutt'd. It should be pointed 
out that dming this experiment period, P.S.A. served only as coordinator for the 
project, that is, we did not screen, investigate, or counsel defendants. Instead. 
our function was to set up appointments oversee documentation and collect data. 
At the prE'unt time that data is being analyzE'd by the Department of Justice, 
As to t.he qUE'stion of potential P.S.A. involvement in diVersion, it is my opinion 
that pretrial services agencies are the logical operators of such programs. I make 
this statement for the following reasons: 

1. PI'E'trial Service Agencies have an opportunity to interview and inveRtigate 
defendants E'urly in thc c!"iminal justice process and becuuse much of the informa
tion u~ed to determine bail eligibility is in many ways pertinent to the diversion 
decision. BecnuRe of this, the Pretrial Services AgE'ncie;:; Clln take an active role 
in RCl'eening and recommending diversion candidates. At the present time PI'O
bntioll departments are not taking this active screening role because they must 
wait until the U.S. Attorney sends them potential diversion cases. The advantage 
in P.S.A. performing this role can be seen in the District of :Mal'yland where 
diversion cases increased five-fold in the first year that P.S.A. took over the func
.tion from Probation . 

. 2. Pretrial Service Agency staff 1s trained in dealing with accused defendants 
'und the difficulties in observing the presumption of innocence. Many respected. 
comment.ator8 have pointcd out the importance of respecting the lcgally innocent 
status of diverted def('ndants and for that reason, Pretrial Services Officers, 
because of t]Hlir trnining and experience, would be mo:;t suitnblc to deal with them. 

I hope this letter is sufficiently responsive to your inquiry. If I mny be of any 
further as.qi~tancc, please do not he~itute to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Re Deferred prosecution. 
Mr. JOlIN E. HORNBERGER, 

DANIEL B. RYAN, 
Chief Pretrial Services Officer. 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT, 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, 

Los Angeles, Oalif., June 29, 19'('7. 

Administrative Office of the U.S. Oourls, 
Washington D.O. 

DEAR .JOlIN: 'Ve have 81 deferred prosecution cases in our district. For the 12 
month period from April, 1976, through IVIuy, 1977. we received a total of 92 
deferred prosecution investigations. This is an average of 7.7 cases per month. 

The normal -procedure is for the AUSA to contnet our office and ask for an 
investigation. 'Ve then conduct a selected presentence-type investigation ancI 
prepare a full selective presentence report which is submitted to the A USA on a 
predetermined date. Vve usually take the same time for a deferred prosecution 
investigation a& we do for a presentence investigation. 

At the present time we do not try to initiate deferred prosecutions through our 
Pretrial Services program, although this would be quite feasible. 

Our Santa Barbara branch office handles minors at Vandenberg Air Force Base. 
This is scparate and apart from our regular procedure. 'rhese refcrrals come from 
the btlsc itself, and office looks over each case prior to deciding whether a referral 
should be made for deferred prosecution. Our effort in this ,area is to not involve 
minors in any sort of legal proce$s unless absolutely necessary. 

Sincerely, 

MR. JOlIN E. HORNBERGER, 
Pretrial Services Branch, 
Washington, D.O. 

ROBERT M. LATTA, 
Ohief U.S. Probation Officer. 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT, 
DISTRICT OF MARYLAND, 

Baltimore, }'fd., June SO, 1977. 

DEAR MR. HORNBERGER: In response to your telephonic request of June 28, 1977, 
plea..'le be advised that since our office assumed responsibility for pretrial diversion 
on January 1, 1977, we have recevied 39 cases for supervision. We note that 
during calendar year 1976, there were just 17 such cases received for supervision 
by the U.S. Probation Office. 

\. 

-f. 
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For your informl1tion, cases in our district may be diverted either before or 
after there has been a criminal filing. In all cases, the Assistant U.S. Attorney 
assigned the case makes the diversion decision; however, if there hils been 11 filing 
and the case has been assigned to a judicio,} officer, the judicial officer may exercise' 
right of approval on the Assistant U.S. Attorney's decision. There have been no 
instances to date where a judicial officer has vetoed the Assistant U.S. Attorney's 
use of the diversion procedure. 

Following is a bl'ief discussion as to the means by which potential diversion 
cases are identified and ultimately placed in the diversion program. Initially, cases 
interviewed by Pretrial Services are screened after preliminary investigation to 
determine if a defendant is potentially suitable for entry into the diversion pro
gram. Those cases which in our opinion are worthy of further consideratiOll are 
brought to the attention of the Assistant U.S. Attorney in the case, who mayor 
may not request PSA to complete an in-depth investigation and recommendation. 
To date, we have been requested to complete 25 such investigations, five of which 
are pending at this "Titing. Upon submitting our recommendation to the Assistant 
U.S. Attorney, he then makes a decision as to whether or not the case will be
diverted. If the decision is to divert the case, an agreement is drawn and executed 
by the Assistant U.S. Attorney, the divertee, defense counsel, and the Pretrial 
Services Of1:i()er. 

It is to be noted that there are some cl1ses diverted by the magistrates in mis
demeanor cases, particularly the magistrate in Hyattsville, without benefit of a. 
formal investigl1tion. In such instances, the magistrute no doubt utilizes informn 
tion contained in our Summary Report to assist him in reaching a decision that 
is culminated by the issuance of a diversion order signed by the magistrate, the 
divertee, and the Pretrial Services Officer. 

I trust that the above information will be of some assistance to you. If I may 
be of further assistance, please let me know. 

Sincerely yours, 
MORRIS T. STREET, Jr., 

Chief, P,etrial Services Officer. 

P.s.-I am in receipt of the proposed legislation on ItFedero1 Criminal Diversion 
Act of 1977" which I have reviewed. I view the proposal veryfavornbly in genernl. 
I do have serious reservations about the inclusion of Section 5(b) which I am 
prepared to discuss with you, if you desire. 

Mr. JOHN R. HORNDERGER, 
Administrative O.fliee of the U.S. Courls, 
Washington, D.C, 

U.S. DISTRICT COURT, 
EASTERN DISTRIC~ OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

Philadelphia, Pa., July 5, 1977. 

DEAR MR. HORNDERGER: Reference is made to your recent request to Chief 
U.S. Probation Officer Gooch and our telephone conversation of JUly 1, 1977, 
regarding the Deferred Prosecution Program for the Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania. 

Enclosed are the guidelines as promulgated and operationalized by the Board of 
Judges in 1975 and which are substantiallv correct to this date. 

There has been an increased emphasis placed on this type of sentencing diversion 
by our Court and the U.S. Attorney's Office dUring the Pl1st year. According to our 
l'ecords, there have been a total of 227 defendants placed in tbe prognl.m, 122 of 
which have successfully completed the period of supervision with the criminal 
complaint having been dismissed. Presently there are 105 sucb cases being super~ 
vised by the Probation Office, as compl1red to 58 cases ill May of 197() and 51 
cases in July of 1975. To my knowledge, there has been only one program failure 
of the total 227 cases. 

If addition 111 information is needed, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Very truly yours, 

H. RICHARD GOOCH, 
Chief, U.S. Probation Officer. 

ALLEN M. SIEGEL, 
Supervising U.S. Probation Officer. 

U.S. DISTR!CT COURT, 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS, 

Dallas, Tex., June 28, 1977. 
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Re pretrial diversion. 
Mr. JOHN E. HORNBERGER, 
Administrative Office, U.S. Courts, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR JOHN: Currently diversion in the Northern District of Texas is being 
handled by the U.S. Probation Officers who work with the assistant U.S. attorneys 
on these cases. 

Philosophically I think diversion should ideally be handled by Pretrial Services 
officers as it appears consistent that they are offenders without convictions. 
Due to our smallish Pretrial staff, however, we elected to keep diversion a USPO 
function. 

As to numbers of pretrial diversion cases under supervision in this district: 
In 1975-14 cases referred by USA. 
In 1976-40 cases referred by USA. 
In 1977-33 cases referred by USA through May, 1977. 

Hoping that this will assist you. 
Sincerely, 

ROGER C. CARROLL, 
Chief, U.S. Probation Officer. 

Senator DEOONCINI. We would perhaps indulge upon your kind
ness and generosity and pass another draft out for your comments 
if you are inclined to assist us once again. 

Mr. WILLETTS. We certo,inIy would be happy to. We appreciate 
the opportunity to be here. We think it is a crucial piece of legislation 
for tlie criminal justice system and we would like to assist in any 
way we can. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you. 
Our next witness is Judge Irwin Brownstein from the New York 

State Supreme Oourt. 
Thank you. We appreciate you taking your valuable time. We 

know of your long-term commitment to this project and this concept, 
so we welcome hearing from you. 

STATEMENT OF IRWIN BROWNSTEIN, NEW YORK STATE 
SUPREME COURT 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. Senator, I am honored by your invitation. 
The consideration of the bill comes at a crucial time because of the 

difficulty encountered by diversion programs around the country. 
This is principally due to funding problems. Large cities, as you well 
know, Senator, are facing economic difficulties. The first programs to 
suffer by it are generally those in the criminal justice system. Generally 
they are those that do not have vast public support. The lay popula
tion is interested in prosecution more than they are in diversion. So 
these programs really suffer. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Let me interrupt you there. I am very aware of 
just that problem which these programs face. Do you have any sug
gestions of being able to involve the prosecutor more where they will 
take a greater positive step? Some prosecutors like Mr. Neely and Mr. 
Leonard, and other prosecutors who hn,ve been involved in these J)roj
ects, feel strong about them. If they were cut, they would fight for them 
perlu1ps as strong as they would for the ilarcotics unit, or organized 
crime unit, or what have you. 

But there are other prosecutors who do not feel that way. They are 
not that keen on it. Oertainly when the proj ect is outside the prosecutor 
completely, as we are proposing here, the prosecutor does not feel any 
attachment to it. 

Do you have any suggestions on that? Maybe you will address that 
in your remarks. I would welcome your observations there. 

\.. 
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Judge BROWNSTEIN. The only suggestion that I Cun give to you 
which has worked is to get the community involved. The way you do 
that is through the advisory board concept. We formed an advisory 
board for the National Association of the Pretrial Services Agency, 
which you addressed recently at our last conference. 

The advisory boaTd consists of people in the process, judges, prose
Clltors, defense counsels. It also involves people who nre not III the 
process. I think the key is rigl1.t there. 

We have j)eople-Robin Farkas, the executive vice president of 
Alexander's Department Store, has become very much involved in 
the process, and has been very supportive of it nationally. 

Mr. Goodman from El Paso, Tex., who is a life insurance agent, but 
one who is involved in the community serves on the board. 

Aside from people who are in the process, there are outstanding com
munity leaders who, in their home community, can create grea.t im
pact. When they are involved in a project, then the J?eople who 
ordinarily would not give attention to it, will listen. That IS all that a 
diversion or release program needs to have. It is an opportunity to 
present the truth that is going on now. 

When we have that opportunity, we ure successful in gathming 
community support for diversion and release as well. 

The problem that we are faced with-and that is when the ad
visory boarel becomes important-is funding. LEAA has done t\ 

magnificent job in giving money to people who want to start up pro
gru.ms. At the end of a 3-ycal' period for those programs who have had 
great comn1l11lity involvement through the advisory bOllrd, they do 
not have a real problem getting county, city, or State money. They ure 
institutionalized. They exist. 

For programs which have buried their hends in the sand and think 
that Federal money is forever forthcoming, they find themselves in 
great difficulty and out of business. 

We cl1nnot afford to have programs going out of business. They need 
not only good public relations, but they need public relations coming 
from a progl'llm with integrity. 

The only way to really give a program integrity, aside from the 
fact that it will be successful-and) of course, you do not want it too 
successful because then there is no risk taking when the program is too 
successful-is to have people in the community involved to give it the 
integrity which country legislators need to act on to give money to. 

So, I know that it is difficult. I agree with Mr. Willetts that you 
can get an advisory bOl1rd together and one that functions. 

But with the leadership of the chief judge of the district, who has 
.. great community impact-he is a man of great stature, he is generally 

involved in other activities outside of the courthouse-he can reach 
out and bring to the program the kind of integrity it needs. 

On a local level, we involve everybody we can get our hands on to 
see to it that these programs do not fail. 

Senator DEOONCINI. I take it you are talking about your advisory 
board that you obviously have. Does thi.s advisory board help come 
up with resources in addition to the political clout to get refunding, 
jobs) and that sort of thin~? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes. We are involved in getting matchinO' 
money for the grant that we have for the resource .center. It will 
not be done by the people who are involved in the process. Robin 
Farkas, as I mentioned) will help: Rick Tropp, whose background 
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includes being a White House assistant; Leonard Goodman, from El 
Paso; Bob Goodentok from the Gillett 00. in Boston, will use their 
resources-being the victims of fund raising-to get back out into the 
community. 

The fund raising process, incidentally, is a good way to get people 
interested in the program. We are not religious. We are involved in a 
process that you need great effort to attract community support for. 

It is only the examples of the horror stories that we can bring to 
people in release and diversion that attracts people. They are very, 
very supportive. 

Our programs in N ew York State are in desperate straits today, btl t 
if it were not for the local community people, they would be out of 
business. In Westchester Oounty, New York State, we had a large 
meeting. Mr. Booden, who is the D.O. Bail Agency Director and 
Ohairman of our Board of Trustees, spoke at a meeting with me. 
"Ve were instrumental, to some extent, with the local people in ·f 
Pretting the county to sa.y that they would go along with tEe money. 
They lifted a previous ban. I could not understand it, but the ban 
was not funding with county money anything that had been funded 
with Federal money. 

The corporation counsel finally rendered an opinion that it was 
illeO'al. They are raising the money now. It is a fine program. 

1" want to get to another program in Rochester, N.Y., which I 
think should be the model for what we are doing today. There is a 
philosophical problem that I have with the legislation. I am pleased it 
is being considered because it gives us hope and leadership. It tells the 
people in our country that we are interested in diversion. It is some
thing we should do because Oongress is interested. 

But there is a philosophical problem tbat I huye with it. That is 
that we are considering only dIVersion. 

What we need to be involved in is tlus. This is the ideal and the 
ultimate goal that ,'ole need a program for every Federal district 
designed pretty much along the lines of the Rochester model. It is 
institutional now and funded by the county treasurer. It is the Monroe 
Oounty Bar Association Pretrial Services Model. 

We begin there with the most important decision to be made by a 
COUl't wluch is the release decision. They handled last year 3,500 
interviews and attained release for people. But as a part of that process, 
the pretrial services officer, who is trained and who has that gut .. 
instinct for what he is doing in addition to using a point system for 
release or any other system, at that point makes a decision as to 
whether to refer the defendant to the diversion union. That is all 
in house. The pretrial services agency means release an.d diversion. .. 

There are many other things which you can classify as pretrial 
services, like mediation, arbitration of disputes, juvenile diversion, 
and there are many things you can get involved in. But what we are 
involved in, in Rochester, is a simple process of iutervie,ving every 
person who is arrested, providing information, which is verified, 
concerning his likelihood of flight and risk of coming back. 

Based on that decision, they decide whether to release him or not. 
Alter that decision is made on release, a second decision is made 

which is whether or not based on the record of the defendant and the 
nature of the offense and the community's response to the nature of 
the offense, that is, whether he should be referred to the diversion 
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unit where the secondary screenIng process takes plnce. With the 
consent of the prosecutor a recommendation is made to the court with 
respect to diversion. . 

Legislation that we have noW' deals only with diversion, or so it 
seems. 

Senator DECONCINI. You are talking about this legislation? 
Judge BRowNs'rEIN. Yes. 
But it really doed not because that is made at the time of the fixed 

bail. You are certainly not going to divert someone who is going to 
be detained pending triaL So you must nrst make the decision whether 
he is going to be released. The second decision is whether he will be 
diverted. 

There are many more cases of those who should be released and 
prosecuted than there are of cases of those who should be released 
and diverted. 

That is why I was interested in what Guy Willetts said about the 
10 demonstration projects. They are doing the work in the Federal 
district court. They are participating in the decisiorunakin~ process 
as to whether somebody should be detained or someone sl10uld be 
released. Or whether they should be released with conditions. You 
could be released with supervision or released with the use of resource 
agencies. 

So, we are getting into the conglomern.te decision mn.king process 
which really involves No.1, should he get out? Will he 1·1.111 if he is 
out? Will he return to court? . 

No.2, we can release him. He is n, risk but he will be less of a risk 
if we afford. him resources in the community and su pervise him. Maybe 
there will be limited supervision. Supervision means anything from 
can in once a week, to him being in a drug program or are habilitation 
program, odor vocational training, or to the local church for counseling. 
There can be 20 conditions attached which is heavy-duty supervision. 

You really are into a diversion pl'ocess even if you are only dealing 
with release because the ultimate determination as to sentence de~ 
pends on how well he does under supervision. St!1,tistically if a man is 
out, then he is likely to stay out when he is sentenced. If he is in
carcerated. then he is more likely to stay incal'cert1ted with respect to 
sentence. 

So you are di>lel'ting, at least to a probation concept when you re
lease someone and give him supervision and l'eport to the judge that 
he is doing very well and you would like to see him stay out under 
probation. 

That is why release becomes so important. That is because of what 
hn.ppens to the defendant at the bottom line, that is, whether he had 
to go to jail or be on probation. 

Diversion is an extension of that supervised release, but the goal is 
to divert from l)rosecution. The goal is to release the defendant from 
the stigma of a criminal conviction. So, if we aTe going to get into that) 
it seems to me that the model ought to be the pretTial services officer 
screens and recommends to the court that the man be released and n,t 
the same time has enou~h education, training, and courage to go along 
the line and liay to the Judge: 

I think also thnt when we release this mnn we ought to hnve our diversion unit 
tal,e a look at him to see whether or not there are things which we Mil do to 
prevent hin. =~'om going to jallnnd prevent him from being :prosecuted. We think 
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we can make this man not an outstanding citizen, because that is not our goal, 
but a person who can live well in the community, or live in the community well 
enough not to bother anybody else. 

The goal in criminal justice, Senn.tor-n.t least I see it that wn.y 
und I am n. cynic, n.ncl it may not seem that way, but I am a cynic 
in criminal justice-but I do not hn.ve as n. goal imposing a sentence 
to turn a defendant who is accused of a crime into an outstanding 
member of society. 

Frankly, while I would ]ike to see him get n. job, that is not even 
my goal there. l\Iy gon.l is to insure that whatever sentence I impose 
will have the effect of having him not coming bn.ck to my court. If he 
wn.nts to be a slovenly, depressed, lazy persoll, then thn.t is OK with 
me, providing he does not do n.nything to n.nybody else. 

We are engaged in occupational therapy. We do that with super
visory release. We do it with diversion. We do it with probation. We 
do it with bail, pn.role, arbitration, and any kind of technique. The 
goal of all of t.hn.t, in my judgment, is to reduce the number of pre
dictable offenses for that offender. I think we do it rather well. I 
think Qur system, in spite of what our critics say about us, is one that 
works. We have hn.rd-core criminals, and we clen.l rath0r effectively 
with them. It may tn.ke two or three convictions to get n.round to doing 
something n.bout it, but we get there. We take our time n.bout it, 
ho~ing thn.t we can--

Senator DEOONCINI. If I understand whn.t you are suggesting, then 
if pretrin.l relen.se review' only mn.kes the determination of whether or 
not they think someone should be referred to diversion, thn.t is, they 
do not make n.n inclusion--

Judge BROWNSTEIN. There is another unit which is pn.rt of the 
model. That unit is tmined to collect community resources to make 
n.vailable to the person who is diverted. They n.re trained as well to 
make the judgment n.s to whether this personn.lity is going to do weH 
in our diversion progrn.m. We do not mind taking risks, but we do not 
wn.nt a gO-percent recidivism mte. Thn.t person who is likely to get into 
trouble I1gain should not be diverted. He should be prosecuted. 

Senator DEOONCINI. How do you reconcile the n.ttitude of the 
prosecutor who mn.y feel that he would like to have some initin.l input 
as to whether or not somebody is diverted and not hn.ve a pretrial 
supervisor or coordinn.tor or counselor making thn.t initial judgment? 

'rhere is n.real problem thn.t I have witnessed myself n.s a prosecutor 
toward the pretrial programs. Not that they are not good, because 
they are, but they are often at odds with what the prosecutor feels is 
in the best interest of justice, pn.rtly because of lack of education and 
enough knowledge, but also because sometimes the pretrial people 
cannot substantiate enough evidence for a judge to really be on safe 
grounds. I see some problem there of getting the prosecutor to agree to 
that. We will develop thn.t a little later in these hen.rings. 

Do you have any thoughts on how to overcome the prosecutor 
resisting that? 

Judge BnowNSTEIN. You overcome the objections by having the 
prosecutor participate in the initial clecisionmaking;T'rhere is a prob
lem with that. The problem has been dealt with in l~ew Jersey and in 
New York at the appellate court leve1. The problem is created, not by 
the prosecutor, but by judicial abuse. Obviously if there is not a 

.. 
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shoving down the throat of the prosecutor of this kind of decision, you 
will not have a problem with it. 

There are two thlngs to do. In the initial stage of development of the 
})rogram, you can allow the prosecutor very substantial input into that 
decisionmaking until he gains a substantial amount of confidence in 
the pretrial services agency. Then he will not participate. But I found 
in New York that he ,Vllllean back and say, ICy ou fellows have proved 
to me thn,t you are doing a good job. You are sane. You are not 
irrational or crazy. I am going to rely on your judgments and your 
recommendations.' , 

The second problem arises where in spite of that there is a dispute 
between the agency and the prosecutor. 

In New York State in the second department of our appellate 
division, which covers about 10 counties, including Brooklyn, Queens, 
and Nassau Counties, a judge made a determination on a recom
mendation of the diversion agency to adjourn the case for 1 year. 
The prosecutor was very upset. I might have been also in that partic
ular case. It was a reachmg decision. I think it was reaching out. 
The prosecutor took an appeal to the appellate division. That was 
our next highest court. The court of appeals in New York State is the 
highest. 

The appellate division chastised the trail court judge and said, 
"Well, you should not be making a unilateral decision. You should 
spend more time consulting with the prosecutor and dealing with him 
on problems of this nature." 

However, the right to adjourn a case, for whatever purpose, in
cluding the process of diversion, is with the trial judge, the court 
said. They affirmed the decision of the trial judr;e. 

In New Jersey where they have institutionalized diversion under 
court rule-alid I think you will heal' from Gordon Zaloom on 
Friday-he has played a major role in developing that court rule and 
implementing the program-you will find that the same thing has 
occurred except in much more general language. The court in New 
Jersey, under the leadership of Ohief Judge Hughes has said that 
there will be a diversion program and the prosecutor will have pm·tici
pation, but the sole responsibility for the ultimate decision to divert 
has to be with the court. 

T bring you now to the next point which is that it has to be so to 
.. make the legislation work. It is true that we have thousands of 

different judges Ilnd thousands of different personalities, but the Fed~ 
eral bench, I think, is more consistent in its attitudes than the bench 
in many States where we are elected. I am elected, but I am electeel 
to a 14 year term whlch makes us rather comfortable for at least 12 
of those years when we have to start being more political in our 
determinations. 

That is not so with the Federal district court. They are a bench 
with great confidence. The public has confidence in them. 'rhe 
prosecutors do also. The truth of it is that most U.S. attorneys and 
Feueral chief judges ~et along vel'y well. They have to get along in 
administration in settmg court calendars and determining how many 
parts there will be of the court. Frequently they decide who will bo. 
assigned to the prosecution in those parts. They pick the bright and 
capable assistant U.S. attorneys who will work w:ith these judges. 
Tliey get along very well, 
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I know that the complaint of the prosecutors will be that is their 
option to prosecute and it should be their option not to prosecute. 
But you know I can foresee, especially this year, many prosecutors 
who would have less to do with diversion, seeking rea.ppointment to 
their terms, than they ordinarily would. I understand that. I abso
lutely understand it. I think it is all right. That is why I think they 
should have some participation in it. 

But the ultimate responsibility and the ultimate decisiollillaking 
has to be by that judge. There is a give and take. There is really no 
great problem. 

The one case that I told you about is the only case in New York 
State. We have a lot of diversion programs. vVe do not ha:ve those 
problems. But ji I needed to render a decision today as to whether I 
would have the judge making the final decision or the prosecutor, 
then I would have to say that it would be the court. vVe have our 
mistakes on the bench also, but overall I think we do very well. 

I think the thing to do at this point in developing a program for 
criminal justice in the country wonld be this. The ideal would be to 
establish a pretrial services agency in every Federal district. That is 
ideal. I have every confidence that it does work. I have every confi
dence that it will work. It will work in every district in the country. 

'rhe ideal plan would be to not wait for the report of the 10 demon
stration districts, but, to get into the Federal district courts. I really do 
not care so much whether it is a trustee district or a probation operated 
pretrial services agency. There is something about being pretrial 
services that distinguishes you from being probation even if you are 
11 probation officer. There is no doubt about it. You deal more with 
the presumption of innocence than you do with the concept of guilt, 
even if you are a probation officer. You kno'w we have great problems 
with that in release and in diversion. 

I would like to see, as a part of that pretrial services agency, in 
every district, a diversion unit because that is the idea1 way to set 
this thing up. 

I recognize that this is reality times, so that is only a dream we have. 
As an alternative to that, I would like to see the bill amended to 

provide 10 demonstration/diversion projects so we can prove that it 
works and to creat~ a diversion unit in each of the 10 demonstration 
districts. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Are you talking about 10 demonstration ... 
release, pretrial release with diversion units ,vithin them? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes. I talked with Guy Willetts this morning 
about the Detroit operation. It works beautifully. But there is not 
enough staff to run a good diversion unit. I think if they were given 
the money and the staff and the training that they need to operate 
that district, then it could probably be a model for the country, just 
as the Rochester proj ect in New York is a model for the State. 

In New York State right now we are dealing with the controversy 
between parole and probation and whether parole or probation should 
be sliced in half. Some of the proposals are to take the presentence 
units of the probation department and put it in with pretrial services 
and put the whole shooting match under the court, taking supervision 
l1robation services a:nd combining it with parole and have them do 
their supervision thing. 
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I testified before the Probation Commission, find I said that I 
fmnkly did not care which design they have, provided tbey institution
alize pretrial services. Of course, it makes sense to have pl'esentence 
units with the pretrial services because they are dealing with pre
adjudication services. All of those services are directed toward the 
judge. He has to make that determination. 

He has to decide whether to prosecute 01' not; sentence or not 
sentence; and on sentence, probation, or incarceration. 

Once the man is committed to incarceration or to supervision on 
tIlls probation, then it is a whole different service that is being pro
vided. But again I really do not care how it comes off, providing you 
recognize that, as you have already recognized, and by your work 
before becolning a U.S. Senator and by your testimony and statements 
at our Conference, then you are committed to the concept. It is a good 
concept. I hl1te to use th'3 phrase because it is always lnisinterpreted r 
but is is "justice and it is inexpensive, but is not cheap justice." It 
is good, inexpensive justice. 

Release and diversion are thls. 
We did a study in response to a report which really murdered di

tersion. It is called the Fishman repOl't. It was done in New York at 
the cost of $900,000. I could have told them for $1.75 what they wanted 
o know. 

[Laughter.] 
Judge BROWNSTEIN. The response we got fi'om the Fishman report 

waS: (a) You have to have preventive detention of everyone because 
we do not know who the recidivists are; (b) diversion creates crime, as 
demonstrated by the fact that there was a S9-percent recidivism rate 
of those diverted. 

So, we took the study and we got in touch with Frank Zimmering of 
Chicago, who is brilli~nt and kriows diversion better than anyone in 
the country except maybe Dan Freed at Yule. We hac the help of a 
man, Joel Giotti, who died last year. He was chairman of our paTole 
board, but before that ran a diversion agency. 

He said to me: 
Judge, if you want to look at this right away, then you take that 39 percent 

failure rate and look at the other end of it. It is a 61 percent success rate, which 
is incredible. It is great. It is inexpensive. It ran about $700 a client as opposel1 "';0 
$15,000 a year incarceration. 

We ImQl.v that the recidivism rate after incarceration runs about 
75 percent. So there is no difficulty with the concept. Dan Freed at 
Yale, one day at Princeton, was having fun with everybody involved 
in diversion and was telling them that their programs were failures. 
They are failures in direct proportion to their success. The hlgher the 
success rate, the less you are doing. You Ere not tu.king the risks you 
should be taking, 

In New York City, we do not have diversion for felony Cll,ses, that 
is to say, postindictment. A man is indicted. He is never diverted. 
In Nassau County they have only felony diversion programs. It is 
a mish-mash. Only institutionalization can straighten it out. That 
is why I commend your bill. 

Senator DECONCINI. Given your example) is the Nassau County 
more successful? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes. 
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Senl1tor DEOONCINI. Or, its effect on the total justice system? 
Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes. It is "Operations Orossroads." They 

divert 11 large number of cases. They have a very small recidivism 
rate. They have an excellent program of what we would call rehabiLi
tation. They involve the community. They involve the family of the 
<offender. They involve the offender in the community. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Does it involve restitution? 
Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes. 
Restitution is something that in New York we do not pay a lot 

of I1ttention to. It is the fl1ult of the court. It is I1bsolutely the fault 
of the judges. In I1n I1ssault case, we rarely require the defendl1nt to 
pay back money to cover the cost of medical care and loss of earnings 
to a victim. As a substitute for that, we have a victim compensation 
program which really does not work very well. You have to be indigent 
to get the benefits of it. 'l'his is kind of discriminatory. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Sure. 
Judge BROWNSTEIN. The assault committed does not check ou~ 
Senator DEOONCINI. What about property losses, like a stolen 

automobile? 
JudgeBRowNsTEIN. Wedonothave alotofrestitutuion. Interestingly 

enough, that is where a prosecutor can be very helpful or instrumental 
in getting restitution part oi the probation order. I would have to say 
that is the fault of the court and to some extent the probation depart
ment, which is so overwhelmed with work. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you think that is a necessary or good 
ingredient; that is, to attempt to ha.ve some restitution provision 
required? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes; I do. The problem with putting it into a 
diversion model is this. There is a problem. The problem is that the 
ideal diversion model should not require an acknowledgment of guilt. 
I know it is in the bill. It really should not be there. It becomes 
coercive. Ooercive rehabilitation does not work. Ooercive punishment 
does. Thl1t is to say, we accomplish our public vengence need. That is 
not illegitimate. That is a valid need that the public has. 

There is a program, for example, that I was talking about with Mr. 
McPike, which is the narcotics diversion program in the Federal 
district, which requires a plea of guilt before you divert it. This is in 
Oongress. If you are going to plead guilty, you do not need diversion. 
You have acknowledged guilt. But then you are given diversion and 
after a period of supervision, the plea is withdrawn . 
. Senator DEOONCINI. If there is any validity to the argument that 

the person acknowledging guilt may not be pleading guilt, but saying, 
"Yes, I did it," then you get away from the rationalization that many 
offenders like to fall upon. I think any human being does once they 
are in trouble or comes across adverse times and they say, "Well, I 
had family problems. My father beat me," or, "Somebody in my 
family drl1nk too much," or, lilt really was not my fault. I did this 
because of other reasons." 

When you have to admit that you did steal an automobile and you 
did embezzle and you did rob the person, then they say they want to 
correct their ways. Obviously he is willing to correct his ways. He 
will follow some type of program of averting prosecution and possibly 
going to prison. 
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But he is not kidding the probation officer or th(\ court or the 
prosecutor by saying that he did it. 

Do you believe tliat conception ally that is really not the best for 
the individual or for the system? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. For the person who is guilty, yes, but you 
will have (l, substantial number of people in diversion who are not. 

Senator DEOONCINr. That is a good point. 
Judge BROWN$TE1N. They 'will want diversion because of otbm' 

reasons. To begin with, a defendant who is not guilty but seeks diver
sion is a person who will generally :find himself in the circumstances of 
getting arrested. He may be hanging out with four of the worst guys on 
the block. Four of them may be guilty of the crime fo1' which :five of 
them are arrested. Does he have a problem? Yes: he has a problem. 
He is hanging out with bad people. , 

That is enough of a reason to receive som!1 supervision or some 
benefits of community resources for someone who is not guilty but 
who will take advantage of vocational training programs, psycho
logical counseling, or what have you, and they may be of great 
benefit to hlm although he did not do anything wrong. ' 

For the offender who has committed a crime, sure, it is of benefit 
for him to face us to the fact that he ought not t.o rn,tionalize. 

But in dealing with diversion, is it really essential for us to have 
someone to confess? I had people who had pleaded before me of very 
heinous crimes, like assault, robbery, rape, and kidnap, even murder. 
They pleaded guilty to manslaughter. They make a full statement 
before me before I will accept a plea of inculpation and who go to 
the probation department and who are interviewed. I get the renort 
back and there it is. "The defendant says that he is not guilty. HlIw
ever, he has taken the plea on the o.dvice of his attorney." 

He will carry that rationalizution right to the prison and right to 
the parole officer and proclaim his innocence in spite of the fact that 
he said before me, "Yes; I had a gun and I went into the candy store 
and I shot the proprietor and took the money." 

This is in spite-you might have a bank robbery where there are 
moving pictures that went on, and not withstanding that, an attempt 
to rationalize and in an attempt to get leniency in the probation 
officer's recommendation, he will deny the offense. I deal with it a 
different way. I read that part of the report to the defendant and 
direct him to take his plea back because he has not done anything. 
At that point he says, "Well, I did not understand what the probation 
officer was asking me." 

It is universal. I have had it happen .500 times. It is universal. I 
understand it. I understand that forcing a person to acknowledge 
guilt is a tough thing for him to do and for the person who is forcing 
him to do tna t. 

Senator DEOONCINI. You do not think it is a prerequisite or really 
that important to the success of a true diversion; is that right? 

Judge BROWN'STEIN. I do not think so becal)se I think in the course 
of a good diversion program in some kind of encounter, either "rith 
the diversion officer or in some progru,m, then he is ultimately going 
to have to face up to the fact that he committed an offense or was in 
a circumstance akin to committing an offense and they ought to do 
something about his life. 
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That is a decision he has to make for himself. Otherwise, it will 
not work. 

I want to repeat again, Senator, while I have taken great issue with 
the legislation, that I like it very much. 

Senator DECONOINI. Let me ask you a question. On the I-year 
maximum period, this bill establishes a I-year maximum period of 
diversion. Evaluation of the Manhattan court employment program 
showed only 14 percent of eligible defendants entered the program. 

Do you thinlc that I-year maximum might discourage persons 
charged with minor offenses from choosing diversion? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. I think a I-year maximum is something that 
we have to have for those who require that kind of supervision for 
that length of time. But I do not think that you will find in the 
Manhattan court employment project that all of the persons diverted 
went that long in the program. Some of them, incidentally, did not 
want to leave the program. 'rhey wanted to stay because it is a society 
for them. Joel Giotti, before he left court employment, had begun 11 

college branch of Brooklyn College in Manhattan at their office and 
were running classes. A lot of people did not want to leave. 

They, for the first time, had encountered people who had the desire 
to be with them. 

Senator DECONCINr. Do you think 1 year, even for felony offenses, 
is sufficient? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. I think so because you are O'enerally dealing 
with first offenders. You are involving his family, ,,~ch is essential. 
It is absolutely essential. 

Senator DECONCINI. Do you think there is some basis if you cannot 
get to that individual within a year the program is obyiously not being 
too successful? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. If you cannot get to him within a year, then 
you probably will never get to him. 

Senator DECONCINI. I mean, get to him in terms of changing his 
attitude and approach toward society and himself. 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. I would be inclined, frankly, to do it with 
court permissi.on extended another 6 months because the drug treat
ment programs have been able to figure out that you need a lot longer 
than a year. I am talking about drugs as the problem. PhoenL'l:: House 
and Dayt.op Village in New York and Odessey House-frequently 
they do not begin reentry until 18 months after being in residence. 

Senator DECONCINI. If chug offenses were included here, then you 
would want it discretionary to extend it beyond a year? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes; I think it is essential to have drug offenses 
included. I would hate to see them excluded because they probably 
will really benefit more than any other offender from the diversion. 

Senator DECONCINI. We get into greater costs, obviously, with 
drug counselors. 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes. 
Senator DECONCINI. I agree that they should be included, but the 

cost does concern me in getting the legislation passed. 
Judge BROWNSTEIN. We are already paying for it, Senator. The 

agencies are right out there. LEAA and Labor have spent enormous 
sums of money to create these programs. We ought to be using them. 
If need be, we should fund them even more. The community should 
be picking that money up now, whether it is voluntary or by taxes. 

.. , 
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Those programs are essential and needed. Some of them are struggling 
to get enrollments. There is a lot of head-hunting going on in some of 
the local courts. It used to be in New York, before pretrial services 
were created uncI came into the courtroom, when a defendant would 
stand up and there would be five different programs struggling to get 
the guy, he would shop around, "What have you got to offer me?" 
They would struggle to get him. ~ 

We do not have that going on too much anymore. 
The resources are there. We already have paid for the resources 

and we should not be afraid to use them. A good diversion program, a 
really excellent diversion program, is ono which does not have 'its own 
resources, but relies upon the community resources. 

Senator DECONCINI. I agree. 
Judge BROWNSTEIN. You become too institutional. You become 

incestuous, almost, as to your existence. 
Senator DECONCINI. This goes back to your orirO"inal point about 

the advisory board and having a wide sector o' the community 
involved. 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. I have the director of the programs and the 
college deans and the director of the rehabilitation programs and high 
school principals and the man who owns the supermarket and who is 
the victim of a lot of the crimes. As a matter of fact, we are doing two 
thing", in N ew York which I think are important. 

The first is that we are designing a program of education for the 
judges. Do not leave that out. This is with respect to release and 
history of bail and what bail does and what it means. We need to 
educate the judges and the country as to what effect it has upon 
the courts and what resources are available. 

The second tbing we are designing in New York is in connection 
with merchants, such as Alexander's. It is a merchant associntion 
in New York. They are already operating a diversion program, which 
they are not aware tbey are operating. 'rhey do not arrest shoplifters 
who are :first offenders. They keep their own records, which I think 
is probably questionable as to the legality, but they keep their own 
records of those who are arrested. 

They make them sign a confession, which is what we are talking 
about. They take the goods back. They take the photograph. Then 
they excuse them. 

They then keep a record of who the man is. The next tim~~ he is 
arreoted, they check with the central file and he is not diverted. Well, 
they may divert him if it is not too important. 

What I would like to see in that case-and I have talked with 
some of the people about it in New York and talked about possible 
funding-is 11 legitimate up front diversion program. Ii you arrest 
someone, do not let him go. You are encouraging him to come back. 
It is pretty easy to walk into a store and get busted and walk out 
and get arrested under a different name in another shop and another 
name in another shop. 

But you would have contact with that offender. You would have 
contact with his family. You do not have to prosecute him criminally 
because most of them are 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 years old. Most of the 
goods taken are stereo albums. That is mostly what is taken and the 
next is clothes. But you couldhav6 contact 'with the family. You could 

96-867'--78-4 
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have contact with the community which has to deal with him. We 
are talking about in New York City $15 million a year. It is incredible. 
It is enormous. W'e could pay for a lot of diversion and release pro
grams with what is stolen. Weare paying for it. The public is paying 
for it. That is put in the profit column. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Let me ask you one more question, We dis
cussed previously about the requirement of the victim agreeing 
and signing an agreement or some affidavit. What are your views 
on involving the victim in terms of concurrence or acquiescence? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. If it were mandated, it would cripple the 
program. You could not accomplish diversion. Let us take the neighbor 
dispute. A man takes a garbage can and has really had it with his " 
neighbor. He heaves it across onto the lawn and breaks some kind 
of a lawn ornament which is worth $200. The proper way to handle 
that would be with the mediation aspect of pretrial services, but 
assuming you do not have it, you have the man in court who is holding ~ 
a job. He is married. He owns his own home. He has five kids. He 
is responsible. He has never been in trouble. He is 48 years old. 
He just lost his temper. , 

You are not going to prosecute this man. It is silly. But let us assume 
it is Federal jurisdiction one way or the other and so you will have to 
if the neighbor says he wants him to go to jail. The neighbor may say 
he wants a pound of flesh and he wants restitution. r want him out of 
the house. r want him moved. He will never consent. 

Then, of course, let us take the department stores, assuming there is 
Federal jurisdiction. The department store owner may never consent. 
He is really mad at the guy. "That kid has been in the store 18 times 
and r only got him once but r know the other times he cleaned me 
out." He will not consent. 

Moreover, you are dealing with somebody who is not really a victim. 
Senator DECON'CINI. Do you think discretion is worthwhile having 

it there, that is, that the attempt be made but not be mandatory? 
Judge BROWNSTEIN. Yes, r think in a large number of cases you can 

bring people together, but r would not mandate or require it as a 
precondition. It would be impossible to do. 

r think if it were discretionary at the option at someone in the 
building, like a pretrial services officer, who might understand it is a 
good thing for the community to bring the people together, then I 
think he could use it in appropriate cases and accomplish a great deal, 
both for the victim as well as for the defendant. r think you can abort 
many disputes that way. 

It is, in a sense, mediation. 
Senator DECONCINI. Right. 
Judge BROWNSTEIN. Then there is subsequent diversion. 
Senator DECONCINI. In the programs that you have been involved 

in, do they have hearings to try to determine why the person failed if, 
in fact, they have failed in the program? 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. No, it is generally done on paper. There is a 
report rendered to terminate diversion and resume prosecution. The 
prosecutor, of course, does not have great objections to it. 

Senator DECONCINI. Do you see any due process problem in waiving 
a speedy trial by not having a hearing or some determination other 
than on paper? 
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Judge BROWNSTEIN. No, there is as much advantage to a delay of 
prosecution to the defendant. The prosecutors are not overly happy 
about it. They have to flnd witnesses who maybe are 10 months away 
from the crime and they do not know where they are. They have to 
try to bring them in. There is disadvantage and advantage to both 
sides. 

The advantage to the prosecutor, at least in that 10 months he has 
an opportunity of getting this thing dismissed. The advnntage to the 
defendant in the face of not having a speedy trial is that he has had an 
opportunity to be diverted. 

If he blew it, then that is his own problem. He has to deal with it. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Judge Bronwstein, we thank you very much. 

We appreciate your coming. We will undoubtedly be in touch with you 
again. 

If you need any help here while you are here, please feel free to go 
to my office or to the committee office. 

Judge BROWNSTEIN. Thank you. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Our next witness is Stephen D. Neely, Pima 

Countya,ttorney, and also we have Robert Leonard, district attornoy, 
Flin t, Mieh. 

Mr. Neely, we "'till have you testify first. We would like to hear 
about the Pima Oounty program. It was taken from the one that 
Mr. Leonard started some time ago. We would appreciate that. 

We have your prepared statement which we can put in the record. 
You may highlight it. 

[Material tp be supplied follows:J 

OFFICE OF THE PIMA COUNTY ATTORNEY, 
TUCSON, ARIZ., JtlllJ 8, 1977. 

Re Pima County Adult Diversion 
To: U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee 
From: Stephen D. Neely, Pima County Attorney 

The Adult Diversion Proiect (A.D.P.) in the Pima County Attorney's Office is 
designed to screen ~first-time, non-violent offenders out of the criminal justice 
system. 

Specific standards for screening are in writing. A defendant who appears to 
meet the standards is referred to the Intake Section of A.D.P. for a thorough 
background investigation. If found acceptable, the defendant is removed from 
active prosecution and placed under the direction of A.D.P. counselors, who are 
separate from the Intake Section. The counselors design a program for the indi
vidual defendant to follow under geneml supervision by the counseling staff. 
The time period is flexible, but does not normally exceed one year. Restitution is 
nearly n,lways required where appropriate. 

If the defendant completes the program satisfactorily, charges are dismissed. 
If the defendant engages. in antisocial (usually criminal) conduct during the 
program, defendant is terminated and prosecution is commenced. 

Victim consent is requirt\d prior to defendant's acceptance into A.D.P. De
fendants who maintain their' claim of not guilty are not accepted to A.D.P. 

COMMENTS ON FEDERAL DlVERSION-THIRD DRAFT OF AOT 

1. It is extremely important. that screening (intake) and counselling functions 
be maintained separately. This is not clear from the Act. Perhaps it can be clari
fied by regulation, but it is basic to our project. 

2. l'he theory behind diversion efforts is that some defendants are criminal only 
because of a single criminal violation. Likelihood of repetition is low. Therefore, 
it is more appropriate to speak of "redirction" than of "rehabilitation". "Re
habilitation" is for probation departments. It is too ambitious for a diversion 
project. This may seem like semantic nit-picking, but concepts are derived fl'om 
the verbiage of enabling legislation. (Section 2j 
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3. Violent offenders should not be included in such a program regardless of the 
extent of injury to the victim. Drug offenders and drug-related offenses ought 
also to be specifically excluded. (Section 3[1]) 

4. Restitution should be mandatory. (Section 3[2]) 
5. Federal law may be to the contrary, but it is generally undesirable to render 

a participant in diversion immune from the consequences of statements made 
during diversion. Limitations must exist on the use of such statements, but excep
tions should be stated. (Section 6[b)) 

6. Circumstance may make it necessary to use regular probation officers, but 
it is generally unde!'irable to do so. Diversion should not be equated with probation 
to this extent. 

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN D. NEELY, PIMA COUNTY ATTORNEY, 
PIMA COUNTY, ARIZ. 

Mr. NEELY. I think probably the first thing I should say is that one 
of the most interesting things I have heard this morning is the fact 
that I had an opportunity to hear about other programs and the 
distinct philosophICal differences between the way our program is 
administered and the progmms I have haMd described. 

I will briefly highlight our progmm and then make some observa
tions that I made about the dmft of the act. Hopefully that will stim
ulate some questions. 

Our project basically is geared toward nonviolent first-time offenders 
in Pima Oounty. I suppose that probably the most notable distinction 
between our program and the ones we have heard about this morning 
is that it is considerably more restrictive. 

Essent.i{l,lly our standards are in writing. The question of whether 
or not a person charged with an offense initially meets those stand
ards is decided by a prosecutor. 

Once a decision is made, then the individual is referred to the intake 
section of the diversion progmm which is a function of the Pima 
Oounty attorney's office. There is an extremely thorough background 
study done on the individual that determines past police contacts, as 
well as whether or not there have been any other criminal violations. 

If the individual is found acceptable-and only about 40 percent of 
the people reviewed are found acceptable-then the individual is 
removed from active prosecution and placed under the supervision of 
the counseling section of that diversion project, which is a distinct 
and sepamte entity in the sense that intake and counseling are t.wo 
separate functions. 

The counselors then design a program for the individual defendant 
to follow under the general supervision of the staff and normally the 
time schedule is flexible, but the maximum is generally considered to 
be a year. 

One of the questions that has come up here today repeatedly is the 
question of restitution. We very nearly always require restitution 
with offenses requiring property. 

If the person has been diverted and completes the program sa,tis
factorily, then the charges are dismissed outright. If the defendant, 
however, during the course of the program, engages in antisocial 
conduct-they usually require that conduct be criminal-then the 
individual will be terminated and the prosecution would be commenced 
as though diversion had never occurred. 

.. 
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We do requil'e victim consent, and we genemlly will not accept 
defendants who maintain a continuing claim that they are not guilty 
of the offense with which they are charged. 

With respect to the diversion bill I have read, I think there are a 
couple of things I would like to note. Then I will turn off and turn it 
over to 111'. Leonard unless you would care to ask me questions. 

I think it is very important that it be specified somewhere in the 
bill that the intake function and the counseling function be maintained 
separately. This is an area on which I think there is probably some 
disagreement, but I think that screening is the essentinl ingredient 
that makes the diversion project successful, depending on what the 
standard for success is. 

Our standard is generally lack of recidivism. I did not note that to 
be particularly clear from the bill. It may bo that I missed something, 
but I think that is one thing that shoulcl perhaps be included, which 
is the clarification of the intake and the counseling function. 

Maybe this is where the philosophical depal·ture begins. We do not 
really refer to our diversion project as a rehabilitative project in the 
sense of active rehabilitation. The screening function for adult 
diversion in Pima County is such that we take people who, but for 
the commission of the individual criminal act with which they have 
been chnrged, probably ought not to be properly considered criminals. 
They are generally people who step across the line once. The potential 
for them stepping across the line again is very low. 

Consequently, we like to think of our activities in that regard as 
more of a redirectionl'l1ther than actuall'ehabilitation. This may seem 
like semantics, but I do not think it really is when you get to the 
nitty-gritty. I think essentially rehabilitation is more of a probation
type concept. vVe hope that our screening process is thorough enough 
that it does not require active rehabilitation of people who get 
involved. 

We do not-and again I have a philosophical departure from the 
previous witnesses-allow violent offenders in the project, nor do we 
allow people who are drug offenders or drug-reln.ted offenders in the 
project. 

We require restitution, as I said before. 
I have one other comment I would like to make with respect par

ticularly to section 6(b) of the act which is something that has been 
.. touched briefly on this morning, which deals with those statements 

made by the offenders during the course of diversion. 
I think it is probably important at one point 01' another that if 

if you are going to have that kin!.i of exclusion, that is, that any 
statement made by the individuals during the course of the diversion 
pro.iect cannot be used, then I think that should be clarified. 

The only extent to which statements made by a person who has 
been diverted in Pima County are used is if the individual subsequently 
gets out of the diversion project and goes to trial and makes state
ments that are inconsistent with statements that he has made during 
the course of the diversion project. It is very important to keep the 
project from becoming viewed by the divertee as a snitch project, 
but it is equally important that perjury not be condoned or encouraged. 
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The last thing I would say is in conjunction with section 9(1)(b) 
which allows Federal diversion projects to call upon the Federal 
probation officers. With all due deference to the comment made by 
Judge Brownstein, with respect to people who are involved in pre
trial diversion, as compared to people who are involved in posttrial 
probation, I am not altogether convinced that people who function 
in the probr~tion officer's status do make the distinction necessary 
between pretrial diversion and posttrial probation. 

I think by und large the goals of the two projects are considerably 
different, at lGUst under the theory that we use. I think it might very 
well be a mistake to have tllis pl'Oject call upon the resources of the 
Federal probation department. 

I have a number of comment!:.l that I would like to make which 
have been stimulated by some of the comments I have heard, but I 
would rather defer to Mr. Leonard and let him deliver whatever he 
cares to. Thenperhaps you would like to question us both. 

Senator DEOCNCINI. Mr. Neely, we thank you. 
Let me ask you if YOll would care to submit to us any written 

observations based on the testimony you have heard tllis morning; 
we would welcome them. 

Mr. NEELY. Fine. 
Senator DEOONCINI. So ordered. 
Regarding the program that you have in Pima County, I am 

fLware that it does not take any drug offenders except mmor mari
huana possessors, but based on your experience with the program, 
do you think there is any justification m trying to expand such a 
program, or would you recommend enlarging the scope, including 
crimes that might include some drug offenders? 

Mr. NEELY. Our program right now takes in about 10 percent of the 
total felony offenders. I do not think for a minute that the program 
cannot be expanded to include a larger percentage of the felony 
offenders who' come through Pima County. But I would be very 
reluctant to include people who were involved in drugs or drug
related offenses for a number of resaons. 

I think one of those basically gets down to the redirection and 
rehabilitation question. I think when you are talking about drug' 
offenders-and I am talking about people generally who are physically 
addicted-you are talking about a pretty substantial rehabilitatiye 
effort. 

I do not think, quite frankly, that is a proper subject for pretrial 
diversion. 

With respect to those :people who are involved in marihuana 
offenses, I do not think, qUlte frankly, that those people need either 
rehabilitation or redirection. I think that dealing with marihuana 
offenses largely has become a question of retribution. I am not even 
sure who is imposing the retribution, whether it is for the sake of the 
public or the sake of the legislatures. I do not feel that drug-related 
offenses have any real business being in a diversion project, either 
because of the difficulty of dealing with the offender or because there 
is no real need to deal with them. 

Senator DECONCINI. What is your feeling toward expansion of the 
program toward violent crimes, where there is physical violence 
involved? 
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Mr. NEELY. It would require reorientation of our concept of di~ 
version. I t,hink it is important to understand also, in this case, and 
I know you understand, but for the benefit of others who would be 
privy to the testimony here, diversion in Arizona is a nonstatutory 
function. It is quite possible that it might even. be viewed by some 
people without proper criteria, at lel1st, as an ubdicntion of statutory 
duty of the prosecutor in absence of legislation which says that this 
is all right to do. 

Jfor that reason, I think we have perhaps been conservative com~ 
pared to some of the other diversion projects. I would like to think, 
however, that the conservatism that we have 13hown has been the 
basic reason why our success rate has been so hgih and it has been 
extremely high. . 

I quite frankly think that there is a legitimate reason to distinguish 
between violent and nonviolent offenders, largely because violent 
crimes usually are predicated on emotion and the predictabHity of 
repetitive conduct is considerably lower than it might be ir. the case 
of many nonviolent offenses. Nonviolent offenders, 1. think, have many 
reasons for the commission of those crimes. I think it is much easier 
for au adult diversion project to define the reason behind nonviolent 
offenses at the offset of tho diversion and perhaps to deal with those 
reasons far more reasonably than they could deal with the emotions 
that are usually incidental to violent offenses. 

Senator DEOOI-l"CINI. Let us go to Mr. Leonard. I would like to 
address a question to both of you. I realize you are both prosecutors. 
I realize that you have the need to be ceratin that the defendant's 
rights are always offered to them and met. The legislation provides 
that the defendant must waive statute of limitl1tions I1nd speedy trial 
on the advice of counsel to be eligible for the program. 

Is it your opinion that the nature of diversion requires any further 
waiver or warnings to the defendants constitutionally? 

Mr. NEELY. Not to the extent that they would not be covered by 
a pretty specific description of the diversion project and its goals and 
its consequences of failing to meet those goals; no. 

I think that generally the biggest problem that you hwe in dealing 
with diversion, assuming you do not require an aclmowledgement of 
guilt, which we do, is the speedy trial problem. 

By the way, just to add to that, again "with all deference to Judge 
Brownstein's opinion, I think an acknowledgement of guilt is ex~ 
tremely important, not for the purpose of the record or for the purpose 
of using it against the individual, but it is my belief-and will always 
be my belief-that individuals who maintain their innocence have the 
right to have that litigated in the courtroom and not to have anything 
held out to them as incentive to give up that right. 

Senator DECOI-l"Cmr. Does the defendant have a right to judicial 
determination of probable cause to charge him with the crime before 
he chooses diversion, or is the fact that the defendllnt has counsel 
when electing diversion sufficient constitutionally? 

Mr. NEELY . .A defendant has the right to waive his determinatioil 
of probable calIse at any tbne. I would assume that if he has the 
right to counsel and has been adequately advised of his rights, he 
can do that. That is not a problem ,ve are faced with generally, because 
our screening process usually carries on pust the probable cause 
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stage, largely because of the way we handle it. Our individuals usually 
have a finding of probable cause within a week of the time of their 
arrest in Pima County. Our diverslo.l;l. project is not tied in with 
pretrial release. 

As a consequence, the determinatioll of probable cause is generally 
made before an individual is accepted into the diversion project 
anyway. ' 

Again, if the prosecutor, in my opinion, has reason to believe the 
probable cause is not there, then that is pretty much the same as 
trying to divert somebody who maintains his innocence. 

Senator DECONCINI. I can draw from that you are very cognizant 
of nonabuse by the prosecutor of this particular project, that is, that 
you make every strain and effort that you do not divert cases that you 
cannot prosecute. . 

Mr. NEELY. That is one of the primary goals of the project which 
is to deal with offenaers, not people who have been wrongly charged 
and consequently-I am very much comInitted to prosecutor partici
pation in these projects because I do not think you have prosecutor 
support; without it. I think without prosecutor support, you do not 
have a very good project. 

Senator DEOONCINI. What is the recidivism rate in the Pima 
Count~ yroject right now? 

Mr. NEELY. The project is not that old. It is very difficult to 
measure on the basis of the short time that we have been involved. 
I think Mr. Leonard could give you better figures on that than I 
can, but our recidivism rate; from people who have successfully 
terminated the project, I would say roughly it is in the area of 10 
percent. But then you have to understand also that we generally 
terminate about 14 percent of the people who go through. I do not 
consider this to be necessarily the result of a successful counseling 
program. I consider it to be a result of careful screening. 

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Neely, we thank you very much for your 
testimony this morning and for taking the time to come all the way 
from Ari:r.ona to testily. 

NIl'. Leonard, we welcome you. We welcome your remarks. You 
are one of the real founders of diversion. You are known prominently 
throughout the United States for your promotion of this program 
when, in fact, it was very difficult. 

I remember being a prosecutor with you in my early days when I 
first heard of diversion. Many eyebrows were raised by prosecutors 
when Bob Leonard would come forward and promote diversion some 
4 or 5 years ago. He had a record to stand on. 

So, we are particularly grateful for your coming from Flint, Mich., 
and we welcome hearing from you. 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT LEONARD, DISTRICT ATTORNEY, FLINT, 
MICH. 

Mr. LEONARD. Thank you very much, Senator. 
I certainly first want to express my appreciation for being invited 

to speak on diversion. I also want to thank you because it is a privilege 
for me to be here before you as a former colleague and with Mr. Neely 
also. 

f 

.. 
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We talk about diversion. People have trouble conceptualizing what 
that really means in the criminal justice system. Really what it means 
is t,hat we ate trying to formalize something that has been done for 
years and years since the beginning of the criminal jutice system. 

Oer~ain in9ividuals are given particular consideration when they 
commlt certam types of offenses. It usually depends a lot on the phi
losophy of the prosecutor as to what he thinks about certain types 
of cases and what his policies are and what his philosophies are. 

What we have tried to do with diversion is to formalize it so that 
everybody who fell into a certain category would be t,reated the same. 
That is, at least, how I got involved in diversion. 

I can recall back 13 years ago when we started it of sitting in my 
office and realizing that young people-and it was primarily young 
people at the time when we were talking about nonviolent offenses~ 
were coming before our office. }.t[a,ny in the same circumstances were 
being treated differently, depending on whether or not he was a good 
athlete in school or a good student. You had the pI'incipal and the 
coach coming to speak for him, or if he attended church regularly, you 
might have the priest or minister coming in. That was influence. I 
think it probably should have influenced us in making those decisions. 

My concern was that I am sure that were individuals who did not 
attend church, who were poor students or poor athletes and who 
should have been given the same consideration. So, as a result of that, 
we formalized the diversion concept in that we set up certain standards 
that everybody, that is, that would apply to everybody who came be
fore the office under similar circumstances. 

For example, we used a very broad criteria in the sense of saying 
that if a person committed a nonviolent first offense, and if he had 
no previous antisocial activity that would indicate our inability to 
deal with him or her, as the case may be, then we would divert that 
individual. 

Since that time, it has become much more formalized. Of course, 
at the begir>..ning, we could not visualize all of the problems that would 
result in diversion. For example, we were talking a.bout an adult felony 
diversion program. I think you have to look at all of the concepts of 
diversion. We are ta.lking a.bout pretrial diversion, pre charged diver
sion, posttrial diversion. Where does the diversion program sit io the 
system? 

As Mr. Neely indicated, we feel very strongly about the precharged 
diversion concept or the early di.sposition with diversion. I like the 
precharge because it gets right at an individua.l as soon as he or she 
he.s been apprehended. In most cases he or she has just violated or 
committed a particular crime. 

There are other types of diversion programs. I notice that some of 
the witnesses spoke to this. New Jersey has an unique type of diversion. 
Other States have other types of diversion. 

There is the aftercharge. There is the afterarraigmnent. There is 
afterconvlction. All of these can be cln.ssified as diversion. If you do 
something other than what you normally do in disposing of criminal 
cases, like the prosecution, and the sentencing and what have you, 
then all of this is under diversion. 

Maybe an oversimplistic analysis of diversion might be this, but 
what we have really done, in effect, is that we ha.ve taken some of the 
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probabtion program from tlie back of the system and put it on the 
front of the system. We have done it for many reasons. 

I sat forth many of those reasons in my ll-page prepared statement 
that I have given to you. 

Senator DEOONCINI. We will put that statement in the record in 
total. We thank you for the com_prehensiveness of it. 

[The £reparecl statement of Robert F. Leonard; prosecuting at
torney; Flint, Mich., follows:] 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, since previous occasions of our 
testimony, in 1973, before the Senate Sub-Committee on Federal Penitentiaries 
and the House Select Committee on Crime, I have had the opportunity, as a 
representative of the National District Attorneys Association, to study many of 
the problems confronting the criminal justice system throughou'b the country. 
With the Committee's indulgence, I would like to summarize some of the more 
obvious /l.ud significant problems I have observed, placo diversion within this peto. 
spective, and then offer my opinion of the strengths and weaknesses of the Federal 
Diversion Act of 1977 as a partial solution to these problems. 

Constantly increasing crime rates exceed the rate of population growth in many 
parts of the country. Particularly is this tl~Lle in the inner cities where popUlation 
migration to suburban and rural areas has resulted in a marked increase in crime 
in those formerly, so-called "safe" areas. Geographical containment of crime is no 
longer possible, with the consequence that law enforcement is spread precariously 
thin. In Michigan, the State Police now patrol expressways within the City of 
Detroit with manpower reassigned from other already understaffed areas of the 
State. Many police jurisdictions annualJy report increased apprehension rates, and 
whether this results in real or phantom increase in actual crimes committed is 
irrelevant. The fact remains that the criminal justice system must bear an in
creasingly heavy loae! from police to prisons. 

For the fiscal year 1977-78, the Michigan Legislature has proposed a budget of 
$122 million for the Corrections Department, up 44 percent from this year. This 
spiraling of the Corrections budget is mainly aimed at coping with the State's 
critical prison ovorcrowding. Stiffer laws with harsher penalties are being contem
plated or enacted everywhere. Michigan has recently adopted a two year manda
tory sentence, without good-time parole, for those offenders convicted of the use 
of a weapon in the commission of a felony. Incarceration for aome offenders will 
always be necessary for the protection of society, but punishment, per se. is not 
indiscriminately and invariably a deterrent to crime. I do not believe that it is and 
empirical re,;earch evidence does not support it, however, more prisons seem to 
be an increo.singly resorted to solution for an ever larger segment of the convicted 
criminal pe,pulation. 

Even if bigger and better prisons provide safer human storage facilities, they 
will have no impact upon overcrowded jail facilities. There the commingling of 
hardened and incorrigible violent criminal sociopaths with non-violent, often 
young and misguided offenders, will continue. And if these latter offenders have 
not yet received an education in crime, they will learn the 3-R's of crime in jail 
before they leave. To comply with state regulations and court rUlings on jail pop
ulations we hn ve sometimes hnd to resort to the wholesale, unsupervised bonding 
of dangerous offenders, resulting in n drastic increase of new crimes committed 
while on bond. 

To nmeliorate hopelessly clogged criminal dockets, we have sometimes had to 
resort to "nssembly line processing of accused persons with justice neither to the 
innocent nor the guilty. Major automobile manufacturers can recall and repair ten 
thousand cnfS wi th assembly line defects. The nssembly line defects of the criminal 
justice system return as recidivists but few cnn be repaired. Major recidivism 
studies of recent years indicate that we do a better job of scrapping our cri:"llinnl 
junk than we do of salvaging it. 

Lengthy delays between the time an offender commits a criminal act and the 
ultimate time when he is required to accept responsibility for his nct against 
society, only insure that the offender will learn no corrective lesson at nll from 
his punishment because he will have long since forgotten, or learned to rntionnl
ize nway, his prior conduct and thus cannot understand the meaning or accept 
the rel1.$on for his penalty. 

To reduce time dehtys and overburdening costs we have sometimes had to re
sort to automatic plea bargaining--a rationalized abuse of nn acknowledged nec-
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essary evil in which prosecutor and courts have been increasingly forced to engage 
because of excessive volume and exhorbitant costs-costs which the public would 
not support-which would be required to try every case to conclusion. Where 
automatic plea bargaining occurs we are paying a stiff price for the loss in quality 
eontrol of justice. 

As a prosecutor fl'om Michigan I am, obviously, accustomed to thinking of our 
system in assembly line anologies. In other parts of the country I have heard Our 
higher criminal courts referred to as a "market place," and our lower courts as a 
"zoo" or "demolition derby." The point, however disrespectfully or humorously 
made, is well taken. In some jurisdiotions, large and small, our Olystem is a near 
disaster area and local patchwork monies and efforts will not prevent pubHc dis
respect for the law and the deteroriation of credibility in our courts and justice 
system. 

Recognition of this increasingly pervasive condition underlies the efforts of the 
National District Attorneys ASsociation to mount coordinated efforts to attack 
these problems on many fronts. Among possible alternatives and solutions I have 
discusscd with local, state, and U.S. attorneys ittid judges, are: multi-jmiselic
tional task forces on economic and organized crime, prosecutor coordinated or 
directed consumer protection bureaus, the dccriminalL'mtion of a number of stat
utory criminal offenses without victims which might better be handled through 
new and alternative forms of social sanction and regulation. Control of the dis
semination of pornography, for example, has been effectively dealt with thrOUgh 
zoning und licensing ordinances and regUlations. 

Other possible alternatives or solutions which have been applied to criminal 
justice problems include the development of community rape crisis centers for 
more humane treatment of victims and more effective prosecution of sexually as
saultive predators, crime prevention programming for the elderly, and specialized 
law cnforcement training for the control nnd prosecution of drug traffic. 

A principal effort to remediate some of the institutionalized defects and abuses 
of the criminal justice system, which I have already alluded to, and to rehabilitate 
some of the abuscrs of societal laws, has been the promUlgation of the concept of 
diversion embodied in the Federal Criminll,l Diversion Act of 1977. 

This concept gained wiele criminal justice nttention with the publication in 1967 
of "The Challenge of Crime in A Free Society," a summary statement of the find
ings and l'ecommllnclations of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement 
nnd Administrntion of Justice. 

Our own efforts in this regard anticip!tted by two years the findings and recom
mendations of the President's Crime Commission with the creation, in 1965, of 
the Genesee County Citizens Pl'Obation Authority. 

The Citizen Probation Authority is a model diversionary proh'1'am of defened 
pre-charge probation which has successfully served as a unique and innovative 
partial solution to the aforementioned defects in the operation of the traditional 
criminal justice system, as well as to the most fundamental problem which con
fronts all of us-the ever-increasing rise of crime throughout the United States. 

By selectively diverting certain non-violent and non-ho.bitual felony offenders 
to voluntary programs of pre-charge probation before any formal criminal warrant 
is issued or any formal criminal charges are lodged against them, many of those 
accused pcrsons who would otherwise fall into the Ctassembly~line" system in the 
courts are effectively diverted, thereby operating to help un-clog and diminish 
the criminal caseload dockets of our courts so that the more serious crimes can 
be more effectively dealt with, such as violent assault, m\lrder, consumer fraud, 
public corruption, and organized crime. Such selective diversion has been an 
important factor contributing to Genesee County's being traditionally the leading 
local jurisdiction in Michigan in maintaining up-to-date comt dockets. 

Second, by diverting such selected offenders at this initial stage, th\'lY are 
effectively kept out of the jails, and thus kept from hardened, violent, and socio
pathic criminals who could influence them in a life and pattern of serious and 
repeated future criminal conduct. 

Third, by expeditiously diverting such offenders to a voluntary program of 
probation in this pre-charge context, where they must immediately acknowledge 
their responsibility for their prior law-breaking actions, such offenders will not 
have time to forget or rn,tionalize their conduct and will be much more likely to 
internalize the "lesson" that violation of the laws of society' entails immediate 
and unrewarding consequences, and further, that society demands that the offender 
account for and accept the responsibility for his conduct and refrain from similar 
behavior in the future. 
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Fourth, by so diverting such offenders they avoid the indelible stigma of "crimi
nal" which would not only operate to penalize them in many collateral social con
texts throughout their future lives, but would, moreover, stand in their minds as a 
self-fulfilling and internalized perception, and which might further encourage 
them to act out their social roles as "criminals," and effectively discourage them 
from rehabilitating themselves in the future. 

Fifth, by so diverting such offenders from the criminal justice system into such 
prograIlls, the presently over-burdened caseloads and expenses of post-conviction 
probation can both be significantly reduced, while at the same time society loses
nothing in the way of protection by the mere per se shifting of selected offenders 
from one form of probationary supervision (i.e., post-conviction) to another 
form of the snme (Le., pre-charge probation). 

Silrth, by so diverting such offenders from the criminal justice system and there
by reducing the overwhelming caseloads and dockets of O\lr criminal courts, the 
often criticized "plea-bargaining" system is reduced proportionally, since these 
offenders will, in most ca~es, never havc to be brought to the formal criminal 
proseoution stagc. 

Consequently, many of the remaining formally prosecuted cases will thus be 
freed from the real pressures of too scarce manpower, time, and resources whioh 
presently compel "plea-negotiation," and will instead proceed to trial and con
clusion on the original more serious and justified charge as placed by the prosecu
tion. 

Seventh, and perhaps most important, the studies and evidence which have been 
made and compiled in relation to the Genesee County model of deferred pre
prosecution probation indicate that such diversionary programs as the C.P.A. 
offer one of the potentially most hopeful and optimistic new solutions and ap
proaches towards the treatment of offenders through a system of preventive 
rehabilitation, as contrasted to the standard and traditional criminal justice
system's wholly post facto attempts to rehabilitate offenders. As our recent history 
and much empirical evidence have demonstrated, traditional methods per se have 
proven to be dismally ineffective in the stemming of the ever-increasing national 
growth rate of crime. 

Aside from the fundamental concept of preventive rehabilitation which under
lies all diversionary programs of pre-charge probation, another major supporting 
concept is that of community involvement in the solution of the problem of 
crime. The defel'1'ed prosecution program in Genesee County has been designed 
to bring together direct official and community action in positive ways to accused 
lawbreakers immediately after arrest. The program's thrust has been a coopera
tive effort between the criminal justice system and those community resources 
which are in a better position to create behavior modification. The GUccessful 
diversion of selected offenders from the standard criminal warrant process and 
criminal justice system is based to a great extent upon the continuing existence 
of many diversified and viable alternative community-based methods of treat
ment and support for the offender: vocational training and education, job place
ment and financial aid, psychological and medical oare, peer-group therapy and 
counseling, marriage and family counseling, learning disability tutoring, and so 
on. For example, in Genesee County, certain selected youthful drug offenders 
are diverted from formal criminal prosecution, und, in lieu thereof, voluntarily 
attend community-based drug problem treatment centers and so-called "drop-in" 
centers, where they are counseled by, and relate to previously trained members 
of their own more influential per group in relation to solving their own drug 
problems. 

The end result of both of these concepts is a criminal justice system that 
provides options to a prosecutor which are both realistic and controllable, and 
which also directly effect lower reoidivism rates. 

Diversion, specifically pre-oharge diversion, hasn't solved all of the criminal 
justice problems in Genesee County, nor have the hundredl; of other similar 
programs throughout the country, but it has a public record of better than ten 
years of researched and demonstrated success in partially remediating tho~e 
problems, and it has brought a new confidence-a confidence in the criminal 
justice system that justice, blind in its impartiality, is at the same timc open in 
its vision of the needs of the offender and victim alike. The diversion option, with 
its benefits to the proseoutor, the courts, and the taxpaying public, as well as to 
the offender, has become a true and meaningful definition of individualized 
justice. The concerns of diversion proponents and critics alike, are that diversion 
remain informal and free of the largely bureaucratic administrative processes of 
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.criminal justice yet cognizant of and compliant with the inherent rights of the 
individual and our system of due process underlying aU principles and practices of 
American justice. With proper representation by counsel, with publicly promul
-gated diversion policies and procedures, with maintaining as free and voluntary 
participation as is possible in any aspect of criminal processing, with informed and 
intelligent waiver of specific rights, diversion represents a realistie, effective, 
nJternative response to traditional prosecution. For whatever the reasons, it is 
n. fact that the Genesee County program has experienced no legal complaints or 
litigation in its 13 years of existence and numbered among its chief supporters 
are the membem of the Genesee County Bar Association and the judiciary. 

'l'he Federal Criminal Diversion Act of 1977 is strong in its embodiment of 
proven principles of diversion: flexibility within necessary guidelines in the de
termination of eligible participants, recognition of the legitimate distinction 
between "lawbreaker" and "criminal" in its selection and treatment of offenders, 
provision for guarantee of confidentiality, and a realistic recognition of the need 
for adequate funding, to name a few. ' 

The principal weaknesses in the Federal Act, in my opinion, derive from a similar 
inherent defect in stu,te court diversion programs which commingle Executive and 
Judicial authority in the diversion process. The authority to determine eligi
bility of participants resides solely with the U.S. Attorney, Sec. 3(1). An eligible 
individual i" defined as one "who is recommended for participation in n. Federal 
criminal diversion program by the attorney for the Government ... " According 
to the Act, the U.S. attorney's decision to recommend (or not recommend) 
diversion is not constrained beyond a finding of eligibility, although it might be 
presumed, and perhn.ps should be stated, that such recommendation would also 
be made upon a determination that the individual may benefit by release and that 
such release is not contrary to the public interest, the same constraints imposed 
upon the committing officer: Sec. 5(a). 

Mter the U.S. attorney makes a diversion recommendation, the committing 
officer (magistrate or judge) makes the diversion decision if it is believed the 
individual may benefit by release, and if release is not contrary to the public 
interest, but only if "all" complainants/victims consent in writing to that release. 
In my opinion, this is not only an unwarranted and questionably unconstitutional 
.delegation of authority, but would guarantee an uneven and unequal administra
tion of justice: different complainants presented with the same set of facts will 
decide differently. In effect, neither the U.S. attorney nor the committing officer 
will make the final diversion decision, but the public whose opinion may be more 
narrowly and punitively self-serving than broadly and humanely in true public 
interest. 

If "all persons injured by the act or acts" (not all-but-one, nor even the ma
jority, but Iiall") have the ultimate diversion decisionmaking authority, woulet 
it not be as logical and consistent to invest an "all persons injured "the final 
authority as to whether an individual has successfully completed the program and 
.should have charges dismissed, or has not successfully complete the program and 
.should have prosecution commenced? (Wouldn't the same logic carryover to 
approval of plea bargins of prosecutors and sentences of the courts?) Clearly, no 
formal intervention of aggrieved parties, beyond their traditional role in criminal 
processing, is feasible or desirable. 

Seemingly inconsistent with the authority of the committing officer to divert, 
although actually a discretionary judgement limited by consent of the agrieved 
parties, the committing officer has no discretion in maldng the decision for success
ful completion and dismaissal of charges, or the re-institution of prosecution. 

In the instance of successful completion and dismissal of charges, Sec. 7(c), the 
Act states that tithe committing officer shall dismiss ... " if the administrative 
head of the program "certifies" successful completion, and "the attorney for the 
Government concurs." The committing Officers' role is, therefore, purely pro forma. 

Again, in the decision to re-institute prosecution, Sec. 7(b), the committing 
officer's role is pro forma, as, tithe committing officer ... shall terminate such 
release, and the pending criminal prosenution shall be resumed ... " If the 
attorney for the Government recommends termination of program participation. 
Here the U.S. attorney's decision is expressly Gonstrained for reason of failure of 
ihe individual to fulfill program obligations, or, if "public interest so requires." 

Quite apart from the obvious problems of flow of proper authority in this process: 
is the questionably unconstitutional omission of any right of the individual, 
hn.ving once been found eligible for diversion, now being subjected to prosecution, 
to have a hearing on the substantive facts of his failure to fulfill his program obliga-
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tions, or any showing of the U.S. attorney that prosecution is required in the public 
interest, As written, the Act does not contemplate a "revocation" hearing. 

In the pre-charge context of Genesee County's program, only two or three such 
hearings are necessary each year. Utillizing a third party hearing omcer and in 
the presence of counsel and program participant, any factual disputes are medi
ated before the case is returned to our office subject to our further decision to 
charge or not charge. In this context, the prosecutor's discretion remains inViolate, 
as intended. 

A lesser, but still important, defect in the Act is an oversight, perhaps, in the 
dcfinition of "p,ligible individual," Sec. 3(1), which does not exclude the habitual 
criminal from participation. It is suggested that the phrase "which has not been 
part of a continuing pattern of serious criminal behavior" be inserted following 
the phras~' "any person who is charged with a non-violent offense ... " 

The ler,gth of pa)"ticipation in the program, Sec. 7(0,) should be worded to make 
it a man-iatory reQuirement, that is, an affirmative responsibility of the admin
istrativ" head and the committing officer to make a decision for successful com
pletion of the program within the 12 month time period, or absent that decision, 
the 12 month completion become automatic. 

Beyond these suggestions, our principal and over-all concern is that this com
mittee give all consideration to the greater feasibility and demonstrated success 
of pre-charge diversion as a function of the discretionary authority of thc U.S. 
attorney, who, in any event, according to the Act, has sole responsibility and 
authority for determining eligibility and initiating the recommendation for 
diversion. Since the committing officer's role has been reduced to a pro forma 
funct,ion, and since the proper flow and exercise of authority must inevitably be 
complicated by commingling the Executive and Judicial functions, it remains 
our conviction that the most economic 11Ud efficacious diversion model is that 
conducted in the pre-charge context. That is not to imply that we cannot or do 
not support the present Act. It is laudatory in a11 that it does embody for the 
good of the oriminal justice system. Diversion is the issue. I have actively endorsed 
and supported this concept throughout the country for the past 13 years. I 
endorse and support your good efforts now. Thank you. 

Mr. LEONARD. I will not presume to read it, but I list those reasons 
in there. I think there aTe many good reasons for diversion. I think 
we have to look at what kind of a diversion program you are trying 
to create. Is it a precharge? If it is a precharge, then I would be some
what reluctant to encourage magistrates or judges being involved 
in the disposition of whether or not a person is diverted or not. That 
is a discretionary function of the pro=;ecutor. 

If it is aftercharge, then I think the magistrate in the court should 
be involved in the sense that then it is a court matter as well as a 
prosecution matter. I have a feeling that is more of what you are 
intending to do with this bill than the precharge which is fine, because 
the Federal system, of course, is different than the State system. I 
recognize that. 

I think you have to be ready for people to challenge you if you have 
a felony diversion program, then why do you not have a misdemeanor 
program or a juvenile diversion porgrnm and so on? 

All of these different types of concepts are referring to people. Why 
should we distinguish the felon from the misdemeanant or the adult 
from the juvenile? Maybe we should start thinking about developing 
diversion programs in these areas also. If diversion helps an adult, 
then it has to help a child. If it; will help a felon, then it will help a 
misdemeanant. 

So, you have to look at the onrall aspect, of the program. But, you 
know, I would really like, after speaking about this program for 17 
years, to point this out to you. I will discuss a few concerns of mine 
with the bill that may have been touched on already, but very quicldy 
I will at the end of my testimony. ' 
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But I would like to talk with you about some of the problems that 
are inherent in diversion and how you have to deal with them. I want 
to talk about some of the criticisms of diversion and how you must 
deal with them. 

Mr. Neely talked about one that I think is very evident in some 
programs. You have to make certain that the diversion program does 
not become a dumping ground for bad cases. I know that this e:x"ists 
in some areas. If you have a bad case, then you dump it into diversion. 
That can destroy the program. It can destroy the morale of the people 
working in the program, and it can destroy tIle support you may have 
in the Bar Association, in the courts, and in the public's mind. 

So, the prosecutor must be aware that this is a program that must 
maintain its integrity. The only cases that go in there are cases that 
would have been proveable in court, in the mind of the prosecutor, at 
least. You cannot be 100 percent sure, but at least there would have 

, been a case that he would have gone to court with otherwise. 
I think the real thrust of diversion, of course, in the minds of some 

people is that it is coercive, that is, the person is given the opportunity 
to take diversion or some people say, jump in the river. He does not 
have much of an alternative. He takes prosecution or he takes 
diversion. 

Their concern is not for the guilty person whose constitutional 
rights have not been violated, but their concern, those people who 
find fault with diversion-and I feel they are legitimate concerns-is 
that you may find an innocent person who will opt for diversion 
rather than take a chance of going through the criminal justice 
system and being prosecuted and convicted .. 

Or, you may find people who have constitutional rights that may 
have been violated, such as search and seizure, legal confessions; or 
admissions, and who will waive these rights rather than take the 
chance and go into the criminal justice system. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Let me ask you a question. Do you see any 
advantage to a statement on the record by the U.S. attorney indi
cating that the case could be successfully prosecuted to avoid the 
image or that destructive ability within the diversion program? 

Mr, LEONARD. Well, I think you can always do that, but I think 
if they had to do it, they would do it either way, because it is a matter 
of opinion on whether )Tou have a case. I think to blunt the criticism
and I say again that legitimate criticism is there-of the critics is 
that you have to have something more than that. For example, in the 
area of constitutional rights, if a person's rights have been violated, 
then it seems to me that the option that the prosecut,or h!l,s, if, ill f~ct 

• they have been violated, is simply that he must dismiss the case. Here, 
it seems to me that the same option is there on diversion. If a person's 
constitutional Tights have been violated, he or she should not be 
submitted to diversion. The case should be dismissed. 

Otherwise you may encourage police authorit.ies to say: 
Well, we will divert this case and we will not be encouraged to avoid violation 

of constitutional rights. ' 

So, I think there ought to be some way of litigating an issue of 
constitutional rights, if someone makes legitimate claim of that, 
before the issue of diversion is decided . 
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One 'Nay possibly is this. In your program; since the magistrate is 
involved, then that magistrate should probably make that decision. 

In our case, we have a little bit more difficult time because one of 
the advantages of diversion, of course, is to avoid the criminal record 
and publicity anel all the notoriety of being put in the criminal justice 
system. If we are going to litigate the constitutional rights, then we 
have to charge somebody. 

What we have been doing now is to have an agreement between 
the defendant or defense counsel to bring in an impartial third party 
to make that decision. We agree to be bound by that decision, if we 
decide to do that. 

If the person insists on going into the courts to have that decision 
made and does want to be charged and discharged, and subsequently 
fails inthe argument of the constitutional issue, then he or she is not 
preempted from coming back into the diversion program. He can 
opt for that and after that we will accept him or her 01' the program. 

So, we try to be as fair as possible WIth the program. 
I might say that in 13 years, in over 6,500 people who have been 

di vertecl over that period of time, we have never had one attack by 
any member of the Bar Association, or anybody, on the diversion 
program as being unfair or unreasonable in their approach. 

You ask about the issue of speedy trial. Frankly, I think you have 
problems with any waivers, even though some cou!'ts may agree if a 
person waives and 9 months later they are charged, the very nature 
of diversion being coercive in nature could give you problems later 
on in trying to sustain that waiver on the argument, "Look, I did not 
have much choice. Either I waived them 01' I did not get diversion." 

I think there have been some constitutional questions involved 
there. I think you ought to be aware of that. 

They may be upheld. Some courts may say, "Look, you had the 
op~ion and you waived, You did not have to waive if you did not want 
to. Therefore, we will accept it." 

I think another factor that you have to be looking out for is this. 
When an individual is considered for diversion, even though you advise 
that person of his 01' her constitutional rights, can they make a mean
ingful and effective legal decision as to whether or not their rights have 
been violated, 01' if they wish to waive other rights? 

What we have done is to begin working with our court-appointed 
attorneys in Flint, Mich., to set up a procedure whereby at least 
once a week those people who have been, or are being considered for 
diversion, have had an opportunity to, meet with the defense counsel 
to discuss whether or not they wish to be diverted or whether or not 
they have any constitutional rights that have been violated or whether 
or not they have committed any kind ofa crime known to Michigan 
law. 

I think that is important. I think that is a concerTI that many of 
the opponents have with diversion going to the course of nature. We 
feel they have opportunity for defense counseL and if the counsel makes 
the recommendation, then certainly that kind of an argument would 
not be sustained, in my opinion. 

Another feature that people have problems with is this: When you 
are O'oing to terminate someone from diversion, it seems to me that 
you luwe to set up some kind of a due process procedure. I do not 

• 
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think you can just n.rbitrarily terminate somebody because you have a 
feeling thn.t they are not fulfilling the program or that the individual 
has done certain things which, in your opinion, is justification for 
taking them off the progrnm. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Before whom should that be in your opinion? 
Mr. LEONARD. We sit down usually with the individual ana insist 

on the person having counsel. They then will sit with our director of 
the program and discuss with him why. we are t.erminating the 
individual. 

If they are not satisfied, we then will ask for an impartial person to 
come in and arbitrate the matter I1gain. Both of us agn~e to be bound 
by the arbitrator's decision. 

Senator D]JOONCINI. :Mr. Neely, does the Pima County program do 
anything along that line in dealing with termination? . 

Mr. NEELY. Senator, we have a written procedure which is used 
which we hope meets due process standards for the termination. It is 
generally an informal type of proceeding. It is not conducted before 
a judicial officer. 

Senator DECONCINI. Is it conducted by someone outside the 
diversion program? 

Mr. NEELY. Generally it is informal to the extent that it involves a 
representative from the diversion, the defendant, and the de·fendant's 
counsel. We work on the basic theory that if the defenso counsel 
concludes, as a result of discussions at the proceedings, that somehow 
his client's rights have been violated, then he will litigate. But it h!1s 
not happened so far. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you. 
Excuse me, IvIr. Leonard. 
Mr. LEONARD. I have just a few other things. I might mention-
Senator DECONCINI. Excuse me, l1gain. Let me go b!1ck to th\3 hear-

ing. Have you had very many? 
Mr. LEONARD. Very infrequent. Maybe we have had one or two a 

year. We may have a number of meetings with the defense attorney 
and the director of the program. It has worked out there. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Just a couple 11 year? 
Mr. LEONARD. Most years we have had none. But one or two a year 

at the most. 
Senu,tor DEOONCINI. Thank you. 
Mr. LEONARD. It is not a substantial problem, but I think you have 

to have it built into your pro~~am so the critics of the program can be 
met. I do not intend to malign the critics. They have raised very 
legitimate issues that have concerned me. We have tried to deal with 
them in the structuring of our program. 

As for restitution, I might say that we try to encourage restitution 
and we try to make it usually a part of the program for tliat pl1rticullLl' 
individual who has been diverted. 

But there are occl1sions when individuals cannot make restitution. 
They may be very poor. They may be well-intentioned and want to 
go on the program I1nd they may be a good person for the program. 
I think you have to be flexible in the restitJ.tlOn area. 

I can remember one of our first cases where we had seven or eight 
young men in high school, all very fine young people who had never 
been in trouble before, but who had gotten involve0. in stealing cars 
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over a period of time. They were stripping them and selling them. It 
was about a 2-month period. They must have stolen 8 or 10 cars. It 
is a very serious offense. We gn.ve it some serious thought as to whether 
we should divert them or not. 

But, clearly they were individuals who should be diverted based on 
the criterin., so we did. Some of them could make restitution and some 
of them could not. vVe made the distinction between those who could 
and those who could not. Vile accepted them all for the progrn.m. Thev 
an successfully completed it. rl'hn.t was 10 or 12 years ago. Many of 
them went on to college and completed school. So we feel very strongly 
thn.t you hn.ve to have flexibility in the aren. of restitution. 

,Ve n.lso hn.ve a drug diversion program, n. separate drug and nar
cotics diversion program. That hn.s a lot to do agn.in with the philosophy 
of the prosecutor. In }'1r. Neely'S n.ren., down near the border, I am 
sure there is a much more serious problem, which is much more acute 
than we do have in Flint, Mic}l., n.lthough it is a heavy industrial 
community and we do have problems there. 

But, again, my philosophy is thn.t the prosecution of drug users and 
possessers or narcotic users n.nd possessers really ought not to be a 
criminn.l mn.tter. It ought to be some kind of a medical problem and it 
should be dealt ''lith on that basis becn.use I do not think the courts 
or the prisons have done much good with it. 

At the same time, those who are selling and peddling drugs and nar
cotics should be prosecuted. Thn.t is n.law enforcement program. 

So, what we try to do is to divert, at least initially, those people who 
hn.ve been arrested for use and possession of narcotics and get them into 
reha.bilitn.tion programs. Obviously, if they hn.ve not succeeded in 
those programs, then they will be prosecuted. Some of the heroin users 
and the other drug users are real serious problems in the community 
unless you n.re dealing with their problems. 

Of course, the success rn.te in those programs is something like 40 or 
50 percent, while in diversion programs, it is 93 or 95 percent. I am 
talking about the nonviolent diversion programs. 

Another matter thn.t I would like to raise with you is this. I think 
Judge Brownstein mentioned this. This regards those individun.ls who 
must agree to terminn.tion of the program. I would very much oppose 
the iden. that all of the complainants agree to the termination of the 
program-not the termination of the program, but going into the pro
gram of the individun.l. Frankly, if you n.re going to be consistent, they 
ought to have the same say in the termination, but I do not think 
they should have n.ny say other than advisory. I think it is dangerous. 
I think you have the equal protection problem, frankly. 

Let us suppose you hn.ve nine complainants in a cn.se. Eight of the 
nine n.gree. The ninth will not. Let us suppose you have some shop
lifters or something like tho.t. Those stores can be very hard-nosed to 
deal with. Their concern is substantially different than I think a 
prosecutor or n. court's concern. 

Senator DEOONCINI. In Flint, IVlicb., do you attempt to get 
acquiescence? 

Mr. LEONARD. We attempt to do that. Probably in 99 percent of 
the cases we get it, even when we have those people who initially 
oppose. If you ta.Ik with them and explain what you are trying to 
do, then they genera]]y will agree. 

,. 
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But in 1 percent of the cases, you may have the people disagree 
or refusing. 

Senator DEOONCINI. So it is left to the prosecutor? 
Mr. LEONARl). Yes, it is left ultimately to the pnosecutor. If we 

decide to divert because we think it is in the best ~interest of the 
community, or the law may require it on the basis of equal protection 
where you may have three or fOUl' defendants. The'y say, Ilwell, 
we do not mind those two, but this guy we do not lik\~, He gave us' 
a hard time." 01' you have most eomplainants agreeing, but one or' 
two not agreeing. You cannot divert, 

I think you have a serious protection problem. But I think they' 
ought to be advised. I think the provision can sa,y that they can 
make some kind of a 'form to be fHlecl out where they can express 
their opinion. Theil' opinion may carry 'weight with the prosecutor 
or the magistrate, as the case may be, I think they should be given 
tha.t opportunity. 

Mr. NEELY. Excuse me, Senator. I wonder if I might comment 
on that? 

Senator DECONCINI. Certainly. 
Mr. NEELY. Generally, in OUI' program, we require the pel'mission 

of the victim and do make an attempt to approacn. We always reserve 
the right to go ahead with it, even if the victim refuses to agree with 
us. 

But I think from the standpoint of a project like this, thftt the 
initial contact with the victim is extremely important in promoting 
community support for this kind of a program. I think if you have 
an individual, for example, who has been the victim of a bnrglary 
or the victim of an embezzlement, or an [mto theft, and the individual 
finds out through the newspapers or through other sources that 
essentially the person who wronged him or her has been l'emove(l 
from the criminal justice process, and that individual was jQevel' 
informed or consulted or asked his opinion, then generally there \~ould 
be a real bad taste in the person's mouth who has been victimized 
as a result of that. 

So, in each and every case we do make that contact and seek the 
opinion, and generally the consent of the individual, who has been 
victimized, athough we do reserve the l;ight to go ahead with it, 
even though they do not consent. 

But, from the point of view of community understanding, it is 
absolutely essential. 

Senator DECONCINI. Have you had to exercise that discretion? 
Mr. NEELY. Once, that I am aware of. I think in several hundred 

cases we have gone ahead one time over the objection of an individual. 
I think it is very rare, as :Mr. Leonard pointed out, that a person 
who has been approached properly and explained the entire set of 
circumstances and what you are going to do will say, IIWen, I do not 
care. I want my pound of flesh." It does not happen that often. 

Senator DECONCINI. 'rhank you. 
Iv[r. LEONARD. I have a few other comments, Senator, 
With regard to the issue of cost of the bill, one of the reasons we aL'e 

able to keep the costs down in our diversion program is that we have 
not set up independent resources to deal with our problems. We have 
used the community reSOllrces that are already available. There n.re 
all kinds of them in every community. 
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I would suspect that there are numerous Federal resources available 
in all the communities that this program would be placed into effect 
in. I would suspect that these communities, or these resources, would 
eertainly relish the opportunity to serve the courts. We have found 
)~hat what has happened in the past is that the courts and the prose
eutol'S and the police have always had a kind of calloused and stand
offish attitude to community resources. They used to always take the 
position that, "Look, once it gets to the courts, obviously the com
munity resources have failed." 

Then they think it is their problem to deal with, and they will deal 
with it in the way they have dealt with it over the hst 100 years. 
They put them in prison or they put them on probation. 

The results have been tenible. So, I think now we are looking to 
these community rosources to help us even olLer. Maybe in many 
cases they have not had a chance, however. 

I think one of the things we must look at when we talk about certain 
offenders in these programs is that we do not overreact to the need to 
solve certain individual's problems, because that individual's problems 
may not need to be solved in a community resource or by rehabilita
tion. Many of these young people who get involved in the commi.ssion 
of these crimes-keep in mind that when you talk about nonviolent 
offenses, you are talking about younger people under 25 years of 
age-many of them commit these crimes because of situations they 
find themselves in, not because they have a drinking or drug problem, 
or that they are thieves or anything like that. They may be pretty 
law-abiding citizens and they just happen to get caught. Maybe many 
of us committed those when we were young, but we did not get caught. 

So, sometimes many of these people do not need much rehabilitation. 
Maybe they are 99 percent rehabilitated at the time they are appre
hended. 

So, we have to be careful that we do not overreact to the problem 
and create more problems with this youngster or this person than he 
or she have before they were apprehended. 

I think that has a lot to do with the director and the attitude of the 
district attorney and the magistrate involved as to how they deal 
with this individual's problems. 

I have one other matter with regard to this bill. This has to do with 
the provision concerning who is the eligible individual. 

An " 'eligible individual' means any person who is charged with a 
nonviolent offense against the United States, or a violent offense 
where no substantial physical injury to the victim occurs * * *" 

Then you add with regard to violent offenses that the person has 
not been part of a continuing p11ttorn of violent behavior. I think you 
need that kind of a proviso in the nonviolent area to give some leeway 
to the prosecutor because I think you run into some legal problems 
where the individual comes in and says, "1 have committed a non
violent offense." The police come in and say, "Look, this guy has been 
committing non-violent offenses for 5 years and we have just caught. 
him." 

I think that provision gives you a little bit of flexibility in exercising 
your discretion and not taking that person on the program. I would 
urge you to add in there that this has not been a part of a continuing 
pattern of nonviolent behavior or anti-social behavior which might be 
a better term. 
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That is all I have to say other than I commend you for beginning 
the hearings on this bill and the introduction of the bill and hope
fully this time will prove fruitful and we will have a Federa'! criminal 
justice diversion plan. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. 
Mr. Leonard, you are president~elect of the National District 

Attorney's Associatioll? 
:Mr. LEONAl:tD. Yes. 
Senator D:mCONCINI. I have quoted them correctly as supporting 

the concept of diversion: is that right? 
Mr. LEONA11D. Yes. I would say that is a fair statement . 

. ' Senator DECONCINI. Let me just ask a couple of questions regarding 
your observations. 

It is suggested in an article in the University of :Michigan's Journal 
of Law Reform, that time spent in an unsuccessful diversion program 
be subtl'll.cted from the sentence on conviction to eaualize the choice 
between diversion and prosecution. Do you favor such a provision? 

Mr. LEONARD. Yes, I think it is only fair. 
Senator DECONClNI. Do you think a year's maximum time is 

sufficient? 
Mr. LEONARD. Yes, we have found 1 year is fine. We are dealing 

with nonviolent offenders. This bill does includo the possibility of 
violent offenders being involved in the program. But with nonviolent 
offenders, clearly 1 year is sufficient. In fact, we terminate many 
cases even before the 1 year. "Ve might terminate in 6 months or 3 
months or 1 month, if we think that the circumstances wal'l'!1n.t it. 
If you are just going through the motions and if the person does not 
need any further treatment or successfully completed the program, 
then we do not continue him on. 

With regard to violent offenders, I have no position with I'egard to 
violent offenders with regard to certain circumstances. I have felt for 
a long time that I ,yould like to include them in our program. The 
reason we did not initially-for the reason I am sure you did not 
when you inaugurated the program und why Mr. Neely has not ex
panded to it-is because we operate a litt1e different1y tluiU the Fed
eral district attorney. We are political entities. We are political 
animals, I should say. That is probably a bad term, but we live by 
the politics. I started out with the ideo, that I wanted the public to 
support the program. I think they could. more Maily support 0, non
violent program than a violbnt individual in the program. I think the 
program now has a stature that we could include violent offenders if 
we get the funding for the adclitionnl counselors for the program. vy e 
have not been able to do that because, as you know, every communIty 
has some financial problems. 

But I think if you can do it, it would be worthwhile. But in. all these 
cases, as Mr. Neely suggests, there ought to be a firm criteria. It can 
be very broad, but there ought to be some kind of criteria on which. 
ones you will and will not accept because I think the district attorney 
can get into some problems on the equal protection area if there is 
no criteria. 
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Senator DEOONCINI. Maybe you might be able to help me and 
members of the staff in resolving this question. The bill is drawn to 
have the participation of the court and to have a separate agency, 
different from yours and 11,111'. Neely's and some very successful State 
and local diversion programs. 

One of the reasons, of course, is that the Federal district attorney 
'c1oes not run for office. There is some problem of being assured that 
the program would continue in every district, assuming that is how 
the bill passes, or if it were successful after the pilot projects. 

Do you think there is some validity to that or do you think the 
risks should be taken and attempts macle to keep it within the prose
cutors and have a pre charge diversion similar to what you have? 

Mr. LEONARD. I think we favor the pre charge. You get at the prob
lem right away. You do not penetrate the criminal justice system, 
which is one of the positive aspects of the program. You do not open 1 

mes, and you do not start off with a person going to jail and having to 
nppenr in court and everything else. You take him right out of the 
system. You begin working with him right away when they m'e more 
suceptible. 

Senator DEOoNCINI. That is one of the key successes of your 
diversion, is it not? 

1'1'11'. LEONATtD. Ye!;j I think it is. But, agajn, I think if you can do 
that quickly and hn;y. the magistrate involvrd, and therefore you get 
more support for the program because of that, then I would not say 
we would have a diversion progrnm just because of that. 

But, IYO have been very successful with that. We urge prosecutors 
to develop those kinds of programs because wILh State district at
torneys they have a great deal more flexibility in how they would 
develop a diversion progrnm. 

There are a few areas, like in New Jersey, where the courts have 
issued court rules limiting the prosecutor's right on diversion. But 
generally speaking, that i,:; not the prnctice in the count.ry. 

Senator DEOONCINI. '.f'hat is one of the things that disturbs me 
about the concept on the Feclerallevel, that is, trying to implement it 
in the proper place that will give the most success. Some of the 
criticism is that we are just opening up another branch of rehabilita
tion or another part of the congested system that a lot of people will 
h!1ve to be referred to. They wonder if we are really improving the 
system. It is a question that I cert!1inly do not h!1ve the answer for. 

Mr. NEELY. Senator, would not the continuity of n, project such 
as this actually be more assured in the case of an official who was 
appointed and h!1d a higher authority to whom they \Yere responsible 
th!1n an individual who is elected? 

For example, when you left the Pima County o,ttorney's office, if 
somebody had been elected who did not support the diversion project, 
thoy could, of course, have abandoned it almost iIl1l.'1.ecliately. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Except the answer to that is tLis. In the sense 
of a campaign, you are questioned about it. The preStl questions you 
if you are, as a candidate, and will you, as an elected ollicial, maintain 
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this good project whether it is diversion or consumer fraud or drug 
program or what. 

So, you are put more on the spot from the standpoint of being 
elected, "By gosh, if I am elected to this office, I will keep the diversion 
program" or what have you. 

When you are appointed to the job you may come in and you may 
feel, or be more apt to misuse it than you are when you are elected. 
The public expects it of you. 

Mr. NEELY. I think this again. may go back very much to the 
substance of the legislation. I think if the prosecutor's role in the 
Federal diversion project it; clearly defined to a point at which the 
Justice Department supports the project wholeheartedly, then. the 
chances of its success are going to be increased dramatically. 

Senator DECONCINI. I think you are right. 
Mr. LEONARD. Let me allude to your question you rhetorically pose 

regarding whether or not we are developing something new in the 
criminal justice system in terms of more bureaucracy. I think there is 
no question that you "Tolud be. 

The real question is: Does it make it better? 
I have to believe that from my experien.ce it makes it much better. 
One of the things, of course, that we are trying to do is to avoid this 

person going into the criminal justice system and avoiding the criminal 
record which we have been able to do. We haNe been able to do in it 
about 6,500 cases; as I said, in the last 13 years. This is a fact that I 
think you ought to consider for your bill. 

If one of your objectives is to avoid the humanistic effort to avoid 
the crimin.'.tl record for this person, then there ought to be some pro
vision in there that requires the return of the criminal record, either 
by court order or otherwise. 

We happen to have a statute in Michigan that requires if a person is 
not convicted of a crime that the individual can petition the court 
and the court can oreler that the records be returned. Some people 
say, IIRow can you force the records to be returned from the State 
police or the FBI?" Somehow it is done because we periodically 
checked to find out if, in fact, the police department shows no record 
for the individua1. 

Senator DECONCINI. What about the FBI? 
Mr. LEONARD. If the FBI has a record on an individual, then they 

may keep it quiet and lye do not know about it, but when we check 
we ask for a full check on the person. They do not know we are check
ing-or, they have no idea why we are checking. 

Senator DECONCINI. If you ask for the" rap sheet, you will get it 
from the FBI, even though you may have a court order tellingyou--

Mr. LEONARD. But we will not get it from a local level. That, of 
course, is the value of why we ha.ve the precharge, if possible, so we 
can avoid the printing and mugging of a -person. But I think there 
ought to be a provision in l~ere, at least to elIminate from the local and 
State level the record. If you ask the State or the local level for a 
police check, at least in our jurisdiction, they have not had them. They 
show clear. That is something you might consider for this bill. 

That obviously makes the system better. If we are trying to elimi
nate the criminal record, then it makes the system better. 
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Also, you avoid the penetration. You avoid the cost of an individual 
penetrating the system. 

Some people say, "Are we not creating expense over here with 
diversion?" You may very well be doinO' that, but there are other 
factors to consider. If you can utilize already existing community 
resources, which are already in place, and if they are not in place, you 
may have to create them, but there is another factor involved, which 
is the disposition of the criminal cases you feel should be tried, the 
so-called criminal as Mr. Neely mentioned. 

We distinguish somewhat the criminal and the lawbreaker. When 
you have been in the business as long as you were, and Mr. Neely and 
myself, you can pretty well tell who the people are who are ~oing to 
be troublemakers in the community in the future or who will create 
problems for you. 

What we do is this. We feel that the people who should be tried are 
the violent offenders, the rapers, the robbers, the-murderers, the drug 
pushers, the public corrupted fraud people and so on, and organized 
crime and so on. 

But with these other individuals out of the system, you can deal 
with those problems. Those are the kinds of problems I think the 
courts want to deal with. That makes the system better. We do not 
have to continually i'mild more courthouses or add more judges and 
prosecutors to try individuals who probably will never commit another 
crime. Most of these people would be placed on probation anyway and 
will not commit other crimes. 

What we have done is to avoid putting them in the system 
altogether. 

Senator DECONOINI. Mr. Leonard, we thank you vory much for 
your excellent presentation. We commend you once again for your 
leadership in this area. 

Mr. Neely, we appreciate your presence also. 
I would like to have placed in the record a letter from John Horn

berger to this subcommittee providing further information on this 
proposed legislation. 

In addition, I would also like to have a portion of the Congressional 
Record of June 30, 1977 placed in the record, dealing with S. 1819. 

[Material follows:] 
[From the Congressional Record (Senate) I June SO, 1977] 

By MR. DECONCINI (FOR HIMSELF, MR. AnOUREZE:, MR. KENNEDY, AND MR. 
THURII10ND) 

S. 1819. A bill to reduce the cost of operating the Federal criminal justice 
system, reduce the criminal caseload of the Federal courts, and establish alter
natives to criminal prosecution for certain persons charged with nonviolent and, 
in selected instances, violent offenses against the United States, and fo1' other 
purposes; to the Committee on the Judiciary. 

Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. PreSident, together with my distinguished colleagues 
from the Judiciary Committee, Senators Abourezk, Kennedy, and Thurmond, I 
am introducing the l?ederal Criminal Diversion Act of 1977. 

The purpose of this legislation is two-fold. By establishing a diversion p"ogram 
o,t the Fedel'allevel, the criminal caseload backlog will be relieved and the overall 
functioning of our Federal courts will be rendered more efficient. At the same 
time, however, the purpose is also cleo,rly humapitarian. Divcrsion is a viable 
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alternative to traditional proseoution and incarceration which has proved its 
effectiveness in reducing reoidivism in most of the looal jurisdictions where it 
has been adopted. Unlike parole, diversion establishes a speoifio plan of service, 
education, employment and psychological counseling prior to any action being 
taken on the charges filed. If the individual successfully completes the program, 
the charges against him are dropped and no criminal record remains. 

My personal experience with criminal divl1l'sion during my tenure as Pima 
County Prosecutor has been uniformly positive. Both the community and the 
offenders responded very favorably, and the recidivism rate we experienced was 
negligible. It had the additional benefit of freeing the time of prosecutors to 
pursue serious offenders, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the prosecutor's 
office. 

In recent years the effort to keep om' country's judiCial machinery running 
smoothly has been an eVllr increasing challenge. A tremendous case backlog 
has developed in the Federal court system. This bacldog has mushroomed over 
the past decade to a point where in many COUl'ts-both at the district and appel
late level-casps have beeu dooketed for several years without a hearing. Accord
ing to the 1970 annual report of the Director of the Administrative Office of 
U.S. Courts, in the past year the district courts have had an ll-percent rise in 
civil filings ane! a 17-percent rise in cases pending. 'l'he same patteI'll is also true 
for our appellate courts. There are no indications that this trend 'will reverse. 
Diversion will aid in clearing the backlog of criminal cases, thereby enabling 
prosecutors and judges to concentrate the full resources of their offices on 
more serious cases and, in addition, aid our courts in their effort to obtain cUl'1'ent 
dookets in both criminal and civil cases. 

Diversion is the voluntary use of supervision much likc probation, for an 
individual who has been charged with a crime but has not yet been tried or con
victed. It is designed to divert eligible persons who are accused of violating the 
criminal laws of the United States from the trinl process. 

As proposed in the Federal Criminal Diversion Act, diversion would work in 
the following manner: 

First. At the time of arrest, or soon after, individuals would be screened to 
determine if they might benefit from diversion, an intensive program of super
vision. Prior to these interviews, individuals with patterns of repeated criminal 
violations or assaultive and violent behavior would have been dropped from 
consideration. 

Second. When a defendant has been found who would fit the program criteria, 
and treatment resources are available for him, the U.S. attorney would be asked 
if he would agree to a diversion period. If the U.S. attorney does not agree, the 
prosecution would continue in normal fashion. 

If the U.S. attorney does agree, the individual would be asked if he would 
voluntarily participate in the program, Which would include waving the statute 
of limitations and his right to speedy trial for a period of time. Defense counsel 
would play an important role here. The individual would agree to a plan for him
self, which would include supervision, as well as such goals as learning a job skill, 
getting a job, attending school or college, and so forth. However, no defendant will 
be released to a diversion program until all persons injured by the offense for 
which ne is charged have filed an agreement in writing with the administrative 
head of the diversion program in the district in which the case is pending. 

Third. The U.S. attorney's recommenda.tion and the indhddual's plan and 
voluntary agreement would then be presented to the committing officer of the 
U.S. court at the time of the bail hearing, or later. If agreed to, the criminal 
prosecution would be held in abeyance while the individual pursues his program. 

Fourth. The individual's plan may be selected from ihe following types of 
diversion programs: Medical, educationa1, vocational, social and psychologicul 
services, correotive and preventive guidance, training, counseling, residence in a 
halfway housl;' 01' oiher suitable place, rehabilitative services designed to protect 
the public and benefit the individual, restitution to victims of the offense charged, 
and/or uncompensated service to the community in which the offense occurred or 
to a oommunity in the district in 'which the charge is pending. 

Fifth. If the individual who has been diverted fails to live up to his agreement, 
of if he gets into further trouble or appears headed toward trouble, he may be 
immediately terminated from the program by the judge or magistrate in the case, 
at the recommendation of the U.S. attorney. In this case, the full criminal prosecu
tion starts up again where it left off. The individual may also withdraw at any 
time, and prOsecution would bf) resumed. 
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Sixth. If an individual lives up to his agreement, and if he is demonstrating a 
lawfullife'sty1e', the diversion period can be continued, up to a maximum of 1 year. 
If the individual successfully completes his obligations, he can have the charges 
against him dismissed. However, the U.S. attorney retains the power to resume 
prosecution upon a judicial finding that the individual has failed diversion. 

The statistics of crime in America are irw.:capable. Crime has increased, and 
most crime is committed by recidivists-repeaters who are starting their second, 
third, or fOUl'th trip through the criminal justice system. These statistics dictate 
that we Reek new and effective ways of dealing with the people who commit 
crime'S. Existing diversion programs throughout the country have proven them
selws to be an effective tool in dealing with certain criminal defendants, and in
creasing the liklihoocl that they will return to a lawful life instead of a criminal 
life. 

One of the purposes of this legislation is to put into the hands of prosecutors, 
judges and correctional officers in the Federal system all additional tool that will: 

First Reduce the backlog of criminal cases in our courts; 
Second. Decrease future court related costs and increase public safety by im

proving the chances that cel·tain criminal defendants can be turned away from 
future crimes; and 

Third. Reduce the expense to the taxpayers by providing rehabilitation services 
as job training and employment at a lower cost than incarceration. 

In 1972 and 1973 the Senate conducted hearings on the subject of diversion. 
From these hearings and from reports on the results of diversion programs already 
in existence, I have reworked the original legislation and have introduced this bill, 
which I believe is a necessary major new direction for the Federal justice system. 

The concept of diversion legislation has long bcen supported by the American 
Bnr Association, the National District Attorneys Association, the Chamber of 
Commerce of the United States, the Judicial Conference of the United States and 
major national and Presidential commissions on crime and corrections. 

In 1967, the Prcsident's Commission On Law Enforcement and Administration of 
JURtice said that: 

"Prosecutors deal with many of renders who clearly need some kind of trl'at
ment or supervision, but for whom the full force of criminal sanctions is exces~i\'l' j 
yet they usually lack alternatives other than charging 01' dismissing. In mo::;t 
localities programs are scarce or altogether lacking; and in lllany places where they 
exist, there are no regular procedures for the court, prosecutors, and defenl'e 
counRe] to take advantage of them. 

, In 1973, the National Advisory Comlllission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals recommended ohjrctives for State and criminal justice agencies. The En
forcement Assistance Administration Standards and Goals project of the Law in 
the Department of Justice recommended that diversion be n.vn.ilable at every 
step of the criminal justice process-through Imv enforcement agencies and courts, 
as well as conectionn.l agencies. 

The Standards and Goals report included the following statement about 
diversion: 

"Each local jurisdiction, in cooperation with related State agencies, should 
develop and implement by 1975 formally organized programs of diversion that can 
be applied in the criminal justice process from the time an illegal act occurs to 
adjudication" . 

MI'. Chairman, the Department of JURtice's recommended goal for Federal 
divel'sion jJrograms was 1975. It i$ alrel1dy 1977 and we are still without a Fedeml 
program. This legislation is designed to rectifjT that situation and to eas:! the 
overburdening of our courts. I urge my colleagues to give the Federal Criminal 
Diversion Act of 1977 their careful. consideration and am hopeful that it C:Ul be 
enacted during this Congress. 

I ask unanimous consent, MI'. President, to print in the Record at this point 
the annual report of the Pima County attorney's adult diversion proje~t. I also 
ask unanimous consent to include the text of the bill. 

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

S. 1810 

Be it enacted b1l the Senate and House of Representa,tives of the Unil;ed States of 
American in Congress assembled, '£hat this Act may be cited as the "Federal 
Criminal Diversion Act of 1977". 

SBC. 2. Congress hereby finds and 'declares that thc interest of operating the 
Federal criminal justice system efficiently, protecting society, and l'ehabilitatirlg 

.. 

.. 
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individuals charges with violating criminal laws can be served by crcating innova
tive alternatives to prosecution; that such alternative will reduce thE' criminal 
caseload of the Federal courts, and provide more effcctive and humane rehabiJi
tution pl'ogmms for eligible persons; that such divcrsion can be accomplished in 
appropriate cases without listing the general detcrent effect of the criminal justice 
system 

Sgc. 3. As used in this Act, the term-
(1) "eligible individual" means any person who is churgecl with u non-violent 

offense against the United States, or a violent offense where no substantial physical 
injury to the victim occurs committed under circumstunc(;"s such tlmt it is rE'ason
ably foreseeable that the individual will not continue to commit violent offensrs 
and where the violent act has been part of n. continuing pattern of violent bE'hu.vior, 
and who is recommended for participation in a Federal criminal diversion program 
by the attorney for the Government in the district in which the charge is pending. 

(2) "Federal criminal diversion program" may include but is not limited to, 
medical, educl1tional, vocational, social and phychological services, corrective 
and preventative guidance, training, counseling, provision for residence' in u hulf
way house 01' other snituble pluce, und other rehDhilitative se'l'vices designed to 
protect the public and benefit the individuul, restitution to victims of thE' offense 
or offenses charged, and uncompensated servicE' to the community in which the 
offense churged occurred or to a community in the district in which the charge is 
pcnding: 

(8) "plan" includeR tho~e elements of the program which an eligible individual 
needs to assure thut he will lead u hwfullifestylej 

('1) "committing officer" means any judge 01' magistmte in uny caBe in which 
he has potential triul jurisdhtion or in any case which hus been tlssigned to him 
b~r the court for such purposesj and 

(5) "administrative head" means u person designuted by the Attorney General 
as chief administrator of u program of community supervision und service;:, except 
that each such designation shall be made with the conCUl'l'ence of the Chief Judge 
of the United States District Court huving jurisdiction over the district within 
which such person so designuted shall serve. 

SE:C, 4, The administrative hend of each Federal criminal diversion program shn11 
to the extent possible', interview each pC'rson churged with a criminal oJl'ensc 
against the United States within the district whom he believes may be eligible 
for diver:;iOIl in uccordance with this Act and suitable for such program and, upon 
further verification by such hend that the person may be eligible, shall assiRt such 
person in prepuring u preliminary plun for his release to a program of community 
supl!)rvision and services. 

::lEC. 5. (a) '.rhe committing officer may release an eligible individual to tl FC'C]crnl 
criminal diversion program if he bclitwcs that such individual may benefit by 
release to such a progrnm nncl the committing officer determines that such release 
is not contrury to the puh1ic interest. Such release may be ordered ut the time fOl" 
the setting of bail, or at any time hereafter. In no cal'e, however, shall any s11ch 
individunl be so released unle58, prior thereto, he has voluntarily agreed to guch 
programs and he has knowingly and intelligently waivcd, in the pl'el:'ence of the 
committing OffiCN' tmel with the advice of counsel, unless counsel is knowingly and 
intelligently waived, any applicable statute of limitations and his right to sprccly 
trial for the period of his diversion. 

(b) In no case, however, shall a person charged with u criminal offense against 
the United States be released for diversion until nll persons injured by the act 01' 
acts charged as ofrenses have tiled an agreement in writing with the administrative 
head thut the person charged may be so released. 

SI(IC. G. (a) 'L'hc uclministrative head of u }?edeml diversion program <,hall report 
on the progress of the individual in cnrrying out his plan to the attorney for thl) 
Govl~l:nment and the committing officer at such times unel in such manner liS such 
attorney deems appropriate. 

(b) In any cnse in which an jndividual charged with an offense is diverted to a 
program pursuant to this Act and such diversion is tcrminated and prosecution 
res\lmed in connection with such offense, no statements made or other information 
given by the defendant in connection with dctermination ofllis eligibility for snch 
program, no statements made by the defendant while participuting in such progrum 
no information contained in any such report mncle with respect thereto, nnrl no 
statement or other infol'mution concerning bis participutioll in such progralll, ~hall 
be Lldmissible on the issue of guilt of such individual in uny judicial proceeding 
involving such otrense, 
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SEC. 7. ell.) In any case involving an eligible individual who is released to a 
Federal criminal diversion program under this Act, the criminal charged against 
such individual shall be continul?d without final disposition for a tWl?lve-month 
period following such release, unless, prior thereto, such release is terminated 
pursuant to SUbsection eb) of tlus section, or such charge against such individual 
is dropped within such twelve-month period. Such charge so continued.,hall, upon 
expiration of such twelve-month period, be dismissed by the committing officer. 

(b) The committing officer, at any time within such twelve-month period 
referred to in subsection ell.) of this section, shall terminate such release, und the 
peneling criminal proceeding shall be resumed, if the attorney for the Government 
flnds such individual is not fulfilling his obligations under the plan applicable to 
him, OJ' the public intcrest so requires. 

(~) If the adminh,trative head certifies to the committing officer at any time 
durl11g the period of tlivel·gion that the individual has fulfilled his obligations and 
succes~fully completer1 the program, and if the attorney for the Govermnent 
concurs, the committing officer shall dismiss the charge against fmeh indi"idual. 

SEC. 8. (a) The chief judge of each district is authorized, in Ius discretion, to 
appoint an advisorv committee for each Federal criminal diversion program 
within l1is distrirt. AllY such committee so appoint.ed shall be composed of the 
chief j~dge, as Chairman, the United States attorney for the district, and such 
?ther Judges or individual,; with such district as the chief judge shall appoint, 
mclucling inc1ivirlualR l'epl'el"enting Rocial services 01' other agencies to which persons 
released to a :Fedeml criminal diversion program may be referred under this 
Act. 
. (b) It Ahall be the function of each such committee so appointed to plan for the 
]mplel~lentation for any Federal criminal diversion program for the district, and 
to revlew, on a regular basis, the administration and progress of such program. 
The committee shallrepol't at such times and in such manner as the chief judge 
may prescribe. 

(c) Members of a committee shall not be compensated as such, but may be 
reimbursed for reasonable exp~;:,qes incurred by them in carrying out their duties 
as members of the committee. 

SEC. 9. In carrying out the provisions of this Act, the Attorney General shall
(1) be authorized to-
(A) employ and fix the compensation of such persons as he determines necessary 

to carry out the pmposes of this Act; 
(B) utilize, on a cost reimbursable basig, the services of such United States 

Probation Officers and other employees of the Judicial branch of the Govel'llrnent 
other than judges or magistrates, as he determines necessary to carry out the 
purpoReR of this Act; 

(C) employ and fix the compensation of, without regard to the provisions of 
title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service 
and t.he provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title 
relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates, such persons as he 
determines necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act; 

(D) acquire such facilities, services, and materials as he determines necessary to 
carry out the purposes of this Act; and 

(E) enter into contracts or othor agreements, without regard to advertising re
quirements, for the acquisition of such personnel, facilities, services, and materials 
which he determines necessary to carry out the ptU'poses of this Act. 

(2) consult with the JUdicial Conference in the issuance of any regUlations ~r 
poli~y statements with respect to the administration of any Federal criminal dl-
versIOn program; -

(3) conduct research and prepare reports for the President, the Congress, and the 
!udicial Conference showing the progress of all FedeJ'lll criminal diversion programs 
III fulfilling the purposes set forth in this Act; 

(4) certify to the appropriate chief judge of the United States district court as to
whether or not adequate facilities and personnel are available to fulfill a Federal 
criminal diversion progralll, upon recolllmendation of the advisory committee for 
such district; 

(5) be authorized to provide tcchnical assistance to any agency of a state or 
political subdivision thel'!'Jof, or to any non-profit-organizatioll, to assist ill pro
viding programs of community supervision and services to individuals charged 
with oft'enses against the luws of any state or political subdivision thereof; . 

(6) provide for the audit of any funds expended under the provisions of this 
Act; 

.. 
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(7) be authorized to accept voluntary and uncompensated services; . 
(8) be authorized to provide additional sCTVices to persons against whom charges 

have been dismissed under this Act, upon assurance of good behavior and if such. 
services are not otherwise availablui and 

(9) be authorized to promote the cooperation of all agencies which provide 
education, training, COUnseling, legal, employment or other social services under 
any Act of Congress, to assure that eligible individuals released to Federal crimi~ 
nal diversion programs can benefit to the extent possible. 

SEC. 10. l?or the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act there is au~ 
thurized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, the sum of 
$3,500,000, and for fiscal years 197~, 1980, and 1981, $3,500,000 each year. 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE U.S. COURTS, 
Washington, D.C., July 7, 1977.. 

Mr. TIlIIOTHY K. MCPIKE, 
Deputy Counsel, Subcommittee on Improvements in Judicial Machinery, U.S. 

Senate, Committee on the JUdiciary, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR MR. MCPIKE: Thank you for permitting us to review this proposed legis

lation. Some comments by Mr. Donald L. Chamlee, Assistant Chief of Probation, 
are enclosed. 

We also call your attention to H,R. 5792 which is presently pending. 
We have included a copy of Public Law 93-619 and refer you to Title II which 

describes our pretrial services project. The accompanying material was receivp.d 
from districts involved in it. 

A quick check on the use of deferred prosecution nationwide during the past 
3 years reveals a continuully significant increase as follows: 
Cases received (fiscal year) : Number 

t~~!========================================================= i:r~~ Cases under supervision as of June 3D, 1976 (fiscal year) : 1976 _______________ ~ _________________________________________ 1,763 

i~i~========================================================= i;5g~ We hope this has been of some help. We are looking forward to seeing you ou 
Monday, July 11. 

Sincerely, 
JOHN E. IlORNDERDER, 

Pretrial Services Specialist. 

Senator DECONCINI. .At tIllS time, the subcommittee will stand in 
recess until Friday next at \) :30. 

[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee stood in recess.] 





rrHE FEDERAL CRHIINAL DIVERSION ACT OF 1977 

FRIDAY, JULY 15, 1977 

U.S. SENATE, 
• SUBCOllIMITTEE ON IMPROVEMENTS IN JUDICIAL 11ACHINERY 

OF THE OOllHrITTEE ON THE ,JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 8 :50 a.m. in room 
2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Dennis DeOoncini (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Senator DeOoncini. 
Staff present: Romano Romani, staff director; Robert Feidler, 

counsel; 'rimothy McPike, deputy counsel; und Kathryn Ooulter, 
chief clerk. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Good morning. 
This is a continuation of the hearings by the Judicial Machinery 

Subcommittee of the JUdiciary Oommittee. 
Today is the second day of hearings on S. 1819, the Federal Oriminal 

Diversion Act. 
These hearings will be followed by further hearings in September 

to be scheduled at a later date. 
Today's witnesses will be Mrs. Madeleine Orohn, director of the 

National Pretrial Services Resource Oenter. Mrs. Orohn has been in
volved in the pretrial diversion field, first as a member of the New 
y Ol'k court employment project and then as director of the resource 
center, for over 7 years. 

A further witness will be Gordon Zaloom, an attorney now in 
private practice who has been involved in diversion in New Jersey 
for many years and was instrumental in the adoption of the court 
rules on diversion by the New Jersey Supreme Oourt. 

We are very pleased to have Harry Oonnick, district attorney for 
the Orleans Parish in New Odanns, La. Mr. Oonnick has instituted 
a. very successful progmm on the county level under his prosecutorial 
discretion without judicial Qr legi:;lo..tive involvement. 

Debbie Jacquin, director of tho Pima Oounty adult diversion proj
ect, who was scheduled to testify today, was unable to attend due 
to frowy illness and wm be rescheduled for Septernber. 

Mrs. Orohn, would you please come forward anci testify. We are 
very pleased to have you and thank you again for your involvement 
and your interest in this subject matter. -

We will put your statement in the record in full if you care to sum~ 
mal'ize it, or brina whatever you would like to our attention. 

lvII'S. OnoRN. 'rllfl,Uk you. that's just what I was going to do. 
[The prepared statement of Madeleine Orohn follows:) 

(7r,\ 
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I wieh to thank you for 
inviting me to testify on the Federal Criminal Diversion Act of 1977 (S. 1819). 

Before I review the Bill in detail, allow me to make a case for diversion. 

1. THE ISSUES 

This ageless concept, rediscovered and much touted in the sixties, has legiti
mately come under attack. One of the more devastating indictments was made by 
Professor Daniel Freed in his 1974 testimony on S. 798 and H.R. 9007 which also 
proposed to enact diversion at the federal level. 

In his wisdom, Professor Freed foresaw that many of the problems and questions 
of diversion would not be resolved or answered for several years. Three years later, 
we are indeed still pondering some of these same issues. DoE'S diversion affect 
recidivism? Does it give the prosecutor too much control? What is the best method 
to deliver eervices? Does diversion reduce the court's caseload, thus allowing the 
criminal justice system to concentrate on the more serious cases? Doesn't diver
sion lead to yet another form of "stigma", paralleling some of the shortcomings of 
the juvenile justice system? 

But in these three years, we also have learned much. Diversion like the tongue 
in the Aesopian fable can be the best thing or can be the worst thing. First of all, 
one must decide what diversion is supposed to accomplish and how it should be 
defined. Immediately we are faced with a multiplicity of definitionE' and purposes. 

This Bill, fortunately, adopts one of the more classic definitions of diversion, 
i.e.: a~ an alternative, at the pretrial stage, offered to defendants on a voluntary 
busis, after the defendants have been charged, and which can lead to a dismissal 
of charges through participation in servicE'S. Many other models of diversion exist 
and, indeed, do have their legitimate purpose if set within guidelines. But we have 
learned that the term diversion has been applied to vastly different concepts and 
some evaluations have compared totally different approaches. No wonder the 
findings are often vague and contradictory! To wit, the proliferation of Stand
ards applicable to diversion and adopted by the American Bar Association, the 
National Legal Aid and Defenders Association, the National District Attorneys 
Association, the National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies, to mention 
just a few. 

We also discovered that over enthusiastic claims have deeply hurt the diversion 
concept. Imagine the proposed task: to reduce crime and help the courts and pro
tect the community and successfully reintegrate an often indigent, disenfranchised 
segment of the population into a "productive lifestyle." In other words, a panacea 
... To be measured against such a vast undertaking is a setup for failure on some 
if not all counts. I submit. to you that depending on their orientation, diversion 
programs have sometimes impacted on one 01' the other parts of that task. But, I 
further submit that diversion's real purpose lies elsewhere, as I will develop in a 
few moments. 

We have also learned something else. The diversion concept was implemented 
at IJ, time when belief in the need for research and evaluation was also at its 
peak. As a result, the diversion filed is one which has accumulated more data 
and undergone more scrutiny than ahnost any other area of the criminal justice 
systcm. 

"Because diversion is new, and in some jursidictions still suspect, the costs of 
a diversion activity are scrutinized more closcly than many traditional criminal 
justice activities." 1 

When one wishes to compare the relative merits of the diversion alternative 
with the more traditional approaches, little information on the rest of the system 
allows for such analyses. Yet as confirmed by Stuart Adams in his summary of 
findings completed in 1975.2 Indeed some studies suggest thn.t defendants who 
went through the diversion process regress less often than defendants who didn't· 
Othcr studies indicate that defendants do better while in the diversion process, 
although it is unclear whethet such effects remain after program completion. 
The problem, however, is that most of the studies have been, "at least moderately 
crude in design and execution so that the careful reader comes away from the 
evaluative reports feeling SOme lack of credibility in practically all the reports." 3 

1 A. Watkins, "Cost-Analysis of Correctional Stanrlards-Pre-trlal Diversion," (National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration, V. 2. October 1075. p. GO). 

o Evaluative Research In Corrections: a Practical Guide, Stuart Adams. PhD-March 
1075. U.S. Dept. of Justice (NILE, LEAA) , p. G3. 

• Evaluative Research In Corrections: a Practical Guide, Stuart Adams, PhD-March 
1075. U.S. Dept. of Justice (NILE, LEAA) , p. 63. 
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This leads to the following assessment: diversion seems to work in some cases, 
although it is currently impossible to determinc to what extent or to vcrify it 
accurately vis a vis other parts of the system. On the other hand, no study hus 
yet proven, one way or the other, that diversion fails or thut it does not meet 
some of its claims. 

"* * * the quasi experimental and experimental studies were in general agree
ment that pretrial diversion programs reduced recidivism rates among successful 
participants, improved the job status of the participants and produced benefits 
in excess of project costs." 

We erred in thinking or leading anyone to think that diversion could be a. 
panacen.. And we erred in condemning diversion simply because the definitive 
study discrediting diversion has not yet, if ever, been produced. This is not to 
suggest that research and evaluation of specific programs should not be under
taken. QUite the contrary. Some highly relevant studies are presently under way. 
The Vera study of the Court Employment Project and the study of juvenile 
diversion programs recently funded by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin
quency Prevention follow some of the stricter research methodologies and their 
results should be eagerly awaited. However, another word of caution is in order: 
if diversion programs are based on unrealistic claims, or deal with the wrong 
cases (for instance, cases which fall in the "overreach" category), should the 
findings negate the diversion concept as a whole? 

2. POSSIBLE BENEFITS AND TUEIR PARAMETERS 

I think not. Diversion has its place within the criminal justice system, a limited 
one, cautious one, but a definite one. 

A. PURPOSE 

Let us think back, for a moment, about this system or non system as some 
have called it ... I.et us not forget that: 

"Except possibly for political prisoners in totalitarian states, no other country 
in the world metes out such harsh punishment to its Offenders. On January 1, 
1976, the United States had an imprisonment rate of 215 per 100,000 population, 
the highest in the world, and still rising. The length of sentence for an offender 
in the American criminal justice system is several times longer than that of his 
counterpart anywhere else in the world." 4 

This is in a country where we are led to believe that a soft, rehabilitl1tive np
pronch is predominant and has failed to stop crime. Let us rememher also that, 
for every "tudy which purports to find that the possibility of sentencing or imprison
ment has a deterrent effect, one cl1n find I1nother study which negl1tes those 
findings. 'rhus the public, legitimately scnred by the more visible aspects of 
crime, finds a new panacea-"punishment", "dealing more hnrshly with criminals". 
It would be an understatement to say that we cannot forget how limited this 
"solution" has been over the years. 

Agninst this backdrop, the basic and fundamental philosophy behind the 
diversion concept should be remembered: 

It is an agreement by representatives of the public that when a crime has 
allegedly been committed, the apprehended indiviudal will not be punished but 
that society will, instead, take the gamble of providing the individual with better 
tools to survive in the hope thnt in the process this person will be Jess prone to 
commit crimes. 

In my mind, diversion is as simple and unambiguous as that. It is a matter of 
fundamental choice. 

I think it must also be made explicit that it is not the purpose of diversion to 
redress some of the inequities of the system, although this may occur as a by
product. Diversion may b~ mON relevant to the lower socio-economic groups 
because they constitute the greatest number of llrrestees, are more frequently 
sentenced, and are the most easily cycled into the Clrevolving door of crime." But, 
the diverSion option should not exclude more affluent individuals represented by 
private counsel who mn,y benefit from the absence of 0, I'ecord or from an oppor
tunity to stop the cycle of criminal involvement. 

If we do not opt for diverSion, what do we have? Unless it is a bad arrest or 
unless the charge would be quickly thrown out by an overburdened court. (in 
either case the diversion option should not even be considered) the ind~vidual will 

£ Eugene Dolehal, as reproduced by the Criminal Justice Newsletter, Col. ,(, Vol. IS. 
0/131'16. 
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possibly be tried, generally tn.ke 11. plen., be placed on probn.tion or otherwise 
Bentenced, Does f:lociety benefit? Don't we know that the individual coming out 
of prison will have a very hard time re-integrating into society? And don't we know 
that the person placed on probation generally continues to be dis en franehi zed, 
rcceives relatively little support and mainly tries to "beat the f:lystem"? 

Instead, doesn't it make sense to deliver individual n.ttention and good services 
to people who would have otherwise becn prosecuted and who know it? In this 
way the messages of opportunity as opposed to punishment are not confused. Is 
it not common sense to ask where motivation has a better chance to develop? Is 
it within a system where the individual, perhaps with justification, feels s(he) has 
been shortchanged or one where s(he) is told, "The opportunity is yours and we 
will help"? 

Will this approach succeed in all cnses? Obviously not. Should it he applied to 
everyone'? Of course not. This is whet'e the interaction of good research and 
societal standards comes into play. 

n. RECIDIVISM 

Will divcrgion reduce crime? We can be cautiously optimistic that it will. Will 
it "significantly" impact on crime'l Probably not. But I submit that many other 
factors contribute to crime which are beyond the jurisdiction of th6 courts or of the 
alternatives. FUrther, I would also suggest that these alternatives will not increase 
crime. 

C. COSTS 

Thi:;len.cl:; to anothrr concern expressed about diversion. What will the cost be? 
The Watkins study mentioned above and which I would like to refer the sub
committee to, strrssC'R the difficulty in obtaining definitive cost benefit answers. 
Wr know, howrver, that the ways in which the diversion concrpt is applied will 
affpd the CORt ('lrment. 

One nepds littlr 1'rsen.rch to underRtand thnt diversion with srrviceg will be 
more costly than the traditional n.pproLLch to ClLile disposition if it is used in those 
Cll.Srs that would otherwise be quickly expedited by the court through an outright 
diiimissal or through condltions leas J'estrirtive thlln those of diversion. 

On the other hand, findings from the Atlanta diversion program 5 for instance 
exemplify that savings do occur if the majority of diverted individuals would have 
othrrwise gone to trinI 01' been convicted. Diversion costs then favorably compare 
with the costs of multiple hearings, presentence memoranda and investigation, 
representation, and sentendng. It stands to reaSOn that the cost benefit aspect of 
diversion is even more appealing if (1) the diversion program has the flexibility to 
approach each defendant in an individualized manner and to provide no fewer 
but no more services than those needed by the :lefendant, and (2) as long as the 
pel'iod of enrollment in the progl'!lm is equal to Ot· shorter than the sentrncing that 
would have been received hurl the individual been convicted of the alleged crime. 

In view of the nbove, the applicability of diverSion appears even more favorable 
in F('cJeral than in local courts, since the rntio of proSecutable cases leading to 
conviction seems proportionately higher in the Federul system. 

D. COURT CASELOAD 

Cun the divrl'sion procrss Significantly unburden the courts? Yrs, thc:'re is some 
relief for the court when the diversion nltel'Ilative requires Icss of the court's 
nttention than would normal processing. But there again, a word of caution is in 
order. We hn.ve learned that diversion disregarding the defendant's rights can be 
easily challenged. After all, the defendant has been urrested and charged, but is 
still presumed innocent. Whether, in reality, the majority of those d!;lfendn.nts 
uctually committed some crime is constitutionally irrelevalit. The following ques
tions must then be raised. How arbitrary, controlling or involuntary can the diver
sion option be? And what is the possible stigma for n. defemlant that "fails" to 
take advantage of the systems offer of "a second chance"'l 

Because due process and equal protection under the law are vested with the 
judiciary, court review of the criticn.l points of enrollment, (h'Jmi~Ral 1 ecommenda
tion, anci termination appears necessnl'y to safegun.t'd defenclrmt's rights. There
fore, it is only in those ouses where deep involvement in the court system is 
probable and where several court appearances would have been necessary that 
the test is met. In these cuses diversion will save some time for the court. This will 

• A. Wutkins, clteu suprll, p. 20. 
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not be true when the diverted cases would have otherwise been expeditiously 
handled by the court. ". 

Another aspect should also temper this expectation of unburdening the courts. 
Unlcss the number oi cases appropriately diverted reaches significant proportions, 
the court calendar will not be visibly I1ffected. 

The~e peri'lpectivcs on the a.ppropriate application of diversion guide my review 
of the proposed Bill. I think that this Bill should be highly commendcd because 
of its careful consideration of the various issues Which have' been raised by the 
diverRion concept. However the Bill ill its present form is still vulnerable in ways 
which could affect the Bill's valid and expressed purpose. 

Let me preface my remarks on the Bill by indicating that a more thorough 
analysis of the key issues can be found in the Performance Standards and Gonls 
which are prc:"ently bC'ing developed uncler a grant awarded by the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration to the National Assorlt1.tion of Pretrial Services 
Agencies. I hn.ve participated in the development of thefle S.\andards for almost a 
year. I have attached the Standard" in their prest;ut draft form to my testimony 
for your information. The Stnndard5 are schedlJ.lcd to be completed and published 
by the end of the summer. The pOSition wbich I advocate also stemR from seven 
years of experience as a progrnm administrator with the Comt Employment 
Project in New Yot'l~ City, a diversion program which operates in the local 
criminal courts. 

Whl1t, in my mind, mnkeR the Standarrl:- of particular vullle, is that they analyze 
and comment 011 the divel'1:1ion-related staJ1clnrds developed by other orgallizl1tiolls. 
Furthermore, they incorpornte the results of 11 careful review by over 350 par
tiCipants at a l'C'crmt national confel'(~nca on prch'ial services. These pl1rticipants 
included pretrial administrators from all over the country as well ns judges, 
(li~trict attOl'lleYR, defense coun"el, ancl other representatives of Inw enforcement. 
In their final stage of development t\e~e Standards will be. submitted for the 
third time to selected individuals rep!'~Hcnting each fac~t of the criminal justice 
system. These Stl1nclards constitute a ~ olld philosoplliil.,l and practical base for 
diversion. Om intention is also to contbue. to upcla1e them as new findings or 
develor.mentl'l occur. And it is my strong b\'lief that ll'.ost of the principles outlincd 
in the Shmclnrdi! can and ~hould apply to dh'ersiC':Ll in the Fedel'nl system. 

1. GENERAL REVIEW OF THE BILL 

In keeping with these Standards, I support the definition of diversion as con
ceptualized in the :3ill. It clearly defines the diversion option and distinguishes 
it from other altcl'llatiycs offered post-arrest and prechal'ge, following a plen of 
guilt or at sentencing. 

The Bill is nlso cl1l'eful to-
Characterize the diver!1ion option as voluntary; 
Avoid the labeling of divel'tees through implications of automatic glliltr 

O.e., by u:<ing the language "eligible individual" as opposed to lIoffende~", 
"alleged crime" as opposed to "crime," etc.); and 

Pl'otect the com:-lentiality of inform/1Uon resulting from the interaction 
between program nnd diver tee, 

In its attention to the above, the Bill ayoids many of the attacks that have been 
levdled against diversion program" by civillibert(lrians. 

The Bill also does a commendabJe job in suggesting a flexible a.PPl'oach to the 
delivery of o;ervices And to program implementation. These are aspects of diversion 
that I1ppropriately should be assessed in eneh jurisdiction. 

Anothcl' noteworthy section limits maximum prOgJ.'am partiCipation And allows 
fol' individualized progrum dUl'l1tion. This, unfortunlltely, is too rare jn local 
programs. 

And finally, the Bill attempts to carer ully balnnce the most difficuit sepl1l'11tioll 
of power between the prosecution and the jUclUC1tll'Y as it relate'S to diversion. 

These areaS (>ncompas::; some of the 1110re important issu('s which need to be 
atldl'essed by the diversion concept. However/ some need to be stressed fUrther 
while ot\lC'rs need to »e modified. 

2. SUG(lESTElJ CHANGES 

A. PURl'08E 

I would start with the expressed purPOSI} of the. Bill and suggust that a reduction 
in the co~t of operuting the 1!'cdel'l11 criminal justice system, aIld in the criminal 
oascload of the Fedcl':1l court, while prObably by~products of diversion, should be 
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considered exactly as such: by-products, not the essential objective. In addition 
to referrinr, you to my comments above, I would like to stress that the "success" 
or "failure' of diversion within the Federal system should not be judged through 
those indices. The purpose of diversion lies elsewhere. 

By that same token, the Bill should not raise unrealistic expectations of a 
significant reduction in recidivism for diverted defendants. A more realistic and, 
ncverthelcss, justifiable approach is to consider whether diverted defendants 
commit less or no more crime through an approach which is less or no more costly 
than the traditional system. 

Research is of particular importance in this area. If the alternative is no more 
costly and no more "crime inducing" than the other approaches, the diversion 
option should be no less desirable than any other. 

ll. TERMINOLOGY 

In its present form, or in subsequent rew;itings, the Bill should take into Con
aideration some additional or changed definitions and terminology: 

Diversion programs should not "rehabilitate". Webster defines rehabilitation 
as "restoriilg to one's former state." Which former state? I propose that the terms 
"rehnbilitation", "treatment" (are the divertees sick?) and "behavioral modifi
cation" are misused and should be abandoned. 

Their careless use in diversion terminology has negative implications for the 
divertee and oITers another form of stigma, a stigma not that diITerent, in the long 
run, from that of more traditional processing. Remember the parallel experience 
with juvenile oITend~rs. 

In ren,lity, diversion programs l~y the very nature of their short term approaeh 
can only deliver services and support the divertee in the Use of those services. The 
terms "service plan" and "service deHvery" appear more appropriate tothe concept 
under review. 

"Successful terminatiun" and "unsuccessful termination" should also be 
clarified. We know by experience that "failure" to complete the diversion program 
somptimes adversely affects the defendant remanded to court, even when agree
ment with the court specifies that no such prejudice to the case will result. 

I submit that programs have and will continue to be responsible for or "guilty" 
of the defendant's "failure" as frequently a& is the defendant. Although there is no 
easy solution to this issue, the problem should be not re-enforced by negative 
terminology. Allow me to suggest instead: 

"Program completion" to indicate that the service contract has been fulfilled 
and dismissal of the chm'ges is recommendedigranted. 

"Non-completion of the program" either because the divertee requested that 
the case be remanded to the court process or as a result of a decision by the pro
gram, prosecutor, or judge. 

Finally, "committing officer" strikes me as unfortunately reminiscent of 
commitments to jail or me)1t[Ll institutions. "Determining "officer seems more 
appropriate as ill "to ch)termine: to fL\': conclusively 01' authoritatively", to settle 
or decide by cholce of altel'!latives or possibilities" (Webster). 

C. STRUCTURE 

I [Llso wish to review some issues raised b;'T the structure and '.mplementation of 
diversion as described in the Bill: 

(1) Starting with the more problematic area, i.e. division of power and respon
sibility between the prosecution and judiciary, I would suggest the following 
challges-

That guidelines be devl'loped that spell out the types of !lllargeR and cor.di
tiolls attachl'd to eligibility for diversion, leaving to each district the 0pp\l·r
tunity to further refine the guidelines i 

That the guideline~ once agreed upon by the prosecution and the judiciary 
with input from oth(;'l appropri[Lte parties (i.e., administrative head, defense, 
counsel, etc.), en!tble the administrative head or his/her designee to screen 
cases ill that jurisdiction. There are many advantages to independent screen
ing a'.; opposed to referral by the prosecutor: It protects the prosecutor 
llgaini't possible charges of overlooking or discriminating Itgainst some cas~ls; 
i'h SM'\IS the prosecutor time; it does not negate the prosecutor's ability to 
object to the diversion option; and it protects the defendant and his/laer 
counsel who might not have been aware that the diversion opportunity 
existed. 
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After the prosecutor has decided to charge the defendant and .agreed to defer 
prosecution and until prosecution is resumed in the case, much of tho administra
tion of the diversion option closely resembles the function of the judiciary. The 
"committing officer" or, as I Et~ggested above, the "determining officer" should be 
involved: at the time of program entrA': to verify that the interest of justice is 
preserved and to ensure the defendant s due process rights have been observedj 
to grant dismissal of charges when the agreed upon service plan or "contract' 
has been fulfilled and to verify that due process is preserved at such timll when the 
defendant is remanded to court. 

As remarked in the December 1974 Report prepared by the Subcommittee on 
Elimination of Inappropriate and Unnecessary Surisdiction in New York: 

u* * ;!: if one accepts the rationale of the On Tai Ho decision that diversion is 
in essence all alternative method for disposition of the original charge, the court 
should be the ultimate authority in determining the final outcome of participation 
in the diversion progmm" * * * when the jUrisdiction of a court has be~n prop
erly involved by the filing of a criminal charge, the disposition of that charge 
becomes a judiCial responsibility. II 0 

And as further commented by the Subcommittee, "having established the 
diversion alternative and offered it to the defendant, basic fairness requests that 
the defend!1nt be granted an oppOl·tunity to be heard and defend his conduct 
before he muy be terminated from -the program." 

For these reasons, I would like to suggest that the prosecutor and defense 
counsel Should be an integral part of decision making re: eligibility criteria and 
verification of adherence to stipulated conditions but that administrative head 
of the diversion program directly report to the Chief Judge of that district or 
his/her designee. The Chief Judge and his/her designee should be vested with the 
respongibilities described in Section 9. 

As a side comment, I would also suggest that the Advisory Committee described 
in Section Sea) be modeled after the Board of Trustees outlined in the Speedy 
Trial Act of 1974 and include the Administrative lIeud, Public Defender, and 
Chief of Probation for that district. 

(2) While the spectrum of charges eligible under the Bill is commendable 
broad, it should be further defined by a statement similar to that included in the 
US Attorney General Manual (Pretrial Diversion Program, p. 3, 1/76) i.e.: 
" ... may divert any individual against whom a prosecutable case exists" (my 
underline) 

This proposed addition is important for the followin§ reasons. Diversion pro
grams have too often been accused of being a "dumping' ground for cases which 
could not be ellsily prosecuted. I reviewed earlier the costly aspect of these practices 
which is. not to mention their legal and ethical implications. Such practices also 
have had an ironic by-product. When these casen are returned to court (following 
non-completion), prosecutors are then ill the unenviable pOflition of ?ersuing 
these cases in court, a task which is by then almost impossible. As a result, they 
then sometimes view diversion as having hampered their ability to prosecute. 

Along these concepts., eligibility guidelines should exclude cases which, in that 
particular jurisdiction, would receive a speedy disposition and/or less penetration 
in the system than the diversion option would afford, a mandate which should pe 
spelled out in the Bill. -

(3) Under the format proposed by the Bill, agreement to restitution or to 
perform uncompensated services should not be a condition of eligibility or par
ticipation. The diverted individual is still presumed innocent, Iilld agreement to 
such a clause could be construed as admission of guilt or of moral obligation. 
'1'his ,,·ould adversely affect the defendant's case if remanded to the court process. 
Further disadvantages al'e operational (the diversion program then becomes a 
collection agency) and legal (indigent defendants may be' discriminated against 
and/or unable to complete program obligations). Uncompensated services, on the 
other hand, raise the issue of possible violation of the Thirteenth Amendment 
(involuntary servitude). 

It is true, on the other hand, that restitution or n, token form of restitution may 
have some reformative aspects and therefore be advisable in devising service 
plans for divertees and in helping them to better comprehend the general circum
stances of effects of their behavior. Restitution however, should be considered in 

o "Diversion from the JUdicial Process: An Alternative to Trial /lnd Incarceration!' 
Prepared by the -SupC9mmUtee Qll, Elimination.of Inappropriate nnd Unnecessary Juris
diction of the Departmental Committee for Court Administration of the Appellnte Dlvi· 
1;;ions, Fh'st & Second Dept:, New York State Supreme Court, 1975, p. 03 und 04. 
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the context of the service plan, rather than in the ambiguous and possibly non
negotiable way reflected in the Bill. 

(4) Another section of the Bill contradicts its otherwise geneml concept of 
presumption of innocence, i.e., in Sec 3.(1), "* * * that the individual will not 
continue to commit violent offenses * * *" 

The word continue should be deleted, since it implies that violent offenses were 
committed in the past. 

(5) The Bill appropriately stresses that enrollment in diversion should be volun
tary and that defense eounsel should help the defendant in making that choice. 
This is in keeping with legal precedents establishing the right of counsel at all 
critical stages of the criminal justice process. 

Some additions are suggested, however, to further re-enforce the non-coercive 
(subtle or otherwise) aspect of the alternative. For instance, the diversion option 
should be presented to the defendant after the decision of releasing the defendant 
has been made. 

(6) For practical as well as legal reasons, Section 5 (b) requirIng the agreement 
of the injured to the diversion, should be striken. The practical aspect of enforc
ing the mandate suggested appears in some situations impossible (for instance, 
mail thefts). Further, the criminal justice system in this country does not vest 
the police officer or the victim with the privilege of direct prosecution. 'rhe effect 
of Section 5(b) would be as described in a monograph published by the American 
Bar Association: 

"* * * It makes the fate of an otherwise eligible defendant dependent on the 
unfettered exercise of the subjective discretion of individuals who never have had 
the constitutional authority to determine which individuals are to be charged 
once an arrest is made" 7 

The practice of informing the victim(s) and police officer(s) that the diversion 
option is being considered by the prosecution and allowing them to present 
additional facts or opinions which might alter the prosecution's decision is, on 
the other hand, appropriate. 

Perhaps the legislative history rather than the Bill itself could include a review 
of the desimbility of involving the victim in some manner. 

(7) While the proposed flexibility for period of program participation with a 
maximum limit appears to be the best formula, additional provisions are recom
mended. 

The length of sentence that would be imposed if the defendant was convicted 
of the charge should be considered when determining contractual agreements and 
length of participation in the diversion program. Failure to do so further reduces 
the }Jossibility for diversion to be cost-effective and "widens the net" of social 
control over the dcfendant. This format is complemented by the wise provision 
made in the Bill (Sec. 9 (8)) i.e.: that the former divertee have access to follow 
up services if and when such services are not provided for in the community. 

(8) It is recommended that, in addition to the prosecutor and/or diversion 
program remanding the defendant to the court process, the divertee also be 
afforded the option to ehoose to be remanded to the court. 

And, as mentioned above, when noncompletion is initiated by others than the 
defendant, a hearing should be accessible to the defendant. 

(9) Finally, the best guidelines. or parameters for the diversion option are use
less if not backed up by good service delivery. 

Reminiscing for a moment, the early days of diversion were a time when naivete 
and ignorance. were predominant and when the" dangers" of diverRion were not 
yet formulated. Nevertheless, there was a "pioneer" spirit, for lack of a better 
word with which to describe the communicative enthusiasm of diversbn staff 
members as they worked with their clients.· It may have been ineffective, and I 
know of no research which validates this impact. The notion should, however, 
be entertained. 

First, and foremost, diverted defendants need skilled, knowledgeable guidance 
counselors. But also, for diversion to make a significant impact where other social 
services may have failed in the past, they should be different. The one on one 
ratio should exist. Caseloads should be limited to a manageable size. A minimum 
number of meaningful contacts should be mandatory and determined by the needs 
of the defendants, not because the program must prove an ever more demanding 
cost effectiveness. 

- 1 Pretrial Intervention Legal ISSI16S: A GI/ide to Policy Development Pretrial Iliterven· 
tlon Service Center, American Bar Association, February 1977, p. 15. 

.. 
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Although the theory has evolved that in some situations diversion without. 
services may be as beneficial as diversion with support, until we know if indeed, 
or to whom this concept applies, we should verify that services are delivered with 
the utmost care. 

This is why the probation department, for ins~ance, although attractive from a 
cost benefit point of view, should not be charged with the responsibility of diver
sion. When considering the establishment of ten pilot Pretrial Services Agencies, 
the Senate indicated: 

"Many federal judges are hesitant to permit probation officers to get ahead 
start' between the definitional role of the probation officer, as a representative 
of court administration associated with punishment and the constitutional 
presumption of innocence. The application of that practical difficulty here leads to· 
the conclusion that this hesitancy, plus potential resentment that may arise on 
the part qf the defendant to be so classified before a determination of guilt or 
innocence, may not only impede the probation officer in the performance of pretrial 
tasks, but also may defeat the purpose of such services altogether." B 

These remarks still hold true, and the orientation of service delivery to pretrial 
defendant cannot sustain a presumption of guilt. Although many programs in the 
pretrial field have been assigned to the probation department, this has been done 
in disregard of a history which suggests that the responsibility is misplaced. I 
would not want my remarks to be misconstrued as a negative reflection on the 
probation department, which includes many capable and dedicated professionals 
faced with an often impossible task. But a probation officer's first responsibility 
is to assist the courts in dealing with convicted individuals. When priorities CUL.
flict, this primary orientation will surface. 

An example can be found in the difficulty the probation department had in 
handling the pretrial release function in New York, a function which had to be 
returned to an independent agency. 

Another exampk exists right now with the federal pretrial pilot programs. 
There is, approximately, a 10% differential detention rate between pl'obation 
run and board run districts. 3everal of the probation run districts utilize the 
concept of total supervision in violation of the Bail Reform Act. And I would 
venture that findings from the General Accounting Office presently reviewing the 
pilot experiments will support this viewpoint. 

The formalized diversion process is still too new and easily swayed to take the 
chance of being possibly deflected in its purpose. It required relatively unbureau
cratic agencies capable of flexibility in design, sta.ffing and methodology. Such 
formulas also offer the advantage of having less overhead expenses and generally 
end up being cheaper. 

In addition, and regardless of the format adopted, guidelines applicable to a 
diversion program should v"rify that: 

The creation of another layer of expensive and self-serving bureaucracy is 
avoided. Strict guidelines are suggested mandating that if and when local agen
cies exist, their services not be duplicated within the diversion program. The ability 
to SUbcontract with those agencies should be permissible to the diversion program. 

No diversion program exists without a core staff coordinating the sen"ice plan 
and possible referrals. What differentiate diversion programs from (lther social 
services agencies (and what diversion programs too of ton forget) is tho.c \ 1,e 
diverted individual is faced with an open court case. All divertees ho.ve one thing 
in common, their arrest. The legal implications in the delivery of services and the 
nature of the target population should always be considered in the administration 
of diversion. 

In summary, diversion at the federal level has validity under the definitiOns pro
posed in this Bill, as long as: 

Careful mechanisms are set to make the alternative truly voluntary for the 
defendant and respectful of the defendant's rights; 

Selection critel'ia are defined and implemented in a way which precludes over
reach; 

Services are offered "which respect the presumption of innocence, are individuo.l
ized, and not more lengthy than sentencing would be if the defendant was con
Victed; and 

Evaluation mechanisms are set to verify the above and to test any other clo.ims 
made by diversion, as long as these claims are reasonable and Tealistic; 

( Senate Report No. 03-1021, 93d Cong.,2d sess. (1974). 
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I would further suggest that: 
(1) Pilot jurisdictions be selected to implement and test diversion at the federal 

level. The budget allocated in this Bill does not provide for implementation of 
diversion in all districts. The pilot formula would enable the legislature to verify 
whether the concepts should be expanded. 

(2) Pilot jurisdictions include those where Pretrial Services Agencies have al
ready been established, thus enabling those agencies to function, at a minimum, as 
screening departments -

(3) The analysis of effectiveness of the ten Pretrial Services Agencies, being 
presently conducted by the General Accounting Office, be considered and guide the 
final draft of the Bill 

(4) The necessary amount of monies be inr.luded in the budget of some, if not all, 
the pilot jurisdictions for in-depth res&;:,"ch of the diversion option at the Federal 
level. 

Too often the credibility of research has been affected because: "Evaluation 
tended often to be 'tacked on' with a part time consultant brought in after the start 
of the project to 'conduct an evaluation'." g 

If, this Bill is enacted, and if monies are appropriated, a golden opportunity 
exists to do "things the right way". If not, the legislature will not be in the position 
to make an enlightened decision when the pilot phase ends and, once again, an 
opportunity to assess the viability of diversion will have been missed. 

The research design should incorporate the experience gained through the Vera 
research of the Court Employment Project in New York Oity and any other similar 
experiment, and be able to test: 

(a) Whether diversion has the desired impact, and 
(b) The effectiveness of different service delivery options 

The experiment should include: 
(1) An experimental group made up of diverted defendants, possibly subdivided 

between defendants receiving services and defendants diverted without services or 
subdivided into two experimental groups receiving different types of services. 

(2) A control group chosen through assignment based on equal probabilities. 
While the development of a control group raises the issue of equal opportunity, it is 
foreseeable that the diversion programs in their pilot phase would not be able to 
service all eligible defendants and that the overflow could then justifiably be in
cluded in the control group. 

Further, the experiment should use variables, definitions and measurements 
developed by professionals doing research in the diversion field. These variables 
-should include recidivism/J.·earrest, employment and cost benefit measures. Follow
up on client outcomes for a suitable period after the client completes that program 
is necessary. 

And finally, the experiement should: (1) Provide data and information a regular 
basis before the project is completed to enable the administrative head and other 
n.clministrators of the diversion program to make appropriate programmatic 
-changes; and (2) be conducted by a contractor with no vested interest in the out-
-come of the experiment. _ 

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you and the other members of the Subcommittee 
for your time and interest. 

STATEMENT OF MADELEINE CROHN, DIRECTOR, PRETRIAL SERVo 
ICES RESOURCE CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Mrs. OROHN. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. ~, 
It is a. grea.t honor to be here, and I thank you and the members 

-of the subcommitt.ee for inviting me to testify on lihe proposed Federal 
Oriminal Diversion Act of 1977. 

My written testimony was an abbreviated 'lTersion of the many 
issues that I think should be brought up and. reviewed when one 
<lonsidsrs the diversion concept. 

So the summary of my summary which I would like to give I hope 
will not totally lose clarity. 

• Stuf.rc Adams, cited supra, p. 64. 
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First, I would like to say that the proposed bill should be highly 
commended. I think that it carefully considers some of the difficult 
problems which have been rl1ised by diversion. But I also think that 
the bill in its present form is still vulnerable in areas which could 
affect the bill's stated purpose. 

Before making specific recommendations for changes, allow me 
first to suggest that the diversion concept, despite the many challenges 
that it has undergone ov~'r the last few years, is a valid one. 

It is true that many ql1.;stions are still unanswered, but I think 
the findings do show that diversion, in some cases, seems to work. 

While it is still impossible to verify the extent to which it works 
and how it measures and compares with the rest of the system, I 
think that there is no study that has proven that diversion fails or 
that it does not meet some of its premises 01' claims. 

I am thinking a little bit about the bill as I mn;ke those comments. 
I think some of the original premises may be due to some unrealistic 

expectations and should be abandoned. 
I would submit that the essential purpose of diversion is not to 

reduce the court's caseload, not to reduce crime, and not to reduce 
costs. 

I think that as long as diversion does not increase costs or crime 
or the caseload, its real function is to offer a choice. I think its func
tion is to give society a choice not to punish certain people who have 
been apprehended for a crime that allegedly was committed. I think 
it also offers society a choice to make the agreement that they will 
allow this individual to be provided better tools to survive, hoping as 
a result, that person will be less prone to commit crimes. 

I tlink we shouldn't forget that in this country that is contrary to 
popular belief. Offenders are treated more harshly than almost in any 
other country which is not totahtal"Lq .n. 

We have generally found that de~qrrence of going through the 
system, while something which works, t:'1.ere are many studies which 
show that it doesn't. 

I think we know that people who have gone through jail have a 
very hard time coming back into society, which ultimately in most 
situations they will have to do. People who are placeel on probation 
very often remain disenfranchised and continue to try to beat the 
system or "get over." 

So I would submit that, of course, not for everybouyand not in 
every situation, there is at least a possibility to provide a situation 
where motivation has a better chance to develop. 

Another way of putting it is: Where does motIvation have a better 
chance? Tn a system where the person continues to be desinfranchised 
and wher he tries to outsmart, or in a system where they are told 
this is theIr opportunity and we're going to help them? . 

As far as determining who is eligible for diversion and for that kind 
of alternative, again, good research on the one hand and societal 
standards on the other have to come into play. 

It is with those kinds of concerns in mind and this 'kind of under
standing of diversion that I would like to l'eview this bill. 

Many of the remarks which I will make are discussed in much 
further detail in the "Standards and Goals for Diversion," which I 
would respectfully urge the subcommittee to also condiser and pos
sibly include in the record. 
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Those standards are being developed by the National Association 
of Pretrial Services Agencies under a grant from the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration. They do represent the position that I 
will try to advocate. 

In keeping with the standards, I would support the definition of 
diversion as it is outlined throughout the bill. I think it very clearly 
separates that concept of diversion as opposed to other alternatives 
that occur at other p!lints in the system. 

I think the bill should also be commended for verifying that the 
diversion option is voluntary, that negative labeling of the defendant 
is avoided, and for protecting the confidentiality of information as it 
comes from interaction between program and defendant. 

Also crucial and well reflected in the bill are flexible approach to 
service delivery, allowance for individualized program duration and 
maximum program duration, and careful balance between the separ
ation of power between prosecutor and the judiciary. 

I think those areas really touch on some of the most important 
issues which concern diversion. 

However, I would like to make the following recommendations: 
First, and in keeping with my previous remarks, I would propose 

that the bill avoid suggesting that its primary purpose is to reduce 
court costs or caseload of the Federal system or to significantly reduce 
crime. 

1v10re important even, I think, than the success or failure of diver
sion at the Federal level if it is implemented is that it should not be 
measured through those indices. 

As long as diversion is no more costly and no more inducing of 
crime than the other alternatives, I think it is no less valuable. 

When it comes to implementation of the concept, as outlined in 
the bill, I would make the following recommendations also: 

The diversion program administrators report directly to the chief 
judge, or his or her designee in that district, and that the advisory 
board be modeled after the board of trustees, which is described in 
the Speedy Trial Act of 1974. 

I would recommend that the bill include the eligibility criteria and 
their parameters for diversion at the Federal level, allowing the local 
jurisdictions to further refine those criteria; and that the criteria spell 
-out specifically that no case can be diverted unless it is prosecutable. 

This remark is also included in the U.S. Attorney's Manual on 
deferred prosecution. 

And that the screening of cases be undertaken by the diversion 
program, rather than through referrals from the prosecutor's office. 

r would suggest that restitution, or uncompensated services, be 
defined clearly as possible elements of a service plan and not as possible 
conditions of eligibility or participation. 

I would also suggest that enrollment be considered in aU cases
enrollment in the diversion program-after the relea,se decision has 
been made to further enhance the voluntary aspect of participation, 
which is generally described throughout the bill anyway. 

I would suggest that section 5(b) be stricken, since practically, I 
think it is unenforceable in many instances. Also, under constitutional 
separation of power, neither the victim nor the police officer is vested 
with the responsibility of charging. 
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I would also suggest that the defendan t, as well as the prosecu tor of 
the program, have the option to be l'emanded to court; and that the 
presumption of innocence be carried through the bill by deleting the 
·word "continue" in section 3. 

To quote the bill, at least the version I have, it says: "the individual 
·will not continue to commit violent offenses." And I think the language 
suggests that previous violent crimes were, indeed, committed. 

I would suggest that guidelines be incorporated in the bill which 
further specify the mandates under which services should be delivered. 
I think that is a very important point, because however good the 
guidelines are which set up the diversion process, unless they are 
backed up by good services, nothing works. 

These services should be flexible and should respect the presumption 
of innocence. 

As a result, I would first recommend that the probation department 
110t be vested with the responsibility of the diversion program. 

);11'. Chairman, I don't men.ll to suggest that the probat,ion depart~ 
mellt does not have capable illdividu,als-very capable people, who 
cCl;tainly are faced too often with an impossible task-but I think 
that the main orientation of the pl'obu,tion officer and his or her 
training and first loyalty to the court is to work with convicted 
individuals, When there is a confiict, I think that primary purpose 
comes tlrrough. 

I think we have the example right now, for instance, in the 10 pilot 
Federal districts where 5 of them are on the board and 5 of them are 
probationary. And there are some differences which I think, again, 
refiect the probation department's orientation. 

Regardless of who delivers the services, I think that the guidelines 
should prevent diversion programs from becoming- self-serving bUIeauc~ 
mcies and fl'om duplicating services that already exist in local juris~ 
dictions. But there should always be a court staff which coordinates 
the services at the very least and is sensitive to the legal issues. 

Finally, I would recommend that the bill spell out for the proposed 
duration and budget that diversion be implemented in some pilot 
districts, prefembly those where already pretrial services agencies 
have been set up. 

Moreover, in some-if not in all pilot districts-that moneys be 
mandatorily allocated for research. 

I think one of the problems has been that too often research was 
tacked on later on when it was too late and the data had not been 
accumulated. I would submit that the leglRhture, if diversion is 
implemented and it then tries to figure out whether to e:\.-pand on it 
or whether to continue it, will not be able to do so unless there is good 
research and informed-type of information that the legislature will be 
able to go back to. . 

I think it's a golden opportunity, and I think it should not be 
missed. 

Thank you very much. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you. 
Let me address a few questions to you. 
Regarding section. 5-the participation of the victim-do you see 

some benefits in that if it is Thot a mandatory requirement that the 
-victim and the offender hu.ve some confrontation and that the victim 
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be included, providing that they do not have the veto on whether or
not the Rerson goes intb the program? 

Mrs. OROHN. Yes. In my written testimony, I am suggesting that, 
for a starter, possibly in the legislative history as opposed to it in the, 
bill, the benefits of involving the victim at some level should defmitely 
be considered. 

I think the practice of telling the victim and the police officer that 
the defendant is being considered for diversion is definitely commend
able. For starters, the victim might have some additional information 
that the prosecutor should consider and so might the police officer. 

I think there may be some educational purposes, also, in involving 
the victim in the process. But when it comes to having the victim 
being able to veto 01' allow for the defendant to enter the diversion 
program, than I think some problems are raised. 

Senator DEOONCINI. What about restitution? Do you feel the same 
way-that if restitution can be required without absolutely mandating 
it, it's the best way to include that in the bill. 

Mrs. OROHN • Yes. 
Some programs have used it as a-I did not mention it this morning, 

but I have great objections to the word "rehabilitate." But I think 
that in discussing with the defendant 01' with the divertee some of the 
elements that contributed possibly to his behavior, there may be some 
positive effects in having the defendant do some token level of restitu
tion. But I think that it is coercive when it is mandatory in order to be 
eligible for the program. 

Senator DECONCINI. In your experience in diversion programs 
have you witnessed a difference in programs that are pre charged 
diversions and post-charge diversions? Do you make a distinction? 

Mrs. OROHN. I hesitate in answering because, especially working at 
the resource center, I really like to have comprehensive data than to 
have more subjective kinds of feelings based on a local jurisdiction. 

I would think, however, that when the diversion occurs at the post
charge point, there may be a tendency to deal with more serious crimes. 
I think that diversion has a better change of working as one for cost 
benefit point of view from the philosophical level of overreach, and 
so on and so forth. 

I think that diversion really should occur with people who have a 
deep penetration in the system. And while I think that there are 
prosecutor-run programs which are precharge and which very legiti
mately take the cases whIch would be prosecutable, I think there is 
the risk that it might be the "dumping ground" type of situation. 

Senator DEOONCINI. That depends a great deal on the prosecutor 
as to whether or not they really are committed to this or they're just 
using it to--

Mrs. OROHN. Most definitely. That's why I think, in reviewing it 
for a long time, post charge has the benefit of-especially as you are 
thinking of introducing it as a bill or whether it's at the cultural 
level-uniformity and some standards that can then negate the pos
sible bad effects, or the dumping ground approach. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Are you aware, in your experience, of any
and I don't want the names; I just want theinformation-':"prosecu
torial diversion "programs or precharge programs that are totally 
discretionary with the prosecutor that, in your opinion and judgment, 
may have been misused? . . 

,. 
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Mrs. ORO tiN. I have heard of some practices which have generally 
led me to believe that it could be used as a dumping ground. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Were those Federal programs, or were they 
State programs, or do you know? 

Mrs. OROHN. I have heard of some local programs, and I have 
heard of the possibility of programs at other levels being used as 
dumping grounds; yes. 

Senator DEOONCINI. You made reference to prosecutable cases. 
Do you have any suggestions on how you put that into our present 
institutions and our present system? How can you tie that down as to 
what are prosecutable cases that would be considered diverted? 

Is the individual entitled to a judicial determination, in your 
opinion, as to probable cause before he can be considered for a diver
sion, for example? 

Mrs. OROHN. Yes. This ties into a rather complex series of issues. 
I don't feel totally qualified in reviewing them, because many court 
cases or many decisions have, themselves, not been quite able to 
resolve them. 

However, I think there is a better chance for determining whether 
the case probably would be prosecutable if, again, diversion occurs 
post charge and there is a judicial hearing to determine whether or 
not there is probable cause. 

At that point, generally the defendant will be represented by 
counsel unless he or she waived that right. The prosecutor will be 
there. 

I think there is some recent case law, for example, in New Jersey 
which seems to show that some fears prosecutors have had that their 
constitutional responsibility might be tampered with may not be 
unrealistic but maybe is not going to occur as much as sometimes has 
been feared. 

I think the worst that ma,y happen is that the judge, based on some 
information provided by the defense counsel, might question some of 
the practices. Or just that hearing may l'epresent a conceptual check 
and balance. Will, in fact, the prosecutor's decision be vetoed? I think 
not in most situations. 

At least there is that possibility which I think might help in this 
system. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Your reference-which, to begin with, is a 
't very good one-that we need to look at this program and many 

things in the criminal justice system not as a saving of time and 
expediting court caSeS. But realistiCl111y, as legislators, we are faced 
with that real problem of having some justifi.cat~on for bringing on a 

., new program. They have to show some economw benefits us well as 
what you underline should be the numbel' one criteria-the individual 
and finding some alternative to pure punishment that obviously 
would not work for a divertee. 

Do you feel strongly in opposition to that philosophical reality 
versus the practicality? 

Mrs. OROHN. I think that probably part of my· orientation comes 
from realizing, havinO' been part of the system and also making 
extraorc1inal'ily naive ~f1.ims when I first started in, the business, that 
it is now one of caution. 
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However, I would think that there is a good chance that if the 
appropriate cases are diverted-the cases which would definitely in
volve presentence memornndums, multiple hearin~s, and representa
tion-the courli's time will be saved if the cliverslOn process occurs. 

What is sometimes forgotten is that if it is post charge-if the 
magistrate is involved at least a couple of times at entry and a dis
missal or !1 termin!1tion hearing-the judge is not entirely remond 
from the process. So I think it makes sense that if a case is diverted 
which would take at most one henring, and possibly two, the judge's 
time is not going to be siLved or the court's. 

On the other hanel, if it's a case which would take multiple hearings 
and quite an investment of work on the part of prosecutor, defense 
counsel, clerks, and judge, then some time will be saved. 

Another thing, however, is that to significantly impact on thnt 
time you h!1ve to get an enormous amount of cases diverted. Generally, 
we know that about 5 to 10 percent of the cases may be diverted; ~o 
the actual s!1ving of time 'yillnot be felt significantly. 

Senator DEOONCINI. 'Vlth regard to the standards you referred to 
on guidelines of what should be diverted, I oreler that those be placed 
in the record at this point. 

[Material to be supplied follows:] 

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND GOALS FOR PRETRIAL DIVERSION-NATIONAL. 
ASSOCIATION OF PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENCIES 

(Pr<,pared by the NAPSA project on standards and goals for pretrial rel<'ase and 
<iiversion, under l1. grant from the Law Enforcement Assidtance Administration 
(Grant No. 76-DF-99-0062).) 

PREFACE 

The following paper, prepared as a part of the NAPSA Project on Standards 
and Goals for Pretrial Release and Diversion, is a preliminary draft, to be pre
sl'nted at the NAPSA Annual Confer<'ncc (\\Tashington, D.C., May 1977) for 
j'eview and comment by the NAPSA Board of Directors ane! NAPSA memb<'r
ship. The final report of this project will be completed suhRequent to that revi('W. 

The following individuals have contributed to th(' preliminm y draft: Barbara 
BJash, project coordinator; Gordon Zaloom ane! Paul Herzich, (Jonsultantf; to the 
project; members of the Diversion Committee who reviewE'd and contl'ibuted 
to papers ciistrihut('cl in pr('paration of the draft; Bruce Beaudin, Project Director; 
and Madeleine Crohn, Co-Dir('ctor for the Diversion Section. 

Points of view expressed in this document are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily rcpresent the official position or policies of either the U,S. Dep:wtmt'nt 
of Justice or the NAPSA Board of Directors. 

GOALS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS J;'OR DIVEUSION 

INTRODUCTION 

The "diversion option" has been increasingly available tln'oughout the country 
over the last tt'll years. As most authors point out, the concept is not n('w: The 
police officer who chooses not to arrest a delinquent youth, but rather tak('s him 
home for a talk with his parents exercises, in essence, a diversion decision. Tht' 
"informal discl'('tion of stnte's attol'lleys to dt'cline to prosecute in the interests 
of justice" I is also "diversion in its Pl'ototypieal form." 2 

Nevertheless, diversion programs embody more visible and fOJ"m:~1 plocedures 
fOJ" these alt!'l"llat;ives and have undergone considerable changes in thiG decade. 

Some of the original premises, for example, "providing counS('ling and job d('
velopment services to participants and seeking the dismissal of pending criminal 

1 Stnte Qf New J"ersey Administrative Office of the Courts, Proposnl for Rtntc WhIp Im
Ille!l1~lltntloll of n Unlforlll Progrnm of Pretrial Intervention Under New J"ersey Court Ht;liIJ1J?S (AprIl, 1975). 

.. 
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charges if a participant successfully completC's the rehabilitation program," 3 are 
related to the original sponsorship of such programs. The Department of Labor 
funded pilot projer.ts with a manpower training orientation. Meanwhile the pres
sUl'es of overcrowded courts which "kept v,resumptively innocent defendants in 
jail for months or even years awaiting trial' 4 led the President's Crime Commis
sion to recommend in 1967 that alternative programs be developed for the disposi
tion of c1efendnnts with erimi.nal charges against thrm. 

Second, third, and even fourth "generations" of diversion programs developed: 
in large cities, in small communitic.3, for juveniles, for adults, at different points 
in the criminal justice process, some leading to dismissals of chnrges, others to 
alternntives to traditional 8entencing, providing more 01' less service, n.nd under a 
variety of conditions, formats or sponsorships reflective of the community. 

Faced with the multiplicity of these format8, one needs to l'evert to definition 
and clarification of the difl'erent options propoRed. Because the juvenile court WfiS 
created as an altemative to the criminal justice systcm as applied to adults, 
juvenile diversion is a "diversion of diversion." The guidelines proposed in this 
paper can or should probably apply to a large extent to the~e program,,; yet, the 
specificity of the juvenile court would require a separate review. "Diversions" 
which are informal, untracked or unmonitored aI'e also excluded for tho~e very 
reasons (ie: that they are informal and/or unmonitol'ed). Programs which o{rel' 
alternatives to sentencing, after a guilty plea or conviction, also represent n 
separate group since the diversion is from the traditional npproach to sentencing, 
not to the pre-adjudication process. 

The definition used in this paper is therefore narrow, not as a negt\tive comment 
on the validity of the above approaches, but rnther in nn attempt to separate 
groupings to alternatives. 

Equally complex are the problems facing the programs which fall within the 
proposed definition. As stated previously, thc originn.l premises for diversion have 
undergone scrutiny over these laRt ten yearS. Some have been cimllenged in court 
(certain forms of exclusionary criteria, for instance). Others have been disputed by 
researchers have been questioned by program administrators or staff themsrlves 
("Arc we diverting the 'right' people?") or by the courts ("Are the di .... C'l'f<ion 
programs really leSSening the burden on the court 01' c:'eating another layer of 
bureaucracy?") 

Reasons for continuing a djver~ion program or creating a new one have al50 
become more sophisticated and more sensitive to the dangers of expanding Rocial 
controls, to the rights of defendants, and to the cost benefit aspects of the programs. 

As reflected in the Introduction to the ReleMe Performanee Standards, this 
paper l'epreFents the first step of an on-going process, and the first effort by and 
for diversion program admini~trators. Commentaries which support or clarify 
the propo~ed Standards include comparisons with standards drafted by the 
American Bar ASSOCiation, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals, the National District Attorneys Association and the 
National Legal Aid and Defender Association. This paper steers away from taking a 
I) osition on i~sues which the criminal justice system alone can answer: the respec
tive roles of the prosecutor and the judge vis a vis the final decision on enrollment 
in a diversion progmm ill one example. On the other hand, these proposed Stand
ards attempt to focus on the parameters of re!'ponsibiJities vested with diversion 
progmm administmtol's, on the philosophy of the diversion options, and on the 
minimum Standards fol' legally and efficiently implementing their mandate. 

Unlike the Releuse Performance Standtwds, however, these diversion Standards 
apply to a. discipline which is less en·sily measurable. The diversion option iR not 
related to a "Single event" or sequence of events, but instead aUeges a variety of 
achievements over tl period of time. Pending the definitive study which will 
demonstrate the vnlidity or level of such achievements, one cnn only recommend 
that diversion programs exercise the utmost care in dclivering their mandates, 
bescnsitive to the legal issues, efficiency and ethics of their profeSSion, and be 
accountable for their pl'llctiees. 

Whenever possible, the commentaries include suggestions for data collection 
and indices to help measure the diversion program performance. Practical guides, 
however, al'e useless if not reflective of new findings or new issues. These Standards 

o National Legal Ald and Defender Association National Study Commission on Defense 
SerVices, National Collogium on the Future of Defender Services, Chapter VI, "The Defense 
Attorney's Role in Diversion and Plea Bargaining," (1976) . 

• Jonn Mullen~.Dl!emma of Diversion-Resource Materials on Adult Pretrlnl Interven· 
tlon I'rogram-i\l.onogrllph, Abt Associate, Inc. Cambridge, Massachusetts (1974). . 





and commentaries must therefore be challenged, revised andupdated in keeping 
with developments of this new profession, while retaining essential principles of 
fairness and justice. 

DEFINITIONS, GOALS, STANDARDS 

DEFINITION 

Programs referred to in the attached Goals and Standards are pretrial diversion 
progmms which offer adult defendants an alternative to traditional criminal 
justice proceedings and which: are voluntary; occur prior to adjudicationj are 
capable of offering services to the "diverteej" and result in a dismissal of charges 
if the divertee completes the program. 

GOALS 

PrE\trial diversion programs should attempt to fullfill the following goals: 
1. Provide the criminal justice system with a mere flexible approach than does 

the traditional process in order that the system (1) may be more responsive to 
the needs of defendants and society and (2) may preserve its energies to effectively 
process cases that would be more appropriately handled through the adversary 
system; 

2. Provide defendants with an opportunity to avoid the consequences of crim
inal processing, to avoid conviction and the consequences of criminal conviction; 

3. Help in deterring and reducing criminal activities by offering to the defendan t 
the neceSsary opportunities to affect such changes as necessary; at a minimum 
demonstrate' whether such reduction took place; and 

4. Effect their maildate, as reflected in the other three goals, in the most effec
tive, economical or non-duplicative fashion. 

STANDARDS 

In order to meet these goals, the following standards should be applied: 
Point of entry 

1.1. Potential divertees shuuld be selected at the earliest point after arrest and 
before indictment (accusation or presentment), consistent with the protection 
of defendants rights. 

1.2. The possibility of enrolling in pretrial diversion programs should not 
preclude defendants from exploring and talting advantage of oLher strategies 
more favorable than the diversion option. 

1.3. Defendant decision to enter a diversion program should be voluntary. For 
this renson and in keeping with NAPSA's Release Standards, th~ diversion option 
should, except in rare circumstances, be pre;;~ntedto defendants only after 
release of defendants has been granted. 
Enrollment 

2.1. Formal eligibility criteria should be established following consultation 
with criminal justice officials and program representatives. Criteria should exist 
in writing and be available and routinely disseminated to all interested pm'ties. 

2,'2, These criteria should be: broad enough to include all defendants that can 
benefit from the diversion option, regardless of level of services needed by the 
dpf,mdantj and revised as often as necessary in keeping with Standard 1.2. 

2.3. Enrollment in diversion programs should not be conditioned on a plea of 
guilt, nor on an informal admission of guilt or of moral responsibility. For the 
same reason, defendants who maintain their innocenr-~ should be p-ermitted 
enrollment jn diversion programs. 

2.4. Furthermore, IIO conditions other than regular program tequirements 
should be imposed by the court on the divertee. 

2.5. Prior to making the decision to enter diversion programs, eligible defendants 
should be given the opportunity to review, with their counsel present, a copy of 
general diversion program requirements (including average program durv-tion 
and possible outcomes.) 

2.6. Diversion . programs, when denying eI).rollment, should stn.te hl writing 
their reasons for denial to defendants and their counsel. Such information should 
remain confidential (not be admissible evidence). . , 

2.7. Once a final decision has been made, regarding enrollment/non enrollment 
into diversion programs, the responsibility to challenge the decision or request 
an e;),,'planation should be that of defendants' counsel, not of the program. 

• 

If you have issues viewing or accessing this file, please contact us at NCJRS.gov.
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Services 
3.1. Diversion programs should devise and adoptl as soon as possible after 

entry, realistic plans with achievable goals with the active involvement of par
ticipants. 

3.2. Service plans should meet the needs of' the alleged offender rather than 
be based on the offense; nevertheless, time spent In the program should relate 
to the minimum sentence imposed for the offense if the defendant were con
victed. 

3.3. Services should be the least restrictive possible and be administered to 
help the individual :1,void criminal beha.vior. 

3.4. Service plans should be revised when necessary or as new circumstances 
develop affecting the client. They should not, however, place new demands or 
furthe~ restriction on the client other than those necessary to achieve the agreed 
upon goal(s); and, unless specifically agreed upon by the client, more demanding 
goals should not be added to the service plan. 
Noncompletion of program 

4.1. Participants should be able to formally withdraw at !.Lny time, before 
the program is completed and be remanded to the court process 'vithout prejudice 
to them during the ordinary course of prosecution. 

4.2. Diversion programs should also have the option to cease service delivery 
to participants who would then be remanded tn the court process. However 
when noncompletion of the program occurs because of the diversion programs' 
decision, written reasons should be available to the defendants and their counsel. 
This information should remain confidential (should not be admissible evidence), 
and noncompletion of the program should not prejudice defendants during the 
ordinary course of prosecution. 

4.3. Programs' decision to cease service delivery should be based solely upon 
failure by participants to meet the requirements of the service plan. 

4.4. Re-arrests or conviction on a llew arrest during program participation 
should not automatically lead to termimttion from the program. 

4.5. If or when participants do not complete the program, they should have 
avenueS of review of such decision if they so choose, with counsel present. If court 
officials, the hearing officers should not be those who would eventually hear the 
case if participants were remanded to the court process. 
Completion of program 

5.1. Each participant should receive a dismissal of the charges for the diverted 
case upon completion of the program. 

5.2. Diversion programs should give the court no less, but no more than the 
information that is essential for the court to verify that the service plan was 
carried out. 

5.3. If the service plan was ,completed, and should the court refuse to grant a 
dismissal of the charges, defense counsels, not the programs, should be responsible 
for challenging or requesting information on the decision. 

5.4. Diverted defendants court record should be sealed ",,,hen n. disjuissal of 
charges is grunted. However, the fact of previous involvement in a diversion 
program should be accessible to those whose decisions are required to effect a 
diver!;lion decision in order to make a reasonable decision when an application is 
made for diversion on new charges. 
Records 

6.1. Information kept on each diver tee by the diversion programs should exist 
for internal or research purposes only and should not be accessible to others than 
diversion programs staff or defendants and their counsel. 

6.2. Because effective services require a relationship of trust between the 
participants and the diversion programs, no information pertaining to application! 
participation in diversion programs should be used in criminal proceedings against 
defendants. 

6.3. When publishing or sharing statistical or other types of information, diver
sion programs should ensure that all information pertaining to active or former 
participants remains anonymous (i.e. give no specific identifiers). 
Research and evaluation 

7.1. Diversion programs should have the capacity to measure :tnd evaluate their 
efforts and performance in relation to their stated purpose and gouls, and in order 
to plan for future developments. 

96-887 0 - 78 - 7 
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7.2. Hypotheses should be realistic and tested from a qualitative as weH as 
quantitative approach. No isolated indices should be the sole measure of success. 

7.3. In order to accomplish the above two standards, the diversion programs 
should keep the np.cessary information and data, yet verify that confidentiality 
and protection of the participants rights have been maintained. 

7.4. In adopting a particulnr methodology for research and evaluation, diversion 
programs should be cognizant of problematic models previously used, and avoid 
methodologies leading to false statements or misleading information. 
Or(Janizf)tional structure 

8.1. The staffing of diversion programs should be directly relat~d to the number 
of clientele, to the scope of services to be provided in-house by the programs, and 
to the kind of defendants who are likely to be diverted in that community. 

8.2. Diversion programs should include in-house no less, but no more, direct 
services or components than are necessary to accomplish their mandate. If or 
when other programs or agencies already exist in the community and are capable 
of fulIfiIling certain tasks, duplication should be avoided. 

8.3. The labeling of professional versus para (non) professional staff should be 
discouraged. Staff should be selected on the basis of skills and e.'(perience, and, 
especially for those in direct contact with clients, should have sound judgement, 
stability and sensitivity to participants. 

8.4. Staffing and advancement or promotions should follow the guidelines of 
affirmative action and enSllre the maintenanse of good program management. 

8.5. In order to uphold the above standards, aiversion progmms should have 
the commitment to provide opportunities for the staff to upgrn.de treir skill". 
Diversion programs should also be commitecl to the implementation of the most 
effective managerial and service delivery techniques available. 

8.6. The use of volunteers should be encournged if or when this woulr' enable 
diversion programs to carry out their manclate. Volunteers should be expected 
to deliver quality work in their areas of assignment. 
I n-stitutionalization 

0.1. From their inception, diversion programs should consider their long range 
place in no'; criminal justice system as to continued operl1tions anel funding. 

9.2. In the anticipation of possible institutionalization, or change in sponsor, 
diversion programs should determine whether such change would jeopardize or 
significantly alter the initial premises of the program. Diversion programs should 
take an active part and plan for the safeguarding of their integrity ane! purpose. 

COMMENTARIES 

Standarcll.l. Potential Divertees Should be Selected at the Earliest Polnt After Arrest 
and Before Indictment (Accusation or Presentment), Con~istent With the Pro
tection of Defendants Rights 

By and large, local politics and community attitudes determine t·he specific 
policies und procedures adopted by a pretrial diversion progrnm. To insist, there
fore, on a single diversion program model would be unrealistic and, n.t the least, 
impede the acceptance in some communities of pretrial probrams. As a conse
quence, the point at which a defendant is diverted into a pretrial program should 
be flexible from the time following the arrest up to indictment (accusation or 
presentation) . 

Post-indictment point of entry appears, in most cases, unreasonable in 'Views 
of the costs already incurred; and the rarity of situations where the prosecutor 
would still consider diversion at this time. Exceptio.!s might be made, however, 
when an otherwise eligible defendant was unD.war('~ of thc diversion option lJ,ntil 
higher case reached the indictment stage. • 

Pre-indictment point of entry, on the other hand, should be considered in re
lation to the following issues: assignment of final decision on progmm partici
pation; ane! availability or non ava.ilability of defense .counsel to the defendant. 

Under the separation of the powers doctrine, it is the legislature's role to define 
classes of offenders and the treatment or punishment appropriate to each; the 
proseoutor's role to charge or noti and the judicial role to verify that the interests 
of justice are preser,'ed and to deoide on the acquittal/dismissal of charges and 
sentencing. 
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Thus, the decision to divert prior to formal charging "would seem to rest 
solely and legitimately within the [prosecutor'sJ properly exercised diseretion." 1 
.ks Pearlman and Jaczi point out: 

"There appeals no legal obs~acle to development of prosecutorial diversion 
programs where the decision to divert is made prior to charge." 2 

Or, as the National District Attorneys' Association (hereafter NDA A) explains: 
"'rho authority of the prosecutor to institute diversion proceedings is an incident 

of the prosecutor's discretional authority in screening and charging. The authority 
of the prosecutor to control the diversion decision prior to arraignment or indict
ment is well substantiated." 3 

The situntion i.s significnntly nltered, however, if diversion follows the filing 
of formal charges, for everyone (including NDAA) seems to agree that: "When' 
intervention occurs after charges have formally been brought, the traditional 
prosecutorial function is only advisory to the judicial power of determining if 
prosecution is to be continued, deferred, or dismissed." 4 

In People v. Tenorio, the California Supreme Court restricts tithe authority of 
the prosecutor to veto a court's decision to institute diversion proceedings, holding 
the determination made after indictment to be 0. judicial one and not subject to 
review by the prosecutor." 5 The point of program entrance, though, is not the 
only basis for placing a larger responsibility Wli.h the courts vis-a-vis the prosecu
tor: the Californiu Supreme Court in the People 'v. Superior Court of San .Mateo 
County ruled that "the statute that gave the prosecutor veto power over the 
decision to divert was unconstitutional because it violated separation of powers." 6 

In Gerstein v. Pugh, the U 8. Supreme Court held that the Fourth Amendment 
requires judicial determination of probable cause "as a prerequisite to extended 
restl'nint of liberty following arrest." 7 The major objection expressed by the court 
is "that it prospcutor's assessment of probable ('uuse, by itself, does not meet the 
re4uirements of the Fourth Amendment and is insufficient to justify restraint 
of liberty pending trial." 8 The implication of this ruling for pretrial programs 
seems to be that formal charging "is 11 constitutionall'equh'ement of u,uy diversion 
procedure." 9 For if the Four.th Amendment requires It probuble cl1use hf'aring, 
it must nlso mandnte formal charging, since this would seem to be a prerequisite 
to a meunillgful hearing. JO 

By contrast, the Colorndo Supreme Court has ruled "that the prosecutorial 
consent required for diversion does not have to be !'Sven simply because the court 
favors diversiOll." It Dl1ll Freed, meanwhile, sees a problem in the statutory 
subordination of the prosecutor's role. According to Freed: "U.S. v Cox * * * 
makes it fairly clear that 0. court ordinarily may neither compel the United States 
Attorney to prosecute, 1101' refruin from pr.osecuting a defendant" 12 

The issue of who exercises discretion on the basis of case law is not yet defini
~ively resolved, although there seems to be no question thnt once formal charges 
have been filed, the prosecutor should shure diversion decisions with the court. 
In any case, the prosecutor's role should be to prosecute unless there is reasonable 
evidence that a case should be dismissed, and the judiciary's to assure that at 
alI stages the interest of justice is preserved. It is within this context that the 
agreement to divert should take place. 

ll\!lchael R. Biel, Legal Issues aud Characteristics of Pretrial Intervention Programs, 
Washington, D.C. : American Bar Association, National pretrial Intenentloll Sen'lcl; Cen
ter. April, 1074. 

"Haney S. PerIn, au and P~ter A. Jaszl, Legul Issues In Addict Diversion: Joe Technical 
AnalYSis, Washlugton, D.C.: Drug Abuse Couucl!, Ine. and the American Bar Association 
Commission on Corr~ctlonnl Facilities amI ServIces, Septl!mber, 1974. 

3 National District Attorneys Association, Standards lind Commentary for Prosecutors 
({lf~~~k Chapter 11, 1976. 

G Pcople v. TCllQria, 3 Cal. 3{180 (1970). 
Q 1'eop[e Y. SUllc!iol' OOll1't 01 San Muteo OOlmtl/, 11 Cal. 3d 59 (1074). 
, Gerstein v. PuOh, 420 U.S. 103 (1075). . 
slbld. 
Q Pretrial Intervention Legal Issues: A Guide to Policy Dc\'eloPl1lent, Washington, D.C. : 

Pretrial Intervention Service Centcr, American Bar ~\ssoclatlon, February, 197'7. (The 
original argument appears In "Pretrllll Dlv('rslon from the Criminal Process: 'Some Con
stH¥~\~~al ConslderltHons," aD Ind. h Rc\'. 783 (1975) at 795.) 

11 Ihld. 
'" National Legnl Aid and Defender Association, Nntlonnl Colloquium on The Future of 

Defender ServiceS. Chnpter VI: "The Defense Attorney's Role In DiverSion aud Plea Bar
gaining," Natlonnl StllJy CommiSSion on Defense Sen,jces, 1976. 
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When pretrial diversion oCClJrs after fermal charging, "an absolute right to 
the assistance of counsel" 13 ar-pears evident. The Sixth and Fourteenth Amend
ments guarantees this right "at or after the time judicial proceedings have been 
initiated against a defendant, either by way of fOl'mal charges, information, 
indictment, preliminary hearing or arraignment." H Some legal questions are 
raised, however, concerning the role of the defense counsel prior to formal charg
ing. Yet to ask a defendant to do without a counsel does arouse misgivings 
since he/she must waive certain basic rights in order to participate in a pretrial 
diversion program. Among them are: the right to a speedy trial, right to a jury 
trial,15 the right to file certain pretrial motions, and, possibly, the Fifth Amend
ment privilege against self-iucriminat;on should the prosecutor insist on either a 
guilty plett or restitution as !\ condition for program participation.16 The danger 
is that, without counsel to explain and advise, the defendant may give up these 
rights without knowing exactly what is involved. In addition, the defendant 
needs counsel to describe the likely disposition of the case: "An individual be
cause of ignorance or other factors may agree to participate in a diversion pro
gram, even though he does not have to because the prosecution cannot establish 
his guilt." 17 

Our conclusion is that the options must be fully laid out for the accused. The 
importance of counsel at this point is underscored by Powell v. Alabama which 
supports the right of counsel to advise the defendant at all critical stages of the 
criminal process. IS This concept of "critical stage" has been extended to include 
"preliminary hearings, arraignments, and other situations in which the defendant 
could benefit from legal advise," 10 a qualification which appears to cover pretrial 
programs.20 

Standard 1.2 The Possibility of Enrolling in Pretrial Diversion Programs Should 
Not Preclude Dcfcnda.nts From Exploring and Taking Advantage of Other Stratc
gics 11[ore Favomble Than the Diversion Option 

The defense counsel's first duty should be to verify that the "least drastic 
alternative be imposed" 21 on the defendant. Program participants should be 
"those who would otherwise have gone to jail" following conviction on the 
alleged charge,22 or those who, at a minimum, would heINe incurred conviction of 
equal or greater severity than program conditions imposed if they had been di
verted into a pretrial program. 

Instead of asking: " ... who should not go further down the system ... try to 
decide in your program who should go to trial, who should go to prison ... because 
it is only when you can articulate the affirmative that you can stop yourself from 
... taking under control those who otherwise wouldn't be under control." 23 

In this rontext, the NAC.Standarcl1.1 states: "An accused should be screened 
out of the criminal justice system if there is not a reasonable likelihood that the 
evidence admissible against him would be sufficient to obtain a conviction nnd 
sustain it on appeal." 24 

The N AC also states that: "the defendant's right to fair treatment can be 
protected by reliance upon the prOlle,1utor's discretion." 25 

13 Jonn :Mullen. Pretrilll Scrl:iccs: .tin i?l'allllltioli of Policy-Rclatccl Rescarch, ,·lBT 
A,980c/atcs, Inc., 1074 quoted In the LCIJallvSIlc8 cll1cl OilUractcristic8 of Pretrial IlItcncn
tion ProlJrams. 

,. Prctrial IntclTcllfion LCIJal IB8l1eB: A GlIitc to PoliCII Dcvclopment, ibhl. 
13 According to Diel, supra n.1: ~'hl'se rights, howe\'er, shOUld be ful!~' restored at sllch 

time liS the derendant Is returned to the regulnr justice system for further llrocc~slng ami 
!lrohnhl~' trinl nfter s (he) hns .hcl'n "unsucces~fully" terminated from the urogram. 

l( 1'I'ctl'iai IlIfm'vcllt/OIl LCllal 1881;C8: A GU"clf to Policy Dcvclopment" Ibid. 
17 Nntlonul A(]vlsory Commission on Crlmlnnl .TnsUce Standnrds und Gonls. OOICl't~ Ta8k. 

Force RC]lo)·t, Chnpter 2: "Diversion," Wash\'ngton, D.C.: Law Enforcement Assistance 
A(]mlnistl'n tlon. 1073. 

18 Powell vAlabama, 287 U.S. 45 (1032). 
'·Ihld. 
"Perlmnn, Ihlel. 
ot .Americnn Bnr Assoclntlon, Compnrnti\'e Ana1ysls of the Natlonul AclYlsor~' Commission 

ou Crlmlnnl Justice StnU(}nrds and Gonls \VI til Standnrds for Criminul .r'ustlce of the 
Amerlcnn Dill' Association, 2nd Edition. 1!)7() (NAt"; Stanuurd 5.2). 

'" Gorelick, .T. S., "Pretrinl Diversion: The Threat of Expanding Socinl Control," Hal'-
\'nrc! CiVil Rlghts-Clyll Liberties Law Reyiew, Winter 1074. . 

2'Nor\'nl Morris, Keynot!· Aadress nt tne Flr;t AIIIllj,n} Conference. New york Stnte 
ASRoclution of l'retritll Sen'lce Agencies, Alhany, new YOrk, November 1G-1S, 1076 . 

.. ,Anwrlcnn Bill' Association. ComllflrntiYe Annl\'sl~. ibill . 

.. Nntiolllli Al1visory Commission on Crlmlnnl :Tl1~tice Stanclards nnc} Gonls, Courts TnBl. 
ForCI'. Report Chauter 2: "Diversion." 'VIIsltlngtoll. D.C.: I,u\\' Enforcement Asslstunce 
Administration, 1073. (NAC Stnuunl'll2.2). 

• 
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However, others maintain that in the absence of formal safeguards, the prose
cutor might use the diversion alternative to keep defendants in the system and to 
control them when the state's case is weak. These practices can lead to "diversion 
bargaining", a troublesome variation of plea bargaining. 

Lessons can be learned from what happened in·the juvenile system. '.rhe degree 
of supervision and control imposed on juveniles appears greater than the re
straints which exist in most diversion programs for adults. Moreover, the system 
in recent years has increasingly extended its "control over juvenile behavioral 
problems" .20 

According to the National Association of Juvenile Courts, juvenile programs 
may be "widening the net to include youth who do not require any type of pro
gram." 27 Such defendants should be offered less restrictive alternatives than 
pretrial diversion programs. In this respect, diversion program administrator 
have a general advocacy role to remind the courts that all rlefendants are not 
necessarily in need of services, nor in need of a diversion program, and that less 
restrictive alternatives which can also lead to dismissal should be considered. 
Instead of diversion a number of minor misdemeanors and "victimless" crimes 
have been or should be decriminalized; 28 under certain conditions criminal convic
tion records should be expunged; and "the spread of policies forbidding discrimina
tion against persons solely on the basis of an arrest record" 20 would help by re
moving the threat of employment discrimination against the defendant. In any 
case, the defense counsel is the appropriate person to see that the defendant is 
provided with an adequate picture of alternatives, so that diversion, when agreed 
to, represents 11 real dispositional alternative to traditional criminal processing. 

Standard 1.S. Defendant Decision to Enler a Diversion Program Should be Voluntary. 
For this Reason and in Keeping With NAPSA's Release Standards, theDiversio1L 
Option Should, Except in Rare Circumstances, be Presented to Defendants Only 
After Release of Defendants Has Been Granted 

The voluntariness aspect of the diversion option has been much debated. This 
issue in turn raises ~he following question: to what extent can conditions be placed 
on someone who, although arrested, has not been convicted and must, therefore, 
be presumed innocent? Withous advice of counsel a defendant is usually unable to 
voluntarily decide whether to enter a pretrial program, particularly as s(he) has 
to waive several rights in order to enroll in such program (cf Standard 1.1). 

Of equal importance are explanations by the defense counsel about the length 
of time the defendant is likely to spend in the program versus the possible sentence 
if convicted, the program conditions that must be met, and, finally, possible 
prejudice to the defendant's case if (s)he does not meet the program's requirement. 
As reflected in Standard 1.2, the defense counsel serves the client in other ways, 
as well, by evaluating alternntives that may be less restrictive than entering a 
diversion program, and by analyzing the defendant's chances of being actually 
prosecuted and/or convicted. 

Without such advice, the defendant may well be unaware of the options or 
hazards (s)he lllay face: "an individual because of ignorance or other factors 
may agree to participate in a diversion program, even though he does not have to 
because the prosecution cannot establish his guilt." 30 

Under those circumstances, any decision made by the defendant fails to meet 
the requirement that such deciSions be "intentional, voluntary and intelligent'!' 31 

The defendant's decision may fall short of this requirement in other areas as well . 

•• Jonn !lIullen, Pretrlnl Sen'ices: An Evuluatloll of Policy Reluted Resenrch, AUT 
Associates, Inc .• "Juvenile DIYersion," 1074, Section 011 Reviews & Annotlltions . 

.. "Brought to Justice1 JuYeniles, the Courts, nm! the Law," Crlmlntll Justice Newslet
ter 7. NOvember S, 1070. 

'8 A~corcllng- to Gorelick, J. S .. "~'he Threat of Expnmllnll, Soclnl Control," between ten 
and twenty llercent of the inc1ividunls now In diversion llrog-rnms are Mcnsed of sucll 
··rimes as vagrancy. misconduct, sexunl misbehavior, and alc01101 and minor drug charges. 
Such crlmes usually receive 110 criminal sanction !Ind therefore coulc1 be removed from 
the crlmin!ll stntute books. 

". AIIlPricnn Justice Institute. Instend of Jail (draft), rre- anll Post·Trlal Alternatives 
to Jail Incnrcemtlon, Yol. 3. Alternatives to Prosecution, Sncramento, CalIfornia, Septem-
ber 1076. . 

30 Nntional A,lYlsory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and GI'nls, Courts Task 
Force Heport, Chnpter 2: "Diyersion," IVnshing-ton. D.C.: Law Enforc~ment AssIstnnCe 
Administmtion. 1973. 

31 Pretrinl InterYentlon Legal Issues: A GUide to Policy Development, Washington, D.C. : 
Pretrinl Intervention Service Center, Americal1 Bar Association, February 1077. 
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For example, the possibility of pretrial incarceration prior to PNgram participa
tion may be se,m as a threat, as a form of coercion or improper inducement to join 
such a program. Our opinion is that in most circumstances the defendant should 
be released before being presented with the diversion option. This stipulation 
complements NAP,SA's proposed Release Standards. 

"All persons arrested and accused of a crime shall be presumed to be eligible 
for release on personal recognizance while awaiting trial unless, after a hearing, a 
judicial officer determines that more restrictive conditions of relefJ,se are required 
to assure the appearance of the defendant in court." (Standard I a) 

According to the Release Standards, defendants should be detained only" ... if 
no combination of conditions of release will assure the defendant's appearance 
at court, the judicial officer shall order the defendant detained." 

As mentioned in the proposed goals for diversion, the purpose of the diversion 
option is not to assure appearance at trial, but, rather, to invalidate the need 
for such trial. 

Nevertheless, the diversion option might be approv6d the judicial officer even 
though the defendant might not have received release. Such defendant, if other
wise eligible, should not be denied the diversion option. Under these circumstances, 
the diversion program then assumes the responsibility of third party custodian, a 
task which should be limited to the rarest circumstances, in keeping with the 
proposed Release Standards. 

Voluntariness is also at issue)n programs tha~ conditioL participation on a 
plea of guilt. Such programs can be considered coercive, be faulted for improper 
inducemcnt by holding out the promise of immunity based on the dismissal of 
charges. (See Standard 2.3.) 

Finally, the criterion of voluntary and intelligent consent should apply to 
actual program conditions and the "articipant's service plan. The participant 
who does not complete the program is usually remanded to the court and faces 
prosecution-pending actual implementation of Standards 4.1 and 4.2, the 
practice suggests a negative reflection of such "failure" upon the processing of 
the defendant's court case-issues concerning u!lreaJistic service plans and subjec
tive assessmcnt on the part of the diversion staff member, bear upon that of volun
tariness and should be subjected to guidelines (cf Standards 3.7 through 3.4 and 
4.3). 

Standard fU. Formal Eligibility Criteria Should be Established Following Consulta
tion with Criminal Justice Officials and Program RepresentativeJ. Criteria Should 
Exist in Writing a7(d be Available any Routinely Disseminated to All Interested 
Parties 

SUbstantial differences of opinion exist among prosecutors, judges, defen:;e 
attorne:~s and program administrators as to who should be diverted (see Standard 
2.2) and the ways the selection process should be implemented. Another considera
tion is that programs have to work within local communities and be sensitive to 
their concerns. 

In regard to the lattcr issue, and in order to provide eITective alternatives to 
ordinary criminal justice processing, program administrators should ensurc coop
eration and consultation with such groups. 

As far as eonsultation with the criminal justice system is concerned, most 
diversion programs origInally started on the basis of informal agreement with 
prosecutors and/O!: the court. However, legal issues such as equal protection of 
the law, the relationship between the concept of diversion andrehabiHtation, and 
the issues of expanted social control have led to more formal processes and, in 
some cases, to court rules or legislation. 

In order to protect a defendant (starting with the earliest contact with a pro
gram) written and formal arrangements within the criminal criteria, possible 
abuses cannot be chnllenged by either party. And, unless these c7iteria are 
routinely disseminatcd, realistic access to the necessary information is impeded. 

Further, it is strongly recommended that the diversion program include It 
screening comppnent and/or that thc original selection process be handled by 
individuals othcr than members of the criminal justice system (in other words, 
that screening not rely solely on referrals from prosecutors, defense counsels or 
judges). While programs should not usurp the function of defense counsel, they 
have a privileged position in reviewing all arrests and verifying through specialized 
staff that all eligible defendants are brought to the attention of counsel, prosecutor 
and court. Finally, this also enables diversion programs to verify through research 
and evaluation, that eligible defendants have been reviewed or that eligibility 
criteria should be revised. 
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Standard 2.2. These Criteria Should Be Broad Enough To Include all Defendants 
That Can Benefit From the Diversion Option, Regardless of Level of Services 
Needed by the Defendant-Revised as Often as Necessary in Keeping With 
Standard 1.2. 

As mentioned in Standard 2.1, opinions vary as to who should be diverted. 
One opinion holds that criteria should restrict participation to defendants who 

are least likely to recidivate: 
"Unless conservative criteria become:-, the norm, and confine diversion programs 

to a very few low risk persons who might otherwise have their cases dismissed, will 
not the extension of diversion programs lead to more troublesome defendants, 
more doubling of p,rocessing, and more duplication of pretrial and post-conviction 
service programs? ' 32 

Restrictions on the basis of sex, age, residence, employment)., status, seriousness 
of charges and previous arrest or conviction records also exist. >:iome of the reasons 
used to support such exclusions are reviewed below. 

The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution state that "citizens 
may not be denied the equal protection of the laws." Nevertheless, some programs 
have excluded the participation of women defendants because special services 
(such as day care, etc.) were not available. Or, as stated by Naneen Kuvvaker, they 
are due to "assumptions about the offenses of females and their potential for 
rehabilitation." 33 She suggests that "most programs assumed that the prostitute 
and shoplifter were found in maximum numbers but could not benefit from pre
trial. intervention." at Another "cummon misconception" is that ":1rrested womne 
who move out of the female's traditional role of homemaker and mother are some
how more dangerous and untrustworthy than men and women who adhere to the 
tmditionlll stereotype." 35 

As for the criteria dealing with age, programs generally have been responsive to 
the youthful defendant who is "1,(10 old for juvenile court jurisdiction but too' 
young to deserve the full impact of a criminal conviction." 36 Similar flexibility 
ha."i been lacking for persons over 40 or 50 years old, who are reg:1rded :1S too old to 
benefit from rehabilitation. ' 

In the case of criteria relating to employment, diversion programs have his
torically seen employment stability as a major goal and increasing "the accessi
bility of adequate employment through increased academic and vocational skills 
and improved work habits" 37 as a major role. Accordingly, participants have 
largely been selected from thc unemployed, underemployed, allC\- unemployable, 
often excluding those who are economically well off or regularly employed. 

Nonresidents have been excluded from participation because their nonproximity 
was viewed as hampering regular contacts with the diversion program or service 
delivery. 

By far one of the most controversial criterion deals with restrictions due to 
charges. It is here that concerns about community risk, rehabilitation potential or 
local politics surface most fiercely. 

As a result, defendants with property offenses which faU into misdemeano:r and 
less serious felony categories arc usually eligible to participate, whereas defendants 
with scrious fclony charges, including personal charges and property charges (that 
.is, armed robbery, aggravated assault, sale of narcotics, assault of a police officer) 
are automatically excluded. This is spelled out in NAC's Standard 2.l. 

Among the factors that should bc considered unfavorable to diversion are: 
any history of the usc of physical violence toward others . . . a history of anti
social conduct indicating that such conduct has become an ingrained part of the 
defendant's life style and would be particularly reSistent to change . • . any 
special need to pursue criminal prosecution as a means of discouraging others 
from committing a similar .offense.as 

"" Raymond T. Nimmer, DiverSion, the Sr.arch for Alternative Forms ot Prosecution, 
CblcuJ:o: American Bur Foundutlon. 19740 • 

• " 1975 Natlonul Conference on Pretrla'iRelease nnd Diversion. Flnnl Report, Oct(lber. 
197". Chicago, Illinois: April 15-18, "Women nnd the Courts: Unequal Justice~" Ptmel-
1st: Nancen Kuvv:.kcr. 

a< IlJI{l. 
3J Ibid . 
•• National Advisory CommiSSion on Crlmlnul Justice Stnndnrds anll, .GonlR, Courts Task 

Force Report, Chapter 2; "DiverSion," Washington, D.C.: Lnw Enforcement Asslstanco 
Administrntion, 1973. 

31 Rovner-Pleczenlk, lllid. 
""NAC, Ibid. 
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Such exclusions are, in part, based upon the assumption that violent and serious 
charges are: "somewhat less susceptible to short term rehabilitation especially 
in the case of mUlti-problem individuals who have demonstrated prior history of 
criminal recidivism; more dangerous to society and thus should not be given the 
benefit of possible dismissa.1 of charges; or that society's retributive interest in 
prosecution of these offenders should not be avoided." 39 • 

Most programs have similar restrictions on participation due to prior arrests 
or convictions, under the theory that these defendants are less susceptible 
to rehabilitation. By and large, this theory precludes the enrollment of defendants 
with mor{' than one or two prior charges. 

As mentioned above, these restrictions are being reconsidered in part due to 
recent court rulings. Some restrictive criteria me viewed indefensible because: 
Our present knowledge is such that we can't say who will benefit from 
participation.4o 

Specifically, in terms of serious charges: 
"There is little evidence to support the proposition that mUltiple offenders or 

especially those charged with more serious crimes are less susceptible to early 
and relevant rehabilitation.41 

"Eligibility criteria based on the offense charged against the in.-1ividual seem 
difficult to justify." 42 

In 1968 two studies independently reached similar conclusions. A Harvard 
Study on pretrial recidivism analyzed criteria in the District of Columbia Pre
ventive Detention BU1.43 The study by four Harvard Law students was unable to 
establish a correlation between initial charges and subsequent crimiI);!l.1 behavior. 
Its findings did indicate, though, that "defendants with records of jU"l{nile arrests, 
prior incarcerl1tion, prior convictions, had SUbstantially higher recidivism rates 
than those without such records." Even so, the findings "were so far from 
predictive accuracy that constitutional problems of equal protection and due 
process may result." 

The second study by the N ationul Bureau of Standards also "found no signifi
cant correlation with rearrest in such factors as initial charge." H :Moreover, the 
NBS study found no correlations with previous records, although it did find 
"that persons arrested for dangerous crimes tended to be arrested at a somewhat 
higher ratc than fclons in genera1.4~ It found, too, that unemploymp.l~~ was high 
among rearrest defendants with "dangerous" crime charges agains\' 1':I"m (as 
roberry, burglary, arson, rape, narcotics) as well as those with "viokm.r," crime 
ehUl'ges (that is, dangerous crimes plus homiCide, kidnapping and assault with a 
dangel'ous weapon).46 Because the data on recidivism and post-program arrests 
using select variables are certain, the question "are multiple offenders or es
pecially those charged with more serious crimes ... less susceptible to early 
and relevant rehabilitation 47 still has to be determined. 

Meanwhile, in State of New Jersey v. Frank Leonardis 48 (A-20) and Staie of New 
Jersey v. Stephen Rose, ef al. (A-21), the defendants successfully challenged the 
Bergen County program which denied them admission based on criteria that ex
cluded defendants with serious chargcs. On appeal, Supreme Court of New Jersey 
ruled that: 

"Exclusion by type of charge, because there is little data, should not be done 
until and unless it can be shown that the type of charge does, with some reliability, 
predict nn inability to accomplish deterrence from future criminlll behavior. To bc 
fair, thCll, all defendants, irrel>pective generally of charge or record, should be af
forded the opportunity to provide their motivation to succeed in the program ... ". 

3!l :lflchael R. Blel. Legal Issues anll Characteristics of Pret.rlal Programs. Wnshlngton, 
D.C. : American Bar Assoclution. Nutionul Pretrial Intervention Service Center. April 1074 . 

., .loan Mullen. Dllcmmu of Dlycrslon-Resourcc )lnterlnls on Adult Pre-Trial Interl-cu
tion Program-Monograph, ABT Associates, Inc. 

" BI,'I. Ibid . 
.. Hnrycy S. Perllllan amI Peter A. Jaszl, Legal Issucs In Addict Diversion: A Laymen's 

Gul\l(', Washington, D.C.; Drllg Abuse Couucll, Inc .• !tllli the America!t Bar Association 
COllllIIlssl(ln on Corrcctional1!'acllltles und Services, 1075. 

" Ueporteu by Mullcn, Ibid. , 
"National Association Oll Pretrial Serylce Agencies, 1074 National Conference of Pre

trial Itelcnse lind Diversion In San I~.ranclsco, California. June 10'14. Reporte!l In ArtIcle 
hy KelJ~ .MIChael. "Social Science El'nluntion lind Criminal ;justice Policy "laking; Tile 
Cllse o( ~·retrlnlltelellse." 

•• Kclll', ibW • 
•• Ibid; 
., Blel. Mlchaellt., Iblil . 
.. N.J. Y. Leolla1"lib~, 71 N.J. SO (1076) nt 00. 
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Further on the Court said: 
"We find the exclusionary criteria accord misplaced emphasis to the offense 

with which a defendant is charged and hence fail to emphaRize the defendant's 
potential for rehabilitation." 

Therefore, tt • •• we reject the Bergen County exclusionary criteria all absolute 
standards by which to evaluate defendl\1ltli" applications." 

For those same reasons, other exclusionary criteria are difficult to defend. If the 
diversion option is indeed geared toward Goals 2 and 3, exclusions related to sex, 
age, employment status and residence are equally indefensible and would violat.e 
the equal protection clause. 

Instead, individual potentials for benefiting from the diversion option should be 
assessed, within the context described in Goal 1, and blanket exclusions of cnte
categories or classes of defendants otherwise deleted. In other words, all individual 
whose case would not be "more appropriately handled thrClugh the adversary 
system" should have access to diversion programs. This should include defendants 
whose need for services is minimal or quasi non-existent in order to achieve Stand
ard 3.3 j and defendants who, within the short term program involvement concept, 
require more speeialized or intense service delivery toward implementation of 
Standard 3.3 . 

At the other end of the spectrum, and in keeping with Standard 1.2, eligibility 
criteria should be revised and delete categories of defendants when, obviously, 
previously eligible charges have been decriminalized C ••• obviously) eligible or the 
handling of certain charges through the regu1a!' process leads to decisions or options 
which become less restrictive than the diversion option. 

Standard 2.8. Enrollment in Dit'er:rion Programs Should Not Be Conditioned on a Plea 
of Guilt, Nor un an Informal Admission of Guilt or of il10raZ Responsibility. For 
the Same Reason, Defendants Who J1faintain Their Innocence Should Be PermiUed 
Enrollment 1:n Diversion Progra'ms 

Certain pretrial diversion programs require the eligible defendant to plead 
guilty prior to admission into the program. Without knowing exactly what the 
implications of such plea can be, the defendant is likely to give up the Fifth Amend
ment priVilege against self incrimination and possibly the right to a trail by jury 
and to confrontation of witnesses at a later time. Under those circumstances, nnd 
as mentioned in Standard 1.2, the defendant's decision does not meet'the require
ment that it be "intentional, voluntary and intelligent", not to mention: "the 
implicit threat that the prosecutor may otherwise seek the maximum penalty 
allowed by law".4p 

Even when the defendant benefits from legal counsel, enrollment conditioned by 
it plea of guilt can turn the diversion option into a form of plea bargaining rather 
than an alternative in its own right: It can also bc viewed as coercive or as a 
promise of immunity. 

On the other hand, Brady v. U.S. (397 U.S. 742), and North Carolina v. Alford 
(400 U.S. 26), present situations where the guilty p1ca "represents a voluntury 
and intelligent choice".50 According to Brady, the guilty plea made by the defend
ant who 'Wus charged with kidnapping was voluntary "even though the plea was 
entered to avoid any possihility of an imposition of the death penalty" ,H In 
response to this vewpoint, Pearlman and Jaszi argue that the justification given by 
the prosecutors; i.e., that there are serious risks in delaying prosecution, is tl. false 
one, since pretrial program usually delay prosecution for six months only, and 
that such delay is not likely to hamper the prosecutor's case in nny meaningful 
wny.52 . 

Other arguments in lavor of guilty pleas concentrate on their "therapeutic" 
values: "It demonstrates a step toward "rehabilitation through admission and 
presumably repentence . . . and it may increase the leverage of the treatment 
staff and prosecutor in forcing persons to remain in diversion programs." 53 

The latter statement is in contradiction to Standard 1.3, As for the first part, 
i.e., the benefits of repentence, the arguments nre shl1ky . 

•• Nationnl Association of Pretdal S~rvlcc Agencies. 1!J74, NatlonnI Conference of Pre
trill! Uclensc nnd Dh·crslon. NllIlC~' E. Gol(lber~. "Pretrin! Dh'cl'sion Bilk or Bargain," 

I~ As <1lscussNl In Hnn'e~' S. Pcrlman nnd Pcter A. ,lnszl, Legnl Issues In Addict Dh-cr
slon: A Ln,mun's Guide. Wushington, D.C. ; Drug Abuse Council, Inc. nn,l ttm Amerlcnn 
Bnr Associntion COmmlssloll o,n Correctiollal Facilities nnd ServIces, 1!J7G • 

• 1 Ibltl. 
ro·Ibld. 
G:llbld. 
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If a defendant has opted for the traditional process wad/or gone through such 
process and been found guilty, alternatives to the traditional sentencing process 
can then oe offered. Whether such alternatives lead to eventual dismissal of 
charges or not, they are sUbstantially different than those reviewed in this paper. 
Precisely because the defendant has been found guilty, program content, require
ments placed on the individual and possible review of guilt in eounseling sessions 
(if such sessions are part of the program) belong to a difi'erent aspect of the criminal 
justice discipline. 

If, on the other hand, the diversion program attl~mpts to provide a pretrial 
alternative, and to help the individual to avoid fu.ture crisis situations which 
might lead to arrest, the requirement of a guilt plea in order to achieve such purpose 
might lead to arrests, the requirl}ment of a guilt plea in order te: achieve sueh 
purpose appears of no value. 

As described in Commentary on Standards 3.1-3.4, service delivery is not 
viewed us "therapeutic". And while the participanfis' service plan should address 
his/her arrest, and might discuss his/her actual commission of a crime, such 
discussion should again be geared towards defusing future crisis situations and 
be kept confidential between participant and diversion staff member-not be a 
part of the official process of program entry. 

Another area which merits consideration pertains to defendants who maintain 
their innocence: 

"To take any steps to bar the participation of such persons would be an un
warranted discrimination. Innocent defendants,as well as those wh'))1re actually 
guilty, face harm from the disruptive process of full prosecution ami can, if con
victed, be harmed by the affixing of a criminal label. To require that innocent 
persons face the risk of trial is to assume that innocent persons are routinely 
found innocE!nt. The extent to which this is t),ue in practice is not relevant; a 
defendant who intelligently weighs the risks between the relative surething of 
PTI and the possibility of conviction at trial, and who chooses p'"fr, should be 
rec{lgnized as having a right to make either election." 51 

Standa.rd 2.4. Furthermore, No Conditions OthEIr Tha.n Regu.lar Program Require
ments Should be Imposed by the Court on the Divertell 

Arguments similar to those m[,de foJ' a plen, of guilt conditioning diversion pro
gram enrollment are used in favor of diverted defendants paying restitution to 
the victim fol' loss or injury. 

While restitution can be considered as n, civil matter agreement to such enroll
ment condition can: negatively affect the defendant's case if s(he) is evetnually 
remanded to the court upon noncompletion of the program-unless such agree
ment is not admissable; turn the diversion program into a collection agency (with 
the corollary issue of: what happens to the defendant's case if s(hc) is unable 
to meet the restitution requirement) i and discriminn,te against the poorer 
defendants.55 

Even if restitution (as opposed to victim's compensation) 56 is symbolic the 
denial of equal protection less likely, the value of such condition then bec0mes 
questionable. Its purpose, if an)', should be related to service plans tailored for 
each individual and in keeping with section a-not be a blanket condition of 
cnrollment for all defendants. 

A different approach to restitution has also been suggested, i.e., the condition 
of unpaid (volunteer) work. Either upproach, if used, however, raises again the 
issue of voluntary participation in the program and the IIpossibility of challenge 
to such work assignments on Thirteenth Amendment (involuntary servitude) 
grounds ... ,57 

Again, the only acceptable form for such optiol1!l should be as part of the service 
plan, with the agreement of the participant, and under the standards of section 3. 

These standards do not propose to review legitimate rights of victims or possible 
compensations which might be awarded to victims (following conviction of a 
defendant, for example). lrurthel' as demonstrated by the recent growth of victim 
assistunce programs, victims ure often in need of assist~nce othe'( than compensa
tion (advice in court, counseling, information). 

M I'roposul for State Wide Implcmentntlon of It Uniform Progrum of Pretrlnl Intcr\'Cn
tlOll Ullllcr Nt'\\' .TerSey Court Hule 3 :28, State of Nrw Jersey. 11)). 37-38. "\))rit 1075. 

"" For morl' Information 011 legal nspccts of restitution, sec Prctrlu', Interl'cntion-Legul 
Issul's: A Guide to Policy DCl'clopment, American Bar Association, Washington, D.C .. 1077. 

00 IlJhl. 
.TIbld. p. 35. 

.. 
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Standard 2.5. Prior to Making the Decision to Enter Diversion Programs, Eligible 
Defendants Should be Given the Opportunity to Review, With Their Counsel 
Present, a Copy of General Diversion Program Requirements (Including Average 
Program Duration anCil Possible Outcomes) 

Despite the obvious importance and complexity of the defendant's decision, 
most defendants have to make this decision on their own.68 

Standards in section 1 reviewed the essential need for advice of counsel. Alone, 
it is unlikely that the defendant can balance "the threat of prosecution and 
conviction against the Ilonditions of diversion" 59 

"The accused remains fully subject to prosecution and criminal sanctions (fine, 
probation, incarceration) for a1Jeged ciiminal condu.ct if he/she (i) fails to meet the 
program requirements for successful terminn,tion or (ii) in some cases, fails to 
convince the prosecutor or judge that a positive determination as to satisfactory 
participation merits disinissal of the prsecution!' ~Q 

Besides revicwing ulternate options, the defendant ~hould hnve !l. detailod 
understanding of the diversion program. In practice, some programs nccomplish 
this by starting to work with the defendant prior to official enrollment. When such 
format is not feasible, and/or too costly, the following 'information should be 
conveyed: . 

(a) Factual description of program, including philosophy and methods, 
duration, restrictions, On freedom, etc.; 

(b) the likelihood of success of failure, and the possible and probable con
sequences of each; 

(c) the effect of the waiver of any rights required as a condition of diver
sion; and whether such n waiver could be successfully challenged; 

Cd) collateral effects, including practical lind Jegal effects of engagement of 
record or lack of expungement and the presumption of guilt impliCit in the 
diversion programs j 

(e) whether or not stntements the client makes in connection with the 
diversion process will be considered confidrntial; and 

(f) whether or not, should diversion be terminated, the client receives 
credit against any sentence for time spent in a diversion progmm.61 

oro help fulfill this obligation, the diversion progrltm should be rcsponsible for 
making this information accessible to counsel. 

Standard 2.6 Diversion Proflrams,- When Denying Enrollment, Should State. in 
WritinfJ Thetr Reasons for Denial to Defendants and Their Counsel. Such In
format'LOn Should Remain Confidential (Not be Admi8sible Evidence) 

Whoever makes the final decision concerning diversion progralll enrollment, it 
should be the defendant's prerogntive to be able to challenge the decision through 
his/her defense counsel. 

In support of such notion are the arguments presented in thc Leonardis case 
(under appeal) which considers that: 

"Providing n defendo.nt with reasons for the denial of hiR o.pplicntion will not 
only anow n defendant to adequately prepare for jwUcinl review of that decision, 
but will also promote the rehabilitative function Which the PTI concept serves. 
At the very least, disclosure will alleviate mdsting suspicions about the arbitrari
ness of ~iven decisions and' will thereby foster a respect for the fair operation of 
the Inw. ' 62 

Although a trial~type proceeding is not neccssary, defendants should be ac
corded an informal hearing before the designated judge for a county at every stage 
of a defendant's association with a PTI project at which his admission, rejection 
or continuation in the program is put in question. 

The New Jersey decision placed the onus of responsibility for giving reasons 
for denials on the prosccutor. The case is under appcnl, and diYision of power 
doctrines should rest with the .appropriate authorities. 

roB National Legnl Aid nnd DefeIHler Association, National Colloquium on the Future of 
Defender Services, Chapter VI: "The Defense ,utorney's nole in DlversiQn alHI Plea. Bnr
gaining," National Stu(ly Commlssioll 011 Defense Scrv!~es, 197U. 

""Ibid, 
·'Ulcl, lIUchacl Jt., Legal Issnes and Characteristics of Pretrial llltcrn'ntioll Progrnms. 

Washington, D.C.: American Bar ASSOCiation, Nntlonlll Pretrial Intcr\'cntlon Sen'lcc 
Center, Aprlll074 . 

• , Nntiolllli Legnl Aid and Defender Association, Nationnl Colloquium on the Future Qf 
Defender Sen'lces, Chnpter VI: "'rhe Dpfensc Attorney's Role in Dh'erslon and PI en 
Bnrgnlnlng". Nntional Study Commission on Defense Services, 1976. 

"" "State v LeonardiS, 11 N.J. 85 (1976). 
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These standards suggest, however, that diversion programs should offer the 
defendant the possibility of challcnging his/her own evaluation. And that informa
t: on provided in support of such denial should not be used to prejudice the de
fendant's case. 

Standard 2.7' Once a Final Deci<Jion Has Been Made Regarding Enrollment/Non
Enrollment Into Diversion Programs, the Responsibility to Challenge the Decision 
or Request an Explanation Should be That of Defendant's Counsel, Not of the 
Pro(lram 

As the courts extend the concept of equal protection and as diversion programs 
review applications for admission on a case by cnse bnsis, the possibilities incrense 
for challenges to enrollment denial. 

While program administrators should have the mandate to formulate program 
policies and procedures which safeguards participants' rights, it is not their role 
to net either as an adversary of or antagonist to any other parties in the criminal 
justice system. 

Further, and on behalf of the defendant, such role has been traditionally 
assigned to the defenl'll counsel. When a defendant is denied entrance into a diver
sion program, it should therefore be the responsibility of his/her counsel to chal
lenge if that; decision appears arbitrary or capricious. 

Standard S.l. Diversion Proarams Should Devise and Adopt, as Soon as Possible 
After Entry, Realistic Plans With Achievable Goals With the Active Involvement 
of Participants 
Purpose and parameters of service plans are reviewed in the subsequent stand

ards. Before reviewing those issues, however, one should remember the conditions 
under which such servli.:cs are delivered. 

Since the diversion program is defined as voluntary, it is therefore necessary as 
soon as possible to determine and inform the defendant whnt the servicc plan will 
include. Besidcs enlightcning thc participant, such practices 0.1'0 also recommended 
from a cost effective point of view: the longer it takes for the defendant to realize 
that s(he} may have agreed to program enrollment on he basis of possible mis
understandings, the mnre program costs and energies are wasted. 

As will be reviewed in Standard 3.2, service delivery will differ from one individ
ual to another while kecping with the general parameters of the diversion option, 
as presented at the time of the enrollment decision. These standards do not negate 
the fact that time is necessary to establish a relationship between participant and 
diversion program staff mcmber and to elidt background information necessary 
to formulate a service plan. Certainly such service plans may be affected by new 
insights or dovelopments at n later stage (cf Standard 3.4). It is strongly suggested, 
however, that a clear definition of the service plan agreement be developed 
immediately upon program entry and that diversion programs' policies and 
ndministration be gC!tred t(Jward that practice. 

Again, in keeping with the voluntary aspect of the program where the par
ticipant is presumed innocent (and pleaded guilty), it is viewed essential that the 
participant be actively involved in the formulation of slIch plan. In order to accom
plish their mandate, (of Goal #3). service plans should be viewed by the partieipant 
as a tool and a help in their specific situatirn, not as punishment, a substitute for 
sentence, or "something to do to get over". While service plans will often place 
requirements on the participant (attendance at certain number of seesions, for 
instanoe), these requirements should all bl! geared toward a specifio purpose 
(training toward securing a vocational situ8\tion is one example) with the par
ticipant cognizllnb of such goals. 

The service plan should, in addition, be geared toward goals which can be 
realistically accomplished within the time frame of the diversion program and be 
adapted to the specific participllnt potentir~l. Unrealistic service plans are likely 
to fail. The participant UMble to complete the program and to abide by his/her 
agreement to complete a "treatment" plan is returned to ordinary prosecution 
('l'reatment in quotes by the authors: these standards are disagreement with the 
terminology of "treatment" for diversion participants). 
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Standard 8,2. Service Plans Should Meet ihe Needs of tho Alleged Offender Rather 
Than BIl Based on the Offense; Nevertheless, Time Spent in the Prograln Should 
Relate to the Mirtim1tnt sentence ImpoGed for the Offense if the Defendant Were 
aonvicted 

According to the Standards listed so far, defendants eligible for the diversion 
option will vu.ry greatly in terms of charges as well a.s of pl)rsonal situation. 

Most pra.ctitioners, howevllr, lean to the notion thu.t programs should respond 
to the personal needs of the defendant ra.ther than "treat" him/her for the crime 
which was allegedly committed. In favor of this notion is the presumption of 
innocence. The purpose of service delivery is, in u.ddition, more geared toward the 
future of the defendant than the commission/non commission of the alleged crime. 
A similar view was reflected in the New Jersey Supreme Court's decision ill the 
State of New Jersey v. Rose and the State of New Jersey v, Leonardis, in which the 
court ruled that" conditioning admission solely on the nature of the defendant's 
crime may be both arbitrary a.ud illogical." \\3 

Using a model of providing services bnsed on the personal needs of defendants 
means offering unemplcyed or employment-handicapJ.l6d defendants ll.ptitude 
achievement testing, v('.)ational counseling, job training to develop lithe skills 
necessary to obtu.in and retain a job," and job placement the puts the defendant 
in employment commensurate with his/her abilities. 

For the young defendant, it means broad-based educational services, including 
remedial education. For female defcndants, projects should include aCceSs to day 
care fl1ciliUes and strueturc program hours to correspond to a wOlTlan's lifelltyle 
and work or home responsibilities. 

Beyond these basic services, programs should offer defendants who need it, 
personal counseling and psychological testing, either directly through. the program 
or through referrals to outside agencies. A good comprehemlive multi-service 
program would provide services directly and act as a referral agency as well, 
matching client.s with other services in the I1rea. As 11 result, clients could be 
placed in programs tailored to their specific problems when they need group 
therapy, individual therapy, or vocationa.l rehttbilitation, family And/or individual 
counseling, emergency financial aid, assistance in matters of housing, welfare, 
medical, or legal nature. 

These commentarie~ do not suggest, however, that the alleged offense is it'rel
evant t.o the service plan. Common to all P!1rticipants is the experience of 1.1l 
arrest and the exposure to the preliminary stages of criminal processing.' 

"Each participating defendl1nt has, as indicated by his or her arrest, a problem 
or l1et of problems which caused the involvement in the criminal process. Each is 
subject in addition to the anxiety produced by the threat of ordinary 
prosecution." M 

In addition, as will often happen in one to Cine sessions if a relationship of trust 
is developed between pnrticipant and diversion staff member, the participant 
will discuss the incident. As long us the ultimate l)urpose of l'orvico plans is so.fe~ 
gunrded, realistic service plans may llupport that ''-diffllTlI''llt treatments for dif~ 
ferellt types of offenders" 1),\ should be considered. 'I'hus the defendant charged 
with property r.rime might receive vocational/employment assistance, whereas 
others whose alleged crime might indicate emotional problems could benefit from 
psyehologicnl referrals. This approach however, appears valid only if geared 
towards Goal #3 and is in keeping with Standard 3.3. 

Finally, the alleged offense should be considered in order to ensure that serv~co 
pJans are not substantially longer than the usual sentence imposed for that offense 
(following conviction of pleo. bargaining), keeping in mind that «the time required 
to 'cure' an individual may bear no relation to the harm caused by his criminal 
act." 60 

1\1 State v. Leonal'dis, 71 New Jersey 85 (1076) . 
• , AdmhllstratlYe Office of tIm COllTts, Proposal for Stllte "'HIe Implementation of Pre. 

trlol Interventlon under New .Terse~ Court Rule 3 :~8. Stllte of New Jersey, p. 104. 
"" Edward DeGrnzlu, "DIl'crslo!l from the Crimlnul ProceSs: 'the 'Mental n~a1th' Ex. 

pcrlnlNlt." {\ Connecticut I'llI\' Reyl!!w. 432. 10'1'4. 
66 G. S. Gorelick, "Pretrlul DIversion: ThE! Thrcut of Expunrl!ng Sonjn1 Control." 10 

Ullrl'urd Clyn Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review 1, Wjnter 1074. 
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Standard 3.3 Services Should be the Least Restrictive Possible a,nd be Admi1.iotered 
(0 Help the Individual Avoid Criminal Behavior 

These standards uphold that the major objeCitive of any service plan is to help 
the individual participant avoid future crisis situation which might lead to future 
arrests. 

In designing iiervice plnns, however, programs should keep in mind that 10vels 
of intensity of service required by participants will vary significantly: 

"To the extent that project reports are able to compile meaningful information, 
a not unusual finding was that the control group used for comparison with persons 
who entered the diversion program showed a high rate of outright dismissals." 67 

Further, "the vost majority of their participants (are) from defendant groups 
that fa,ce little punishment in the criminal justice sjVstem [andl who probably 
need not be accompanied by extensive rehabilitation. ' 08 

As a, result, certain participants may need little more than supervised report
ing (in person or by telephone) once the necessary assessment has been made. 
Sen'ice delivery lmd program requirements which go beyond the general purpose 
cited above may be an invasion of privacy and lead to serious question of due 
process, equal protection of the laws, and other Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth 
Amendment progections. 

It is neither the duty nor the right of criminal justice agencies to require be
havioral change of rehabilitation beyond that necessary for such deterrance.09 

Becau~e: " if< * * the mere fact of arrest and the securing thereby of control over 
the life of a defendant cannot mean that problems unrelated cnsually to the al
leged olIense should be the subject of treatment 01' rehabilitathre services. A homo
sexual defendant charged with embezzlement should not as 11 result of PTI enroll 
ment be required to undergo "treatment" for homosexuality." 79 

Another area which requires safeguards relates to individuals whose personal 
situation is such that intensive services are needed: 

" * * * Is it not fundamentally unfair to return to proseeution the participant 
with a difficult and complicated treatment program who is charged with a minor 
offense, when one charged with a serious matter may easily be able to comply with 
relatively non-restrictive conditions?" 71 , 

In thesc situations, it is strongly recommended that service plans include re
ferrals for long mnge service delivery. Defendants wit,h hard drugs and SUbstance 
abuse problems or with serious emotional probl~ms fall within the category. Com
pletion of the program would nnt, in these situations, require that all problems be 
resolved; but that the defendant's situatiol', be sufficiently ameliorated to give 
him or her the supports required to avoid ful·ure crisis. 

Finally the use of terminology is of particuLtr importance to this set of stand&rds. 
Service plan is being recommended as oppllsed to "treatment", "counseling", 
"cures", 01' "rehabilitative models". Given the vast range of eligible defendants, 
any labeling which could ultimately stigmatizJ their involvement in a diversion 
program is self-defeating. 

"As entrance into diversion programs is determined by more institutionalized 
and formal procedures, the risk thali diversion programs will develop a stigma of 
their own may increase.72 The unexamined assumption is that participation in a 
diversion program does not label the individual as a deviant.73 

"Assuming participants would have been convicted and subjected to at least a 
year probationary period under normal circumstance, is it not clear that providing 
supervision before adjudication of guilt is any less stigmatizing than the normal 
criminal process?" 71 

61 Dan Freed Final Report-National Confereace on Pretrial Release and DIVersion, 
National Association of Pretrial Sen'lces Agencies, San Francisco. California, June 1974 • 

• s Roberta Hovner Plecznlk. Pretrial Intervention Strategies Evaluation of Pollcy
Helated Research and PollcY-~!llker Perceptions, Washington, D.C.: American Bnr A3"0-
clatlon, NI\t\onal Pretrlnl Inten-entlon Service Center, November 1974. 

00 Proposal for State Wide Implementation of Pretrial Intervention Under New Jersey 
Court Rule 3 :28, State of New Jersey, Administrative Office of the Courts. 

70 Ibid, 1111. 23-24, 
71 Ibid. 
7' J. S. Gorelick, "Pretrial Diversion; The Threat of Expanding Social Control", 10 

Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review 1, Winter 1974. 
13 National Legal Aid and Defender Association, National Colloquium on the Future of 

Defendl'r Services, Chapter VI: "The Defense Attorney's Role in Dh'crsion and Plell Bar
gaining". Nntlonal Study Commission on Defense Ser\'lces. 1076. 

71 Joan Mullen. Dllemr.:;a of Dlvcrslon--Resolll'ce Materials on Adlllt Pre-Trial Interven
tion Progrnm"':'1\Ionograph. ABT Associates, Inc.; Pretrial Services; An Evaluation of 
PoliCY Helated Research, ABT Associates, Inc., 1974. 
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One should reflect on the experience of juvenile courts which were created in the 
hopes of avoiding for youths the stigma of criminal justice processing. Yet, 
processing through the juvenile courts has developed a, stigma, of its own, a, danger 
which could apply to diversion. 

To presup.pose that all diverted defendants need treatment is to apply to all, 
whether they need it or not, an undifferentiated approach and leads to another 
type of overreach, that of services. In an attempt to avoid the above, diversion 
programs should stress flexibility of approach with each defendant and minimize 
staff members' caseloads in order to prevent wholesale processing of divertees. 

Standard 8.4. Commentary Not Completed 

Standard 4.1. Participants Should be Able to Formally Withdraw at Any Time, 
Before the Program is Completed a7td Be Remanded to the Court Process Without 
Prejudice to Them During the Ordinary Cour.se of Prosecution 

Consistent with the voluntary aspect of the diversion option should be the 
possibility for the participant to withdl'aw from the program at any time. 

It is argued against this theory that, once the decision of enrollment has been 
finalized and especially when the Withdrawal takes place at a point lnte in program 
participation, the costs already expended are significant and regular processing of 
the case is more difficult. 

Certain safeguards should help, however, to reduce the instance of withdrawal: 
intelligent choice on the part of the defendant, careful sCl'eenin.g at the initial 
stages, and early development of a service plan. 

Notwithstanding the above, participation is either voluntary or it is not. Any 
form of coercion to keep the participant in the program against his/her wishes 
after the situation has been discussed, the consequences of remanding to the court 
process reviewed with the defense counsel, and alternate service plan I\pproaches 
considered would be as much or more costly. 

The proposal that such option be formailzed (i.e., written statement from the 
defendant, for instance) stems from a differentiation between the participant's 
option and the program's decision (of Standard 4.2). In reality, the two may often 
be combined unless the participant can no longer be reached; or unless the l)artici
pant expresses a desire to remain in the program, but repeatedly fails to follow the 
service plan. In both situations, non-completion should have no bearing on the 
defendant's case during the ordinary course of prosecution and should avoid that: 
"these cases are subject to a kind of informal double jeopardy, in that this group 
may be prosecuted more vigorously ... the end result for most "unfavombles" 
58 conviction followed by another period of probation supervision." 75 

Standard 4.2. Diver8iol~ Programs Should Also Have the Option To Cease Service 
Delivery to Participants Who Would Then Be Remanded to the Court Process. 
However, When Non-completion of the Program Occurs because of the Diversion 
Programs' Decist'on, ll'rt'Uen Reasons Should Be Available to the Defendants and 
Their Counsel. This Information Should Rmnain Confidentia~ (Should Not Be 
Admissible Evidence), and Non-completion of the Program Should Not Prejudice 
Defendants During the Ordinary Course of Prosecution 

Pretrial diversion programs often face the situation where service delivery is no 
longer possible because, in the judgment of the program staff, the defendant is not 
cooperative or has failed in some way to meet the agreed upon conditions of the 
service plan . 

In keeping with commentaries of Standard 4.1, such decision should not jeop
ardize the defendant's case. If it did, the diversion option "may weU be Ilsking the 
courts to add social performance crIteria to definitions of criminal conducts." 1~ 

Furthermore, the program's decision to terminate services is often related to sub
jective assessments on the part of diversion program staff. Before such decision is 
final, it is recommellded that: alternate service plans approaches be considered; 
and defense counsel be informed of the tentative decision and have a chancc to 
contact his/her client and review the possible consequences of remand to the court 
process. 

Throughout that process, the participant and his/her counsel should have 
access to a, written statement from the diversion program stating the reason~ for 

7G Joan Mullen, Dilemma of DiverSion-Resource Materials on Adult Pre-Trial Inter· 
ventlon Program-lIfonograpll. ABT Associates. Inc, 

... Joan Mullen, Dilemma of Dlverslon.-Resource Materials on Adult Pre-'l'rlnl Inter
,-entlon program-Monograph. ABT Associates, Inc. 
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tentative termination. In the best of circumstances, this may clarify possible mis
understandings and enable the participant. to remain in the program. If the deci
sion is final, and considered arbitrary by the former participant and his/her 
counsel, this statement enables them to challenge the decision (of Standard 4.5). 

Standard 4.8. Programs' Decision To Cease Service Delivery Should Be Based Solely 
Upon Failure by Participants To Meet ths Requirements of the Service Plan 

The single justification fo~' terminating a defendant should be the participant 
failing to mee/; the conditions set out in the agreed upon service plan. Any other 
criteria impact on the voluntary aspect of the program and jeopardize fairness to 
the defendant. To avoid later eonflicts, the service plan should be descriptive and 
precise, stating what is expeeted of the partieipant while he/she is in the program 
(including at a lfiter point, the necessary adaptations in keeping with standard 3.4). 
Otherwise, in the event of challenge to termination decision, the defense counsel 
can argue that the service plan was unnecessarily vague or arbitrary. 

Attempts have been made to devise fixed point systems where events or tasks 
arc rated. The token economy concept, a variance of the point system, assigns in 
advance points for completion or noncompletion of certain requirements, with a 
certain number of points "earning" program completion. 

This approach has its obvious advantages. It reduces subjectivity on the pat·t of 
diversion staff members and uneven assessment of participants. In practice, how
ever, the limits are also apparent. Certain areas are easily measul'llble (attendance 
in counseling s('ssions, if part of the service plan, are one example). But they over
look important indicators of growth or achievements which arc also part of the 
service plan yet less easily measurable. 

Pending the development of a magical formula which eliminatps all forms of 
subjective assessments, it is therefore recommended that point systems be used bu'" 
limited to ea~ily measurable achievements and be combined with f'ubjective 
evaluation; and that other safeguards (such as termination hearings) be instituted 
to protect th.c defendant against unfair or clJ.pricious practices. 

It is also suggested that any practice iii i;ontradiction with the above standards 
should be avoided: e.g. the prosecutor threatening termination unless the partic
ipant testifies I),gainst an ether defendant etc. And that, under these circumstances, 
the participant be afforded a court review with counsel present. (cf Standard 4.5) 

Standard 4.4. Rea.rrests or Conviction on a New Arrest During Program Participation 
Should Not Automatically Lead to Termination From the Program 

As stated in Standard 4.3, termination from n pretrial program should be only 
for noncompliance with conditions of the service plan and for no other reasons. 

At present, though, a defendant who is re-arrested while in a pretrial diversion 
program is often terminated from the program and returned. to the court for 
regular processing. This practice is eVf:,n more Widespread when the re-arrest 
charge ends in conviction. 

It is suggested, however, that such termination not be automatic. Unless the 
defendant has pleaded guilty, or until conviction of the charge, he/she is presumed 
innocent of the new charge. 

Even if the new arrest leads to plea of guilt or to conviction, the re-arrest may 
be minor and the individual and community may derive greater benefit from 
service plan completion. Further, it would be "unrealistic, and perhaps counter
productive to expect a complete alteration of behavior." 77 

It is therefore suggested that these situations be examined on n case basis 
within the context of n broad agreement with the courts and that the defendant 
be informed at program entry what the program's position is, vis a vis re-nrrests 
and/or convictions. 

Standard 4.5, If 01' When Participantfl Do Not Complete the Program, They Should 
!lave Avenues of Review of S1tch Decision if They so Choose, With Counsel 
Present. If Court O.fficials, the !lcaring Officers Should Not Be Those Who 
Would Eventually !lcar the Case if Participants Were Remanded to the Court 
Process 

As reviewed previously, termination decisions arc frequently based on subjec
tive factors, not "hard" evidence and the diversion program may act arbitrarily 
or unfairly towards the participant. 

71 Harvey S. Perlmnn and Peter A. Jaszl, Legal Issues in Addict Diversion: A Layman's 
Guide. Washington, D.C.: Drug Abuse Council. Inc. and the American Bar Association 
CommiSSion on Correctional Facilities and ·Services. 1975. 
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Therefore, in the event tha.' the defendant does not complete the program 
under the conditions set forth in the previous four standards, he/she should h:we 
access to a termination hearing under principles of due process (and in accordance 
with the principles held by the U.S. Supreme Court before parole or probation 
can be revoked). "It is strongly recommended that such hearing be conducted 
according to regular due process proceedings, i.e., with notice of violation; dis
closure of evidence; right to present witnesses and cross-examine witnesses; 
hearing before a neutral examiner; written findings of fact." 78 

Although the cases deal with parole and probation, lvIorrissey v. Brewer and 
Gagnon v. Scarpelli should apply equally to diversion because of the similar 
threat of "loss of liberty" follOWing pr0p,ram termination. FUrther, in Kramer v. 
Municipal Co uri, the Court ruled that: 'although the statute speCifically author
ized termination from a diversion program only for the arrest and conviction of 
the divertce for any criminal offene~ eluring the period of diversion . . . termin,'.
tion for cause was implied by the s'.,atutory language!' 79 

Or, as expressed in the NLADA's National Colloquim: "the right to a hearing 
prior to termination is required absent of a clear showing of legislative intent to the 
contrary." so 

Both the hearing and written record requirement are insisted upon in the Slate 
of New Jersey v Fl'ederick John Strychnewicz (on appeal) at the time of program 
entry. This position can be extended to support similar review at thc time of 
termination. 

Finally, similar views are shared by the N AC where the value of a written 
statement is stressed in case a defendant decides that hc/she was the victim of an 
unfair administrative decision.8l 

"The presence of an attorney during such hcaring is viewed equally essential. 
The termination process should be considered as a critical stage in the criminal 
process (of Powell v Alabama, 1932). And the right to counsel has been extended 
to includo preliminary hearings, arraignments, nnd other situations in which the 
defendant could benefit from legal advice." 82 

The necessary presence of counsel at this stage of the diversion option further 
supports the recommendation that it take place following formal charging (of 
S'\(andard 1.1). "To adhere to the principles of due process, the hearing officer 
should be a neutral party. It is further recommended that the hearing officer be a 
judge-ensuring that, at all stages of the diversion proceSs, justice'has been fairly 
applied." 

Standards 6.1 Through a.B.-Commentaries not Completed 

OUTLINE FOR INTRA AGENCY MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 

;8 :lIIchael E. Blel, Legnl Issues nnd Charllcteristics of Pretrial Inten-entton Programs. 
Wnshlngton. D.C.: Amerlcnn Bar Assoclntion, Nutional Pretrial Intervention Ser\'lce 
Center, April 1974. 

"Kramer Y • .i\IUlliCi/JU! OOllrt, 49 Cal. 3d 418 (1975). 
Sl Nntlonnl Legal Aid nnd Defender Association, National Colloquium on the Future of 

Defender Services, Chnpter VI: "The Defense Attorney's Role In Diversion nnd Plea Bnr
gninlng". Nntionnl Stud;),. 

61 Nntlonnl "\d\'isory Commission On Crlmlnnl Justice Stnndnrds nnd Gonls, Courts ~l'nsk 
Force IlCllort, Chapter 2: "Diversion", 'Yashington, D,C,: Luw Enforcement Assistance 
Administration. 1973 . 

"" Rarvcy S. Perlmnn nnd Peter A. Jaszl. Legal Issues In Addict Diversion: A Lnymnn's 
Guide, Wl1shlngton, D.C.: Dru~ Abuse Council, Inc. and the Amerlcnn Bnr Assoclntlon 
Commission on Correctional Fncillties 110(1 Services, 1075. 
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GOAL 

t. To provide 
the Criminal 
Justice Byotem 
vith a more 
tlexibl. 
approach than 
the traditionl1l 
process in order 
that the System: 

1. may be more 
t-enponsive to 
the ne.ds ot 
det"enc!ants and 
oociety. 

~ .. ,may preserve 
~ ts energies to 
a.ffoctlvely 
prooe8u caseD 
that would be 
more appropri
a.tely handled 
through the 
adversary system. 

HYPOTHESES OR 
ASSUMPTIONS 

1. The diversion program 1s 
Be~n and utilized as a viable 
alternative process by Judges, 
prosecutors Bnd defense at
torneys. 

2. I~ the div~rs1on program 
Vas Dot available the deten
dant vould be treated in a 
manner tast would be more 
deleterious to the defendant 
anMor soo1et)". 

POSSIBLE ANALYSES FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESES 

1. Comparison between the num
ber of eligible defendants pab
aing th~ough the judicial sys
tem nnd the number of caseS 
referre~ to or permitted entry 
into the diversion program by 
judges, prosecutors and defenee 
attorneys. 

2. Comparison ot the amount ot 
detention_ and court di~~positions 
of' a control group of' d1version
eligibl~ defendants vith the 
diversion client body. 

3. Intervlevs with the Judges, 
prQsecutors and defense attor
neys reg'ardlng their op'lnion ut 
the diver~ion project as an ef
fective alternative to the regu
lar judicial process. 

I 

DATA REQUIRED FOR 
TESTINO HYPOTHESES 

~~ Number ot diversion eligibl.e 
defendants vtthin the juri.di~
tiOD of the diversion project. 

2~ Number ot defendants referred 
to the diversion p~oject by jlldges. 
prosecutors and defense attorrleys 
(broken dovn into these 3 eat(Lgories). 

3. Court dispositions or control 
group and client population (J;n
cl.uding tines and Jail time SIlent). 

4. Amount ot detention time e~tperi- \. 
enced by control gl"OUP and clilent 
populo.ti0t;. 

~. Percentage ot judges, prosecutors 
and ae~en8e attorneys vhose inter
vievs indicate a favorable opinion 
of the diversion proJect. 



GOAL 

II To provide defendants 
with an opportunity to 
avoid the consequences at 
criminal proceasinG, to 
avoid conviction and the 
consequences or criminal 
conviction. 

, 

liYPOTH.ESES OR 
ASSUKI'TIQNS 

1. Detendnnts who So through 8 
diversion program have fever 
eQurt a~pear&ncea &nd rever 
convictions then they vou'ld it 
they underwent regular Judicial 
processing. 

2. Diverted derendanta spend 
leBs time in detention and 
JaiL then they wou14 it they 
vere not diverted. 

3. The vocationa~ lives of 
diverted defendants vill be 
1eBs disrupted Bnd handicapped 
then vould be if they underwent 
regular judicial proc'eGsing. 

(The assumption that diverted 
defendants viII experience 
lover recidivism c~n also be 
connected to this 80a1_ This 
auaumption 2 hc~ever, fa more 
directly connected v1th Gasl 
It I Bnd consequently, vill be 
dealt witb thore.) 

POSSI2LE ANALYSIS FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESES 

I. A eomparison betveen the 
number ot court appearances 
exper~enced by a control 
group of' diversion-e1igib~e 
detendants vith the diver
sion progTsm'e c~ient popu
l.ation. 

a. Co~parison at the contro~ 
group's conviction rate, dis
position profile, time spent 
in detention and Jail ~ith 
these indices for the diver
ted population. 

3. Co~~~rison of the extent 
to which members ot the con
trol. group lOSe their Yoca
tionsl positions as a ccnseq
uence at criminal processing 
and/or conViction and the 
extent to vhich thin occurs 
in the. diverted population. 

4. C'olllparison betlTeen the post
arrest vocational a~t1vltie6 ot 
the control group and the 
diverted population. 

5. Analysis of the educational 
and/or vocational barriers that 
exist in the diversion pro
gramts ju~isdictlon for convic
,ted a8 opposed to arrested 
persons. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESES 

II 

F~r both the control group 
and diverted population: 

1. Number of court &ppearancea 
prior to tinal court dispo
sition. 

2. Number o~ days spent in 
detention. 

3. Protile ot tinal court 
~isposition inclu~ing num~er 
convicted Bnd or thoae

2
nu=ber 

receiving unoond1tiona1 and 
conditional discharges. tines, 
probation. imprisonment. 

4. Vocational status Just 
prior to arT eat and just ~tter 
arrest and the extent to which 
vocational positions ~ere ~ost 
as a direct, resuJ.t ot arrl!st. 
criminal proce8sing apd con
viction. 

5. The number ot days the 
defendant is vocationally 
active during the year to1-
loving arrest. 

6. Income levels during the 
first, B~cond and third years 
following arrest. 

1. The number or de~endanto 
partially or totally subsi
dized by the. state the year 
prior to and the year to11ow
ing arrest. 

In addition the diver~ion 



GOAL 

III Help in deterring 
and reducing criminal 
acti?itie. PT otfering 
to t~e defendant th~ 
neceosary opportuni
ties to etrect sued 
ohauges aa necesaary, 
at a minimum demon
strate whether such 
reduction took place. 

lIYPOTRESES OR 
ASSUMPTIOIIS 

1. Diverted derendant. vill 
experience less recldlviB~ 
than theT vould had theT no 
been diverted. 

2. Diverted defendants who 
receive counseling, and/or 
vocational services viII 
experience leao recidivts= 
than theT vould if theT 
~ere diverted without re
eelving such services. 

POSSIBLE AIIALYSIS FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESES 

To adequately test the assumptions 
underlying this goal, poat-arrest 
recldvism measures must be gathered 
and analyzed-for at least 3 groups 
of diversion eligible detendnnts: 

1. ThOBe who are placed in a diver
sion program which provides coun
seling and/or vocational services, 

2. those who are diverted but are 
not provided with counse~ing or 
vocntional services, and 

3. those who are DOt diverted and 
consequently undergo the regular 
judicial processing. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR 
TESTIIiG HYPOTHESES 

III 

(Continued trom preceding pg.) 
program 
should become knowledgeable 
about the statute. in their 
Jurisdiction vhioh relate 
to the rest~ictions imposed 
on arreste~a a8 veIl ae those 
conVicted. 

III 
For all groups being 

analyzed: 

1. Number and severity of 
rearrests during the first, 
second and third years 
following their arrest. 

2. The extent to which each 
member of each group received 
counseling and/or vocational 
seryiCeB during the first, 
second aod third year fol
loving their arrest •• This 
measure shOUld be· oompared 
vH.h the reeld:(vism reduction 
(if anT) evidenced bT tho.e 
defendants receiving coun
seling and/o~ vocational 
services. 



GOAL 

IV To effect it. ma~,date 
as retlected in the oth~r 
3 goalB in the most effoc 
tlve, ecoDomical or oon
duplicative faBhion. 

llYPt,THEBES OR 
AS6</,'lPTIOIlS 

1. The dlverBio~ program Is 
cost-eftective (i.e. the 
beneUts outweigh the cosh). 

2. The benerits available 
through the diversion pro
gram are pot being offered 
more etteo.tlvely or" econ"omi
cally by another program or 
agency in the Bame ~uriBdic
tion. 

POSSIBLE ANALYSES FOR 
TESTING gYPO~HESES 

l,~ Comparison between the costs 
tJ!f diversion program and the 
~ost savings of its demonstr3ted 
benefits. 

2. A description and analyei~ of 
the services presently being 
offered (with their attendant 
costs) by other programs and 
agenoies operating in the dlv~r
sion program's jurisdiction. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESES 

IV 

~. Total snnual Dudget tor 
the diversion program 

2. Total number ot defen
dants Buccessfully se~viced 
by the diversion program 

3. Total number ot deten
dants unsuccessfully ser~lced 
by the diversion pros~nm 

4. Total number ot elien.te 
serviced in a limited manner 
by the diversion progra~ 
(e.g. former clients, family 
members of active clients, 
etc.l 

5. costs incurred by cOQtrol 
group defendants undergoing 
regular Judicla~ processing 
(e.g. increased detention 
time~ greater number ot 
court adjoul'nments, proba
tion costs, cr-~ts ot Imprinon
ment) • 

6. coat savings ot demon
strated ben.tits (e.g. 
increased t,axes paid by 
increase iD ear~lng~, de
crease state subsidies, cost 
savings involved vith reduC
tion in r~Qidivism). 

7. Description ot services 
(and coat ot these 8ervice~) 
offered by all other com
ponents of the criminal 
justice system in the j~ri •• 
di.tion ot the diversion 
progratt:. 

/ 



STANDARD 

3.2 Service plans 
ahould meet the Deeds ot 
the alleged offender 
rather than be baoed on 
the orfense; neverthe
less, the tlmo spent in 
the program shOUld re
late to the minimum 
sentence impoDed tor 
the offenoe if the de
fendant were convicted. 

'1. 

HYPOTHESES OR 
ASSUMPTIONS 

Entry into the diver
sion program is not a 
more restrictive ex
perience than the 
detendant vould ex
perience vere he/she 
to choose to be pro
cessed in the regular 
manner. 

POSSIBLE ANALYSIS FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESES 

Comparison betveelD the restric
tions imposed by the diversion 
program on its clientele Bnd 
the restrictions imposed aD a 
control group by the regular 
Judicial process. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESES 

1. Average time spent in the 
diversion program. 

2. Do~umentation of the restric
tions imposed upon aod the requlre
expected to be met by the diversion 
program'o clientele. 

3. Profile of the restrictions 
imposed upon the contro~ group 
by the oourt (e.g. oonditional 
discharges, probation, rines, 
i~pri~onment). 



STANDARD 

4.1 

The participant should 
be" able to formally with
dray at any time, before 
the program is completed 
and be remanded to the 
court process without 
prejudice to him/her 
during the ordinary 
course ot prosecution. 

aYPOTBESES OR 
ASSUMPTION 

Those vho ve tcr~lnate 
unfavorably from ~ di
version program vil.1 
not experience a mo .... e 
restrictive response 
from the courts than 
they would had they 
never been diverted. 

POSSIBLE ANALYSIS FOR 
TESTING aYPOTHESIS 

Compal'ison ot the court dispo
sition of unfavorably terminated 
~iversion clients and the court 
dispositions of a control group 
ot dlversion-e~igible defendants 
who have equivalent charges. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESIS 

1. Profile ot t!nal coUrt dispo
sitions ot unfavorably terminated 
defendants e. 

2. Profile ot the charges against 
these clients. 

3. Profile of final court diBPO
sitions or a control group or 
diversion-eligible defendants 
who have equivalent charges, 



STANDARD 

Enoh partioipant should 
receive a dismissal or 
the eba-geo for the 
diverted ease upon 
completion of the pro
gram. 

HYPOTHESIS OR 
ASSUMPTION 

ThoDe who successfully 
complete the diversion 
program have tbeir 
chargee di8~issed. 

POSSIBLE ANALYSIS Foa 
TESTING HYPOTHESIS 

Analysis of the final court 
dispositions or all Clients who 
successfully complete the diver
sion program. 

DATA REQUIRED FOR 
TESTINr. HYPOTHESIS 

Precentage o~ defendants who 
successfully complete the program 
who receive a dismissal ot their 
charges. The goal fer a diversion 
program should be 100%. 



fI'UNDAI\D 

I~ adopting a particular 
methodology for research 
and evaluation, ~he a1~ 
vers,1,Qn pl"ogr8.l! should 
be coenl~Bnt of proble
matic ~odclB previous17 
used, and avoid ~etbo
dologi.s leading to 
talse at&temant~ or mls~ 
loading Int.ormat1on. 

IIYPOTIl.ESIS OR 
ASSUMPTION 

The dive~slon program 
vill utili.e rigorous 
methodologies in oval
uating its ovn per~ 
formacae and vill not 
eo~un1eate information 
rogarding the benefits 
ot its services unl~B8 
it has been rigorously 
demonstrated. 

POSSI~LE ANALYSIS POR 
TESTING HYPOTHESIS 

ComparjsgD betveen the claimed 
bone fits of the diversion program 
and the degree to vhich these 
benefits have been documented 
via rigorous Tesearch. 

DATA REQUIRED Fon 
TESTING HYPOTIl.EBIS 

The essential issue 1n maintaining 
this standard is the utilization 
ot adequate control groups in any 
evaluat~ve studies pertorm~d by 
the diverston project. The control 
~roups shoUld be as. equivalent ao 
possib1e. Therefore, vhenever 
possible I derendants !lhoUld be 
placed into the control groUp 
randomly end.. shoul.d utl.derga 0.8 much 
of the div('rsion screl,ning proceso 
as is politically 1'ea~ible in the 
jurisdiction 01' the dLversion pro
Ject. The control group is inade
quate to the extent that it doeo not 
experience tl\e tull 8.:reening pro
cedure that a divertea defendant 
experiences. 



--------;---~----~---

IlTAND,ARIl 

6.1 

Th~ .t~frin~ o~ th~ 
dlver.~on prbgr.~ 
shoUld be directly 
related to the nu~ber 
ot clientele, to the 
ooope of scr.vices to 
~. provided in~honse 
bl' the l1rograf,l, Bnli 
to th'. kind Dr c1eten~ 
dants vho are likely 
to be div.r~ed in that 
oQm"l!"i~y. 

. , 

Jt!1;>OTJ!ES!S on 
ABSlJHPTION 

1. Statt m~mberB ~ho 
arc similar to their 
clients will be more 
offective than staff 
members ~ho are not 
similar to their 
clients. 

2. T~e statt members 
ot the diversion pro
gram are similar to 
their clients. 

PO&SLBL& ANALX~~S rOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESIS 

1. Oomparison of the attendance 
rate, recidiviom, and vocational 
stability of clients vho have 
counselors similar to them with 
the same dependant variables ~r 
clients vho have staft members vho 
are not similar to them. 

2. Comparison of stnf£ members with 
clientele along the variables of 
sex, race. age, prior arrest history 
and personnli'ty characteristics. 

DATA nEQUIRED FOR 
TESTING HYPOTHESIS 

1. Sex, race, age, number and 
severity or prior arrests, 
p6~Bonality measurements of 
clients and the diversion pro
gram's statt members. 

2. Attendance rate, vocational 
stability and recidivism of tho •• 
clients who are similar to their 
counselors yith respect to sex, 
age, race, number and severity 
o£ prior arrests and personality 
measurements. 

3. Attendance rate, vocational 
s~ability and recidivism of thoBe 
clients who are not similar to their 
counselors vlth respect to sex, age, 
number and severity of prior arrests 
aod personality measurements . 

.... 

..... ..... 
00 
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Senat.or DECONCINI. What are your feelings toward expungement 
of the arrest record of the individual? Do you think that's a necessity 
to require that after the person has completed the requirements of 
the diversion program successfully, there should be some expunge· 
men'ii of that record of arrest? 

Mrs. CROHN. That's another thorny issue. 
r would think that expungement of records would be desirable, 

except for one thing. 
Realistically, the prosecutor or the court does not benefit from 

having an individual go through the process-and I think that might 
apply a little more for local courts than for the Federal sy:s tern , 
although I'm not sure-who goes through and through the diversion 
program, always completes it successfully, and then gets rearrested. 
And because the record is expunged, there is no way to verify whether 
or not the individual has ~OM through the process. 

One possible way of verifying it is to maintain records in the diver· 
sion program, but depending on where the individual is rearrested, 
that might have some problems also. 

An alternative, to try to accommodate the legitimate concerns of 
the court system and at the same time the legitimate ri~hts of the 
defendant, might be the sealing of records with the possIbility that 
information be brought to the attention of the magistrate when, 
indeed, a.n individual, according to criteria, has already been diverted 
a certain number of times or only once or what.ever. 

The only difficulty with this-and that's why I don't feel I have 
any simple answer-is that the sealing of records is sometimes a. fa.rce. 
I have heard of all kinds of little gimmicks that can be used even when 
the record is sealed, especially for juvenile offenders, so that informa
tion could still be taken and given to other parties than to those who 
are entitled to the information. 

But I would think that it is unrealistic to think that total expunge
ment would be tolerated by the court. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much. We ll.ppreciate your 
taking the time, and your statement will be reviewed very carefUlly. 

Mrs. CROHN. Thank you very much. 
Senator DECONCINI. We will now have, 8.'3 our next witness, Harry 

Connick. 
Ha.rry, thank you very much for coming this distance to be with us 

today. We aPl~reciate immensely your sharing with us your views on· 
your program in New Orleans and. also your observations of this bill. 

STATEMENT OF HARRY CO:t~NICK, DISTRICT ATTORNEY, ORLEANS 
PARRISH, NEW ORLEANS, LA . 

Mr. CONNICK. Thank you verymuch,Senator. 
It's a pleasure and an honor to be here. 
I think, when discussing the concept of diversion, it would be good 

to define some terms. 
Diversion, as I appreciate it, began in what was formally called 

the Brooklyn Plan. As assistant United States attorney a number of 
years ago, I employed it-successfully. An.d upon becoming the chief 
prosecutor in New Orleans, the first program we instituted was a 
diversionary program. 
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I think it is imperative that whenever you discuss the concept of it, 
you have to consider diversion and what it is. It is designed, in my 
opinion, to be a prosecutive program and not one to be operated by 
the judiciary. 

I think the other program-the one that is operated by the courts
parole and probation-has been in operation for a longtime. The 
concept of diversion is one that has to begin with the prosecutor 
He is the one that is charged, in my opinion, with making that prosecu
tive determination. It is, therefore, he, I believe, who should be in 
absolute control of the program. 

I think the main function of the program is to rehabilitate the 
offender. 'fhe concept of diversion is to cause the offender to, almost 
immediately after his arrest, be brought into contact with the 
prosecutor. 

In working with the arrestin{?: agency, whether it be the police or a 
Federal ··agency! that that pohce officer or agent have some input 
with the proseoutor and as quickly as possible, call upon the offender 
to understand that he has committed a crimei that he can be prose
cuted for the crimei but that there is an alternative to prosecution and 
does he want to participate in that particular program. 

The main function, and I agree with the previous speaker, is that 
the purpose should be to rehabilitate the offender. 

I have listed in a paper that I have given certain essential fl3atures 
of the program which I believe are absolutely essential if it's going to 
be successful. 

First of all, I think the prosecutor must be convinced that such 
a program is a workable progmm. For someone to have a program 
thrust upon him that he isn't convinced can be successf'\.<1 I think 
is a waste of time and money. 

I believe that the prosecutor) secondly, should have absolute control 
over the programi and he should be the one to decide who gets into 
the program and who is dismissed from the program. 

I think the interest of the victim must be paramount. I think 
historically we have given, and we should give, deference to the 
offender. He should be afforded an attorney if he can't afford one. He 
should be afforded a speedy trial and whatever is needed to see that 
his rights under the Oonstitution are represented. 

But I believe that there should be some contact--there must be 
some contn.ct-with the victim if the offender is to de diverted. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you think it should be mandatory, or are 
you satisfied if it's discretionary-either with the prosecutor or with 
the court? 

Mr. OONNICK. I think that should be discretionary, Senator. 
I believe it is advantageous. And we try, and we succeed, I think, 

in--
Senator DEOONCINI. In your program, is it mandatory that the 

victim agree to the diversion? Or do you maintain the discretion? 
Mr. OONNICK. We maintain the ultim,1te discretion to divert or 

not. But in 99 percent of the cases, we get the consent of the victim. 
We let the victim know that this person, who has been arrested, has, 

in fact, committed a crime against them; and we want to find out what 
they have to say about it. And we're telling them what we're consider
ing and why. 

... 
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We tell them that if the offender, at any point in time along the 
course of the program, fails to comply with the conditions of the 
program, we intend to prosecute him. 

So they are willing, in other words, to give the first offender-the 
nonviolent offender-a chance or a break. And I think this is some~ 
thing that we all want to do. 

I do believe that the arresting authority has to be aware of the 
program too-in our situation, the police department and in your 
situation, the Federal enforcement agencies-the FBI and customs
must be aware of the program. You should have some inp~t from them. 
Let them recommend to the prosecutor, for instance: We've arrested 
this young person. He has, in fact, committed a Federal crime but we 
do believe that he is a fit, suitable subject for diversion. 

I believe you must have definite guidelines. 1'he policies must be 
spelled out in order for there to be confidence in the program to 
eliminate any concept of arbitrariness on the part of the prosecutor . 

I think it's a compelling feature of the program that these guidelines 
be spelled out with particularity .and that they be followed and that 
they be respected. 

I believe that before an individual offender is accepted into the 
program, he must be aware of the fact that he did, in fact, violate a 
law for which he could be prosecuted and convicted. 

If there is any reservation on the part of the offender as to whether 
or not he violated a law, he should not be in the program. I believe the 
proper course for that case to take is for it to go to court and let his 
guilt or innocence be determined by a judge or a jury. 

I believe that perpetrators of violent crime should not be allowed 
to participate in the program. Public confidence in this kind of a 
program is extremely important, in my opinion. I believe the public 
attitude today is to look at a man who has been given a second and 
third chance to say that that's enough and let's prosecute him. 

If he commits a violent crime, let's prosecute him for it. 
I believe to give violent offenders a second chance-whether the 

armed robber or the person who commits some Federal crime or bauk 
robbery involving violence-l think these individuals should be 
excluded from the program. 

I have made a few notes, Senator, about the bill itself. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Excuse me. What about drug offenders? Do 

you include any drug offenders-marihuana possession or anything.? 
Mr. OONNICK. A minor percentage of the people participating in 

our J:lrogram are drug offenders. But for isolated VIolations of the 
drug law, some prosecutors have drug-oriented diversionary programs, 
and I'm not familiar with the successes or failures of these programs. 

At some point in time, it is my hope that in our city we can have 
a juvenile diversion program and a drug offender program. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Yours are selected case that you include in it? 
Mr. OONNICK. Yes. But a small percentage of them. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Other than marihuana? 
Mr. OONNICK. Marihuana in Louisiana-possession-is a mis

demeanor. Our program is felony oriented. 
Senator DEOONCJINI. So those are not included. 
Mr. OONNICK. No. 
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I think the fact that a misdemeanant in Louisiana can have his 
record expunged at some point in time down the road makes it really 
not a stigma. . 

One of the advantages of the diversionary program, as I see it, 
is that the offender is not going to be stigmatized in future life with 
a criminal record. He has none under this procedure. 

Again, I'm emphasizing the fact that this offender is diverted 
before charges are brought. 

Occasionally, when we get a case into court, we'll find out that 
this person should have been included in the program. We will dis
miss those charges with the understanding that if he fails to conform 
to the conditions of the program, they can be reinstit.uted. 

But most of our caseload comes from--or all, I should say-pre
charging. We have very few aftercharges. And if we do find one, we 
maintain control of it and don't bring it into the court. 

Another purpose of the program, I believe, is to free up the dockets 
of the court to allow attention to be given to more serious violations. 

Senator DEOONCINI. And that applies to your prosecutors also. 
Mr. OONNICK. Absolutely. 
Sl:; section 3(1) of your proposed bill mentions violent offenders. I 

would respectfully suggest that they be excluded from the program. 
Section 3(4) says that a committing officer be involved in the pro

gram. I believe that the U.S. attorney should be allowed to dete~mine, 
independent of any judicial input, who wants to be in the program 
and who needs to be in the program. 

I think that the assistant U.S. attorney in charge of the case should 
make the decision. to divert, and that. decision should be based upon 
the facts of the case in conferences with the arresting officer and based 
upon the willingness of the offender to participate. 

One of the advantages, I think, of a diversionary program is that 
the prosecutor-once he makes that det.ermination-can unmake it 
and can tell the offender : You are being given an opportunity to 
rehabilitate yourself. We'll get you back into school. We will help 
you find a job. 

If the offender is emotionally disturbed, we'll send him to some 
social agency or medical agency to get proper medical assistance. 

But if you don't conform, we're going to prosecute you, and it's 
going to be done immediately. 

And we hold the club, and that's what makes the program: in my 
opinion, so successful. 

If you divert an individual and send him into the court or into some 
other agency, two or three or four layers removed from the prosecutor, 
you are facing the same problem you have in probation, in my opinion. 

I think the committing officer, therefore, should noti be involved 
in the program at all. . 

Senator DEOONCINI. Along that line, do you have any suggestions 
as to legislation, implementing legislation, that would make the 
program precharge? 

We drew this up, trying to find our way into the Federal criminal 
justice system of an area where diversion could be somewhat stand
ardi~ed-as much as you can. 

I come from the same background you do and the same kind of 
diversion program, but I wasn't satisfied that each Federal district 
attorney would implement a program similar to the one that you have. 

.. 
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Have you given any thought to that? 
Mr.OONNICK. Yes; I have. I Was thinking about that as the pre

vious speaker was addressing you. 
I do believe that if you want to get into this area, le~islation is 

appropriate. I would not mandate any U.S. attorney to mstitute a 
program, but I would set forth some strict guidelines. 

Senator DEOONCINI. If they do do it. 
Mr.OoNNICK. Right. 
This is available to you as a Federal prosecutor and if vou choose 

to participate in this program, the Department of Justice will make 
money available to you in your budget to accommodate this particular 
need. However, you are going to have to conform to these guidelines 
and rules. 

I think they are very simple l and I have included what we follow, 
which is really patterned after other--

Senator DEOONCINI. Your full statement will appear in the record, 
and we will review it. 

[The prepared statement of Harry Oonnick follows:] 
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak with you relative 

to the proposed Federal Criminal Diversion Act of 1977. 
Over the years, it has been my experience as a federal and state prosecutor to 

recognize that a properly supervised diversionary program is a definite asset to any 
criminal justice system. 

Properly administered diversion programs throughout the nation have aided 
state criminal justice systems by removing from the system many non-violent, 
first offenders, felons and misdemenants, who demonstrate a willingness to become 
part of this prosecutive rehabilitation program. The main function of these pro
grams is to rehabilitate the offender. These programs, however, also bcnefit the 
system. Cases that are normally proceJlsed through the courts, at great expense, 
are diverted from the system completely, thus reducing by that amount the num
ber of cases from those court dockets. This, of course, frees prosecutor and court 
time for the prosecution of other, more serious cases. 

When I became district attorney in New Orleans in April 1974, the first program 
instituted was a diversionary program for non-violent, first offender felons, the 
first of its kind in the state. The program, funded by LEAA, has been highly 
successful. 

Briefly, our program works as follows: 
1. Arrest; 
2. Booking; 
3. Magistrate Court (Eligibile persons may be released on their own recog

nizance.) ; and 
4. The police officer then brings his completed report to our screening 

division where a determination is made concerning referral to diversion. 
The essential features of the program which account for its success are as 

follows: 
1. The prosecutor must be convinced that such a program is needed, wanted, 

can and will work successfully. . 
2. The prosecutor has absolute control over the program and decides who is 

allowed into and dismissed from the program. 
3. The interest of the victim must be paramount. While defendants' rights at 

all times must be protected, the victim must be made aware of the diversionary 
potential and consulted about that decision. 

4. The arresting authority must be aware of the program and encouraged to 
participate in the deeision making process. 

5. There must be definite and specific program guidelines which must be followed 
in all cases. 

6. All cases accepted into the program must in fact be prosecutable cases. 
7. Perpetrators of criminal acts of violence must be excluded from the program. 
Further information concerning the New Orleans diversionary program is 

included in the materials which you have before you. 
Now, allow me to be more specific in my comments nbout the bill that proposes 

to crente the Federal Criminal Diversion Act of 1977. 
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Section 3(1): Violent offenders should be excluded from the program. 
Section 3(4): I believe that each United States attorney should be allowed to 

determine if he wants or needs a diversionary program. This should be his decision. 
One of the advantages of the diversion concept is that the judiciary is not at all 
involved with the decision to divert. The "committing officer" referted to in the 
act, Section 3(4), in my opinion, can be eliminated. 

Section 4: The assistant United States attorney in charge of the case should, 
after consulting with the Gase agent, make the decision to divert. The interview 
by the administrative head of the diversionary program of the offender should 
occur after arrest but before any charge is accepted. The formal criminal charge 
(whether by indictment or information) should occur only after the offender has 
been refused admission into the program or has failed to conform to the condi
tions of thc program. 

Section 5(a): Again, the "committing ot:1cer" should not be involved in the 
program. The proposed law allows the offender to view the committing officer 
(the judge or magistrate) as the decision making authority to prosecute when in 
reality it is the prosecutor who makes this decision. The diversion relationship 
should be one between the prosecutor and the offender and the diversionary 
personnel acting for and under the direction of the U.S. attorney. 

Further, Section 5(b), requiring the victim to furnish an agreement in writing 
before the offender can be released from the program appears unnecessary. Mere 
notification of this adion should suffice. 

Section 6(a): There should be a report made to the U.S. attorney concerning 
the progress of the alleged offender. There should be, however, no requirement 
to report to the committing officer. 

Section 7(a): The criminal charges against eligible individuals should be held 
in abeyance during the period of time that the person is being considered for cJiver
sion and while the person is actually a participant in the program. 

Section 7(b): The committing officer should be the U.S. attorney or the person 
delegated by him. 

Section 8(a): The U.S. p,tto,rney of each district is authorized in his discretion 
to appoint an advisory committee for each federal criminal diversion program. 
Any such committee so appointed shall be composed of those persons representing 
a cross section of community leaders and including individuals representing 
social services and other agencies to which persons released to a federal criminal 
diversion program may be referred under this act. The chairman or chairperson 
should be chosen from the members of such a committee. 

Section 8(b): It shall be the function of each such committee so appointed to 
act as a liaison to the community. The committee shall report at such times and 
in such manner as the U.S. attorney rna)' prescribe. 

In conclusion, I do not feel that it is necessary that legislation be enacted man
dating cliver8ion, but that it should be at the discretion of the U.S. attorney within 
each district to establish such (L program. 

However, I do believe that it is incumbent upon the attol'lley general to estab
lish definite guidelines with regard to eligibility criteria and definite methods of 
procedure. 

ApPENDIX A-DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S DIVERSIONARY PROGRAM 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR PRO.TECT PARTICIPATION 

1. Sex, Age.-Males and females, 17 years of age or older. 
2. Residence.-Orleans Parish. This residence requirement is needed because 

the project is still a pilot program and counseling participants outside the parish 
presents problems in personnel ancl travel, at this time. Special arrangements 
could be made for out-of-state college student$ who are attending local colleges 
and universities. The residence requirement, in any case, will allow closer super
vision and control oi participants. 

3. Employment Slatus.-If the participant is unemployed, he should be en
couraged to seek employment and once established in a position must maintaiu 
that position and not change without first consulting with the program coun
selor. If the participant is a student out of school, he should be encouraged to 
return to school or if this is not possible, seek employment. Vocational testing 
would be employed here. 

4. Prinr Reeord.-Present offense shall not constitute part of a continuing pattern 
of anti-social OJ' deviant behavior. 
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5. Charge.-The offense shall not be of an assaultive or violent nature, whether 
in the act itself or in the possible injurious consequences of the act. Crime of a 
"violent nature" are interpreted as "crimes against persons." 

Examples of acceptable charges are: Petty theft, attempted auto theft, receipt 
of stolen property, forgery, burglary. 

Anyone charged with a crime of violence, as described in the above para
graphs, (arson, forcible rape, assault, armed robbery, purse snatching, etc.) will 
be automatically excluded from project participation. 

A. Persons who insist on their innocence will not be admitted into the 
program. . 

B. Where search is attacked by the defendant as illegal, then it will go 
through the courts. 

G. Victim Cooperation.-Before a candidate can be considered for the program, 
the victim in each c!l$e must be contacted by the Program Director, the program 
explained to the victim, and a signed release obtained from the victim, giving 
permission for the candidate to be considered for participation. 

7. Additional .Requirements.-The defendant must not be an addict or alcoholic 
or have mental or physical health problems which preclude participation. 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S DIVERSIONARY PROGRAM WORK FLOW CHART 

Step I-Law Enforcement Officer: 
1. Arrest. 
2. Central Lock Up and Booking. 
3. Preliminary police reports and prior records are accumulated. 

Step 2-Release on Recognizance (if applicable): 
1. R.O.R. Evaluation or Supervisory Release Evaluation. 
2. R.O.R. Interview of Supervisory Release Interview. 

Step 3-Magistrate Courts: 
1. Bond is set. 
2. Judge approves or disapproves R.O.R. bond 01' Supervisory Release Bond. 
3. If approved, Offender is released on R.O.R. bond or Supervisory Release 

Bond. 
4. R.O.R. advises Diversionary staff of potentially eligible candidates. 

Step 4-Diversionary Progrnm: 
l. Review eligibility of those submitted by R.O.R. and Supervisory Release. 
2. If eligible, these names are given to D.A. Screening Division. 
3. Those not eligible for Diversionary Program will continue process through 

R.~R. . 
4. Other possibilities may come directly from the Screening Division because 

of having made bail other than R.O.R., or a Trial Assistant's recom
mendation after the case has gotten to a section. 

Step 5-Law Enforcement Officer: 
1. Must submit to D.A.'s Office a detailed report of the arrest. 

Step 6-D.A.'s Screening Division: 
1. Review all the information and records of offender. 
2. Interview arresting officer. 
3. Apply referral policies and criteria. 
4. Confer with program director • 
5. Determine Ilcceptance of charge, dismissal of charge, or referral to prog\·am. 
G. If eligible, refer to program. (Form No. DAD 201) 

Step 7: 
1. Obtain victim's consent where necessary. 

Step 8-Diversionary Program: 
1. Request all records and information pertaining to arrestee. 
2. Check juvenile record. 
3. Review all information. 
4. Send client letter advising him to contact program immediately and 

set up appointments. (DAD 202) 
5. If contact is made, arrange interview time. If ignored, fill out DAD 203 

adVising R.O.R. and Screening Division of failure to accept invitation. 
(In failing this instruction, client will continue on R.O.R. or Super-
vised Release.) , 

G. Prepare case file. 
7. In-take process: . 

A. Secure acknowledgement of offender's Constitutionll.l rights 
(booklet-DAD 204 & DAD 205). 

96-667 0 - 76 - 9 
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B. Explain program and have offender sign waiver of "speedy 
trial". (DAD 206) 

C. Have offender sign waiver of confidential material. (DAD 209) 
D. Secure acceptance into program. (DAD 206) 
E. Complete application for voluntary' probation. (DAD 207). 

Application is to be taken home and returned at time of first 
session with counseling staff. 

F. Director completes intake report. (DAD 210) 
G. Set up interview with staff counselor or if borderline case, refer 

back to Screening Board if necessary. 
H. The client's participation is noted on computer. 

S. Counselor Screening: 
A. Meet with client and family. 
B. Secure acknowledgement of client's acceptance into program and 

its requirements. 
C. Develop background information and treatment plan. 
D. Apply prosecutor and intake screening policies and criteria; 

verify. 
E. Contact Police Department advising them that applicant has 

been accepted into program. 
F. If deemed necessary, a psychological/psychiatric evaluation will 

be given. A fee of $35 will be charged each client which willl:.e 
used to purchase this evaluation. 

9. Termination: If program is successfully completed, request for termina
tion (DAD 208) is submitted to D.A.'s office. 

10. Revocation of Status: If program is unsuccessful, notice of refusal is 
submitted to D.A. (DAD 203) 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S DIVERSIONARY PROGRAM 
AND RELEASE ON RECOGNIZANCE PROGRAM 

New Orleans, La. 
DEAR ----: Your case has been referred to the District Attorney's Diver

sionary Program by the District Attorney's office and further prosecution has been 
temporarily deferred pending your prompt response to this letter. 

If you do wish to participate in this program, contact this office within five (5) 
working days after receiving this letter so that an interview appointment may be 
arranged. Your parent(s), spouse, or member(s) of your immediate family must 
attend this meeting with you. Contact this office on or before at 822-1357 or 822-
2414 ext. 332. 

The District Attorney's Diversionary Program is a voluntary probation program 
which has been established for the benefit of those charged with an offense. If you 
do not wish to participate in this program, you will be contacted by a law enforce
ment officer within the near future and your case will be handled in the normal 
judicial process. 

Sincerely, 
ROBERT E. DONNELLY, Director. 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY, 
PARISH OF ORLEANS, STATE OF LOUISIANA, 

New Orleans, La. 

YOUR RIGHTS AS A CITIZEN WHEN You ARE ACCUSED OF AN OFFENSE 

'You are accused of violating the law and have been referred to the District 
Att~rney's Diversionary program. If you are accepted in this program, it is our 
purpose to help you demonstrate to the community that anti-social or unlawful 
acts are not charac~eristic of your daily conduct. 

This is a volUntary program and you cannot surrender or be deprived of any of 
your Constitutional Rights. Before you can be considered for this program you 
must fully understand your Constitutional Rights. If you have any questions 
a.s to whether you have been ~'eferred to the District Attorney's Diversionary 
program you, should ask them at this time. If you have allY questions or doubts 
as to your legal status you should consult with an attorney at this time. 

This booklet has been prepared to help you understand your constitutional 
rights. Please read it carefully. 

,.. I, 
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If you have been accused of a crime-
You-are presumed innocent until you either plead IIGuilty" or are found 

after trial. 
You-are entitled to be represented by an attorney at every step in the court 

proceedings. 
You-are entitled to have the court set the amount of bond. 
You-have (unless there is a grand jury indictment or bill of information 

filed) the right to a preliminary hearing at which time the Assistant District 
Attorney must show: 

1. That a crime was committed. 
2. That there is probable caUse for finding that you committed the cdme. 

n the Assistant District Attorney fails to show these two things, the cha,rges 
against you will be dismissed. It the assistant District Attorney shows these two 
things, your case will be sent to the court for other hearings, trial, and the final 
determination of your guilt or innocence. The maximum penalty for the offense 
is set by law. 

You-have a right to a jury trial in all cases where the fine that may be imposed 
is in excess of $500.00 or the imprisonment that may be imposed is in excess of 
six (6) months. In aU other cases you have a right to a judge trial. 

You-have a right to appeal your case if you lose. 
If you understand your constitutional rights to have your guilt or innocence 

determined in a court of law, if you wish to be considered for the district at
torney's diversionary program, you should understand that-

You-may not by this request surrender or be deprived of any of your Con
stitutional Rights, now or any time in the future. 

You-will be asked to give permission for a confidential investigation to be 
made into your family and social background. None of the information obtained 
about you or your offense will ever be used in a court onaw against you or re
leased to unauthorized persons. 

You-may be accepted, or rejected, for the district Attorney's Diversionary 
Program only by the Orleans Parish District Attorney at his discretion. If you 
are accepted on this voluntary probation program, prosecution for the offense of 
which you are now accused will be futher deferred. 

You-may withdraw from this voluntary program at any time. The District 
Attorney may, in the best interests of society and justice, set asIde your status 
in this program at any time. 

If-you are not accepted for this program, or withdraw from it, or your status 
is set aside by the District Attorney you will immediately be subjeot to prosecution. 

If-you successfully complete this voluntary probation program, the District 
Att.:>rney will Consent to No Prosecution for the offense of which you are now 
accused, o,nd you will ho,ve no criminal record for this offense. 

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS QUESTIONNAIRE 

You have read the booklet explaining your Constitutiono,l Rights. The pur
pose of this questionnaire is to demonstrate your understanding of those Rights. 

(The Applicant will read and answer the first six questions without assistance 
from the interviewer.) 

1. What is your legal name? Please write it. Name: ________________________ . 
2. What is the date of yOUl' birth? Write the month, day, year ______________ . 
3. What is the highest grade you completed in school? _____________________ . 
4. What is the name of the last school you attendedL _____________________ . 
5. Are you presently under the influence of drugs or intmd.cants? 

Answer yes or no. __________ . 
0. Do you understand the questions you have been asked thus far? 

Answer yes or no. __________ . 
(The Applicant will read' and answer the following questions with assistance 

from the interviewer·.) 
7. You have been accused of violating the law. The purpose of oUr talking with 

you at this time is to determine whether or not you clearly understand your 
Constitutional Rights. And for you to decide whether or not you desire to have 
prosecution temporarily deferred and be considered fo!' the District Attorney's 
Diversionary Program. 

Do you understand the purpose of our talking with you at this time? 
Answer yes or no. __________ . 
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S. Do you understand that any decision you make must be made freely and 
voluntarily on your part? Answer yes or no. __________ . 

9. Do you understand that you have been accused of violating the law by: 
------------------------------------------------------------~-----------. Answer yes or no. __________ . 
10. How old were you at the time this violation is alleged to have occured? 

----------" 
11. Do you understand that you are presumed to be innocent of this violation 

of the law until you either plead" Guilty" or are found II Guilty" in a court of law? 
Answer yes or no. __________ . 

12. Do you understand that you have the right to answer in COlll't any accusa-
tions made against you? Answer yes or no. __________ • 

13. Do you under$tand that you have the right to have an attorney represent 
you and advise you at ever~r step in any future criminal proceedings? Answer 
yes or no. __________ . 
14. Do you want to consult with an attorney at this time. Answer yes or no. 

--15:-:6-;-y~u understand that by participating in the District Attorney's Diver
sionary Program you may not surrender or be deprived of any of your Constitu-
tional Rights, now or at any time in the future? Answer yes 01' no. ______________ . 

16. Do you consent to a confidential investigation of your personal and family 
background by the District Attorney's Diversionary Program. Answer yes or no. 

17. Do you now wish to request of the District Attorney that your right of 
prosecution be indefinitely deferred for the purpose of your being considered for 
the District Attorney's Diversionary Program. Answer yes or no. __________ . 

IS. Do you fully understand all of the questions you have been asked? Answer 
yes or no. __________ . 

Please sign your name here: __________________________________________ _ 
Interviewer: ________________________________________________________ _ 
Witnessed: ____________________________ .. ____________________________ _ 
Date: ______________________________________________________________ _ 

REQUIREMENTS FOR VOLUNTARY PROBATION IN THE DISTRIC'l' ATTORNEY's 
DIVERSIONARY PROGRAM 

You must fully understand and accept the following requirements before you 
make application for voluntary probation in the District Attorney's Diversionary 
Program. 

1. I may withdraw from the program at any time and answer in court any 
accusations made against me regarding the offense. 

2. I must not violate the law again or I may be prosecuted for both this offense 
anrl the new offense. 

3. I must not leave the metropolitan area or state without obtaining written 
permission from my counselor. 

4. I must not knowingly associate with persons who violate the law. 
5. I must report to my counselor and participate in counseling sessions as 

required, in the counselor's office, my home, or as arranged. 
6. I m,\st inform my parent (s) , or spouse, or member(s) of my immediate family 

of my participation in the program and permit them to talk with my counselor. 
7. I must report to and cooperate with any agency to which I am referred by 

my counselor. 
S. I must pay a Probation Service Fee of $35.00 as directed by my counselor. 

This $35.00 is payable in advance and in the full amount at my first counseling 
session. 

9. I must pay any restitution required for this offense as dlrected by my 
counselor. 

10. I understand that faillll'e to fulfill any of these obligations may be con
sidered sufficient reason by the District Attorney's Screening Division to proceed 
with prosecution for this offense. 

WAIVER 
I, ____________________ , understand that I have a 

right to speedy trial under the Constitution of the State of Louisiana and of the 
United States. I further understand that I have a right to have criminal pro
ceedings filed and my case brought to trial, to determine my guilt 01' innocence. 

.. 
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In order to participate in the District Attorney's Diversionary Program, I do 
hereby freely and voluntarily waive: 

1. My right to a Speedy Trial, pending consideration of my application for 
admission into the District Attorney's Diversionary Program. If I am ac
cepted into the District Attorney's Diversionary Program, I further waive 
my right to a Speedy Trial throughout the period of my participation; 

2. My right to invoke the prescriptive laws of this State as a bar to prose
cution fol' those delays occasioned by my application and/or participation 
in the District Attorney's Diversionary Program i 

3. My right to trial during the period of my application and/or participa
tion in the District Attorney's Diversionary Program. 

1 hereby apply for voluntary probation and request that the District Attorney 
temporarily delay prosecution for this offense in order to permit consideration of 
this application. I understand my Constitutional Rights and accept my obliga-
tions for participation en voluntary probation. < 

To:---. 

Applicant's Signature 

Date Witnessed by 

Date Approved by 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S DIVERSIONARY PROGRAM, 
PARtSH OF ORLEANS, 

New Orleans, Louisiana. 

I hereby authorize the release of such confidential information to the District 
Attorney's Divel'sional'y Program as is necessary for the benefit of _____ _ 
________________ and agree to hold you harmless and relieve 
and release you from all liability thereof. 

Client: _____________________ _ 

Witnessed: 
Date: __ _ 
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S DIVERSIONARY PROGRAM 

INTAKE REPORT 

Referral Date , Offense , Agency officer in Charge of Case I Item NO. 

Asst. D.A. I DAD No. _I Interviewer Booked lDef. Attny ., Co-offender - Dispo 
sition 

Complainant & Address , Phone Restitution 

Name: Last First Mi • (Maiden) I Age D.O.B. P. O. B. 

Address phone 

Sex I Race I Height weight I Eyes I Hair Bulld Oper.Lic.NO. Isoc.seC.NU 

';ducation Occupatl.on I Marital children I. Dependents 

Nearest Relative & Address I phone I Relationship 

Juvenile History Adl1lt History 

References 

Counselor & Appointment 

Form NO. DAD-2l0 
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NOTE: This application is given to the offender at the t;i,me of 
the intake interview and is ;i,nstructcd to fi 11 it out and 
return i.t at the time of his first session with the coun
selor assigned to his case. 

APPLICATION FOR VOLVNTARY pnOBATION 

'in the 

DISTICT ATTORNEY'S DIVERSIONARY PROGRAM 

(Please print or type) 

Name __ ~ ______________________________ __ nate. ____________________ __ 

First Niddle Last 

Address, _________________________________ Telephone ________________ __ 

Date of Birth. ___________________________ Age,_______ Sex~ ________ __ 

circle One: Married widowed 

Single separated 
Divorced 

Number 
of 

Dependents ________ _ 

Name and address of person to contact in case of emergency: 
Name Address, ________________ ___ 

Relationship to you ______________________________________________ _ 

I. Family Background: (Please list the names, address, ages, and 
occupations of , your parents, brothers, and sisters). 

Relation-
Address ~ occupation ship 
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II. Marital situation: (If married before, list date and place of 
marriage(s), t? whom, and then list any marriage problems below.) 

Spouse I S Name Date Married Place Your Age Date Ended 

(If married, list any milrriage problems. If unmilrried, state 
any plans for marriage.) 

III. Military status: (Please stiltc current draft stat4s1 describe 
past military service, if any, including branch of service, 
dates, job performed, rank ilttained,. and discharge.) 

IV. Education, (List schools attended, subjects studied - easy 
or difficult, degrees received, and any problems encountered.) 

School 
~ Address 

subjs. Liked Subjs.disliked 
or easy, maj. or difficult ~ 

Future plans, if any' ________________________________________ ___ 

.. 

'. 
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V. Employment: (List jobs held, employers, daces employed, average 
earnings, and reason for leaving. Xf no emploYment, explain any 
difficulty and your plans, if any,) 

Employer }\ddress 
Dates 
Employed 

Earnings 
Average 

V!. Economic situotion: (List: all debts - to whom, what for, 
how paid. List all assets - include property owned, sav
ings, income, etc.; 

TO whom Who\; for 1Iow Pilld 

ASSETS 

Reason 
Left 

'. 
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VII. Briefly explain why you wish to be accepted on voluntary 
probation with this agency. 

I certify the above information to be true and correct tci the 
best of my knowledge. 

Signature of Applicant' ____________________________ , ______________ __ 

Date of Application' ____________________________________ , __________ __ 

" 

, 
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DATE: 

HEt10 TO: FILE 

FROH: 

SUBJECT: 

THE ABOVE CANDIDN1'E 11115 TilE FOLLONING JUVENILE RECOHO: 

OFFENSE DIITE OF OFFEIlSE DlI'fE 

• 

THE ABOVE CANDIDATE liAS NO JUVENILE Rr.COml _______ _ 

.. 
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S DIVERSIONARY PROGRAM 
NOTICE Ol!' REFUSAL 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
PARISH OF ORLEANS 

2700 Tulane Avenue 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70119 

TO, SCREENING DIVISION 

Applicant 

I 
Asst. Dist. Attny. I Diversionary Counselor 

DAD Number 

I 
charge 

I 
Date of Referral 

I 
Item Number 

YoU are hereby notified that the above nomed Diversionary Pro-
bationer is being refused from the Diverl3ionary program for the 
following reasons: 

Date: Signed: 
Diversionary 'counselor 

Form No. DAD-203 

• 

:" 
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state of Louisiana 
OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

REQUEST Pb~ TERMINATION OF STATUS AS DIVERSIONARY PROBATIONER 

TO: SCREENING DIVISION 

APplicant I Asst. Diet. Attny. I Diversionary counselor 

pAD Number 

I 
Charge 

I 
Date of probation 

I Probation Term 

You are hereby notified that the above named Diversionary Pro-
bationer, having successfully completed the requlrements of the 
Diversionary program, is hereby terminated from said program. 

• 

Date: signed: 
Diversionary counselor 

Form No. DAD-20.8 
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Mr. OONNICK. Talking about section 5(d), requiring that the victim 
furnish an agreement in writing before the offender can be released, I 
do not think is necessary. 

I think the relationship of the prosecutor vis-a-vis the victim should 
be an initial contact, and I think that the victim should be made 
aware of the possibility of diversion. I would get their consent wherever 
possible and abide by their wishes. I would let them know when the 
program is completed. But an agreement not to prosecute I think 
detracts from the authority of the prosecutor. He's vested with that 
authority, and if he doesn't perform well, they're going to get some
body else to do it at the next election. 

I don't think, therefore, in section 6'(a) where the bill proposes that 
there should be a requirement to report to the committing officer and 
that theme and my remarks regarding that concept would apply 
throughout the act. 

In section 7(a) it is suggested that the criminal charge against 
eligible individuals should be held in abeyance. This is our feeling: 
Do not charge unless he violates the conditions of the program. 

In summary, Senator, I do believe that it is a good concept; I 
believe that U.S. attorneys should be made aware of it-those that do 
not know of it. 

The Brooklyn plan concept has been embodied in U.S. attorney 
manuals for years. I would venture to say that most assistant U.S. 
attorneys aren't aware of it and have not used it and will not use it. 

I do believe though that if you make known to them the concept of 
diversion and show them now successful these programs have been 
and that they can be successful in the Federal system, that you will 
see some of these programs coming into e~.'istence. 

Senator DEOONOINI. Thank you, Mr. Oonnick. 
Have you had the necessity to prosecute people who have failed in 

the program? 
Mr. OONNICK. Yes. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Are there very many? 
Mr. OONNICK. Not very many. I think our recidivism rate is about 

5 I>ercent. 
Senator DEOONCINI. In your program, not having had a chance to 

read your statement, do you require a confession or a statement of 
guilt in writing or on tape or anything? 

Mr. OONNICK. Yes. 
I'm going to have to confess ignorance on the exact manner in which 

it's done. I'm satisfied that the offender must be aware of the fact 
that he has, in fact, violated a law. That has to be communicated to 
the people in the diversionary program. Otherwise, you he.ve offenders 
who say: "11m really not guilty of anything, but I would like to take 
part in the program." I will reply to them: "If you want to participate 
ill the program, you have to have committed a crime that we can prove." 
Otherwise we have no-if we can't prove that a crime has been com
mitted, and that he committed the-

Senator DEOONCINf. You don't attempt, however, to get an admis
sible statement for later I>rosecution. It's more of an acknowledgement 
by the offender that he has, in fat\ violated the law. Is that a safe 
statement? 

• 
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Mr. OONNICK. I think it is. How mechanically it is done I don't 
know. But he is afforded all of his rights, including-

Senator DEOONCINI. Including counsel. 
Mr. OONNICK. Yes. 
Senator DECONCINl. If this person is arrested, when they are 

considered for diversion is when the arresting officer comes to your 
office to get a complaint or an indictment or an information-or 
whatever you call it in your jurisdiction. Is that where the determina
tion is made of whether or not to divert? 

Mr. CONNICK. My assistants will refer the prospective divertee to 
the diversionary program. 

Senator DECONCINI. At the intake and the charging-
Mr. OONNICK. Yes. 
Senator DEOONCINI [continuing]. Process of your office? 
Mr. CONNICK. That's right . 
Senator DECmWINI. At that time, if they refer the defendant, 

has he already had counsel appointed? 
Mr. CONNICK. Usually no, and sometimes l yes. It just depends. 
Senator DECONCINI. Y oli take him before a court and get counsel 

appointed? 
Mr. OONNICK. No i not necessarily. It's made known to them that 

t,hojT ;)l1n hlwe an attorney. All of their rights are read to them, arid 
they tUiu'31'stand that. I think this is essential: You have been arrested. 
If they say: I didn't do anything, then we say: We're not going to 
consider you. We have to have a good case . 

. We feel unless a crime has been committed, and the individual 
has committed it, he's not going to want to participate. It has to be a 
willing thing and activity on his part. In effect, he has to say that he 
did, in fact, commit a crime. 

Keep in mind though that whatever he tells the people in diversion 
does not and is not used against him in court. If he makes a con
fession, it's not admissible. 

Our case has to be a good case against the offender before we con-
sider diversion. 

Senator DECONCINI. How do you police your deputies? 
How big is your office? 
Mr. OONNIC;K. I have 62 attorneys. 
Senator DEOONCINI. That's a big office. 
How do you police your deputies and insure that it isn't used for 

bargaining and for snitch purposes, and what have you? 
I ran into that when I was a prosecutor time and time again. It 

took a very, very heavy hand and often my own determination. 
I wonder if you've run across that same thing. 

Mr, CONNICK. We haven't had a problem in that area. 
We have a screening unit which we think is very sophisticated 

compared to what was in New Orleans before. 
Senator DEOONCINI. So they find out if that happens to be the 

motive of the prosecutor who has referred it there? 
Mr. OONNICK. Yes; we've had prosecutors come to us after the 

charge has been made and suggest diversion. Sometimes we do recon
sider it and take the person into the program. And' on other occasions, 
we don't. We don't want to use tlie divertee as a source of police 
information or anything like t~at. 
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Senator DEOONCINI. I know that you don't. But maybe your 
police force is different down there and maybe your prosecutors are 
different; but I have found that there is that temptation of those who 
are not real believers in the program to attempt to get the best they 
can from the prosecutorial point of view. 

Mr. OONNICK. Right. 
One of the things we did when we took office 3 years ago, insofar as 

giving consideration to the police for informants, wns to require from 
the superior-from the superintendent of police or from tlie head of 
the FBI or whatever-a letter in writing telling us who they wanted 
for us to give special consideration to and why they wanted it and 
what results did they contemplate were going to be derived and what 
the public was going to get out of it. We were met with the situation 
there where every police officer had his special informant, and I 
think we cured that when we went into office. It really doesn't conflict 
at all with tr-Js. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Mr. Oonnick, thank you very much. We ap
preciate your statement, and we may be back in touch with you for 
some more observations as we work this bill tbrough. 

Mr. OONNICK .. Anytime; it would be a pleasure. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Our next witness is Gordon Zaloom. 
We welcome you this morning and thank you for coming down from 

New Jersey. We have your prepared statement which shaH be placed 
in the record. 

[The prepared statement of J. Gordon Zalo~m follows:] 

STATEMENT OF J. GORDON ZALOO~£ 

I am grateful for the opportunity of presenting my views on the proposed 
di.version act, because diversion is to me of such importance that I believe it 
deserves a permanent pl::.ce in the criminal-justice systems of every State and of 
the United States. 

Since 1970, I have been involved in the development of diversion in New Jersey, 
both as a program director and in an administrative capacity with the New Jersey 
Administrative Office of the Courts, and thus, my comments will in major part 
reflect New Jersey's diversion system and experiences. I would offer first, for 
background, a summary of the state of New Jersey's diversioD, program. 

NEW JERSEY .DIVERSION 

Pretrail Int.ervention in New Jersey hilS been authorized by Supreme Court 
rulQ since 1970. Today, there are PTI programs in 19 of the State's 21 counties, 
and I consider it most likely that the remaining two counties will have programs 
by the end of this year. The New Jersey div·ersion program operates in the follow
ingmanner: 

Defendants who are eligible under the SupreIl\e Court's rule and guidelin.es _ 
(copies of both are attached to this statement) are informed of their right to seek 
PTI enrollment at their first appearance beft1re a judge. Applications are mad.e 
to the PTI program in the county in which the defendant has been charged; if the 
defendant's application is accepted by the program director, a service plan is 
devised, and the plan is submitted to the County Prosecutor along with the 
director's recommendation that thQ defendant be diverted. No guilty plea or 
admission of moral responsibility for the offense is required of the defendant. If the 
prosecutor gives his or her consent to diversion, the plan, recommendation and 
consent are submitt.ed to a judge specially designated to hear all PTI matters in 
the county who mUfit finally approve or disapprove the diversion. 

Diversion is, in mQst cases, for a period of 3 months, and may be extended for 
an additional 3 months. In instances, however, of drug-dependence the Deriod 
may be extended to lIP to one year. 
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Defendants successfully completing their service plans are recommended to 
the judge for dismissal of charges, and if the prosecutor consents to dismissal, the 
judge may dismiss the charge. The court has the final word, though when both 
recommendations are positive, it is rare for a judge not to grant the dismisRal. 

Defendant protections are built into the rule and the guidelines. Confidentiality 
is assured by a provision making inadmissible any statements of the defendant or 
program records Il.bout the defendant at any subsequent proceeding. 

If the defendant is recommended for termination (return to ordinary prosecu
tion) by either the prosecutor or program director, he or she has the right to a 
hearing, and the judge may, and sometimes docs, order continuation in the 
program. 

Though New Jersey's system of diversion is still in the process of development, 
marty of the difficult _problems have recently been resolved through litigation. 
In 1976 the Supreme Court of New Jersey decided State v. Leonardis, etc., 71 N.J. 
85 (Leonardis I), which decision led to the promulgation of the Court's guidelines. 
The guidelines gave the State-wide program formal sanction, and in addition, 
provided for completely open eligibility: any defendant charged with any offense 
IS ,eligible, though the burden of showing amenability to rehabilitation is on the 
defendant. The guidelines further provided that rejections of defendants' appli
cations could be appealed to the designated judges. 

The issue of the respective roles of the court and the prosecutors-a problem 
that had caused a good deal of controversy-has been settled by the Leonardis I 
decision, the guidelines, and by the Court's decision on rehearing Leonardis: State 
v. Leonardis, etc., --- N.J. --- (Decided May 31, 1977) (Leonardis II). 
The issue arose because a PT1 judge, on application of a rejected defendant, 
ordered the prosecutor to supply the defendant with reasons why he would not 
consent to diversion, notwithstanding the rule's requirement that prosecutorial 
"consent" must be granted. The Supreme Court held that the reasons must be 
supplied by prosecutors (and by judges and program directors as well), that 
deClsions of the prosecutot'S are judicially reviewable, but that adverse decisions 
of the prosecutors will be overturned only where, " .•. the defendant clearly and 
convincingly establish[es) that the prosecutor's refusa.l to sanction admission into 
the program was bs.sed on patent and gross abuse of discretion/'-Leonardis II. 
Slip opinion at 28. 

FEDERAL CRIMINAL DIVERSION ACT OF 1977 

There are three major types of diversion processes: (1) Prosecutor diversion: 
matters are withheld from ordinary prosecution and administratively dismissed, 
in the prosecutor's discretion, without ever presenting the matter to the court for 
approval; (2) Court diversion: matters are diverted in the discretion of the judge 
usually with only an opportunity for the prosecutor to be hee.rd, and (3) Joint 
Prosecutor-Court Diversion: matters are decided both by the prosecutor and the 
court. New Jersey's program is of this third type. California's drug-diversion 
statute (Cal. Penal Code § 1000 et seq.) also provides formal decision-making 
roles for both the courts and the prosecutors. 

In my judgment, the system of checks in joint prosecutor-court diversion serves 
the criminal-justice system best, and best assures due-process and equal-protection 
by making the decision-making Erocess visible. In this light I would recommend 
amending the proposed Federal Diversion Act. 

Section 3 defines an eligible defendant as one who is recommended by the U.S. 
attorney, and who also meets the other criteria in § 3. No standards are proposed 
as bases for the U.S. attorney's recommendation, and.a defendant without a prior 
record charged, for example, with a non-violent offense, is simply not eligible 
unless the U.S. attorney recommends him. I assume that the purpose of this bill 
is to give some formalization to the prosecutor-diversion programs now in opera
tion, but the act's present language does not narrow discretion at all. 

I would suggest as one model the provisions of Cal. Pen. Code § 1000 (a) whWh 
sets criteria for eligibility and states thp. range of permissible prosecutor)al dis
cretion, or the New Jersey procedure of setting very b(Oad eligibility criteria 
without tying eligibility to the prosecutor's unfettered discretion. I would recom
mend further that with eligibility standards, set defendants be permitted to apply 
to the committing officer to challenge the prosecutor's refusal to recommend 
diversion, and that the act provide f~;, limited judicial review such as that in the 
Leonardis I I decision. 

96-867 0 - 78 - 10 
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In its present form the act provides only for a veto by the committing officer 
of the prosecutor's recommendation to divert. The attorney for the government 
may, in his sole discretion, reinstitute prosecution in the ordinary course, and 
the case must be dismissed by the committing officer if the administrative head 
with the prosecutor's concurrence certifies that the defendants has completed his 
or her program of diversion. Section 7. (b), (c). The role of the committing officer, 
beyond the initial stage, is p'urely ministerial. 

I would recommend that If the committing officer is to approve the case initially, 
he or she should be in a position to review the defendants's participation record 
and decide whether or not dismissal of charges is warranted by that record. 
In the alternative, if the procedure now contained in the act is important, it might 
be better simply to provide for automatic dismillsal or reinstitution of ordinary 
prosecution without the purely formal necessity of returning to the committing 
officer. 

The proposed act authorizes the Attorney General to issue regulations and 
policy statements for the diversion programs. Section 9 (E) (2). I would recom
mend that the act make mandatory, by a date certain, the issuance of regula
tions or guidelines for all Federal diversion programs, setting Department policy 
with the concurrence of the Judicial Conference. The advisory committees (§8(a» 
will be planning the diversion program for each districti the Attorney General 
should approve such plans in light of national guidelines or regulations. These 
guidelines should provide for matters too detailed for the act, and by making such 
gUidelines mandatory, a good deal of national uniformity can be assured. I would 
suggest as model guidelines the forthcoming Pretrial Diversion Standards and 
Goals being prepared by the Pretrial Services Resource Center under an LEAA 
grant to the National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies. And, naturally, 
I would also propose that the New Jersey PTI guidelines be considered. 

Issues that are not resolved in the act, or that are in need, in my opinion, of 
clarification, and that can be dealt with in guidelines are: 

(a) Guilty plea or admission of responsibility.-I believe that neithcr should be 
required, and suggest that a policy be adopted such as that contained in New 
Jcrsey Guideline 4. 

(b) Eligibility.-The act provides for virtual open eligibility. Factors to be 
considered in exercising discretion in recommending or ordering diversion should 
be set down. E.g., age, prior record, to what extent persons charged with political 
crimes should be diverted. 

(c) Restitution and 1tncompensated service.-Guidelines should be written pro
viding for methods of determining restitution amounts. Will a hearing be neces
sary to determine the amount? Is partial or "symbolic" restitution acceptable? 
Can restitution be required as a condition of diversion? 

Uncompensated community service is a matter c..eserving of well thought out 
guidclines. While attrnctive, and without doubt En effective rehabilitative or 
corrective regimen in many cases, when imposed as a condition of diversion before 
conviction, there are potentially serious 13th Amendment problems. Without 
going into this issue in detail, I do favor the use of community-service work so 
long as the defendant truly volunteers to do it, the work has a direot relation to 
the offense charged, or so long as the work has direct therapeutic value in relation 
to the offense, or the work assignment has therapeutic value not otherwise 
available. 

I would recommend that the provisions of § 5(b) be deleted. Certainly, the 
victims of crime should be consulted by the U.S. attorney prior to recommending 
diversion. The language of § 5(b), however, requires that the program administra
tive head secure consent forms from all the victims. To do so might well require a 
separate investigative staff, or prove to be a burdensome use of the U.S. attorney's 
investigators. Imagine the theft of even a moderate amount of mail. It would be 
preferable, in my opinion, simply to leave the matter of victims' acquiescence to 
the good judgment of the attorneys for the governmenti to mandate victims' 
written consents looks like a return to private prosecutions. It is not unlikely that 
a victim might refuse to agree to the diversion of a defendant, who clearly could 
bencfi~ from the program, for purely vindictive reasons, or demand restitution in 
an unwarranted amount. At the very least, I would suggest amending this section 
to read: 

(b) In no case however shall a person charged with a criminal offense 
against the United States be released for diversion unless the attorney for the 
government certifies that in making his or her recommendation for diversion, 
he or she has given appropriate consideration to the views, toward the defend
ant's diversion, of those persons injured by the offense. 

'. 
., 

.. 
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The funding appropriated in § 10 does not seem sufficient to provide any signifi
cant level of diversion services in all the districts. I would recommend therefore 
that in addition to devising diversion guidelines, the Attorney General be asked to 
designate certain districts to initiate diversion programs during, say the year 
after the effective date of the act. In such designated districts, it would be good to 
require rather than authorize advisory committees to plan with the Attorney 
General in what manner and by which agency the diversion programs will be 
administered. 

An effective means of initiating and operating diversion programs would be to 
have sOme of them operated by the Federal Pretrial Services Agencies. These 
agencies are experienced in dealing with pretrial defendants, and because of their 
involvement at the pretrail-release stage, they are in a position to identify de
fendants eligible for diversion. Such early identification would assist in conserving 
funds and resources of the criminal-justice system. 

At least one Pretrial Services Agency that I know of (Maryland) already 
handles diversion cases, and these agencies appear to have been intended to do so 
under the Speed Trial Act (18 USC 3152 et seq.).! 

In addition to administering diversion through such Federal agencies, r would 
strongly recommend that under § 9(l)D, the Attorney General use the appro
priated funds in part to purchase services-either rehabilitative services alone, or 
even full reporting, supervision and defendant services-from State and local 
diversion programs already in operation. Both Florida and New Jersey, for 
example, have developed very extensive systems of diversion programs that could 
work with Federal defendants, 

Thank you. 

STATEMEN'r OF GORDON ZALOOM, ATTORNEY, NEWARK, N.J'. 

Mr. ZALOOllf. Thank you, Senator. I am very happy to be here. 
r am very much in favor of diversion, and I certainly ho£e that 

there will be a Federal diversion law so as to standardize Federal 
diversionary systems. 

I come from a State where the diversion system is operated under 
court rule and guidelines promulgated in accordance with that rule i 
and the system, therefore, is a little different from the procedure pro
posed in this act, and I would like to offer some .comments from the 
perspective of a judicially operated system. 

Essentially, in New Jersey, diversion requires the consent of the 
defendant. It requires the consent of the prosecutor. But the final 
decision in all stages of the process is for the court to make. 

No guilty plea or admission of responsibility is required of 
defendants. 

We have been in business in New Jersey since 1970 and have had a 
.. number of cases on diversion. The most significant one which was most 

recently determined defined what prosecutorial consent means, and it 
caused a good deal of controversy in New Jersey. 

The issue came up because a defendant, who had applied to a diver
sion urogram and was denied prosecutorial consent, moved to compel a 
prosecutor to state his reasons why he would not consent. 

The trial court ordered the prosecutor to doso j and that was upheld 
in the Supreme Oourt. The law in New Jersey now is that the program 
director or the judge or the prosecutor in denying diversion must 
supply written reasons, The court also found that the decisions of the 
prosecutors are judicially reviewable. 

The case of State vs. Leonardu8 on rehearing, which was decided 
May 31 of this year, the court settled the prosecutorial discretion 

j. Daniel B. Ryan, "The Federal PretrIal Services A~enclcs." 41 Federal Probation NO.1. 
lIIarch 1977. . 
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issue, I think, very much in favor of the prosecutors by saying that an 
adverse decision of a prosecutor will only be overturned "where the 
defendant clearly and convincingly establishes that the prosecutor's 
refusal to sanction admission into the program was based on patent 
and gross abuse of discretion." 

Frankly, I think that is the ultimately unmeetable burden. 
There are three major types of diversion: Prosecutor diversion where 

the court really has no role at all-I think Mr. Connick's program 
operatefl that way; court diversion where the decision is made by the 
court, usually with only an op~ortunity for the prosecutor to be 
heard-New Jersey's drug diversIOn statute is of that kind; and then 
joint prosecutor court diversion where there are formalized roles for 
both the court and the prosecution. 

Of the three, I personally prefer the joint system. I don't like 
court diversion without a role for the prosecutor, simply because 
that will mean that the court is not going to have very much informa
tion about that defendant unless the prosecutor so informs it. 

I think the system of checks involved in the joint prosecutor court 
program best assures due process and makes the decisionmaking process 
visible. 

Senator DECONCINI. Would you favor language similar to what 
the court stated in New Jersey as to the prosecutorial--

Mr. ZALOOM. Yes. . 
Frankly, I think the court would have. the power to review the 

decision anyway for a patent and gross abuse of discretion. 
Senator DECONCJNI. I do too. 
Mr. ZALOOM. That is, the Federal cases as I recall them and in 

New Jersey. 
This program is really one that is very hard to fit into the prosecu

torial discretion sphere or the court sphere. It involves elements of 
sentencing and certainly involves the prosecutor discretion. 

The system we finally came to in New Jersey makes the reasonable 
compromise that the decisionmaking is open and visible. It can be 
reviewed but not very often. 

Prior to this decision, we have had a good number of appeals. It 
took a lot of time. We saw it coming. 

It could get to the point, theoretically, where we wind up trying the 
case before an indictment-which is not what diversion is supposed 
to be about. 

I would suggest, however, some amendments in the act, based on a 
joint court prosecutor system. 

The act as it reads at this point simply defines as eligible one who 
the prosecutor says is eligible with no standards or bases proposed for 
the U.S. attorney's recommendation. 

I would suggest, perhaps as a model, the provisions of California 
Penal Code, section 1000, which is a drug diversion statu'te which 
sets out the eligibility criteria and effectively sets the range of the 
prosecutor's discretion-although the prosecutor's discretion is 
certainly involved in it. 

I have a preference, of course, for the New Jersey system of broad 
eligibility criteria that are not tied to the prosecutor's discretion but 
which require prosecutorial consents or a strong recommendation, 
or some other system of that sort. 

• 

.. 
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I think it would be wise to include in the bilt that there may be 
limited judicial review. 

The act provides, in its present form, only for veto by the com
mitting officer of the prosecutor's recommendation to divert. But the 
attorney for the Government in the bill has the sole discretion to 
reinstitute charges in the administru,tive head. It is with the con
currence of the prosecutor and may require that the case be dismissed. 

The role of the committing officer after the initial decision appears 
to be purely ministerial. 

I would suggest that if the committing officer is going to approve 
the case initially, that the committing officer than have the autliority 
to review the record of the participant in the program and to decide 
whether or not a dismissal is warranted. 

Or, in the alternative, to simply provide for automatic dismissal 
without the necessity of going back to the committing officer and 
saying: Here is the dismissal form; please sign it. 

You mentioned before, Senator, about standardizing the system; 
and I completely agree with that. 

I would suggest one way is that the bill could provide that the 
Attorney General issue guidelines within a certain time after the 
effective date of the act for the operation of all the programs. I think 
it would be good to have the concurrence of the Judicial Conference, 
rather than just consultation. 

There will be advisory committees--at least they're authorized 
under the bill. 

What I would suggest is that the Attorney General issue guidelines 
on how the programs are to operate. The local advisory committees 
can submit plans which may vary to some extent from the guidelines 
because of local needs or problems or whatever, and then the Attorney 
General could approve the program as conforming to the Department's 
policy along those lines. 

It is similar to '.vhat we have been doing in New Jersey, where the 
Supreme Court's rules and guidelines govern all the programs. But 
each local county has been permitted to submit an application with 
some variations. 

For exa~ple, because of funds, some counties limit the diversion 
program to felonies-simply because they don't have the funds to 
handle misdemeanors. Other counties handle both misdemeanors and 
felonies, and I'm sure we are going to have a case on it pretty soon. 

I like the idea of national uniformity. I would suggest that not only 
there be guidelines for all programs but that the initiation of.programs 
be made mandatory under Department policy. It's going to hav~ to be 
scaled, I presume, because of funds-within a certain period of time . 

Senator DECONCINI. Do you have some fears of forcing a diversion 
program upon a reluctant prosecutor? 

Mr. ZALOOM. No; I don't. 
Senator DECONCINI. Why not? 
Mr. ZALOOM. We've had a similar experience in New Jersey. Let 

me put it this way. We now have the program in 19 out of the 21 
counties and only 2 rural counties remain. So the program covers well 
over 90 percent of the population. 

At this point we've established a right to apply to a. diversion 
program in the State. 
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Frankly, whether or not the prosecutor or the judiciary in that 
county want it I don't think they can resist it. 

We've had one decision already, finding that the lack of a program 
in a county was the denial of equal protection. 

Senator DEOONCINI. How do you address the problem, then, of a 
prosecutor who is hostile philosophicftHy-and some are, and I re
spect their difference of opinion, although I happen not to be one
anel who attempts to use it. 

Someone who is not asking to be diverted comes into the prose
cutorial system, and then the prosecutor tells him if he will do this 
and this, he will get him in the diversion program. Do you find that 
the case in N ew Jersey? . 

Mr. ZALOOl\f. I think it's very rare. I really can't cite any experi
ences of what is called prosecutorial dumping. I think what we have 
to do is rely on the integrity of prosecutors not to do that. 

I don't really know of any effective way to check it, and I suspect 
that prosecutors don't do that. 

I think one solution to the problem is-one of the New Jersey 
guidelines is that the diversion is available to any defendant to apply 
for it at any time up to 25 days after the issuance of an indictment. 
We prefer that the diversion application be made the day of the arrest, 
because we want to save some time and money. 

Senator DEOONCINI. The defendant is advised at that time, of 
course, that is an alternative-right at the time of his arrest? 

Mr. ZALOOM. At the first appearance before a judge-a bail set
ting-by court rule the defendant must be informed that a program 
e~dsts that he or she may apply to. If there is any probable cause 
problem, of course, the defendant may have a probable cause hearing 
in the local court or may even let the mn.tter proceed to the grand 
jury. He stilI has the opportunity to apply for it after the point of 
indictment. 

I personally disagree, to some extent, with that guideline. I would 
rather see the opportunity available up to the point of indictment. 
simply because by the time the district attorney has prepared the 
case and submitted it to the gro,nd jury, what is usually left is a 
guilty plea and you're not saving any money at all. 

The theory in New Jersey is that this is primarily a rehabilitation 
program; that any savings or spin-off is nice to have but secondary. 

I think that attempts to save funds and resources should certainly 
be made. 

r would like to comment on some of the specific provisions in the 
bill. • 

I don't know that the bill needs to deal with the guilty Rlea issue, 
but it should at least be within uniform guidelines. I don't think that 
it should be required. I think it is essentially a counseling decision. 

I believe that defendants who maintain their innocence-and who 
actually may be innocent-have an equal right to take this route if 
they so choose. 

"Ve did have some experience with that, and usually it was a mat
ter of policy that we would send the defendant back to his attorney 
three times before--

He would have to come in and say: r do not want to take the risk 
of trial. We would say: On that basis, you may come in. We don't 
want to hear anything about your innocence from now on. 
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I think that eligibility standards-age, race, prior record, et cetero.
sbJ)uld be set down ill. guidelines. 

"rhe restitution and uncompensated service I find kind of interestin~. 
I'm very much in favor of restitution. As a general rule, I think It 
should be used as therapeutic value and should not be required as a 
condition of entering a diversion program. 

However, there are some instances, to be realistic, in which it would 
be absurd not to require restitution. A case, for example, of a man 
who turned himself in to the police station for embezzling from a 
school book fund. He was (l. teacher. Now to allow him into a diversion 
program \vithout saying he had to pay it back would simply be an 
absurdity, 

I think it's a matter of balance, but I wouldn't require it across 
the board. 

Uncompensated community service is becoming PC'lJular-at least 
in the last couple of years, particularly in the probation setting. 

My concern in doing it pretrial is that t,here are potential 13th 
amendment problems. These people are not convicted of crimes. 

I think it can be done i I do favor it. I think so long as the defendant 
truly volunteers to do it, and that would really require giving the 
defendant an option to do voluntary service or report or do a number 
of things-I think the work should have a direct relation to the 
offense chaI'ged, or it has a, direct therapeutic value in relation to the 
offense, or it may have therapeutic value not otherwise available. 

For example, you may have an absolutely unemployable defendant, 
and you can't find a job for him. Volunteer 'work in an agency might 
provide some employment experience. . 

So I think it should be done, but I think it should be done very, 
very carefully. 

I agree with Mr. Connick and JvIl's. Cl'ohn about section 5 about a 
mandatory requirement that victims be contacted. I think, franklYI 
it's unworkable. With mail theft, for example, you couldn't contl1ct 
both the addressees and the senders. 

I certainly think that victims should be consulted. The prosecutor, 
of course, is the attorney for the people; and I think he should consult 
his clients. And the prosecutors do. I think that reany should be left 
to the discretion and the good judgment of the U.S. attorneys. 

Pei'haps what the bill could say is simply to require that the attorney 
for the Government give great weight to the feelings a,nd the attitudes 
of the victims. I'm sure it is done by practicl111y every prosecutor 
who's involved in a diversion program. . 

The funding of $3.5 million per year I don't think would be suffi
cient-I don't know whether it was intended to be~for all the 
Federal districts. 

11s I noted before, I would suggest that the Attorney General be 
asked to eb'aw guidelines to select, say, 10 districts-I don't know 
how far the money would go-that would be the first olles to initiate 
the program. I presume that those would be districts in which the 
prosecutor wanted the program to start. 

I don't think it should be experimental. I think we're well beyond 
that stage. This simply is 11 matter of finances. 

I would suggest that the pretrial services agencies, the Federal agen
cies, be used. In fact, I understuncl that the pretrial seryices agency in 
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Baltimore is already supervising pretrial defendants for the U.S. 
attorney and that there may possibly be others. 

Of course, tho pretrial services agencies are involved in interviewing 
people for bail and at the same time are in a position to identify 
defendants. I wouldn't want to see a duplication of agencies interviewing 
defendants. 

The act does provide for the purchase of services by the Attorney 
General. I would suggest that one way of saving some funds, or using 
the funds very economically, might be to use the services of State 
programs that are already set up. 

For example, both New Jersey and Florida have systems of diver
sion that are either operated directly under the judiciary or under an 
executive corrections department, so that they are not just private 
agencies. There are some controls. . 

And it would be possible for the U.S. attorney to arrange with the 
State programs to have them either do just supervision or do super
vision and reporting on a per-head basis. I think that could work 
fairly effectively. 

We did do one or two cases in New Jersey that way, but it never 
really did get to be very extensive. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Zaloom. That's very fine 
testimony. We appreciate the thoughts that you've given us here. 

Let me turn back to your remarks regarding volunteer services. 
There has been some testimony here, and from some experiences of 

myself, that certainly has a g~eat deal of appeal to the public. Quite 
frankly, if you leave it optional, most offenders aren't going tlJ want 
to do something at the Red Oross or the city library or the mental 
health center, et cetera. 

What do they do in New Jersey? Do you just encourage them or give 
them some options, or do you tell them to go out and find something 
and'you'll approve it within reason? 

Mr. ZALOOM. It's not a routine system, Senator. 
Let me see if I can think of a good example. 
A medical stlldent charged with selling marihuana, for example. 

We told him we thought it would be a good experience for him to work 
in a drug rehabilitation agency without pay; and if he could find him
self a place, we would accept that as a program and he would have to 
report once a week to the program. If he didn't want to do that, we 
would find other things for him to do and he would report more often. 

I'm not suggesting that it may be made a choice between doing 
volunteer work and having an easy time. 

Senator DEOONCINI. What other kinds of things would you be 
referring to-say that particular individual couldn't find or didn't 
finel some program? 

Would it be a lesser of two evils or a harrassment thing or just an 
inconvenience for him or what? 

Mr. ZALOOl\f. It's probably not a good example. In that particular 
instance, rehabilitation, I think, really had to take the shape of some 
kind of punishment, in effect. . 

This particular young man needed to learn that he didn't get away 
with things with impunity. He was very bright, and his family had a 
lot o{ money. 

I 

.. 
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I suppose the alternative you could characterize as harrassment. We 
would make him come into the progra.m with great frequency. We 
simply did not want to nave that charge dismissed with that defendant 
having the attitude that he got off lightly. 

I think it would have been a terrible thing. 
Senator DEOONC1NI. I compliment that. 
I also agree with you ~hat we don't need any more experiments; 

we need these programs Implemented. 
I agree with your suggestion of some limited funds going into the 

field, on not an experiment basis, but just on fiscal restraints. 
Mr. ZALOOM. I think it's something that the Department of Justice 

to can determine-what is the cost. I have no idea. 

... 

" 

Senator DEOONCINI. I don't either. 
Mr. ZALOOM. Simply because, in a State like New Jersey or a State 

like Florida, for example, where it is possible to purchase services, it 
couM possibly be done much more cheaply than in other areas. 

Senator DEOoNcnu. Is that cost borne by the State in New Jersey? 
Mr. ZALOOM. No, sir, by the counties and to some extent by the 

State. There is still some Federal funding left. We did want to get 
LEAA funding for the whole system, but we were unsuccessful in 
doing that. 

At the moment, the programs for the great part are installed in the 
probation services. We still have a county system where the county 
gO'vernments pay for each probation service. 

'I'he court is trying to come up with a State probation systam in 
which case it would be paid by the State. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you very much. We appreciate your 
testimony. 

Mr. ZALOOM. Thank you. 
Senator DEOONCINI. The subcommittee will adjourn at this time, 

and there will be further hearings on this bill in September. 
[Whereupon, at 9 :55 a.m., the hearing adjourned.] 
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THE FEDERAL CRUUNAL DIVERSION :\.CT OF 1917 

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1977 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON IMPROVEMENTS IN JUDICIAL NIACHINERY, 
Washington, D.O. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:04 a.m., in room 
2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dennis DeConcini 
(chairman of the subcommittee) J?residing. 

Staff present: Romano Romam, staff director; Robert E. Feidler, 
counsel; Timothy K. McPike, deputy counsel; and Kat.hryn M. 
Ooulter, chief clerk. 

Senator DECONCINl. The Subcommittee on Judicial Machinery 
will come to order. 

Good morning. Today is the finBJ day of hearings on S. 1819, the 
Federal Criminal Diversion Act of 1977. Today we will explore the 
experience of Federal courts in diversion programs. Federal Jmblic 
defenders from three Federal districts and Federal MagIstrate 
Richard Goldsmith will testify on the operations of diversion pro~rams 
in their courts. Deputy Associate Attorney General Doris MeIssner 
will describe the results of her evaluations of several of the Justice 
Department diversion programs. Mr. Don Phelan will outline the 
effect on court administration of some recent New Jersey State 
Court decisions that mandate review of diversion proceedings. 

The questions we will explore today include: What types of crimes 
are persons to whom diversion is offered accused of committing? 
Are Federal prosecutors in districts where diversion is employed 
saving court tIme and costs? Are prosecutors "dumping" nonprosecut
able cases in the diversion program? Are persons placed into diversion 
better off than persons processed through regular channels? 

Each of the witnesses will have an opportunity to be assured of 
their entire sta,tement ~laced in the record if they have one. 

The first witness today will be Mr. Jim Hewitt. Then we will 
proceed to Judge Goldsmith. 

Mr. Hewitt, if you will please come forward, let me welcome you 
to the committee and thank you very much for making the long 
trip. Weare seeing you for the second time in Washington. ' 

STATEMENT OF JAMES HEWITT, FEDERAL :PUBLIC DEFENDER, 
SAN FRANOISOO, OALIF. 

1\1[1'. HEWITT. It is always a pleasure to appear before this committee 
I am sorry lam late, but we tried your new Metro system. I am 

sorry to report that it does not work much better than our system in 
San FranCISCO. . 

(151) 
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First, let me express my appreciation to the committee for your 
offer to testify concerning tliis piece of important legislation-the 
Federal Oriminal Diversion Act of 1977. 

First, may I ask that my statement be made a part of the record? 
Senator DEOONCINI. It. is so ordered; it will be. 
[Material follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES F. HEWITT 

May I first express my appreciation for the kind invitation of the subcommittee 
to appeAr and offer testimony on this bill, S. 1819, the "Federal Criminal Diversion 
Act of 1977." 

In conSidering the feasibiiity of pre-trial diversion in federal courts, there 
are several factors which arise due to the limited jurisdiction of federal criminal 
law. For all practical purposes, there is no substantial juvenile jurisdiction in 
light of the limitations imposed by the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act. Sec
ondly, the United Sta,tes Attorney mll,y decline federal prosecution in lieu of 
state prosecution in those cases which it is felt local handling is more appropriate. 
It is from the residue that pre-trial diversion must be considered. 

Perhaps the first consideration should be the basic philosophy of diversion as 
a prosecutive tool. Is its primary purpose to funnel out those cases that 'need 
not involve the complex machinery of our criminal justice system, with its panoply 
of constitutional protections? Or is its aim to protect minor offenders from the 
stigma of a criminal record? In truth, it may be a combination of these goals; 
and as a practical matter, others not so lofty. There can be no doubt that in some 
jurisdictions, a pretrial diversion program will draw more people into the criminal 
justice system than without it. Cases that are now declined outright (or in lieu 
of local prosecution) will be prosecuted, with a view to diversion instead of trial. 
This would not further either aims suggested above, but would surely have a 
deterrent effect on those committing minor infractions who would otherwise go 
unchastised. 

From ,a practical viewpoint, very few candidates for diversion will be in custody. 
Most will be those who are summoned to appear, since the gravity of the offense 
and the criminal background of the defendant will be minimal. The Act seems 
to be directed more to those in custody who could be released to a suitable pro
gram, if the procedures were readily available. We find that the criminal justice 
system is many times the only means whereby certain persons can find their 
way to the help they desperately need. Many of our clients are drug addicts, 
mentally ill persons, or simply those who cannot function in a complex society. 
Often, the commission of a crime is the means of escape; to the security of the 
prison. This is a sad commentary on our social system, but it is one of the realities 
of our times. Many find their way into our courts because there simply is no 
other place to go. And, tragically, for many" life is less complicated and more 
comfortable in an institution than on the streets of our urban cores. As one client 
stoically reminded me, "freedcm means nothing to me; with no family, no friends, 
no job, no money, I am just as confined as if I were in prison." 

UYlfortunately, many of these people will have extensive criminal records; 
many will have a history of erractic behavior; many have been in some kind of 
trouble since their childhood; and consequently will not meet the criteria unless 
it is broad enough to include this type of offender. It is my hope that S. 1819 
will accomplish these goals. 

I would like to make several comments on the bill which relate to some problems 
in its administration. 

1. In the definition of "committing officer," it would be desirable to recognize 
the expanded jurisdiction of magistrates as embodied in pending legislation, and 
authorize either "judge or magistrate" to fulfill the function of the committing 
officer. This will eliminate the need to bring the matter into district court should 
the United States Attorney desire to dispose of the case before the magistrate. 
The rcquirement of "potential trial jurisdiction" or specific designation may result 
in delays and serve no useful purpose. Since the proceeding is primarily one 
involving the deferred exercise of prosecutive discretion, there is no need to involve 
the district court at all, since the matter may be resolved by the prOSEcutor and 
magistrate. . 

2. Section 4 is unclear on. the point in time at which the person charged is 
interviewcd by the administrative head. Perhaps it should be made clear that 

.. 
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any such interview should follow the preliminary npparance before the magistmte 
where the question of counsel could be resolved. Usually, it will be counsel, 
whether retained or appointed, who will initiate the suggestion of diversion, after 
having explained to the defendant his rights, and those which must be waived. 
It may not be appropriate to discuss diversion with one who has not had the ad
vice of counsel (or waived it). 

Section 5 spenks in terms of "release" to a program, and it is clearly the intent 
of the bill that persons not in custody may be diverted rather than prosecuted. 
This semantic confusion may result from use of the words. ('committing" and 
"release." Subsection (b) will create many problems. There is no definition for 
the term "persons injured." Does it npply to the victim teller in a bnnk robbery; 
the defrauded victim in a mail fraud" Also, it may be difficult to locate an "in
jured person" in some circumstances, and the purpose of speedy disposition will 
be frustrated. I would anticipate that the Unit-cd States Attorney will exercise 
sound discretion in recommending diverion so that the public would feel no affront 
at the action. Any "substantial injury" would disqualify the person under Section 
3(n). 

Section 6(0.) should include the counsel for the person, if one was of record, as a 
person to whom a copy of the report should be made. This will afford counsel an 
opportunity to anticipate any difficulties which may be suggested, and assist in 
correcting them. Subf.ection (b) speaks to barring use of statements made "on 
the issue of guilt," in any proceeding involving "such offense." May such state
ments be used as investigative leads; or as proof of other offenses, either federal 
or local? May they be used to enhance punishment, should the person be tried 
and convicted? Counsel might be reluctant to suggest diversion in light of a 
potential hazard of such prosecutorial use of the information. 

Section 7(b) authorizes termination of diversion and prosecution whenever the 
prosecutor finds that the diverted person is not fulfilling his obligations, or when 
"the public interest so requires." No standards are given by which a divertee may 
gauge his conduct, and it appears to rest in the unfettered discretion of the prose
cutor. No opportunity is afforded for any hearing to contest the decision, or even 
to be heard on the question of what public interest is involved. It is conceded that 
the concept of diversion is predicated upon the executive power to prosecute, 
and that such power is subject to few limitations. But having waived such funda
mental rights as speedy trial and the statute of limitations, the divertee should 
be protected from arbitrary and capricious action onthe part of the prosecutor. 

Section 8 provides for the aPIJointment of an advisory committee. Since each 
district now has a Speedy Trial Planning Committee composed of essentially 
those with an interest in criminal justice, it would be more appropriate to simply 
designate that committee to perform the function, and add the administrative 
head of the diversion program to the committee's membership. This will eliminate 
a dUplication of advisory committees with the same basic aims. 

In the area of duplication, this subcommittee might consider a consolidation of 
duties in the pre-trial release agencies now functioning in certain districts. Whether 
this function should be separate and apart from the probation office is a matter of 
some importance, but the duties outlined do indeed overlap. Perhaps the experi
ence to date in the pilot districts would be helpful in determining the suitability 
of this proposal. 

Some questions have arisen in my mind concerning some collateral problems I 
anticipate. When a defendant has been arrested in this district on a charge pending 
in another, may he be afforded the opportunity for diversion in the district of 
arrest, or must he be returned to the charging district? Under Rule 20 of the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, he may remain in the arresting district 
and plead guilty or nolo contendere, if both United .States Attorneys agree. It 
would seem appropriate to provide the same penefit to one eligible for diversion. 
This is especially appropriate where all of the family and employment contacts 
are in the district of arrest. 

Should there be standards for resumption of prosecution, so that the divertee 
will know what is expected of him? The bill seems to vest absolute discretion in 
the prosecutor, with no standards. Also, should there be standards of eligibility 
adopted to insure uniformity in treatment, or may the prosecutive discretion be 
based upon such factors as personal dislike of the defendant or his attorney? Do 
not think that in our adversary system these are not critical elements to many 
decisions. More directly, should so much discretion be vested in the prosecutor; or 
should it be ultimately the decision of a judicial officer? I recognize that these 
questions involve important policy conSiderations, but they may have a. deciding 
effect upon defense counsel's advice to his client. 
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Finally, I would like to make one recommendation. We have utilized, for the 
past several years, a program we have referred to as the "San Francisco Plan," 
devised by our Chief Magistrate, Richard S. Goldsmith, who will testify before 
this subcommittee today. It is not a radical procedure, since it parallels our 
existing state practice. It is very similar to the provisions of 21 U.S.C. § 844(b), as 
applicable to those convicted of drug possession. The essentials of this procedure 
have been carried over into S. 1437, and may be found in § 3807 of that bill. While 
not a diversion plan, strictly speaking, it does protect first offenders from the 
stigma of conviction, if they succeed C'l the short period of probation. The proce
dure does involve a plea or finding of guilt, but most of the other benefits of 
diversion are present. This progressive, humane, and practical treatment of first 
offenders will minimize the tragic results that flow from our tendency to over
criminalize antisccial conduct. To label a bank teller convicted of a $150.00 
embezzlement a Ilfelon," (unless the complex and time consuming pardon proce
dures are invok(,d), for the rest of their life is medieval. It would be my recom
mendation that the provisions of § 3805 of S. 1437 be made a part of S. 1319 as an 
alterna~ive to pretrial diversi~n, to be ap'plie.d to all first offenders who would 
otherWIse be eUgible for diversIOn under this bIll. 

I would like to thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to appear and 
offer my comments on this bill. It has become obvious that many offenders do not 
require the full involvement of our judicial machinery to accomplish a just end. 
If the codification of existing procedures will encourage the use of pre-trial diver
sion, it will surely result in a reduction of precious district court time and energy. 
The time has come where alternatives to our traditional procedures are essential. 
This bill will give statutory sanction to diversion programs that have proved 
themselves, and will go far to add a new perspective to our system of criminal 
justice. 

Mr. HEWITT. There are several areas which I think we might 
explore in connection with this legislation-kee~ing in mind that with 
the recent amendments to the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act there 
is very little jurisdicLion now over juveniles except thvse that commit 
crimes on Government reservations. 

In light of certain amendments, in that connection, it may well be 
that most of those juveniles will not be covered by the Juvenile 
Delinquency Act at all for petty offenses. 

Second, the opportunity of the U.S. attorney to decline prosecution 
outright or to defer to local prosecution gives him an opportunity that 
might otherwise be suitable for pretrial diversion. 

My first feeling when reading this bill was that perhaps there should 
be more judicial control over the exercise of prosecutor discretion. 
However, in looking through the record of the previous hearings in 
connection with a prior similar bill submitted by Senator Burdick, it 
may well be that perhaps this exercise of prosecutorial discretion 
should be relatively unfettered as far as the U.S. attorney is concerned, '! 

since after all it is a decision that he must make. It is a decision for 
which he must take full responsibility. I have certain reservations as 
to whether there should be any substantial degree of judicial control 
over the exercise of decision. 

We must keep in mind that he may have factors that guide him 
which may not be relevant to the court in making such a decision. 

We know, for instance, that in certain plea bargaining situations 
many times the U.S. attorney is willing to strike an incredibly good 
plea bargain mainly because he does not have much of a case. Oer
tainly he cannot be expected to come into open court and say, tlWelI, 
the reason that I am striking such an advantageous bargain to the 
defendant is because we could not convict him if we went to trial." 

Those of us who have some experience in the defense area. see this 
as a reality, in fact, of life. . 
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I do feel that perhaps rather than keeping people out of the criminal 
justice system, aviable and workable pretrial diversion program may 
bring more people in. I certainly think that it will eliminate a good 
deal of bottleneck and a good deal of congestion in the district court 
area of the criminal justice system. 

Many people are not amenable to prosecution because of the lack 
of seriousness of the crime. The U.S. attorney will outright decline 
prosecution or refer it to local authorities. He may now feel inclined 
to proceed with a pretrial diversion program, and that person will have 
the benefits of some type of supervision through the probation office 
that perhaps would benefit him. 

At the present time I would suggest that very few people who are 
subjects of arretrial diversion plan are in custody at the tIme. I think 
most pretria diversions involve those who are charged with very 
minor offenses usually brought into court by summons or invitation. 

There are a number, however, of relatively serious offenders that 
we find would be suitable for pretrial diversion-for instance those 
with serious drinking problems that might be diverted through a 
drinking program to a State rehabilitation program, drug addicts, 
and so forth. 

As we lmow from past experience, there are a number of people who 
use the criminal justice system as a means of getting some attention 
and of getting some help for another serious problem. 

All of us have had clients who commit a crime solely to get back into 
prison. They just cannot cope with the complexities of this society. 
They find that by committmg a crime they put into the work the 
entire machinery of the criminal justice department, which is aimed at 
rehabilitation and aimed at helping them. . 

Many times I have had client.s who were acquitted who turned to me 
after it was all over and said, "Well, who is going to take care of 
me now? What is going to happen to me now that I have been 
acquitted?" This is the reality of the criminal justice practice. 

In connection with the bill, I would like to make some suggestions 
concerning what I think might be some problems. 

I would ask the committee to consider providing that either the 
judge or the magistrate perform the pretrial diversion function rather 
than requiring that the district court be involved if a felony is involved. 

The reason for that is that the person customarily makes his first 
appe.arance before. the magistrate . .If it .req~ires the ac~ion of the 
dIstnct court, I thInk one of the maJor obJectIVes of the bIll would be 
defeated. You would involve district court judge power and time 
exp~nde~ ~nd docke~ c~owding to in.volve th~ court in tp.is proeed?re. 

Smce It IS not a crimmal prosecutIOn and smce there IS no constItu
tional right to an article III proceeding, really this is a hearin~ held 
under prosecutorial discretion. I see no reason to involve the dIstrict 
court in it even for felonies, other than perhaps capital offenses, which 
I do not imagine would be susceptible to this type of diversion. I would 
like it to permit the magistrate to function as the statute provides 
whether it be a felony or a misdemeanor. 

Section 4 of the bill is unclear concerning at what point in the prose
cutive process the person is to be int,erviewed by the administrative 
helld. It perhaps might be made clear that prior to interview the 
person should either be provided counselor opportunity counsel or an 
opportunity to intelligently waive counsel. 
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In determining whether to subject yourself to the hazard of pretrial 
diversion, since there certainly are some with resumption of prosecu
tion as a reality, it may well be that counsel may not advise his client 
to opt for pretrial diversion if there is a possibility of acquittal or if 
the weight of the evidence is such that a trial would be warranted. 

I would suggest that there be some provision that counsel be injected 
into the process as soon as possible, perhaps upon first appearance 
hefore the U.S. magistrate. If the magistrate is not being utilized, as 
under the present Brooklyn plan, I think perhaps the U.S. attorney 
should arrange to determine the right to counsel issue before pro
ceeclin~ with the diversion program. 

SectlOn 5, as I suggested m my statement, speaks in terms of release 
to a program. I think it should be made clear that persons in custody 
can have the advantage of pretrial diversion perhaps into some type 
of custodial program-a State hospital, a drug program, or any other 
type of group. 

Subsection (b) I discussed with some of my fellow Federal public 
defenders. I think we all agree that it poses certain problems to inject 
into the system the consent of the person injured. The definition of 
the person injured, I think, would be a very vague one. Must there 
be a physical injury or is the teller in a bank robbery or the defrauded 
vicljim in amaiI fraud the person injured whose consent must be 
obtained? 

Second, I can see where this would cause delays of locating the 
person, interviewing them, and obtaining their consent. Thereby you 
would be defeating the purpose of expeditious handling of thesE.' 
matters. 

Senator DECONCINI. Excuse me. We have had just about unani
mous agreement on that sugg(3stion. I am very pleased to hear it 
from the defense bar as well. We will no doubt strike that. 

Mr. HEWITT. Fine; thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you for your suggestion. 
Mr. HEWITT. With respect to a copy of the progtess report of the 

divertee, I would suggest that section 6(a) consider seriously whether 
a report should be provided to counsel for the person. 

For all practical purposes, under our present practice, when a person 
is diverted under a Brooklyn plan or a San Francisco plan we consider 
the case closed, to be reopened if prosecution is to be resumed. 

I cannot recall more than one or two cases in the past 10 years 
when prosecution was resumed when a person had been diverted. 

Therefore, it may be, for all practical purposes, that the defense 
lawyer is finished with the case when the person is diverted. So he 
may have no particular interest in the progress. 

If this statute is going to require periodic report or especially a 
report where resumption of prosecu tion is suggested it would seem 
that defense counsel should obtain a copy of this. He may very wen 
be able to forestall the resumption of prosecution, or he may be able 
to assist the probation officer or the prosecutor by talking to the de
fendant, clarifying what might be confusion or niisunderstanding on 
the part of the prosecution, and perhaps have him restored to the pre
trial diversion program. 

I think that to exclude defense' counsel from this information could 
create more problems than it would solve. 

• 
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We know from past experiences that many times probation or a 
petition to revoke probation may be made upon bad information that 
defense counsel can correct and bring to the attention of the probation 
officer or the court and eliminate that drustic step in the process. 

We frnd some problems in connection with the us.e of the statements 
on the issue of guilt in any prosecution for such offense, since that 
narrow restriction would pennit the use of any statements on other 
dl'enses, and we are concerned with the possibility that that infOL'ma
tion might be available for use of State prosecutors on State offenses. 
A person may not quite understand the scope of the use of the state
ment fmel may make statements to the 8U1)ervising diversion officer. 
That could pose serious fifth amendment seU-incrimination problems. 

Second, may they be used to enhance punishment should prosecu
tion be resumed and should the person be found guilty after atrial? 

If these hazards are present, and jf they are real in a particular 
case it may prompt alert defense counsels to cledine the diversion 
program if he might otherwise advise his client to engage in it. 

I would 1'I1ther see something along the lines of trunsactional im
munity, whereby nny statements made could not be used for any pur
pose in any court against a diverted person. 

Section 7(b) hus also caused us some problems in thnt it seems to 
vest in the prosecutor unfettered discretion to terminate the prose ... 
cuted decision. 

At first I felt that this was unwise. However, now that I have given 
it some thought, if the power to authorize prosecution is vested with 
no control in the prosecutor, certainly the power to terminate it would 
lilmwise be vested in him. 

There ought to be some standards. I think the lack of st.llndards 
could create some problems. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Let me interrupt you there, Mr. Hewitt. 
Do you think there should be judicial re,riew of t·he prosecutol"S 
decision either to use diversion or to reinstitute proseoution? 

Mr, HEWITT. I have mi.xed emotions about that. I feel that.it 
really is his decision whether to prosecute or not. I think that if he 
1uts the power to make that decision without judicial intervention 
certainly he should have the power to resume prosecution without 
judicial intervention. : 

Senator DEOONCINI. If the bill provided that any statements made 
by the diver tee would not be admissible, would that be a little more 
acceptable than if you did not provide for judiciall'eview? 

:Mr. HEW11.'T. I think it would help. The problem I :find is that the 
phrase '\yhen the public interest so requires" pretty much gives the 
prosecutor arbitrary discr.etion to resume prosecution. There probably 
should be some grounds. It may be that there should be some judicial 
intervention at this particular point. . 

Senator DEOONCINI. If there is a hel1l'in~ provided where the 
accused or the divertee would have notice anet be able to come :with 
counsel and be confronted even though lmder the prosecutor's forum) 
do you think that is a wise p,rocedure? In this way certainly they would 
know and have .an opportunity to present to t.he diversion program 
that in fact they were not seen where it may have been indicated 
that they were or .that they did not do what they hadbeen accused of. 

Mr. HEWITT. Yes, sir. I think that would go far towa:r..rtsolving1the 
problem. 

90-807--77----11 
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Senator DECONCINI. Can I take it then that it is your judgment
if you want to maintain reservation for the record, please do-that :it 
you provide enough safeguards as to the defendant that you could bet 
comfortable with nonjudicial review in the event of reprosecution or III 

determination by the prosecutor to prosecute? 
Mr. IIEwI'l'~,'. Yes; I think that is a fair statement. 
Senator DJCCONCINI. Thank you. 
Please procMd. 
Mr. lIEwrl'T. Section 8 provides for the appointment of an advisory 

committee. While r recognize that that was in the predecessor legisla
tion prior to the Speedy Trial Act enactment, r would suggest that the 
committee consider me,king the Speedy Trial Planning Group-which 
n::dsts in every judicial district-also the pretrial diversion group. 
Perhaps we could add to the membership of that committee a pretria,l: 
diversion officer if it is provided for in the statute. 

There seems to be no practical reason that we should have two, 
planning groups existing with Climinal justice aims at the same time" 
since we have the speedy trial group which involves the chief judge 
of the district, the chief probation officer, the U.S. attorney, thet 
Federal public defender if one is acting in the district, I believe the 
clerk of the district court, and others interested in the criminal justice 
system as members of the private bar. 

r certainly think that the administrative head of the diversion 
program, whoever he might be, would be an asset to the Speedy Trial 
Group anyhow, since he is certainly involved in the expeditious han-, 
dling of criminal justice matters. 

Also, we would suggest that the committee consider that if pretrial 
Telease agencies, either through private groups or through probation 
offices, are adopted in 1J,1l distlicts, then perhaps the committee might 
consider that that group would be a suitable one for the pretrial 
diversion program. 

At the present time our district has the probation office acting as 
the pretrial release agency. 'rhe senior probation officer has been 
appointed in that function. It is fairly obvious that his duties and his 
background would lend themselves to him being the person to function. 
for a pretrial diversion function as well. 

He interviews most of the people who are detained in custody 
initially upon their arrest. He has facilities for assisting them in 
pretrial release programs very similar to the pretrial diversion program 
that this committee is considering in, the legistlation. 

r would ask that that be considered, perhaps, as a convenient. 
method whereby the same purpose could be accomplished. 

I have suggested that perhaps either an amendment to rule 20 be 
made, which of course would have to be taken up by the Advisory 
Committee on Criminal Rules, or that the statute could provide that 
the provisions of Tule 20 permitting transfer of the charge to the 
district of arrest might be available for pretrial diversion. Thus, the _ 
person arrested, let's say, in San Francisco, based upon a complaint 
m New York-if the United States attorney in New York and the
United States attorney in San Francisco are agreeable, may appear and 
obtain the benefits of pretrial diversion in the district of his arrest. 
It is customarily the district of his residence Ol" the district of his. 
employment.. 
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To require him to return. across the country to New York to take 
adv(1ntage of a diversion program would be expensive ancl incon
venient. I think it would defeat a number of the purposes of this 
legislation. 

Of course, this would be predicated-as is rule 20-upon the 
consent of both United States attorneys. They must both agree to 
this. 

Perhaps either by the adoption of guidelines by the Justice Depart
ment or perhaps by legislp,tion, there should be some guidelines as to 
what is expected of -the person who is put into the diversion program 
so that he knows when he accepts this responsibility what is expected 

, of him and what ,vill happen to him if he violates those conditions. 
'1'here seem to be no standards ill the bilL I think that could pose 

some problems-especially with respect to uniformity of treatment 
and uniformity of prosecutorial discretion so that we do not save the 
situation that I gather is happening now. Some United States at
torneys do not participa!.e in any kind of pretrial diversion, Brooklyn 
Plan or otherwise, and some that use a great deal of flexibility. 

Senator D:ElOo~cINr. Excuse me. 
Do you bhink that those could be handled tlu'ough regulations 

promulgated by the Attorney General and the criminal division 
governing all district-

Mr. HEWITT. Well, if I can quote Patrick Henry, ttMy feet are 
guided by one lamp. That is the lamp of experience." 

1. recall in 1971 at the Nationa Oonference on Oorrections in 
Williamsburg that then-Attorney Generlll Mitchell in his major 
address indicated that he felt a Brooldyn plan for adults was a good 
idea. He announced that he was going to instruct the executive 
office of United States attorneys-to instruct all U.S. attorneys that 
they were to consider using this as a means of diverting people from 
the system. 

That, was in 1971. Not much has happened until last year. It is 
hard to believe that it took, the Justice Deparbment 5 years to deter
mine the feasibility of it. 

I felt encouraged at the time that since t,be Attorney General had 
announced that he was in bvor of this plan that that sanction might 
prompt greater use of it. However, it did not happen. 

1 am hopeful that this legislation, if it is enacted, will give U.S. 
attorneys confidence that what they are doing is legal and that there 
is nothing wrong with bypassing prosecution by using a diversion 
program. Hopefully, they Will use it. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you think that we should consider man
dating the Attorney General to promUlgate rules and regulations 
setting forth some of the standards that should be used by district 
attorneys? 

Mr. HEWITT. Yes. I think guidelines shou1'cl be made available to 
the U.S. attorneys as well as to the pretrial diversion agencies, and 
perhaps to the public) so that the defense attorneys and the clients 
would know just what is expected of them. 

Senator DEOONCINI. ThfLt is one of the quandaries that the com
mittee and this member is having: if you leave all or part of a diver
sion for the most part in the hands of the prosecutor, how can we be 
certain that the Attorney General will implement it; through all 
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districts and prosecutors? I do not know exactly how to cIo that. 
If you have any suggestions I would like to hear them. 

1v.f:r. HEWI'l'T. Well, I am always reluctant to suggest guidelines 
after seeing what happened to the parole commission and their 
guidelines. I shudder at the thought of having to deal with them. 

However, I cannot see any particular alternative unless the com
mittee wishes to put it in the statute that it would be workable. 

The suggestion has been made that there already are regulations 
ill the United States Attorney's Manual. Of course, that is available 
only to United States Attorneys, for the most part. 

I would rather see some guidelines published in the Federal Rf'gister. 
I use that term IIsimilar to the parole guidelines" only as a similarity 
of being published in the Federal Register. 

Senator DEOONCINJ. I agree with you. It seems to me that you 
could come across a Federal District Attorney who for philosophical 
;refisons did not want t.o divert people because he thought it was a 
eopout or something. If, in fact, it was in a statute it would certainly 
put him or her on the spot for not considering it even if he or she 
exercised a prejudice. At least they would have to admit publicly 
that it is in there. The defense bar could bring it to their attention 
and sooner or later they would have to implement some or they would 
be in a very embarrassing situation. 

Mr. HEWITT. I think it could be helpful as well as to the public 
to know what is expected of them and what the pretrial diversion 
program involves through published guidelines. I would make that 
suggestion. 

Lastly, I would like to make one recommendation. I recognize 
that this may very well be a matter that while affecting pretrial 
diversion, it may be a matter involving sentencing. Perhaps it would 
be beyond the scope of responsibility of this subcommittee. 

For several years we have had what we call colloquially the San 
Francisco plan. Magistrate Goldsmith from San Francisco has 
been invited by this committee to testify. He will address part of his 
testimony to that plan. 

It is not a radical procedure. It is ver~)' similar to that involved in 
the present 844(b) of title L,\I, the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Act 
concel'ning a deferred judgment .. 

The essentials of this procedure have been carried over into S, 1413 
now being considered by a different subcommittee of this committee. 
It is now found in section 3807 of S. 14:37. It only applies to certain 
dfllg offenders of a certain age rather than to defendants across th~ 
board. 

As you know, Mr. Ohairman) at the present time the Youth 001'
recttci1" Act provides for a certain degree of expunging the record 
upon.'.llccessful completion of probation or other commitment. S. 1431 
dcs non include the Youth Oorrections Act within its scope. 

I would suggest that this committee, if it is appropriate within the 
scope. of the committee's responsibility, consider a procedure similo,r 
to that which we have in Oalifornia. It provides for e}..-punging the 
record if the person successfully completes a period of probation. In 
all probability this would be for first oft'enders. . 

It accomplishes, I think, the laudable aim of eliminating a felony 
c;onviction of a pel'son who has only committed one offense in their 
liCe and must live with that stigma for the rest of his life, 

" 
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If you have ever had any contact with the complexities of getting 
a Presidential pardon, you can cel'tainly sympathize with the plight 
of 11 first oHender in a l'ehttively minor felony who must go through 
the pardon process in order to eliminate the felony conviction as a 
lifetime stigma. I think it requires 5 years after the conviction and 
extensive FBI inve!1>tigation. 

This seems a little silly when we are talking about a bank teller 
who was convicted of a $150 embezzlement. Therefol'e, r would ask 
that the committee consider this procedure. If there Were a procedure 
for c:.\."Punging the record !tnd for setting aside a conviction in cases 
where first offenders have successfully completed probation, in con
junction with pretI'iol diversion, I think those two advantages would 
meet both of the primary l1ims of the legislation-that of preventing 
persons from haY'mg to suffer from tho collateral consequences oIa 
criminal conviction. as weU as diverting people from the criminal 
justice system. 

r would like to thank the committee for this opportunity to appelU' 
and offer my comments. I think that it is obvious that there are a 
number of offenders who just do not have to get themselves involved 
in the complex machinery of the criminal justice system. 

The constitutional protections thitt are in'tTolved and necessary to a 
preservation of the system are fine for those who are charged with 
serious offenses and :1'01' those who must, of necessity, undergo the 
system. 

However, this complex machinery should not be required for rela
tiv~ly minor offenses that will {)bvious~y no~ happen .agni~ from\a 
reVIew of the person's background. r thmk thIS legIslatIon WIll go far 
to expedite the handling of business in our Federal courts. 

'rhank you for this opportunity. 
Senator DEOQNCINI. Thank you, Mr. Hewitt. 
Let me just touch a couple of questions. As far as the stages at 

which diversion could~ be appropriately used, do you have any reserva
tion about having that apply any place-pre arrest, precoll1plaint, 
preindictment, postindictment, and just prior to trial? 

Mr. HEWITT. r would suggest that pretrial diversion be made 
available at any time during the criminal justice process. We have hacl 
it used during the Course of a little head..:banging ceremony before 
picking a jury in the judge's chambers, where it might apIJ&ar that the 
case could be better handled by a pretrial diversion rather than going 
to the e:.\.-pense and spending the time in picking a jury and trying 0. 
case that should not really be tried. 

I would certain1y urge the committee to consider making it available 
at any time during the J,Jl'ocess proir to conviction or. guilty Illen.. 

Senator DEOO~CrNI. Making an' assumption that it wouia be upheld 
as constitutional-and the committee is not sure of that assumption
do you see any advantage to having a precomplaint di",ersion or even 
preindi~tm~nt by the prosecutor and then pretrial diversion aft~r tb:at. 
by applIcatIOn to the court by the accusecland the court approV'mg It? 

Mr. HE,VITT. I 'see sOIhe separation of powers problems. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Assuming' that the prosecutor ngrees at thnt 

tim.e, but making it available for someone else to entier into tha'deter
mination, do you see constitutionnI problems? 
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Mr. HEWITT. I do if the court is given the power to do this, not
withstanding the prose<mtor's suggestion or consent. I can certainly 
see a problem with the legislative branch granting authority to the 
judicial branch to I1ffec'~ a traditional responsibility to the executive 
branch. 

It would seem that H there were sufficient ,flexibility for the pros
ecutor to enter into a pretrial diversion program at any time in the 
trial process prior to a finding of guilt or plea, I think that oution 
should be leff available to him. ~ 

He may have his own reasons that he does not want to discuss with 
the court. Many times you may have a person who has agreed to 
cooperate with the prol,ecution in some major cases and do himself 
some good and the prosecutor does not want to make a public record 
of the fact thl1,t that is one of the reasons why they may want to--

Senator DEOONCINI. Going to that question, do you think it is 
proper for a prosecutor to do that with divertees? Do you think it is 
proper to use it for plea bargaining or exchange of information? 

Mr. HEWITT. I think it is going to happen. 
Senator DEOONCINI. I think it does, too. I would like to see it 

minimized. 
~1r. HEWITT. I do not see any way it could be stopped. 
Realistically, we know thl;lt a number of cases are diverted because 

the evidence is weak and Hr .... prosecutor is willing to take half a loaf 
rather than none. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Well, going to that point, shouldn't the case 
really be dismissed or reduced to another charge if that is the set of 
circumstances? 

Mr. HEWITT. Well, depending upon the stage of the prosecution, 
once an indictment has been obtained it is not that easy to get a 
dismissal out of the Just,ice Department. Form 900 must be submitted 
with details of why a dismissal is 'wanted. Sometimes the people in 
the DeJ>artment do llOt have qu£te the same view of !l case as those 
out in the field and do not want to dismiss the prosecution . 

.At the complaint sta~ge it is a fairly simple matter, but again, I 
think prosecutors are r()luctant to dismiss once they have decided to 
make the charge. It is much easier to defer prosecution if that pro
cedure is agreeable to all parties thl1ll to outright dismiss. 

Senator DEOONCINI. That is a very good point. 
Mr. HE,VITT. I think it is being used as a plea bargaining tool. .As 

r suggested, I do not think there is any way we can avoid that. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Do you think that the regulations or even 

the.- ,catute should indicate that it is not to be used as a plea bargain-
inp'tool? . 

Mr. HEWITT. No; I do not think it would do any good. 1 think you 
you would just have to leave that to the sound discretion Ot the U.S. 
attorney and prosecutor. I think that for the most part sOl.:ud dis
cretion 'will be exercised by the vast majority of U.S. attorneys .• 
. There :r.nay be office policies set up within a particular distril"' j con· 
cerning the utilization of pretrial diversion. Oertainly in thosedl13tticts 
with a Federal Public Defender we can sit down with the U.S. attorney 
and discuss guidelines and our own suggestions as to what procedure 
should be followed, 

I do not anticipate that that would be a great problem. 

. 
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Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Hewitt, for your testimony 
:and for traveling the distance you did to give this evidence to us. 
We greatly appreciate your coopemtion. We will keep in touch with 
,you. 

Mr. HEWITT. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman, for the opportunity to 
appear. 

Senator DEOONClNI. The next ,yitness is Judge Richard S. Gold
smith, the Ohief United States Magistrate for the Northern District 
-of Oalifornia. ' 

Welcome, Judge Goldsmith. We thank you for your patience in 
traveling this far to testily on behalf of S. 1819. 

Your statement in toto will be in the record il you care to highlight 
it, or you may proceed as you please. 

[Prepared statement of Hon. Richard S. Goldsmith follows:] 

;STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD S. GOLDSMITH, CHIEF UNITED STATES MA.GISTRA.TE, 
N OItTRERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

Before commenting upon S. 1819, the Federal Criminal Diversionary Act of 
:1 977, I belive it is appropriate that I set forth my background in handling criminal 
{)ases which fall in the category of those which ",111 be covered by Section 3 of the 
proposed legislation. 

During my tenure of more than six years as a Magistrate for the Northern 
District of California and prior to that, during much of the period I served as 
United States Commissioner in the 1960's I was aware of the availability and use of 
'the diversionary program, commonly known as "The Brooklyn Plan" in the 
Northern District. When it was distributed, I read the memorandum on the sub
ject prepared by the United States Attorney for the Northern District of IJli.nois, 
Wm. J. Bauer, September 9,1970 and I had become familiar with the Department 
'of Justice "deferred prosecution of a juvenile offender" Form No. 15 which was 
-designed May 1st, 1964. ' 
. The Northern District of California has utilized a modified version of this 
form for many years but it is only dll'ing the latter half of the administration of 
U.S. Attorney James L. Browing that the volume of cases has become significant. 
Mr. F. Steele Langford, Head of the Criminal Division informed me that a con
'5ervative figure for Brooklyn Plan defendants would run between 3 and 5 % of 
aU cases pel' year, currently. This means that between 35 and 60 defendants 
.against whom complaints are filed by the United States Attorney are diverted to 
,the Brooklyn Plan each year. ' 

In order to verify Mr. Langford's educated guess, I obtained statistics from the 
Probation Office which maintains records of all probationers who ho.ve signed 
'agreements and are supervised prusuant to the Brooklyn PIAn. For the past three 
calendar ,years the diversionary cases averaged 5 percent of the total number of 
criminal filings instituted in this District, based on figures furnished by the Clerk's 
office. More Significant than the percentage is the trend; which is upward. For 
the first half of 1977, Brooklyn Plan cases had climbed to 8 p11.1.5 percent of the 
;total number of'iUings. (34 out of 395). Just five years ago; only .7 percent fell 
in this category. The total number of diverted defendants from 1972 through 
.June of 1977 was 189 which represents 4% of all criminal fllings during this period . 
In addition to cases initiated by the United States Attorney the Magistrates 
,have conducted many matters commenced through the citation prOcess but in: 
which the Brooklyn Plan appeared to be the appropriate remedy' for the Court 
'1;0 utilize.' In these Magistrate cases in the petty offense or infraction category. 
the United States Attorney is not alwa~'s present for the prosecution or he is 
sometimes represented by an Extern whose work is supervised by u staff member. 
The Court itself has frequently tal;:en the initiativtl in utilizing deferred prose
-cution of such defendants by recommending its applic~tion to the United States 
Attorney. After reviewing selected portions of my bench book for the past severnl 
,years I would estimate, based upon extrapolation, that the Magistrates have 
-disposed of between 180 to 200 cases under the Brooklyn Plan since 1972.,." ", 
'. In. '1..ltilizing the, deferred.proSO(lution pl'ogl'amat the· Magistrate level, we have. 

Ifollowed the .general guidelines set forth in tho memIJrandum preparp-d by ~William 
.J. Bauer referred to above. . 
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The defendants luwC' committed minor types of off(mse~,l the violntionhas been 
nn isolated one as opposC'cl to It series of incidents and thp likelihood of success on 
probation has been excellent. One of the guidelines we did not follow was that 
i"hich pertains to the age of defendants. If we bE'lieved a subject was suitable for 
Brooklyn Plan treatment we would avail ourselves of this rempdy regardless o( 
age. Thus, we did not limit ourselves to juveniles. Our practice has also been fol
lowed by the U.S. Attorney's Office in this Di~trict. Mr. Langford informed me 
that he :wails himself of the Brooklyn Plan treatment for defendants regardless of 
nge where the individual otherwise meets the criteria referred to above. Although 
statistics are lacking in his office, Mr. Langford is of the opinion that the degree of 
success of his defendants has been extraordinarily high. This is confirmed by the 
Probation Office. So fltr as I am aware there are few shortcomings to deferred 
prosecution. It elUlblC's defendants to avoid the stigma of a criminal record in view 
of the fact that the charge is dismissed by the Judge if the defendant succeeds on 
prohation. It avoids numerous appearances in Court and eliminates the necessity 
of tim"-consuming trials. It has bcen recognized hy the Congress in the Speedy 
Trial Act of 1074 which expressly eliminates from computation of tim\.' the period 
that def(~nclant is placed on probation under the Brooklyn Plan and is under 
deferred proRecution. 

What are its shortcomings? If a defendant fails to mppt the conditions of proba
tion and thus subjects himsplf to a deferred prosecution, both the government 
and the defendant find themselvps handicapped at a trial by reason of the passage 
of time. Should many months have elapsed between the time of the offense and 
the elate at which trial commences, witnesses to the offense mLL)' not be available 
or, if availahle, their memories will have faded. Thus it is sometimes difficult for 
the government to prosecute a case successfully, even though it has made a com
plete record of the episode at the time it occurred and has been able to refresh 
the memories of witnesses who would still be available. Likewise, the defendant 
would find himself hindered by deferred prosecution if delay deprived him of 
witnesses or has caused potential witnesses to forget the details of the incident. 
His recourse is the same as that of the prosecution: prepare It record of events 
promptly after they occur so that witnesses will he ajJle' to recall tlie details of the 
alleged violation of law. 'l'his Court became aware of the defects of the deferred 
prosecution program some five years ago when it instituted ru modified form of the 
Plan with the concu.rrence of the Unitect States' Attorney, the Office of. the Public 
Defender and the Probation Department. The modified plan, which for identifica
tion purposes we shall call the Sarr Francisco Plan, is similar in its operation to 
the procedure outlined in 21 USC § 844(b) for first-time offenders under the con
trolled substance laws. It also has its counterpai't in California Penal Code No. 
1203.4 procedure. The defendant enters a plea of guilty or is found guilt.y after 
trial and is thereafter placed on probation without the Court actually entedng an 
adjudication of guilt. In other words, the jUdgment and sentence are held iII 
abeyance while the defendant is serving his probo.tionary period. Should the de
fendant violate the conditions of probation; as found by the Court after !1prof,er 
hearing, the adjudication of guilt then takes place and is entered of record. This 
Plan has been utilized in a, few other Districts. 

Senior District Judge Walter E. Hoffman makes mentioI1' of the practice in his 
article 011 "Purposes and Philosophy of Sentencing", p.Q52 in 11 Federal Judicial 
Center publication, "An Introduction to the Federal Probation System". As the 
years have. passpd the Magistrates have increased their reliance upon the San 
Francisco Plan. It eliminates the major. shortcoming of the Brooklyn Plan but at 
the same titne accomplishes the bcneficent results of a diversionary program. 
It avoids a criminnlrecord on the part of a successful probationer whose plea is set 
aside upon completion of probation and whose charge is dismissed as it would have 
been if the defendant had been treated under the Brooklyn Pla,n. It avoids trials 
(very few defendants have been placed on probation under the San Francisco Plan 
after a conyiction following a tria1J. However, for the rare offender who, fails on 
pl:obationi there is no need to initiatc a delayed trial as is required under deferred 
pr~secl~tion. of a defendant .. It would be my recommendation that the prpposed 
leglslatlOn be· broadened or supp'emented to authorize not only diversion through 
deferred prosecution but also deferment of entry of Judgment and Sentence ouch 
as is praoticed unds.:- the San Fmncisco P'Ian . 

• 1 siDcs thel\!nglEitrate 1s hantlling only petty, 6treiiscs and Dilnor offenses fis Ii matter of 
jur!sdl~t!on. he, I!!!.ed .not cOl!cern,,hlmselt about seriouB crimes in determining' the wisdom 
of utilizing a dlverslonal'yprogram. 
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As to the specifics of the Plnn as presently drafted, I would make the folloWing 
comments and suggestions: 

1. In Sec. 2, which declares that innovation is appropriate in creating nltel'lln~ 
tives to prosecution, I would add nfter the work "Prosecution" On line 2, pagr 2,. 
the phrase "or imposition of Judgment and Sentence>!. 

2. In Sec. 3(1), the "eligible individual" is defined and provision is mndl' for 
determination of such individual by the attol'llC'Y for the government. This is the 
present practice und{'r the Brooklyn Plan and it wOI'ks well if the U.S. Attorney 
of the District is fnmiliar with proceedings for hn11(11i11g deferred pl'osecut,ion case~. 
But if he is l'ellwtant to avail himself of this rC'medy, the Act doef' not provide 
for an alternative meaDS of initait.ing Brooklyn Plan proceedings. I would suggrat 
that the probation officer to whom the aai'le would he rl'fcl'J'ed is an appropriate 
individual to recommend to the committing officer the wisdom of employing 
deferred prosecution in a specific eriminal case. This can be achieved by inserting' 
after the word "Governmcnt" on line 18 of pttge 2, the language "or lJy the pl'obu~' 
tion officer to whom the cuse is l'eferi'ed". 

3. In Sec. 3(4), the term "committing officer" is drfinec1. I would substitute for 
the languttge Which uppeal's on line 10 after the word "C!1$e" the following: "bpfol'e 
whom the individual must appear". This will permit a Magistrate to utilize the 
Act. 
. 4~ In Sec. 3(5), the "administrative head" is defined and the method of selecting~ 
him is set forth. Why is it not feasible to havp the Chief PJ'obtttion Offiner of Mch 
District designate u member of his staff as the "ac\lninistl'ative Hend" rather thl\ll 
create n; new position outsirle of the Prohntion Office? I bC'lieve that the function is 
one which a specifically tl'ainecl probation officer can aS~llme nspart of his 1'egular 
duties. If this be the case I would change the language on line 14 of page 3 hy 
substituting "Chkf Pi'obation Officer" in lieu of Attorney General. I would 
envison a single inc\ividtHil being I1ble to handle the entire program. 

5, In Sec. 4, It procedure is set fot-th for preparing the defendtmt td participo.te
in a diverO'ion progl'am. Would it be appropriate to requirc! at least for felo'nies
and'misdemeanors, that theinterviewTeferred to be conducted after the individual 
has conferred with hiS attorney? If so, I \Vould add the fdlloWing lul,guage to the 
paragraph: "Such intel;\.iew shall he conducted after the person had conferred with 
counsel." 

6. Under Sec. 5(a), Provision is made for relcase of a defendant on the diversionl 
program. Reference is made to the requirement that tht? individual make an 
intelligent waiver of his rights "with thp. advice of counsel". Since I would anti
cipate use of the deferred pro'secutioil prbgram in many petty offenses in which 
an attorney is neither api)ointed nor retained I think it might be advisal)1e to· 
insert on page 4, line 14 after the woid "counsel" the clause "in other than u. 
petty offense." This is not an Argersinger problem which requires representation 
of an attorney because the Court intends to send the defendant to an institution. 

7. In Sec. 5(b), the Bill requires that the injured party give his consent to dis~ 
position of the case uncler the diversion program, I think it is a mistake to permit, 
the victim (whose identify may not ah"ays be o1<:ar) to determine an appropriate 
remedy to be used by Courtnnd 11rOSecutol'. If apprbvrtl is to be granted it sliould 
be the committing officer who would be consulted by the proseeutor as to the· 
appropriateness of the diversionary program. I would strike the language be
ginning on line 19 with the word ItalY' uncI concluding with the word "with" on, 
line 20. I would substitute the follo'wing: lIthe committing officer has informed". 

8: In Sec. 7 (It) , on p-age 5 provision is made for the period dui'ing w1iicfi the 
individual oli the diversion' program is released on probation: I would rephr!1se' 
the language so,that tIre probation officer himself might recommend conclusl(~n 
of supervision and disinil:l,sa1 of the' charge iIi 11 period less than twelve months. 
It might be expressed us fOllows beginning oil line 18 by· insertinl}: after the· word 
"a" the folloWing: "period not to exceed" .. On line Hi the word 'period'" should 
be sfirickeIl' and' the' word "month" should be pluralized. On line 22 L would add 
to the end of the sentence the following language: "on motion of the probation 
office." 

9. Under Sec. 7{b), thellttOtney fot the government isp'E!rmitted t6 p~ose.c~te· 
We diverted ii:rdivic1uaI if he finds tlii\.tthe person has not fiilfilled'.his obli'gatlOn.s. 
It mlght be adVisable to' involve'the probation officer who is handling,the'ens~'JD: 
guicgng. the. ~tto):ney for the goYernrrHint iII, making his findings, The follHw}ng-: 
langu!lge slioulcl .nppear on line 4 page 6 after the word "governmellt": upon. 
l'Cport of the prdhation 1Jffice~" 
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10. In Sec. 7(c), the committing officer is authorized to dismiss charges against 
an individual who has completed his program successfully. Approval of the attor~ 
ney for the government is required. Why is this necessary if the administrative 
head certifies that the progmm obligations have been fulfilled? I would strike the 
language on line 10 page G beginning with the word "and" and ending with the 
word "concurs" on line 1I. 

11. In Sec. 8, provision if! made for the appointment of an advisory committee 
for the diversion program for each District. Rathrl' than establish another group, 
why would it not be feasible to enlarge the scope of the work now being performed 
by the Speedy Trial Planning Group so it might fulflJ this additional function? 
If this is the case then it would be unnecessary to establish a new committee and 
thc balance of (a) beginning on line 15 with the word "Any" and ending on line 
22 with the word "Act" could be stricken. There is certainly a close relationship 
between diverted cases and the purposes of the Speedy Trail Act. Under Sec. 8(b), 
on line 24, I would substitute the word "of" for the word "for" aftrr the word 
"implementation". I believe the Bill represents important legislation that should 
be made a part of our statutory law. It clarifies procedme which is being followed 
in mo,ny Districts throughout the United States. It will make for uniformity and 
will encourage broader use of a diversionary program which has already demon
strated its efficacy during its many years of use. 

I WQuld hope that the committee would also enact specific provisions encom
paseing the requirements of a plan for deferred entry of Judgment and Sentence 
in thuse cases in which a defendant has entered his plea of guilty or has been so 
found after trial. As stated above this District has relied upon the San Francisco 
Plan for a number of years with excellent results and we believe it should be 
sanctioned by the Congress. Mr. James L. Browning, the present United States 
Attol'lley for the Northern District of California has authorized me to state that 
he joins me in requesting the passage of legislation for the San Francisco Plan 
which h8$ been analyzed by the Administrative Office and found valid as a 
matter of lnw but in need of clarification through legislation. In his remarks, 
Mr. James F. Hewitt, Chief of the Public Defender's office for the Northern 
District of California, has nlso recommended passage of legislation which will 
establish sentencing procedures for application of the San Francisoo Plan. He has 
outlined the method whereby this can be accomplished. I would urge you to 
follow his recommendations so that the fedetal trial cOUrts will have an alternative 
remedy to pretrial diversion. 

~TATEMENT OF RICHARD GOLDSMITH, U.S. MAGISTRATE, SAN 
FRANCISCO, CALIF. 

Judge GOLDSMITH. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity of 
appearing before the committee. I am most grateful. I hope that my 
:r:emarks will supplement those of Mr. Hewitt. 

As I listened to him, I felt that there might also be a charge of 
collusion, because as to the specifics of the bill I find that I am in 
almost complete agreement with his comments as to certain Clefi
cienciesand what might be done to correct them. 

Apart from that, I felt that first I should give you a little back
ground because I think Mr. Hewitt suggested that I be called by this 
committee in the light of the Brooklyn plan, the deferred prosecution. 

During my tenure as n. magistrate for the past 6 years I have seen 
the plan utilized very often in our own district. Before that, when I 
was a U.S. Commissioner, we did use it on a lesser scale in San 
Francisco. . 
. When I received the invitation I thought that I should try to get 
some statistics. I inquired of Mr. Langford, whoha.udles our criminal 
prosecutions in San Francisco. He said that off the top of his head he 
felt perhaps from 3 to 5 percent of defendants are now being handled 
t}irough deferred prosecutions in San Fi·ancisco. That ,,,ould mean 
around 35 to 60 defendants a :yellr, which is a substantial number. 
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To verify this, since he had no actual statistics, I went to the 
"Probation Department, which would have records of those who 
were on probation under deferred prosecution. I obtained their total 
number of cases and then applied them to statistics I obtained from 
the Olerk's office. I verified the acouracy oE Ivir. Langforcl's guess. 

It turned out that at present there are 5 percent of our defendants 
in San Francisco actually being handled in this manner. In the fJIst 
6 months of the present year there were 8 percent. 

In 1977 we are talli:ing about 34 out of 395 defendants who have 
-actually been placed on probation under the diversion program. 
Of course, these are people who have had their matters handled by 
the U.S. attorney's office, In addition, we have our petty offense 
matters that the magistrates themselves might have hancHed without 
actually going through the U.S. attorney's office initially, where 
there might be a citation to begin it. 

I knew that we were handling a number of these cases in the same 
manner. What we do in San Francisco on these programs is that we 
have externs who are related to Hastings Law School and work with a 
practice class. They are professors there, and they make themselves 
available for services to the court. They also are controlled by the 
U.S. attorney's office who is empowered, I believe, to hire several of 
them in a special progmm. 

Frequently, the magistrate himself will suggest to the extern that 
:after he has had a little background on the case he may decide tl1l.1t 
it is appropriate that we utilize it as deferred prosecution. 

I computed the figures of the matters of petty offense character 
that the U.S. attorney might not have initiated himself and found 
that we have just about an equal number over this 5-year period. 
In other words there ·are 180 to 200 cases that the magistrates have 
bandled in San Francisco as deferred prosecutions, in addition 'to. the 
-ones that were begun by the U.S. attorney. 

We may be talking, in this 5-year period, of as many as 300 to 400 
people. This is, then, a substantial btlckgrouncl. . 

The guidelines that we have used are those that were suggested 
by U.S. attorney Bauer in TIlinois, who put out a brochure mru1:y 
,years ago in which he described the plan.. He said tha.t the standards 
would be these: First of all, the offense should not be a very serious 
one j second, it should be an isolated incident and not something that 
·occurs on a regular basis with a particular person. 

I think that initially the emphasis was on juveniles. However, 
now that we do not prosecute very many juveniles in the Federal 
court, but rather have the Stllte do it, there is less reason to use the 
plan except to the extent that if we do have a juvenile coIl1lllitting 
an offense ancl the State may be reluctant to handle that matter, so 
that there is not going to be any superivison at all, then there is an 
excellent reason for hl1ving a deferred prosecution and diversion plan.. 

If we take an installation such as Fort Ord, Oalif., where theTe are 
'some 35,000 people living-because of the large Army installation 
there-necessarily there are going to be many, many youngsters who 
:get in trouble. I know that the 10cl1l authorities there are somewhat 
hesitant to supervise h,ll of those youngsters., ' . ' 

We do have an excellent probation office centered right in Monterey, 
'Oalif. We l.ltilizethe deferred prosecution plan there with great success. 
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So from that standpoint it is very helpful to have it available to the 
juveniles that we might otherwise have to send to the State because 
we nre not privileged to handle them. 

IVIr. Hewitt mentioned our own variation, called the San Fran
cisco plan to distinguish it from the Brooklyn plan. I might give 
you the genesis of it. Initially, we felt that there was one shortcoming 
in the deferred prosecution plan. Whenever a person waives his right 
to a speedy trial it means that we are going to have to wait during the 
full probationary peTiod to determine whether he will meet the re
quirements or not. 

If he should fail and we have to have a delayed trial we have all 
the problems that arise when we do not prosecute somebody promptly. 
We may lose witnesses. If we still have the witnesses available, then 
some of them may have forgotten exactly what the details are, so it 
is difficult for the government to prove the case and also difficult for 
the defendant to protect himself. 

'rhel'efore, we thought that there was re!1lly no harm in these cases 
where the Government really felt that it could prove the case to take 
a plea, but to defer the entry of judgment and sentenee. That is what 
we have done in Snn Francisco for several years now. 

I have kept records on these cases. We have not had a single one 
that has failed under this probationary program. When tIle probation 
office reports satisfactory fulfiillment-and in soine cases, of course, we 
just have court probation with monthly reports written to the court
at the end of'the 6 months period 01' whatever it might be, what we do 
is to allow the individual to withdi'aw his plea of guilty. 

We then dismiss the charge, as we would in a defelTed prosecution 
clilm, and we accomplish the same result. 

Should thel'e be a slip-up, we do not have the pI'oblem of a delayed 
trial. Instead, we simply have to enter the judgement and· sentence, 
because it is all prepared. That is the end of the case. 

Tlien the man, of cOUl'se, can be charged with his probation viola
tion. He is entitled to his full hearing. We have a safeguard, then, in 
case we do riot ptosecute promptly. 

I think that tliis is why Mr. Hewitt thought it would be desirable 
to have a proceeding in supplementrution of this diversion program 
wHere we utilize the San: Ftallcisco plan. 

Before we ado}Jted it in San Francisco we had it cleared with the 
U.S. attorney's office, the public defender, the ptobation department, 
the cl'erk's offioe, and the: judges. They all approved it. 

I might state that Wheri we were asked to justify it we prepared a 
memo about a Yeal' or so ago. It went to the administrative office. 
'rhey felt that it \VaS constitutiop:al, but it would be preferable if we 
had legislation on the subject. Therefore, we would hope that this 
coin'inittee ot its sister would adopt sucli legisla:tion at this time and 
make proper what we have 16tig been doing in San Francisco. 

Seii!:i,tdrD:ElCoNOINI. I am advised'tllatwe have a copy of that memo. 
We thank you very' much. The constitutional problem disturbed me, 
too . 

.tudgEl' G'otDSJi.rri'H. An fight. Mr. HeWitt,did' you bl'ing a copy of 
that memo? I brought one'vntli me if you do nbt have it. 

SeIilttor DEdoNdtNI. We' haVElit. 
JtidgeGtlLTIf3MiTFI; I would be hliJppyto silbmit it to you. 
Senator DEOONCINI. We have it, I am advised. Thank you. 
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Judge GOTJDSMITH. You do have one? 
Senator DECONCINI. Yes; lam advised that we do have One. 
Judge GOLDSMITH. L. C. Reed is the author of this. It was based ·on 

the memo that we prepared for our own judges at that time. 1v1,r. 
Hewitt transmitted It to the administrative office. 

We felt.that we had much justificationior what we were doing be
cause it is similar, as Mr. Hewitt said, to the 21 U.S.C. 844(b) prp
cedure. It is very much like it. In California we have 1203.4 of our 
Penal Code, which had an expungement procedure. We felt that these 
were parallels and we could utilize them. We feel that it is not 
going to be too difIicul t to--

Senator DECONCINI. Excuse me, Judge. Let me clarify something. 
Under the San Francisco Fedeml diversion plnn the accused is brought 
before the magistrate, enters a plea of guilty, und judgment is held ;in 
abeyance. 

Judge GOLDSMITH. Yes. 
Senator DECONCINI. If the divertee then for some reason does not 

comply with the diversion program, what happens? 
Judge GOLDSMITH. Then the probation office would ask for a warrant 

or a summons issue. The man or woman is brought before tho court: 
In effect, we would have a probation revocation hearing. 

'rhe result would be, if we find that there had been a failure to meet 
the conditions of probation, then we would actually enter the judgment 
s.entence. 

Senator DECONCINI. So there would be no trial? 
Judge GOLDSMITH. No trial at all. Just to determine what huQ. 

happened to require that he be brought before the magistrate. 
We have never hud onf'. of the~9 people fail, so the procedure would 

have to be, perhaps, improvised the first time we have one. We are 
quite selective, I might say. 

Senator DECONCINI. That system takes cn.re of the problem Mr. 
Hewitt mentioned, of having any statements of things that the de
fendant might have said to counselors;in the diversion program being 
used against him. 

Judge GOLDSMITH. Yes. I might say that we do this not only for 
pleas, but we have actually used this San Francisco plan diversion 
program for a person convicted after the trial, where it was the type 
of case;in which we would have used it initially. We felt that qespite 
the trial we could still use it. It worked out quite we]]. 

If you would like me to, I can give you some illustrations of the kinds 
of cases we have. 

Senator DECONCINI. I would like to have that .. 
Judge GOLDSIIUTH. I can think of one cl1se in which a man was 

charged with obstruction of mail. It was a postman. He was taking 
some course at college in ;international relations. He was .stealing the 
foreign news section of the New York Times. This is most unus\lal-. 
He was not taking something of great value, but the people were quite 
.chagrined when they found out that he wastakin'" this. 

We felt that it wasnot such a serious offense that it justified stig
matizing him with a record, but he still needed straightening out. He 
should not take anything. We used the San F.rancisco plan. We just 
gave him court probation. He wrote very intelligent letters, and he 
coml?leted it satisfactor.ily:. . . . :; . 
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Another case I can think of was an embezzlement charge where a 
young woman was charged in our jurisdiction, although it was a 
larger sum. It seems that she had been a t.eller for some years in one 
of our banks. 

Herfather had suffered cancer and needed an operation. She did 
not have the funds to pay for it. They were not eligible fOl' medicare 
or medical. So she went to the bank initially to ask if she could take 
out a loan to pay for this. They refused, so she engaged in a little 
cheating there in order to pay for the operation. 

However, she had an impeccable record. We felt that to make her 
a criminal permanently was just too much, so we used the San Fran
cisco plan. That worked out quite well in that case. 

Frequently we ge1i people who maybe have a change of life-women 
in their fifties or sixties-who engage in some petty theft. They have 
have never done anything before. We do not like to stigmatize them, 
so we have used the San Francisco plan in these cases. Then, when 
they fulfill probation we clear the record. It is a much easier way than 
clarifying these matters and, say, using the provisions of 5021 where 
you have to go through certain steps. Even then you do have a certain 
record. 

Here it is much clearer so long as we can avoid having something 
get in the computer initially. That is a very crucial poir).t, and we 
must make provision for that. 

We find that this works out quite well in San Francisco. It does 
eliminate the need of lots of trials because people are less hesitant 
when they know that they will not have a record in coming forward 
and saying, "Yes, I am involved, and yes, I did do this." 

Of course, we do have the benefit of many local institutions for 
drug cases. We have such places as Newbric1ge in Berkeley and Walden 
House in San Francisco where we can place individuals, and then 
they can be straightened out in a year's period or whatever the timfJ 
maybe. 

Senator DECONCINI. Do you divert any drug cases? 
Judge GOLDSl\II~'H. Yes, we do occasionally where it is not a major 

user. This is another thing. Some of these places where the people are 
eligible to go will not take someone who actually has a conviction and 
goes there because he is placed on probation. 

However, if he is charged-as he is under our plan-but does not 
have tIlis kind of record they will take him. From that standpointit is 
very effective to do it this way, too. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you for the illustrations. 
Judge GOLDSMITH . .As far as the analysis of the bill itself is con

cerned, I have put in my paper some new language that I thought 
would be appropriate. Mr. Hewitt has pretty well covered that. 

I do think that our probation office is well qualified to handle it 
right now. We have tliis pilot program in San Francisco with one 
officer designated to help us with our pretrial work. He can do this 
kind of thing as wellas anyone else. It seems to me that it is a natural 
ftinction to be placed in the hanels of the probation department. 

,We also think that this pretrial group that we now' have working 
in San F1'Ilncisco could undertake the supervision of this kind of pro
gram as well with very, very little change. It would mean that we 
would not have to set up another committee . .As far as the other ele-

" 
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tails are concerned it is a matter of: just. changing a little language here 
and there to accomp1ish these results. I hose snggested some of the 
lnnguage, but I have no pride of authorship. The committee could 
probably do a, better job than that. 

I think that that just about covers what I had in mine!. I would 
say that I am authorized to speak on behalf of our U.s. attorney in 
San Francisco, who f'lubscribes to thef'le sentiments. I talked to Mr. 
James Browning, and he urges the committee to adopt this bill and 
the Sun Francisco plan variant of it! because he feels that it is working 
quite wel1. More anc1 more his office is re1ying on it. . 

As far as some of the details are concerned I think that while the 
U.S. attorney should initiate these matters and exercise his own dis
cretion, frequent.1y tIle magistmte may be the first person to realize 
it is an appropriate case in these situations. Of course, I think we 
should take it up with the prosecutor and require him then to agree 
that it is the proper way of disposing of the case. 

Senator DEOONCINr. Your feelings, then, m'e similar to Mr. Hewitt. 
You feel that it shou1cl primarily be the prosecutor's discretion. 

Judge GOLDSMITH. Yes 
Senator DEOONCINI. Not only for the constitutional reasons that 

we have talked about, but also for actual implementation of the pro
gram. 

Judge GOLDSMITH. I think so. In those cases that we have had be
fore us, where he was not present but one of his extems was and we 
have suggested it and then the extern has conferred with the U.S. 
attorney and we have alwr.ys gotten cooperation and agreement. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you think the prosecutor in your jurisdic
tion and others that you might know of are using it to the fullest 
extent? 

Judge GOLDSMITH. I know we UTe in Sun Francisco now. When it 
reaches 8 percent that is a substantial number. I have yet to find n.. 
case that I have been aware of where it was appropriate where he 
declined to do so. 

Senator DEOONCINI. If the diversion program were used prior to 
arrest, where the Federal arresting authority decided that this should 
be considered by the prosecutor and brought to the prosecutor at 
that time, is it your judgment that counsel should be provided ut 
that stage of the hearing? Defense counsel? 

I meant to ask Mr. Hewitt this question too, and I would appreci
ate it if you would comment also on this, Mr. Hewitt. 

Judge GOLDSMITH. I am not so certain it is necessary if prior to 
arrest the prosecutor concludes that it is appropriate that we use the 
diversionary plan. The man, of course, is waiving certain rights. From 
that standpoint, I am sure that Mr. Hewitt would feel, even then be 
should confer with counsel despite the fact that there is not going to 
be a prosecution but that it would be deferred. 

Sillce we have an office that is well equipped to do this I think it 
might be appropril1te. I might also say that in all of these cases even 
if there is no arrest, if they are more than petty offenses, at least there. 
is a complaint before the court. When the person appears in court, if 
he does so, we advise him of his right to counsel; and we appoint the 
public defender's office in San Francisco. Mr. Hewitt has an out-. 
standing staff. I think they are the first ones to realize the beneficial 
results of diversionary treatment. . 
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Senator DEOONCINI. Mr. Hewitt, would you care to comment? 
Mr. HEWI'l'T. Magistrate Goldsmith and I do have some differences 

as to when counsel should be appointed. While he may very well, at 
times, feel that no counsel is necessary because of the way that he 
fairly handles the cases, I would prefer to see counsel injected into the 
process at the earliest possible moment even were there no arrest. 

It would not be too difficult if the U.S. attorney felt that a per-son 
was suitable for diversionary treatment and no formal proceedings 
were required he could arrange to have the person appear before the 
magistrate to determine eligibility for counselor their desire to have 
counsel appointed to represent them. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Are you permitted to represent a potential de
fendant without any court order? 

Mr. HEWITT. 'I'hat is a problem uncleI' the present phraseology of 
the Oriminal Justice Act. We are permitted where there is a }.t[i-randa 
J~roblem or in a lineup, and the person feels that he needs counsel in a 
]menp. 

We had made some suggestions in connection with the Oriminal 
Justice Act that it be made broad enough that whenever the interests 
of justice dictates and the court finds good cause the court can appoint 
cOlmsel to represent a person prior to their arrest. 

It may take some conforming amendments to the Oriminal Justice 
Act, but I do not anticipate--

Senator DEOONCINI. When you return to San Francisco Thursday 
morning, for instance, let's say the Federal Prosecutor's Office calls 
you and says, "Pve got a defendant here and I am thinking of diverting 
lum. Would you come over and be sure that his rights are preserved 
while we mo,ke this decision. Oan you do that? 

Mr. HEWITT. Well, it has been done. 
Senator DEOONCINI. You do not feel prohibited from doing so? 
IVIr. HEWITT. No. We feel that it is silly to say. "Go file it complaint 

just to have the technicality of an arrest and charge." 
Senator DEOONCINI. Sure. 

. Mr. HEWiTT. However, we have to keep in mind that there are 
only 30 or so clistTicts with organized defender offices out of the 100 
in the United States. We have to think in terms of those districts 
where we have private counsel being appointed 11l1d then arrangements 
being macIe to lllwe someone talk to the divertee. 
~I do not think that most pl'osecutors feel comfortable in talking 
to a person who may potentially be charged with a crime in the absence 
of counsel. I think the average prosecutor would much prefer to com
mmucate with a lawyer than directly with the defendant. If tIllS 
requires a conforming amendment to the Oriminal Justice Act I 
would certainly recommend that. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Judge, let me ask you another question. 
Judge GOLDSMITH. Before we go to that, is it along the same line 

as this? 
Senator DEOONC!N,I. No; it is pot. Go ahead. 
Judge GOLDSl'tfI'l'H. I notice under section 5(a) of your bill it refers 

to the fact that the individual makes an intelligent waiver of his 
:r;ights with the t1/dvice of counsel. I think this somewhat . covers this 
poin~. 
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I wus going to comment that since we have so many petty offenses 
where there is not going to be an attorney involved at any stage of 
the proceedings, that we might have a clause to the effect that it 
would be in a case other than a petty offense. 

What I have in mind is a calendar we have on a Thursday where 
we have an installation such as the Presidio of San Francisco pres0nt 
a nnmber of people before us. We might have someone charged with 
some Irind of petty offense where it is clear that we are not going to 
have to apply arduous principles. We are not going to consider having 
anyone sent to jail. It is quite e}.'})editious to move rapidly without 
requiring the publlc defender's office to send someone to be present. 

In those instances I had in mind that we might proceed to utilize 
these plans without requiring that we have counsel present. In the 
more serious ones, such as the embezzlement case that I mentioned 
or even obstruction of mail, which stem initially from a forging and 
uttering charge, I think that thel'(~ should be counsel. 

Mr. HEWI'l'T. I would agree with that observation, Senator. 
Mr. Mackin reminded me that we do have provision in the guide

lines for the administration of the Oriminal Justice Act for the appoint
ment of counsel for pretrial diversion. Those guidelines are adopteel 
by the Judicial Oonference based upon recommendations by a sub
committee of the Conference. We do have those guidelines available. 

'rhe statute is not specific, but the committee felt that it was ap
propriate to have counsel in pretrial cases. 

I agree with Judge Goldsmith. If it is the kind of case:in which no 
counsel would be appointed for the charge, certainly there would be 
no need to have counsel appointed for pretrial diversion. 

Senator DECONCINI. Can we get those guidelines? Would you be so 
kind as to send those to us? 

MI'. HEW!TT. Certainly. . 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much. 
Judge, let me ask you one other question. In your opinion, has the 

prosecutor-I do not mean. to refer this specifically to the Federal 
district attorney in San Francisco, so let me just rephrase it. 

Do you believe that prosecutors use diversion programs now for 
dumping theil' cases that are bad cases? Have you ever had any ex
perience with that occurring? ' 

Judge GOLDSMITH. I have not. I was rather surprised when I heard 
the exchange between you and Mr. Hewitt The cases that I am 
familiar with are legitimate cases that are met under the standards 
of the northern districts of illinois. That is, they are cases where we 
have a defendant who has not been in trouble before and who hilS not 
committed a very serious crime, and who is obviously a good candi
date for probation and who should be protected without a record. 

'rhey have not been serious criminals who have 'violated the law 
but who are cooperating and therefore should be treated under this 
plan. I have not had that experience and 1 would hope that it would 
not be used for this pUgJose. .. 

Senator DECONCINI. I would, too. I think Mr. Hewitt's observations 
are very realistic. With as many districts as we have it may very we1l 
be used for that purpose. It is interesting to note that in your ex
perience you do not feel it has happened. 

00-867--77----12 
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Judge GOLDSMITH. I know that the cases that we have initiated 
ourselves have not been of this type. 

Senator DEOONCINI. One of my greatest concerns is that in my 
experience with diversions on the State level that is not what they 
are for. It is a great temptation, being a former prosecutor, to do that. 
It took great discipline' on a number of the prosecutors in my office 
not to do it. I cannot honestly say that we never did use it for that 
purpose. I would just like to be able to minimize that temptation. 

Judge GOLDSJl[ITH. I think there is a Sf' feguard, because the magis
trate must dismiss these cases event.ually. At the time of dismissal 
we can inquire into tho circumstu,nces if we have not found out 
already. 

Under your bill I think we will know rar earlier than that why a 
person is being handled under the diversion program. We can at 
least be consulted. 

That is why some of the suggestions I made have to do with the 
probation office having a certain input in confel'l'ing with the U.S. 
attorney as to whether the person is a fit subject. 

Senator DEOoNCINI. You apparently have a very enlightened 
prosecutor or U.S. attorney in San Francisco who is very realistic 
about his priorities. 

Judge GOLDSl\UTH. Yes, I think so. I can give you one more example 
of why this plan works well. I l'ecall one young man who was in an 
assault case. His temper got the better of him and I think he was 
throwing some rocks at u, fishing boat that came within his territory, 
or something of the sort. He happened to hit a passenger aboard. It 
could have been fairly serious. 

We used the San Francisco plan in this case and clem'ed the record. 
He wanted to go to medical school. If he had this kind of assault 
record, there was no question about his eligibility to get in and practice 
his profession. 

This way, he was protected because thE' record was clear and he did 
not have such a record. 

Another instance was one in which thlwe was a passport forged, 
which can be quite serious, for a young doctor, He was a man who 
hoped to be a doctor, who had completed his medical education. He 
was having some problems protecting his identity, because he was 
mistaken for a leftist in Bolivia where there are terrorists who were 
putting them out of the way. This is why he had engaged in this. 

Once again, we used the San Francisco plan with good results. 
Therefore, I feel that it is a very useful device. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Judge, thank you very much for your testi
mony. It has been extremely helpful. -VVe appreciate, once again, your 
traveling this distance. 

Judge GOLDSMITH. I aQpreciate the opportunity of appearing. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Our next witness is Oharles G. Bernstein, 

Federal Public Defender of Baltimore, Md. 
Mr. Bernstein, thank you for coming over this morning. We ap

preciate your participation. Your statement will appear in the record 
in toto if you will please either summarize it or proceed as you so 
please. 

[Material follows:] 
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PREPARED STATE~mNT OF CUARLES BERNSTEIN FOr-LOWS 

Mr. Chairman. My name is Charles Bernstein. I was appointed Federal Public 
Defender fOr the District of Maryland when the office was oreated in Jll!1uary 1974. 
I very much appreciate the Subcommittee's invitation to present. the Maryland 
experience with regard to pretrial diversion. 

1)'01' m!my years, the only type of diversion available in Maryland was the so· 
called "Brooklyn Plan," used only with juveniles. For adult offenders. there was 
no diversion. 

This began to change in 1974. I attended my first Federal Public Defender 
Conference in PhoenL,,) Arizona, in January 1974. At this Conference, I learned 
from other public defenders, primarily in the Ninth Circuit, of v!)'r'inus diversion 
plaus that existed, sometimes informally, in their respective juri\'.dictions. 1 

" brought some of these ideas back to Maryland and lator 011 In 1974, we began to 
obtain a few diversions. Initia1ly, all such divcrsions were handled by the Probation 
Departmeut. In contrast to the normal Porbation c:.seload of 1,600 persons, no 
more than 20 persons per year were placed on diversiC'n status. 

The Pretrial Services Ageney became ()perational .ln or about January 19, 1976. 
Beginning January 1, 1977, Maryland adopted a f.omewhat uniCJ,ue posture with 
regard to div~rsions when it was agreed that tbe Pretrial Services Agency, as 
opposed to the Probation Department, ,youldhf.ndle these cllses. Before such a. 
diversion of responsibility can be ef-rective,. there must be harmonious relationships 
between the two agencies. In :r.iaryland, we are ',ortunate to have such a situation. 

Since the first of the yell", when Pretrial S('rviccs began to handle diversions 
approximately 50 persons have been placed /)11 diversion status. I am informed 
that all 50 have been unqualified successes and that none of them have be on 
removed from diversionary status. 

The feeling in Maryland was, and c(lntinu,~s to be, that diversion might be 
better performed by the Pretrial Services Agency. While admittedly there is 
nothing magical in which agency performs the Junction, it. is felt that Pretrial is 
in a better position to spot a potential· diversiol! case /><J,r]y in the proceedings. 
The Pretrial Services Offic/.'l' is in a uniCJ,ue positio""l to go to the United States 
Attorney, and even in some instances the defense attorney, and point out why 
this would be an appropriat,e ca:oe for diversion. FurtJ'lermore, some of us feel that 
the predisposition of a Pretrial Services Officer may be somewhat better attuned 
for diversion than regular Probation/Parole Officers who are accustomed to deal· 
ing with hundreds of persons, all of whom have already beon found guilty. Thus, 
the Pretrial Services Officer is working with individuals who are still presumed to 
be innocent and he may have a· somewhat less jaunticed view of his clients than 
docs the Probation/Parole Officer. 

The Chiefs of the PI'obation and Pretrial Services organizations are unanimous 
in their pmise of the Maryland situation. Their only comment! which they asked 
me to convey to the Subcommittee, is that prosecutors should make much more 
extensive use of this procedure. They both feel that each case should be reviewed 
by the prosecutor with an eye toward det('rmining whether or not It has diversion 
potential. In short) they feel much more should be done to stimulate the prosecu
tion into making use of this tactic, 

.-r 'l'hey also share my concern that diversion should not be used as a m('ans of 
bringing more people wXthin the criminal justice orbit. All of us feel there is some 
danger that diversion, rather than being an alternative to prosecution, will turn 
out to be an alternative to declining prosecution. Thus, instead of a person being 
kept out of the criminal justice system by diversion, peopln who heretofore would 
not have been prosecuted will be brought into It. Obviously, such u result would 
run counter to the Bill's stated purpose of reducing the caseload in our FedeI'ul 
Courts. 

STATBMENT OF CHARLES G. :BERNSTEIN, FEDERAL :PU:BLIC DE· 
FENDER, :BALTIMORE, MD. 

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity 
to be here. 

r had been infor~ed, sir, by Mr. McPike that you had had ample 
testimony on what everybody and his brother thought about the oill 
and the wording and what have you. I thought I would not burden 
you with any more of that. 
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The remarks that I clid prepare, sir, deal with something that I 
think is somewhat unique in Maryland and which may be, hopefully 
of some interest to you. Maryland is one of the 10 demonstration areas 
under the Speedy Trial Act with setting up pretrial services agencies. 
We .\11'e one of the five, I believe, that has Board control. 

In terms of diversion, what hns happened is that we have allowed 
the Pretrial Services Alj{ency to handle diversion rather than the Pro
bation Department. Tnis came about, I think, probably somewhat 
accidentally. Maybe it was a bureaucratic situation where Pretrial 
Services was, frankly, looking for things to do. 

We are fortunate in having a good relationship between Pretrial 
Services and the Probation Department. There is no jealousy between 
them, which I understand is not the situation everywhere. We do 
have that· in Maryland, however. 

We all think it has worked pretty well. The advantage of having 
Pretrial Scrvices handle it is that they are into it early. They can 
many times spot a case. They are trained and instructed not to be 
shy, but to go to the prosecutor and say, 11MI'. Pr'osecutor, what about 
a diversion in this tyne of situation?" 

That mayor may not have sone more impact than a defense attor
ney who is prone to say thatL perb:1ps, even in a first degree murder 
case, in the prosecutor's eyes. He might listen a little more impartially. 

Additionally, the Pretrial Services officer is perhaps not quite as 
jaundiced. I do not use that in a derogatory sense, but he may not be 
as jaundiced as the Probation Parole officer who is used to dealing 
with clients all of whom have been found guilty, and all of whom have 
done time in jail and who are now out on parole. He may not have the 
openness toward pretrial diversion that the Pretrial Services officer 
may have, 

As I say, it kind of evolved as sort of an accident, but I think it was a 
bappy accident. Everyone is happy with that arrangement. 

Sena.tor DEOoNcrNI. Let me ask you a question. Is it fair to say, 
in your judgment, that probation and parole officers are more in
volved with far more serious clients or defendants under their control, 
and just out of human nature are not liable to devote the time that 
a Pretrial Services Organization might to this? 

Mr. BERNSTEIN. 111'. Ohairman, they have that problem, although 
I guess the Pretrial Services people would come intO' contact with every 
defendant who comes into court. They have to do an interview of 
each new person, so they would be meeting the sl9rlolls and the not 
so ;3erious. 

I just think that the outlook is a little bit different when the officer 
is working I1t the intl1ke stage as opposed to the fi~r end where the 
probation is. 

As I pointed out in my testimony, there is nothing magical about 
this. I am not suggestinl. to you, sir, that it cannot work ,vith Pro
bation doing it. This is not the only way to do it. However, we have 
tried it this way and we like it. . 

Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you. 
]\11'. BERHSTEIN. That, basically, is what I have prepared for you. 

Do you havtl any questions? 
Senator DEOoNClm. Do you have any evidence or fears of-if tbjs 

were a national program"':'-the District Attorney's office dumping 
cases into diversion and using it fO'l' plea l?'>:rgaining? 
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Mr. BERNSTEIN. I hn,ve fears both ways, Mr. Ohairman. I have 
fears-and I suppose it comes from my cynicism-that people will 
be dragged into the system whQ might have had a declination, or 
,,,,here the case might have been a declination previously. I think 
the;-e are some fears that way, 'where a prosecutor might decline, 
but now he has got a slightly more finely tuned instrument that 
he can use. 

I agree with Mr. Hewitt completely. I think it is going to happen. 
Once we are into plea bargaining-and we are-it is part of the system 
that is reality. I think that there are going to be situations where the 
prosecutor, for laudable reasons-because of the pressures on him-is 
going to have to use pretrial diversion. It may be used because of help 
that the defendant. may be giving, or for other valid reasons. This is a 
less than ideal context for pretrial diversion, but I think it will happen. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Mr. McPike of the stuff has a few questions he 
has drawn up. He would like to address them to you if you do not mind 
responding to them. 

Mr. BERNSTEIN. I would be glad to. 
IvIr. :MCPII<E. 1\11'. Bernstein, regartling that last l'emark, do you 

feel that injecting the defense counsel at an early stage is going to 
prevent that from happening? In other words, do you feel that you 
can go to the court and say, ('Look, this is not a case that can be 
prosecuted." 

As our bill is drafted now it requires a prosecutor to avow to the 
court that it is a prosecutable case. 

Would that be an advantage, or do you still see this happening? 
MI'. BERNSTEIN". I do not mean to dodge your question, but as a 

practical matter I think the average defense attorney-unless it is a 
really unusual situation-is going to take a deferred prosecution and 
run with it, even though he may think that it should not be uset1 
either as a plea bargaining technique or pulling up what would be 11 
declination. He may think that it is wrong, but I think he is still going 
to take the diversion and TUn. That is the way I See that. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Excuse me. 
It is so advantageous from the defendant's point of view--
Mr. BERNS'l'ElN". You have joust got to be awfully cocky as a defense 

attorney and have just an awful lot going-which we generally do not 
have in the Federal system-to say, "No, we are not going to take a 
diversion." 

lvIr. MCPIKE. Mr. Goldsmith? 
Judge GOLDSl\UTH. May I shed a little light on this? 
Mr. MCPIKE. Please. 
Judge GOLDSMITH. I have had a couple of cases in which people re

fU3ecl to accept the diversion program. They were adamant in their 
innocence ancl they wanted the record to be cleared. 

Despite the fact that the prosecution is prepared to utilize the plan 
and insistent upon going to trial, I might say thu.t in each instance 
they wore convicted. However, they were people of principle who felt 
that they would not accept this. They had to be acqllitted. rrherefore, 
despite the offer they declined it. 

I have not had much experience with people who have said, "Well, 
I think I am innocent, but nonetheless I will do it," or that there had 
beeu a plea bargain where the U.S. attorney has then cut the thing 
down. 
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Maybe the cynicism is not justified. At least in my experience it is 
not. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Judge. 
Mr. BERNSTEIN. I have not had that experience. 
Mr. McPn.:m. That is a real danger, though, that we must be 

aware of. 
What types of cases have been diverted in your district? 
Mr. BERNSTEIN. A great deal of them are cases that are handled by 

the magistl'l1te. We have a magistrate who functions outside of Balti
more, down in Hyattsville. He is somewhat separate. We refer to 
him as the only law west of the Baltimore beltway. 

A lot of the cases come in similar to, I thiILlr, Judge Goldsmith's or 
young people who may be shoplifting at a PX or this type of thing. 

I think the prosecutors have, thus far, not used it as a plea bargain
ing technique-the danger that we have spoken of. I guess maybe I 
tend to see ghosts. 

I remember one case very vividly where we had a woman who had 
worked 20 years at the same job. She let a man live in her house and 
pay money. He did not pay his money 1 month. His welfare check 
came in. She took the check, forged his name, cashed it, and took 
her money out of it. This is the kind of case that is put on diversion. 

Some of us felt that the case should not have been prosecuted at all. 
'That is the other danger. 

Generally they are petty offenses that are nonviolent-for example, 
little girls who work in banks, kids who may commit some minor 
infraction in a Federal park within Maryland, and that type of thing. 

MI'. IvIcPnm. Have you had any experience with felonies being 
diverted? 

Mr. BERNSTEIN. It has happened. I think we only have 50 on now 
in Maryland. I could not tell you just off the top of my head, but I 
think there have been some felonies. 

Again, as Mr. Hewitt points out, a felony can be a relatively small 
amount of money. Serious felonies or aggravated felonies I would 
doubt. 

Mr. MCPIKE. We have a real problem here deciding how far the 
court should be involved in the process. Oan you give us your feelings 
on that? 

Mr. BERNSTEIN, I have some ambivalence about it. I tend to side 
with my brother, Mr. Hewitt. He and I are both former prosecutors. 
This is the prosecutor's baby. He has to make the call. He has to 
decline or prosecute or not. 

I would think that the court should be involved when a decision 
is made later to terminate the diversion. r think at that point we ought ~. 
to be back to t.he judiciary. As I understand Judge Goldsmith, that is 
pretty much what they do. It is similar to a violation of probation 
situation. 

When you have gotten into diversibn you have called upon either 
the Probation Department or the Pretrial Services Agency to super
vise. They are court agencies. They are under the administrative 
office of the courts and they serve the court. 

If you are going to terminate it using their report-saying that the 
guy' has fouled up and he has not done what he is supposed to do-I 
thinl\: a judicial officer ought to hear that. 
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. Initially, they are split on our bench. Some judges want it in front 
of them. They want to know every detail of diversion. It takes as 
long as a guilty plea. Others do not care. I tend to feel that initially 
it should be the prosecutor's call. I do not have any problem with that. 

Once we terminate it, if there is a foul-up, then I think it should be 
in front of the judge. 

Mr. MCPIKE. You feel that having the coud involved at the stage 
where the decision to divert is made would help alleviate the problem 
of dumping? 

Mr. BERNSTEIN. It might. Prosecutors do not want to be quoted 
on this, but they have told me-and I think that it is a perfectly 
legitimate and proper concern of theirs-"Look, if we are going to 
make this into a full-blown proceeding I may as wen hang tough and 
get a guilty plea. If you are going to make me take everything in 
front of judges for diversion I may as ,vell go in and get the guilty 
plea on the guy." 

I am afraid that it may sort of unofficially cut the other way. I 
tend to feel that we ought to leave it with the prosecutor initially. 

Mr. MCPIKE. That is a good point. We are not saving much court 
time when we go that way. . 

Mr. BERNSTEIN. That is right. That is his attitude: "Why should I 
go through all of this rigamarole in front of a judge and everything 
else for diversion when I have got a pretty good case and I can just 
hold out and get a plea?" 

I think then the defense might be losing something in the guise of 
judicial protection. 

Mr. MCPIKE. There has been a real dispute about the proper 
function of diversion. Could you give us your feelings about use of 
diversion as a rehabilitation technique? 

Mr. BERNSTEIN. I am sorry. I missed your last phrase. 
Mr. MCPIKE. How do you feel about use of diversion for 

rehabili tation? 
Mr. BERNSTEIN. "Rehabilitation is !1 sometime thing," to quote the 

Porgy and Bess line. Again, perhaps my cynicism is showing. I 
certainly do not speak for other defenders who are not as jaundiced 
as I am. 

I do not think that diversion helps in rehabilitation so much in the 
sense that we are showing him the light and getting him a job and 
getting him on a drug program and that kind of thing. . 

I think a diversion is helpful for somebody who basically is not !l. 
criminal and made a mistake. The lady I mentioned to you took this 
man's check. She had been working 20 years. She is not a criminal. 
She does not have to be rehabilitated. I think what we want to do is 
spare her from having a black mark on her name. I do not see that as 
rehabilitation. 

It is conceivable that it might help where pretrial services is involved 
in placing peoIlle in jobs and counseling and drug and alcohol and that 
tYEe of thing. It could playa role there. I do not rule it o\,!t. 

However, I tend to think of diversion cases being so attractive that 
you l'eally do not need rehabilitation. You really need somebody to 
say, "You are a good person, but you made a bad mistake here/' 
That is pretty much the end of it. 
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Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Bernstein, is it your juugment that in 
your district the prosecutor is using the diversion program as much as 
he could? 

Mr. BERNSTEIN. No, sir. 
In my prepared testimony both the Probation Department and the 

Chief of the Pretrial Services Agency are agreed completely that they 
arc not. They do not attribute any nefarious attituelus to this. It is 
just that it is new and something to be thought through. 

Both of them, in fact, Mr. Ohairman, urge me to impress upon you 
their feelings on both probation and p·etrial. It is not being used 
enough. Every case, when a prosecutor views it, should be viewed with 
un eye towurd its potentinl for diversion. 

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, 111'. Bernstein, VelY much for 
your testimony. We greatly appreciate it. 

Mr. BERNS'l'EIN. Thank you for the opportunity to he here. 
Senator DECoNCINI. The next witness is 111'. David Freeman, 

Federal Public Defender from Kansas C;,ty, Missouri. 
Mr. Freeman, thank you for being h ~re tod ay with us. Your stiLte

ment or your letter will appeal' in th'd record in toto. If you would 
please express your views we would a1:)preciate it. 

[Material follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVIS R. FREEMAN' 

1 ,"n pleased to respond to the request of the Committee for information regard
ing the organizational structure of the Pretrial Diversion Program as it currently 
exists in the 'Western District of Missouri. FOT the most part, the operation of the 
Program follows the suggested outline contained in Chapter 12, United States 
Attorney's Manual, with exceptions as will be noted. 

The initial determination that a person suspect,ed of violating federal law may 
be eligible for pretrial diversion is made by an Assistant United States Attorney 
before a complaint is authorized. The information upon which the United States 
Attorney makes his initial decision is therefore based primarily on information 
contained in the investigative file or obtained from the case agent along with other 
information not infrequently gained from the suspected person byway of an in
formal conference usunlly arranged at the instance of the Assistant United States 
Attorney. Once the initial determination is made by the Assistant United States 
Attorne~r, the ease is referred to the United States Probation Office for a recom
mendation on the advisability of pretrial diversion along with recommendations 
regarding a program of supervi&ion. It is at this stage that counsel is ordinarily 
obtained for those suspects who have not theretofore been represented. 

In those cases ~where the office of the Federal Publie Defender for the 'Western 
District of Missouri is appointed, we try to accomplish two purposcs. First of all, 
we adVise the potential pretrial divertee of his or her rights under the Speedy Trial 
Act which will necessarily be waived by agreeing to participate in a pretrial 
diversion program. Secondly, and primarily by examination of the investigative 

.me. we make some judgment rcgarding the sufficiency of the evidence and give 
the client our best judgment in that regard. 

In addition to the general criteria outlined in the Manual for United States 
Attorneys, a prerequisite to admission to pretrial diversion in this District is an 
admission of guilt on the part of the suspect. Since there is no unsupervised pretrial 
diversion, the United States Probation Office must concur with the Assistant 
United States Attorney in a decision to plaCe an offender in the Pretrail Diversion 
Program. 

Most cases are diverted before filing a complaint. or seeking an indictment. 
However, there have been 11 number of cnses where the facts suggesting that 
pretrial diversion sho'.1ld be considered were not developed until after an indict
ment hnd been returned or a complaint filed. I have personally had an experience 
in one case where the client was placed in the Pretrial Diversion Program after 
the jury lUld been selected, but before presentation of any evidence. 
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The primary problem with the existing struetnre in the Western District of 
IVIissouri is the lack of continuity. Anyone of a handful of Assistall~ United Statcs 
Attorneys may review a case for purposes of determining whether prosecution 
should be authorized. Some are more lenient than others in considering a case 
for possible diversion. By the same token, a review by the United States Probation 
Office may be conducted by anyone of sixteen or seventeen probation officers. 
There, although we may have some broad-brush guidelines for use by the persons 
involved in making the determination as to whether or not a person should be 
placed in a pretrial diversion progru'll, the guidelines are subject to varying 
interpretations. The result not infrequ~,.,.tly is a dispartity of treatment based 
largely on differing views of either an Assistant United States Attorney or a par
ticular probation officer or both. 

In this context, it would seom to me that any legislation by the Congre~s which 
gives approval to a concept of pretrial diversion would eliminate some of the 
disparity and thus be an improvement in the overall administration of justice. 

J would also like to address myself briefly to one part of S-1819. Subparagraph 
(b) of Section 5 of this legislation requires the agreement of the victim of the 
crime before a person charged with a criminal offense could be released to a pretrial 
diversion program. It seems to me that this provision gives to the alleged victim 
of a particulM crime a license for extortion and vengeance. It would generally 
strip the prosecuting attorney of his discretion and leave the treatment of a 
particular offender largely to the whim of his victim, thus compounding Olle of 
the most serious problems in our system of justice, i.e., disparity in treatment. 

I ll.m grateful for this opportunity to respond to the Subcommittee and wish 
you well in your continuous search for viable improvements to our judicial system. 

STATEMENT OF DAVID R. FREEMAN, FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFEI'1DER, 
KANSAS CITY, MO. 

1\-11'. FREE:lIAN. Mr. Ohairman, I have no desire to reiterate the 
comments that !1re mentioned in my letter here tocl!1Y. I join my fellow 
Federal public defenders generally in the sentiments they have 
expressed. 

I would like to address myself to so~c of the questions that you 
have raised !1ncl that you have indicated arc t,he concern of the com
mittee here toc1!1Y. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Please do. 
1\11'. FREEl\IAN. With respect to when diversion should be llsed, I 

feel that it should be avail!1ble to the United States attorney at any 
stage. I have mentioned in my prepared statement that I have had the 
unusual circumstance-at least, I think it was an unusual circum
stance-of diverting a case after a jury was selected. 

The circumstances of the case need not be reiterated, but it was 
only at that stage in the proceedings when the prosecuting attorney 
became convinced that his decision to indict in the first place had been 
inappropriate. If diversion is a proper tool I do not think that it should 
be denied to the prosecuting attorney because he may not have seized 
upon it at the e1)propriate stage of the proceeding. 

We have a I'll: ':er unique circumstance in our district with respect to 
discovery. The United States attorney's office has the uniform prac
tice of disclosing or giving the defense counsel the opportunity to 
review the investjg!1tive file. 

I hope that I do not create shudders by making this disclosure 
here, but in this context we do not have cases in our district th!1t are 
being diverted because they are weak. If my office is appointed· on a 
C!1se that is under consideration for diversion we go into the United 
States attorney's file !1nd we at least determine from that file...:.-the 
investigative portion of the file-if they can make a paper case. If 
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they cannot, then the decision to enter the program is entirely up to 
the client. 

Of course, that decision is always with the client, but I have yet to 
e:x.-perience the circumstance where diversion was being used because 
the evidence was weak. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you believe that it would be used in the 
area of plea bargaining? Even though the case may be strong they 
may try to get something from the defendant. 

Mr. FREEMAN. I really do not think it is going to be used unless 
you have got one of those human cases where you have got an appeal
ing defendant who has never been in any trouble before and whom the 
United States attorney has never seen until you have an omnibus 
hearing or an arraignment or something like that. He gets a look at 
the defendant and he heurs him talk to the court and respond. He 
figures, "If this guy testifies I am probably going to lose." 

I do not think in the ordinary circumstance you would, at least 
in our district. I don't think in the ordinary circumstance the govern
ment is going to have any trouble. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you believe that in your district it is used 
to the fullest extent now? 

Mr. FREEMAN. No, I do not. 
Senator DEOONCINI. If I read your statement correctly, I notice 

that the probation officer must concur with the District Attorney. 
Mr. FREEMAN. That is one of the biggest problems that I see in 

this operation. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Do you think that should not be the case? 
Mr. FREEMAN. Well, if I had my choice and if it were my decision 

to make pretrial diversion cases would be handled as they are in the 
district of Maryland. They would be handled by the Pretrial Services 
Agency. , 

Senator DEOONCINI. That "Tas my next question. 
Mr. FREEMAN. The Pretrial Services Agency in our district, in my 

judgment, has done a magnificent job. 'Most of the people in the 
agency were selected not only because of their experience and their 
skill, but I think they were selected because they were willing to 
take some innovative approaches to the manner in whinh they deal 
,vith people who come not only under their pretrial supervision but 
who are ultimately going to go to the probation office. 

I like the idea of having a program that is administered by people 
who are not constantly dealing with those who have either been con
victed or who are coming out of some joint. 

I have been hearing now for 3 years that the Pretrial Services 
Agency administered by the board of directors, as we have it in 
Missouri and Baltimore, is going to go down the drain in another 2 
years. I hope that is not true. 

Senator DEOONCINI. What has been your experience on the severity 
of crimes th1Lt have been diverted in your district? 

Mr. FREEMAN. Most of --
Senator DEOONCINf. Have any felonies been diverted? 
Mr. FREElIIA1'f. 011, yes. I might add that drug users have also. 

They are very minor drug cases. Of the cases that I ha.ve personally 
handled two of them have been drug cases. There have been some 
thefts from the mail and what have you. I have yet to convince the 
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assistant U.S. attorney to use it with the one time bank embezzler 
in small sums. However, we do have them in felony cases. 

Senator DEOONCINi. In your district, does the U.S. attorney have 
any written criteria or standards that you know 01 as to when and 
where they will not use the diversion program? 

Mr. FREEMAN. The only criteria I am aware of are those that hava' 
been published in the United States Attorney's manual I was not. 
even aware of ~he criteria until they were provided for me for this 
morning. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you think it would be advantageous to 
have them set clown either in sta,tutes or to mandate t.he Attorney 
General to set forth some criteria? 

Mr. FREEMAN. I am leery of guidelines generally. Guidelines often 
become rule. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Are you indicating guidelines in the statute as 
wen as guidelines promulgated by--

Mr. FREEMAN. I think that if you publish guidelines in the statute. 
they are going to have the effect of a rule. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Even if they are not in a statute? 
lvfl'. FREEMAN. I think so. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Do you see any advantage :Ln having mandated 

rules to district attorneys that they shall divert first-time nonviolent 
offenders? 

1',111'. FREEMAN. I think that in those districts where the U.S. attorneys 
philosophically have a reluctance to use pretrial diversion in any case, 
that yes, there is going to be an advantage. You are not, then, going 
to be clogging the dh,trict court, dockets with cases that. should not be 
flied in the .fl:rst instance because of a minimal degree of severity. 

Senator DEOONCINI, Do you concur with Judge Goldsmith and Mr. 
Benstein as to the involvement of the court upon termination or 
considered termination of the diversion program? 

Mr. FREEMAN. I do. I am a former State prosecutor. I can certainly 
understand the desire of the prosecuting attorney to preserve his dis
cretion in the first instance. Nevertheless, I also feel tha~ once he 
decides that somebody has flunked pretrial diversion at that point 
safeguards should be implemented so that there is some minimal 
review, anyway_ 

Senator DEOONCINI. Prior to termination of the program, you are 
of the opinion that it should be solely in the discretion of the prose
cutor, but at termination the court should have some input? 

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Did you work for Mr. Martin? 
Mr. FREEMAN. No, I worked fer his predecessor. I worked for Mr. 

Teasdale, who is now the Governor. 
Senator DEOONCINI. I know Mr. Martin. 
Thank you, M'l'. Freeman. 
Mr. FREEMAN,. Thank you, I appreciate this opportunity. 
Senator DEOONCINI. We appreciate your coming today. 
The next witness is Mr. Don Phelan, pretrial diversion adminis

trator of TrentOJ1, N.J. 
Mr. Phelan, thank you for being patient. We appreciate your coming 

here this morning. Will you please proceed? 
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STATEMENT OF DON PHELAN, PRETRIAL DIVERSION AD1tUNIS
TRATOR, TRENTON, N.J. 

:1\-11'. PHELAN. Thank you, Senator. 
I wish to thank the committee for the invitation and the opportunity 

to share with you both the administrative development and the 
experience that we have encountered in New Jersey in the development 
of Statewide pretrial diversion intervention systems. 

The approach that New Jersey has taken is somewhat different than 
that contained in S. 1819. Some of my remarks may not be compatible 
with those oE other witnesses. N evrrtheless, I would like to share 
where we aTe at in New Jersey with l'6gard to this subject. 

Intervrntion was first introduced into New Jersey back in 1971 
through the development of a Department of Labor employment 
model. The Department of Labor model was a city program. There
n.fter, at the county level, a multimodality counseling and employ
ment rehabilitn.tive ruodel was set up. 

In Janm1ry of 1974 the present chief justice of our New Jersey 
Supreme Uourt, Richard ,}. Hughes, and the administrative director 
of our courts, Judge Arthur Simpson, created within the administra
tive office of the courts the office of pretrial services and mandated 
the development of 11 uniform proposal for implementation statewide 
of protrial diversion. 

In December of 1974 the supreme court reviewed, adopted, and 
reaffirmed in a later decision, the unfiorm proposn.l. They mandn.ted 
that programs started either at the local city level or at the county 
level had to follow the procedural manual. 

To dltte, there have been 19 counties given approval for pretrial 
diversion in New Jersey. New Jer'sey has 21 counties. We expect the 
two remaining counties to develop programs hopefully by the end of 
the year. 

In July of 1976 the supreme court in New Jersey rendered n. de
cision known n.s State v. Leonardis, which I understand my prede
cessor, Mr. J. Gordon Zaloom-who has ah'eady appeared before 
this committee-has discussed to some degree with the committee. 

Basicn.lly, the decision requires thai; every defendant who is charged 
with a crime in the State of New Jersey and where within that county 
there resides a pretrial diversion program, that defendant may make 
application for admission to the program. The review mandated under 
New Jersey procedure by first the program director and then by the 
cOlmty prosecutor is reviewable by the court. 

I would like to correct a typographical error that appears on page 4 
of my written statement. I would like to read into the record this 
correction: "Initial reaction to the court's holding that defendants 
regardless of the crime charged were eligible for admission to a program 
and the judicial requirement of review of a prosecutor's consent and/or 
refusal to consent to diversion was that it,signaled the opening of "the 
flood gates, because every defendant nOW"-l'athel' than "not" as 
appeared in my v;rritten statement- "be diverted or at the very least 
our trial courts would be inundated by appeals." 

The Leonardis I decision of July 1976, also availed, as I mentioned, 
judicial review at thetl'ial court level of decisions either favorable or 
unfavorable by the county program director and/or the prosecutor. The 

,. 
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decisionmaking process is, if you will, a committee decision after the 
application is filed with the program. 'l'hat· I1pplication cl1n be filed 
only after a formal complaint or indictment has been returned. 

The program director, under court rule, must make an initial 
recommendation. If the recommendation is favorable, then a report 
substantiating that recommenda.tion is supplied to both the defendant, 
his attorney, and to the prosecutor. 

The prosecutor then must give his consent to the diversion. If he 
does, the recommendation of the program director coupled with the 
consent of the prosecutor is presented to a single judge within the 
county who is designated by the county's assignment judge to handle 
all PTI matters. 

If the program director initially rejects the defendant's application, 
then the defendant is notified along with his counsel and given a 
statement of reasons for that rejection. That rejection in New Jersey 
is appealable before the county designated judge to handle PTI 
matters. Likewise, if the county prosecutor refuses to consent to the 
enrollment, then he must supply the defendant and his I1ttorney with 
a written statement of reasons for that denial. Likewise, that denial is 
appealable aji the trial court level before the designated county PTI 
judge. 

In JVIay of this year the court came down with a c1arification on the 
Leonardis decision, which really dealt with the issue ·of separation of 
powers and whether the court was within its right to review prosecu
tOl'ial refusals to consent to diversion. 

Ivlr. MCPIKE. Excuse me, Mr. Phelan. 
Would you state whether that was based on a State constitutional 

doctrine of separation of powers or Federal constitutionc,l doctrine of 
separation of powers? 

.Mr. PHELAN. I believe it was on the State constitutional doctrine. 
The New Jersey Supreme Oourt ruled in its clarification that there 

was no separation of powers issue and that courts could, after review, 
ovelTule the prosecutor's decision not to permit or not to consent to 
diversion. 

However, they did promulgate a very strict standard. That standard 
is patent and gross abuse of prosecutorial discretion. 

As I mentioned a few moments ago, the State now has 19 county 
programs. During the court year h!st completed-the court year runs 
from September 1 through August 31-as of July 30, 1977, 10,906 
applications had been filed for diversion on complaints charging 
indictable offenses. 

Additionally, the program calTied over 550 applications from the 
previous court year that had been filed but initial enrollment or rejec
tion decisions were still pending. 

Therefore, of the total of 111456 potential applications for diversion 
to the programs as of July 30 of this year, 71122 of t.hose, or 62 per
cent, had been rejected either by the program director and/or prosecu
tor, or by the court's own motion by the designated judge. 

r might note that the vast majority of the rejected applications 
emanate directly from the program director and constitute approxi
mately 92 percent of tha 7,122 l'ejection!3. 

There was some concern immediately fo1lowing Leonardis r tl13.t 
the designated trial courts would be inundated with appeals at the 
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local level since under New Jersey rule a defendant can appeal a final 
interlocutory order of the trial court, or at least request permission of 
the appellate division to appeal that order. The appellate division 
likewise, it was feared, would be inun.dated with PTI issues. 

In September of 1976, mainly due to the reaction that had been 
generated as a result of Leonardis I and pending the clarification 
decision of Leonardis II, the court developed a committee and man
dated that committee with the responsibility to develop some guide
lines that the committee felt would be consistent with the Leonardis 
dictum. 

That committee consisted of court, public defender, and prosecu
torial representation. One of the eight guidelines that were pro
mulgatedl1s 11 result of that committee's work I1nd issued under court 
order by the Chief Justice reads that "applications for PTI should 
be made as soon as possible after commencement of proceedings, but 
in indictl1ble offenses no later than 25 days after an original plea has 
been entered to that indictment." 

This means, then, that a defendant in New Jersey has I1n oppor
tunity to file a form III application with a diversion program at any 
time after a complaint hils been instituted against him, up until 25 
days I1fter he has entered a plea to that indictment. 

There was a flurry of appel1ls that were entered at the trial court 
level as well as at the appellate division level following Leonardis r. 
A vast majority of those appeals dealt with this specific guideline
the time limit for filing the applications. 

Eleven county programs hl1ve been developed since Leonardis I. 
In order to be as fair as possible, without opening up the floodgates to 
the program for applications, most -of the programs adopted with the 
approval of the county assignment judge a relaxation period which 
was extended to 25 days pl'ior to the operational date of the program. 

This meant that the 25-day rule had been extended at least for 
some indictments for a period of 50 days. 

Most of the appeals that were flIed against this guideline were 
requests for relaxation of the rule beyond the 50 ?-ays: 0l?-ly.in rare 
instances and when good cause was shown was thIS gmdehne or rule 
relaxed. 

Initially, the hearings were extensive. In some cases they lasted 45 
minutes to an hour. We att.ribute this mainly to the newness of the 
privilege or right that a defendant had to enter an appeal as well as 
the fact that plOgram directors, prosecutors, and designated judges 
were new in the diversion area and really were probing for some com
mon ground. 

Since tp.at time, however, the length of hearings has been reduced. 
The average length of time devoted to hearings in New Jersey at this 
stage is anywhere from 5 to 10 minutes. Defendants, under court 
rule, are also entitled to a hearing after they have been accepted for 
enrollment in the program and subsequent termination action has 
been instituted against them. 

With regard specifically to the Federal Diversion bill, aside from 
the other recommendations that h!.l;v~ been presen.ted to this com
mittee l I wonld strongly recommend that the COJ:IUnitt~!3 plA-Y QP., the 
experience that we ha,~e had in New Jersey and that a uniform pro
posal be developed either by the Department of Justice or by the 

• 
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Judicial Court Administrator's office which not only encompasses 
guidelines for eligibility criteria, but also sets out uniform case proc~ 
essin$, staff development, and an issue of uniform processes so that 
the .l!'ederal program cl1n be implemented uniformly across the State. 

Thl1nk you. 
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Phelan. 
We have had some excellent testimony regarding the New Jersey 

program. I am very impressed with the success of it and the in~depth 
scrutiny that it has come under through the court system there. 

Let me ask you this question: With all the structure involved in 
the New Jersey system, do you feel thl1t there is a cost savings in 
time and money through this process? Are there any statistics? 

Mr. PHELA.N. Yes, I do, altliough we have no statistics to bear this 
out at this time. . 

As of July 30, 1977, there were 3,000 defendants actively partici
pating in 18 of the 19 county programs. As I am sure you are aware, 
the rule limits participation in the program to a maximum period 
6 months with the exception of drug aadicted offenders, wherein an ex
tension of an additional 6 months can be made. 

It is the general feeling in New Jersey that these programs have 
saved considerable amounts of time, especially at the trial COUl't level. 
Today the prosecutors can devote more 'Gime to those caseE,"that really 
need to be tried. The courts can spend additional time on those cases. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you have some questions, Mr. McPike? 
Mr. MCPIKE. Yes. 
Mr. Phelan, do YOll have any idea how many prosecution denials 

of diversion have been overtUl'ned by the COUl't? 
Mr. PHELAN. No, I do not. I could give you a listing of the various 

appeals as they now stand in the appellate division. During the court 
year just completed 940 issues were filed within the appellate divi
sion. Of those 940 issues, 116 of them dealt with pretrial intervention. 
Of those 116, 13 cases have been granted leave to appeal and various 
issues contained in those cases hopefully will be resolved. 

Of those 13, 10 deal,vith abuse. I do not have an accurate breakdo'wn 
as to how many of those 10 deal with prosecutorial abuse with regard 
consent denial as opposed to program abuse. 

r would say that very few prosecutorial decisions to withhold con
sent have been overturned at the trial court level. 

Mr. MCPIKE. Thank you. 
Senator DEOONCINI. We have no further questions, Mr. Phelan. 

Thank you for your sto;tement. It will appear in the record in full. 
We appreciate your bringing it to our attention. 

[Prepared statement of Donald F. Phelan follows:} 
I wish to thank this committee for the opportunity to share with you 'the 

experience realized in the New Jersey Pretrial Intervention System. Most criminal 
justice RrIlctitioners are most eager to see developed a viable diversion alternative 
in the l!ederal Systems so that deserving citize.'1s of our States who have the mi8~ 
fortune of being caught up in Federal offenses are offered similar types of "second 
chances" available in local jurisdictions. 

Mter haxing spen't 13 years in New Jersey's Criminal JUstice system, in a 
variety of positions including law enforcement, criminal justice pla.nning, directing 
the State's first county P'l'I program and currently as Chief of :Pr~trial Services 
with the New Jersey AdIlllulstrative Office 01 the Courts directing the administra
tive development of our statewide diversion programs, I can assure you that p-retrial 
diversion offers one of the most human, economical and successful means of dealing 
with selected, motivated citizeruJ accused of committing criminal offenses. 
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My predecessor, Mr. J. Gordon Zaloom who appeared before this distinguished 
committee on July 15, 1977, outlined the historical development of Pretrial Inter
vention in New Jersey and shared with you some uf the legal developments and 
recent New Jersey Court cases on diversion; State v. Leonardis, et ai, 71 N.J. 85 
(1976) [hereinafter Leonardis I]; and State v. Leonardis, ct ai, 73 N.J. 360 (1977) 
[hereinafter Leonardis II]. Accordingly, I wodd like to share with this committee 
the administrative development of Pretrial Intervention in New Jersey and discuss 
the impact both Leonardis I and II have had 011 our system. 

ADMI!"<!STRATIVE DEVELOPMENT IN NEW JERSET 

In January 19'i4, aft,er observing the successful operation of the NewarK 
Defendant's Employment Program [hereinafter NDEP] a diversion program 
fashioned on the Department of Labor-Employment Model; and the Hudson 
Count)r N.J. PTI Program which emphasized multi-modality cO\lUseling in addition 
to vocational and employment adjustment, New Jersey's Chiet Justice Richard 
J. Hughes and Judge Artht:r J. Simpson, Jr., the Ad.ministrative Director of the 
Courts created the officn of Pretrial Services within the Administrative Office of 
the Courts and mandated the development of a Uniform Program of Pretrial 
Intervention, and through the cooperation of Assignment Judges and Chief 
PIobation Officers in the State's twelve vicinages the establishment of such pro
grams. The NDEP and Hudson Pretrial Intervention Program are both joint 
court-prosecutor programs with authority to divert cases authorized through 
Court R"Jle (R.3:28). The com;titutionality of such a scheme was explored and 
affirmed in Ltonardis II. 

The initial concern in the development of n diversion process is the identifica
tion of the type of diversion process that works best. I(eel)ing foremost in mind 
the accepted national pnrposes of pretrial diversion-namely: 

(1) To provide defendants with opportunities to avoid ordinary prosecution by 
receiving early rehabilitative services~when such can reasonably be expected to 
deter future criminal behavior; [N.J. Guideline l(a)] 

(2) To assist in the relief of presently overb~rdened criminal calendars in order 
to focus expenditUre of criminal justice resources on matters involving serious 
criminality and severe correctional problems. [N.J. Guideline 1 Cd)] 

I urge this committee to look very closely at the construction of S. 1819 and 
give considerable deliberation and weight to what has developed in New Jersey. 
In this regard, I support Mr. Zaloom's recommendation to this committee that 
the proposed l?ederal Diversion Act be Iur.ended to establish a joint prosecutor
court model which would serve the criminal justice system best. 

In December 1974, the Administrative Office of the Courts developed a Uniform 
Proposal for the Development of PTI in New JeTaey which bas served as tbe blue
print for diversion program development. The Proposal contains detailed develop
mental guidelines, program op!'l'nting procedures, case processing information, 
administrative evaluation and fact ga'thering fo~ms, ~ well as required staff size. 
Each County program developed in the State must coniorm to the proposal. In 
this way uniform and consistent administrative and programmatic processes and 
procedures have been implemented which has lessened confusion and fostered 
even application of standards. 

Leonardis I tlnd the subsequent issuance of uniform eligibilit}r guidelines de
,veloped by !L committee representing program, prosecutor and defense interest 
and promulgated by the New Jersey Supreme Court in September 1976 have had 
a profound impact on the N.J. Diversion Process. Initial reaction to the Court's 
llOlcling that all defendants regardless of the crime. charged were eligible for admission 
to a program and the judicial requi1"ement of review of a prostY-utor's consent and/or 

,I'efusalto consent to diversion (Leonardis I, supra) was that it signaled the opening 
of the flood gates, because every defendant would net be diverted or at the very 
least our trial courts would be inundated by appeais. This has not materialized. 
1'0 the contmry, although time is now being spent in the trilll courts, time hcreto
for excluded under prosecutorial cliscretion, is minimal. Moreover, there appears 
to be building fr, greater bond between rehabilitative interest on the one hand 
[probation] and law enfOl:eement on the other. Before Leonardis I, a distinct divi
sion b.etween the PTI decision makers was apparent. [New Jersey Gonrt Rule 
pfovides for initial recommendation by the program director, consent of the 
prosecutor and approval of a judge designated to handle these matters.] However, 
both Leonardw I and II seem to have cleared the:: air with regard to many of these 
concerns. Applications in New Jersey are evaluated according to a defendant's 
amenability to correction, responsiveness to rehabilitation and the nature of the 
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offense. (Leonardis I) This test has merged together oftf'n dissimilar, but more 
often similar, interest with a meshing of fair and equitable evaluation and deter
mination for diversion based on 'uniform standards. 

NEW JERSEY PRO GRAll! EXPERmNCE 

Prf'sently there are 19 county PTI programs approved for operation in New 
Jersey. These programs avial pretrial diversion to approximately 98 percent of 
the State's populntion. D1l1'ing the last New Jersey C01l1't year, which runs from 
September 1, 1976 through August 31, 1977, as of July 30, 1977 there had bc{'n 
10,906 applications :filed for diversion on complaints charging indictable offenses. 
Additionally, programs carried over from the previous court year Ij50 applications 
that hac! been filer! but initial enrollment/rejection decisions were still pending. Of 
the 11,456 applications for initial diversion as of July 30,1977,7,122 or 62 percent 
had hpcn rejected hy either the program dir('ctor, prosecutor and/or designatecl 
judge. I might point out that the vast majority (92 p('rcent) of all rejections are 
decisions made by program directors. Of the 7,122 applications that were 1'e
jected, approximately 5 percent have :filled and/or resulted in court hearings on the 
l·C'jC'ction. 

The rejection hearings, as provided for under Leonal'cl-is I mId I [ Jc:e procedurally 
defined under N.J. Guideline 8. The hearings !1re informal in nature and Ul'oceclur
ally compatible with parole and probation revo:ltltion hearings. The (NJ) Guide
lines provide that: 

"applications for PTJ shoulrl he ?liade as soon as possible after commencement of 
proceedings, btlt, in. an Ir~cl.ictable offense, no later than 26 days after original plea to 
the inclicl:ment." (Guideline 6) 

A large portion of the initial flurry of PTI rejection hearings were the direct 
result of defendant seeking relief against this gu.ideline. However, this is most 
attributable to the period immediately following Leonardis I during which we 
experienced the rapid development of 11 county PTI programs; and in aU cases 
applications to these progmms were limited to defendants who had entered pleas 
on indictments within 25 days immediately preceding the operational date of the 
program. Therefore, mauy defendants who were al'raigned pr'1or to the programs 
operational deadlines attemptecl to persuade the courts to I'elax the deadline 
contained in Guideline 6. Although in rare instances and for good cause shown the 
courts did relax the guideline such was the exception rather than the rule. 

New Jersey Court Rules provide that a single judge, except in eertain inst(tnces 
wherein the Assignment Judge must act, to be designated to handle all PTI 
motions. The underlying philosophy behind this is to enable specialization within 
the judiciary so that judges are knowledgeable in the diversion process and the 
guidelines and other applicable procedures aTe applied equally and uniformly. 
Although some hearings before designated judges immediately follOwing Leonardis 
were time consuming, and in some instance both rejection :md eligibility applica
tion hearings lasted an avernge of 45 minutes to one hour, such is no longer the 
case. Across the State the average length of time devoted to both enrollment and 
rejrction hearings is approximately 5-10 minutes. To my knowledge, there has 
been no undue time spent nor has there been any adverse e£fect placed on the 
courts as a result of these hearings. To the vontrary, it is my opinion that cases 
are being handled expeditiously with a minimal amoun!; of burden being placed on 
strained court calendars and in the final nualysis, appropriate assistance and relief 
is being given through PTI in New Jersey to overburdened criminal calendars. 

The New Jersey System has a built-in mechanism to determine program partici
pant recidivism. Each PTI application filed is "flagged" in thr> State's crimInal 
history identification system and subsequent updates to that record are made 
available to county programs. Although most of the programs are relatively new 
and not experiencing a great deal of recidivism, figures compiled on the three or 
foul' programs that have been in existence in the State for up to five years gives 
a fairly reliable indication as to the success generated through diversion. The 
average recidivist rate, based solely on Te-arrest without conviction, of I!uccessful 
))rogram participants who have had their complaints,indicl;ments or accusations 
dismissed ranges irom two to ten percent. Comparatively, the rate of recidivism 
among applicants who were initially rejected from participatioll is about 22 percent 
while recidivism among the small percentage Of partiCipants who are removed 
from progrnms because of faulty partiGipation is approximately 37 percent. More
over, it is especially refreshing to note that in the :first category the re-arrests 
among the successful PTI participants Is generally for an offense or crime less 
serious than the one for which the defendant had initially participated in the 
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program. Although New Jersey programs are not limited for first offenders, the 
guidelines contain a presumption that previously diverted defendants should not 
ordinarily be re-enrolled. At the present time, in order to service the needs of 
programs to identify rc-application we are in the process of developing a state
wide central registry. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ON FEDERAL DIVERSION DILL 

Based on our experiences in New Jersey, I would urge this Committee to care
fully consider the following recommendations. 

1. Sec. Sea) authorizes the chief judge of each district to appoint an advisory 
committee, and subsection (b) delegates to that committee, among other things, 
the responsibility to plan for the implementation of a federal diversion program. 
I would strongly recommend that this bill be amended to include a provision which 
would require the Attorney General, with the concurrence of the judicial confer
ence, to develop a uniform Federal Diversion Proposal including evaluation, eligi
bility and case processing criteria 80 that the Federal Diversion Program can uni
formly developed and implemented with uniform standards and eligibility criteria 
applicable to all Federal Diversion Programs established. 

2. I recommend that Sec. 3(4) "committing officer" be redefined to mean the 
chief judge of the United States district court in each federal district shall appoint 
a single judge or magistrate to act on all federal diversion matters arising in their 
respective trial jurisdIctions. This recommendation is fashioned after the desig
nated judge system adopted in New Jersey which has directly contributed to less
ening burdensome and eA-pensive hearings. Moreover, such a designation engenders 
a greater "team" effort between the diversion decision team. 

3. Finally, I strongly endorse lVIr. ZaJoom's recommendation that this bill be 
amended to include a provision wherein a defendant be permitted to apply to the 
committing officer to challenge the final decision of administrative heads o. the 
prosecutor's refusal to recommend diversion and that the act provide for limited 
judicial review of such decision through the adoption of the "patent and gross 
abuse of discretion standards" contained in Leonardis II. 

Thank you. 

Mr. PHELAN. Thank you very much. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Our next witness is Ms. Doris Meissner, 

Deputy- Associate Attorney General of the Department of Justice. 
Ms. Meissner, thank you for taking the time in preparing your 

statement with some of the details of the analysis of the program. It 
will appear in the record in toto. We appreciate your testifying today 
and the Justice Department interest in this very important area. 

Please proceed. 
[Prepared statement of Doris Meissner follows:] 

TESTIMONY-S. 1S19 

THE FEDERAL CRIMINAL DIVERSION ACT OF 1977 

My name is Doris Meissner and I am Deputy Associate Attorney General, 
Department of Justice. Our testimony today will report on the preliminary re
search results we have obtained from monitoring pretrial diversion programs 
established in U.S. Attorney's offices during the past two years.! 

In direct response to legislative proposals on diversion which were pending 
before both the Senate and the House, the Attorney General in H174 directed that 
fedcral diversion programs be instituted in U.S. Attorney's offices on a test basis. 
The purpose was to determine the applicability and impact of diversion in the 
Federal system. I have directed the effort which took place during 1975 and 1976. 
The data and information we have gathered are being analyzed and the final 
report and recommendations will be submitted to the Attorney General in the 
near future. A copy will be made available to this committee as well. 

1 Tha Justice Department's effort in diversion predated and has been separata from the 
pretrlnl services ngencles authorized in Tltla II of the Speedy Trial Act. Previous testl· 
mony before this committee frequently xeferred to the programs as one. That Is not the 
case. 
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Prior to 1975 the Department of Justice had utilized diversion, with scattered 
'exceptions, only in juvenile C!1Ses through a procedure known as the Brooklyn 
Plan. In setting out to divert adults, we established careful guidelines for the 
U.S. Attorneys to use. The guidelines are based on the premise that diversion is an 
appropriate exercise of prosecutorial discretion properly vested with the Executive 
Branch. 

The o!1Sic outlines of the program have been as follows: 
1. The U.S. Attorney decision to divert is made at the precharge or preindict

ment stage except in unusun.l circumstances. 
2. Defendants must be represented by counsel at each step in the diversion 

decision and enter the program voluntarily. 
3. U.S. Attorneys may only divert individuals against whom there is n. prosecut-

able C!1Se. Eligibility criteria n.re bron.d including n.ny one who is not: 
Accused of offcnses which \,ould otherwise be referred for state prosecutionj 
A twice-convicted felonj 
An addict; 
A current or former public official accused of violating the public trust; 
Accused of national security, civil rights, or tax offenses. 
4. The U.S. Attorney requests !l, recommendn.tion from the probation officer 

regarding the suitability of a defendn.nt for diversion n.nd a program of supervision 
and services. 

5. The defendant, counsel, the prosecutor and the probation officer institute 
diversion by jointly signing a written agreement which outlines conditions of the 
diversion period. 

6. The period of supervision is not to exceed twelve months except in some 
cases. Defendants who are arrested or otherwise fn.il to meet the conditions of the 
Agreement are returned to prosecution. 

All 94 U.S. Attorneys are authorized to divert adults according to these guide
lines. About one-third have elected to do so. For research purposes we identified 
five districts in which diversion W!1S emphasied !1S a priority activity n.nd olosely 
monitored. The remainder of our presentn.tion is based on the information devel
oped in those five test districts.2 

Our discussion covers two broad categories: (1) the characteristics of the diverted 
defendn.nts, and (2) the impact of diversion on the criminal justice system. 

The typical divertee in our test districts is a white, male, high school gradun.te 
who is married and employed, most likely in a suIes or clerical job. However, 
slightly over one-third are black, exactly one-third arc female and a like proportion 
are single. These characteristics, including education, are nearly identical to 
those of the federal prison inmate population with one exception. That is in the 
number of femnles. Less than one percent of federal prisoners are women. Most 
likely, therefore, we are seeing a situation where discrimination is working in 
favor of women. In other respects. the diversion population does not seem to be 
skewed. 

For all but two percent, this is the first federn.l offense. However slighly over one
fourth of the divertees have a local record meaning thj.t n. significant number have 
brushed up against the criminn.l justice system at a previous point in their lives. 
Still they hn.ve been evaluated by both the prosecutor and the probation officer as 
individuals how have not adopted a criminal lifestyle. In response to our question 
of why a particular individual was placed on diversion, prosecutors answered 
"sincere remorse" of the defendant in over 90 percent of the cases. 

A range of offenses were allegedly committed by the diversion population. 
The diversion program itself consisted of a standard probn.tion supervision for 

88% of the cases. The only Significant innovation that we hnve seen has been an 
increased use of restitution among diversion defendants. We are therefore some
what skeptical of claims that diversion offers the possibility for creative new 
forms of "treatment and rehabilitntion. Instead whn.t we are seeing is a stnble 
population with definite ties to the community. The individuals hn.ve mnde a mis
take and some sanction is cnlled for. Diversion offers a degree of punishment short 
of the full weight of prosecution. 

With regard to the second category of information, the impact of diversion on 
the criminal justice system, the most telling results come from the easteI;n district I 
New York. In that district, we took a group of defendant" all eligible for diversion. 
On a random basis half were granted diversion while the remainder were returned 

~ The live test districts were Oregon: northern district Illinois i nortbern district, Texas; 
eastern district. Virginia; and eastern district. New York. 
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to prosecution. Those prosecuted constituted a control group against which infor
mation such fiS time spent in the systew can be compared. 

Close to 90% of the defendants prose.;uted entered a pIca of guilty. Of those who 
were actually tried, none had jury trials and none were acquitted. The amount of 
time expended by a prosccutor on 11 diversion case is roughly equivalent to that. 
involved in obtaining a guilty plea. Therefore if most diversions would otherwise 
plead out, diversion does not result in great savings in time for the prosecutor. 
·Where it may save time, howcver, is in the courtroom. Anaignment, motions, 
hearings, and sentencing urc avoided and time should thereby be available for 
other, pr.esumably more serious cuses. 

In the eastern district, New York, the majority of c1ivertees were given a one
year period of supervision and services. In contrast the majority of those prose
cuted (65 percent) were sentenced to three years' probution. No one in the prosecu
tion group received less thun one yea's probation and two were imprisoned for 
one month and four month torms, l"cspectively. Thus, those prosecuted faced a far 
onger period of supervision nnclloss of freedom. 

In summary, then, we believe we can draw the following overall conclusions 
about divt'rdion: 

Pederal diversion is not simply a first offender program, however it definitely 
includes those individuals with the greatest potential for success among federal 
offenders. 

A wide runge of offenses has been allegedly committed by the divertees. The
best evidence that they represent serious, prosecutable cases rests with the evi
dence that a rlmdom group, submitted for prosecution, were not acquitted and 
wcre sentenced to an average three years' probation. 

Diversion provides a useful alternative to prosecution in certain cases. It has not. 
tended to produce innovative new rehabilitation techniques because most diver
tees are not viewed as requiring such services. Instead they benefit from the oppor
tunity for a second chance and lack of a criminal record. 

Diversion may allow for certain savings in the criminal justice system. In a 
prosecutorial diversion system such as we have in the Department at present the 
s:w'"lgs are most significant in the court system duc to reduced caseloads. To the 
extent that legislation draws the courts into diversion. Buch savings will be 
r~duced. 

Diversion does not offer a direct alternative to incarceration. A small percentage 
of federal convictions result in imprisonment; those individuals most likely to be 
diverted would by and large be sentenced to probation if prosecuted. 

Individuals who are diverted spend less time overall in the criminal justice 
system than do those prosecuted. If the presence of a criminal record and the 
negative effects of time in the system are relevant factors in recidivism" then 
dive.mion mlly contribute to reducing reCidivism. 

At this time, I nnd my coIlca!:,'1.tes will be happy to answer whatever questions 
you may have. 

Thank you. 

STATEMENT OF DORIS MEISSNER, DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY 
GENESAL! U.s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ACCOMPANIED BY 
LESLIE ROWE, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF U.S. ATTORNEYS, U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE; AND EDGAR BROWN, CRIMINAL 
DIVISION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

:Ms. MEISSNER. 'fhank you. 
In turn, I would like to e:\.1?ress ou!' appreciation for your haying 

scheduled these hearings in September rather than our appearing in 
July. As we expl(l.ined to you at the time, we are just finishing up 
some work on this which 'we -Ghink is useful. 

We do not have our formal report completed at this point. It will 
be finished probably early in October. It will be submitted to the 
committee at that time. We expect also then to haye an official De
partmental position on the bill to accompany that. 

However, we do have a good share of our preliminary results at 
this time, so I think we CUll lll'obably say some things about that. 

1" 
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I would like. to begin by just malting one distinction about which I 
think there may have been some confusion, n,t least out of the records 
that I have read from the previous hearings. 

The diversion that has been going on in the Department of Justice 
over the last 2, years has been distinct from the diversion programs 
that were authorized under the Speedy Trial Act. The 10 demon
stration districts that were set up uncleI' tl1e Speedy Trial Act do exist 
in cities where, of course, U.S. attorneys are running diversion pro
grams to some extent. 

However, the diversion programs Hmt are being used by the De
partment of Justice are prosecutorial progrn,ms and come under 
guidelines that were promulgated internally. Our views of diversion 
are based on the prosecutOl'ial prog:rn,ms that we have been involved 
with, and not on the programs that have been done through the 
Speedy Trial Act. 

It is interesting to note what has come out in the previous testimony 
,about the Attorney 8enm'al's talkinp; u.bout diversion on 1971 ane1 
our not having really started it until u.bout 1974 or 1975. That is 
certainly the case. As a matter of filet, wi.th certain exceptions, we 
have only gotten into diversion as a result or as fl, response to legislation 
that at that time passed in the Senate. ' 

Senator DEOONCINI. In your jUdgment, is that just preoccupation 
with other important things, or is it a philosophical--

Ms. MEISSNER. I think it has c1efinitp.Jy been a philosophical 
question. , 

Senator DEOONCTNI. This is a philosophical disagreement with the 
l)finciple? 

Ms. MEISSNER. That certainly is my impression. 
We have authorized all United States Attorneys to use pretrial 

diversion. This happened some time in 1974. Since that time, however, 
only one-third 01' so of the U.S. attorneys have used it. 

Of tha.t one-third that have used it we have identified five districts 
where we have monitored particularly closely what they have done. 
In addition to that we llavc given resources upon with which to use 
diversion so that we could get some ltind of a careful test of what it 
l'e~ly is that diversion offers us federally. 

We are principally interested in diversion from two points of view: 
What happens to the defendants? What kinds of crimes? What kinds 
,of reciclivism l and so on from the defendant's point of view; second, 
we are interested in the criminal justice system itself and what the 
impact is. If there is a savings we want to know what the savings are. 
Is it purely an economic savings? We are interested in those sorts of 
questions. ' 

We find in the first category of information, from the -point of view 
of the defendants l we are typically talking about white males with 
bigh school graduation as a 1'ecorc1 who are married and who are 
emIdoyed in some kind of a sales or clerical kind of a position. How
ever, that:is just a very quick once-over within the group of defendants. 

We find tha.t about one-third of the defendants are black. About one
third of the defendants are female. About one-third of them are single. 

That profile pretty well matches the Federal inmate population, 
vrith one exception. That exception is the percentage of women. It 
turns out that there is a tl"Jmendously greater proportion of women on 
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diversion programs that we have incarcerated federally. I am not 
sure what the reason for that is. It may have something to do with the 
offenses. We find that a large number of people who are diverted are 
involved in embezzlement in one way or anot,her. That tends to be 
bank tellers, which is largely a female occupation. However,we do not 
really have an answer to that at this point. 

However, in addition to that, most of the offenders-as you might 
expect-are in this situation committing their first Federal offense. 
However, they are not first offenders. Over one-fourth of them have a 
prior record at the State ancllocallevel. I must say, that was a bit of a 
surprise to me. I kind of suspected we were talking about fll'st offenders 
almost across the board. I do not know whether a Federal offense is a 
higher level of sophistication of crime or what. I would not make that 
kind of a supposition. 

However, I think it is true that a good number of these people have 
not been totally untouched by the criminal justice system. 

However, the critical factor that we have used in our guidelines to 
U.S. attorneys is that the judgment be made upon the basis of their 
lifestyle or whether or not this behavior seems to be a recurring thing 
or is an isolated incident. Even though a substantial proportion have 
had some prior involvement it is pretty clear, as the Fedeml defenders 
have indicated, that these seem to be isdated incidents. 

As far as the supervision is concerned, we of course have been using 
the services of the Probation Division for supervision for the Federal 
divertees. In almost all eases they have had a very standard super
vision. program. We have not really seen a good deal of innovative 
rehabilitative kinds of activities. The probation officers tell us that the 
population just does not lend itself to that. They iust 8f)p m to be, in 
geneml, people who have made a mistake of one sort or another and 
need some kind of supervision. Maybe they need some basic services 
or some help with personal counseling, but nothing terribly unusual. 

We have found, however, a great deal more use of restitution than 
we seem to find in our other work. The Probation Division seems to be 
quite willing to use restitution in relation to these cases. 

While 1 cannot give you a total money amount recovered-and I 
am not sure that it is relevant-I think perhaps the only really un
usual thing that we have noted on the services end has to do with tha t 
approach. 

As far as the criminal justice system itself is concerned, and impact 
on the system, I think the most interesting information that we have 
comes out of what we have seen in Brooklyn, which is the eastern 
district. of New York. 

In Brooklyn we have done a random assignment diversion which 
simply means that we have had a category of people who, by the na
ture of their offense, have been. eligible for a diversion but then 
randomly-accordingly to a random number system-half of them 
have actuaJly been diverted and the other half of them have been 
prosecuted. 

Therefore, the prosecution group becomes a control group. You can 
compare the two and see what would have happened to a person had 
he gone through prosecution in order to make some judgments. 

What we have seen there is that the group that has actually been 
prosecuted-assuming of course that he was eligible to be diverted-
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hus had 90 percent of the cases resulting in a plea. Even of the 10, 
percent that have gone to trial, none of them have been jury trials. 

That is really fairly convincing evidence to be aHe to make some 
statements about time saved and where the economies of diversion 
might lie. 

It 1s failry clear to us that from the prosecutor's point of view there 
really is not a whole lot of difference between a diversion and a guilty 
plea. There are papers involved in each of them. Essentially, that 
about equals itself out. So from the prosecutor's point of view, if a large· 
proportion of the people that he might divert would end up pleading 
guilty there is n,ot all that much that is saved in the prosecutor's 
office. 

However, there is definitely a savings for the court. There is a sav
ings to some extent for the prosecutor, in that he does not need to 
spend the time in arraignment hearings and those sorts of things. 

Most certainly the court does not have to spend the time that it 
would normally in the procedural matters that precede a trial. In 
these situations, however, most of them do not even result in a trial. 
Therefore, to the extent that time is saved we would say that it is not 
terribly great, but to the extent that it is saved it is probably saved in 
the courtroom. 

From the point of view of the defendants, some of whom were 
prosecuted and some of whom were diverted, the defendants did end 
up spending significantly less time in the criminal justice system undel" 
diversion than they did when they were prosecuted. 

Our general guideline is that a divertee will be supervised for 1 year. 
His diversion program is 1 year unless it is an unusual circumstance. 

Of the people who were prosecuted, it turned out that a large major
ity was sentenced to 3 years of probation. Therefore, you have the 
diversion group having spent 1 year uncleI' supervision and you have 
the prosecution group havillg spent 3 years under probation. That 
obviously makes a big difference both for the system and for the 
defendant. 

The other interesting thing to note about it is that of all of these 
people who were prosecuted mstel1d of diverted, only two of them wem 
sentenced to any time in prison I1t all. Those terms were 1 month and 4 
months. 

It has been quite clear to us for quite a long time-and I think this 
is the hest evidence that we have-that diversion is in no wayan 
alternative for incarceration. 'l'his is simply because the people who 
would be diverted would simply not eventually end up in prison. To 
that extent, we do not think that diversion should be looked upon as 
any kind of a great savings in the future to take pressure off the 
prison systems or anything like that. We are not talking about the 
same population of people. 

Senator D;ECONCINI. Do you derive from that, then, more of a 
benefit to the individual who is diverted? 

Ms. MEISSNER. Certainly, from the individuo1's point of view, his 
benefit simply comes with what kind of supervision he is going to have. 
He is either going to have supervision that has been decreed by a 
judge as a result of his havin~ been fonnd guilty of a crime, or he is 
going to have supervision and, in this case, as much as 2 years less 
of supervision in a circumstance where he does not have a conviction 
on his record. 
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Senator DECONCINI. Overall, is it your observation that thll,t is 
beneficial? 

1V18. MEISSNER. That is, of course, the ultimate question. It is 
unclear to us, really, what the answer to that is. If it is beneficial 
for people to spend less time in contact 'with the criminal jnstice sys
tem and if the very fact of less time has something to do with their 
ability to func.tion in the future, then yes. It is beneficial. 

However, if rehabilitation does not have a whole lot to do with time 
in the system then there would be no connection Teally. 

Senator DECONCINI. Did your analysis indicate any benefit to an 
t"Lccusecl of having some supervision early-as they might in diversion
versus having it later or not having it, depending on the caseload of 
the probation department. 

Ms. MEISSNER. That certainly is one of the theories. We just cannot 
speak to it. We do not know. 

Senator DECONCINI. You do not know yet? 
1\,1s. MEISSNER. We do not know how one would find out. 
Senator DECONVI:"<I. Y Oll do not anticipate being able to make n, 

determination? 
Ms. MEISSNER. I think we will be able to sn,y something about what 

subsequent contacts, arrests, convictions, or whatever else have come 
ahout to those people who have gone through the diversion program. 
We really are not going to be able to compare that with anything else, 
though, because there just is not that kind of information on Federal 
ofi'enders in general. 

Let me just finish by commenting on a couple of things that have 
come out in earlier conversations today. 

It has been very interesting to me that the Federal defenders have 
shared many common perceptions about what is going on in diver·d'j·i, 
I would say thn,t to a great extent we pretty much share tho.,e f,ttHl.e 
perceptions. 

A couple of questions you have raised-particulnrly that question 
about dumping cases-have been primarily in our minds since we have 
stn,rted this whole thing. I am not sure thn,t anybody ever will have a. 
clefmitive answer for that question. 

I think there are a couple of things we might say, though. I think 
the most important is what we have found in this Brooklyn e:h'}Jerience. 
When we randomly took a group of people who were l'ecommended 
for diversion nnd sent half of them back into prosecution, all of them 
were prosecuted and none of them were acquitted. 

That may have something to do with an initial selection that wn,s 
made that is totally unrelated, but I think it is clear that a least in 
that district-and we would hope in a number of other districts-we 
are talking about cases that are real cases. 

In addition to that, of course, we have fairly clear guidelines that 
the U.S. attorneys are supposed to be operating under. The very top 
statement is that this is to be a prosecutable case and is not to be 
recommended unless it is prosecutable. 

The difficulty, of course-as you know if you have been a prosecu
tor-is simply: What is a case that is prosecutable? There are all 
sorts of cases that, are prosecutable that never are prosecuted for one 
reason or another. Often, the reasons have not to do so much with the 
evidence of the case as they do with time that is available, scheduling, 
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and those kinds of considerations, It certainly is possible that cases 
would ~o mto diversion as a means of-they would. not be prosecuted 
simply because of those kinds of considerations. 

I must say that as we have reviewed the case reports that have 
come m over the last year or t·wo I think we feel a little more confident 
or a little less concerned about the dumping issue than we did when 
we first started. 

Les, do you want to speak to that? 
Mr. ROWE. One other encouraging statistic along there is that if 

someone fails in their diversion contract and the prosecutor then, 
6,8,9 months later or whatever it is, can either overlook it and forget 
the whole thing or he can, in fact, reinitiate the original prosecution. 

If you fmel that they are overlooking a whole lot of them the suspi~ 
cion is that they never had a good case to begin with. We have been 
encouraged by the fact that where there have been failures a large 
number of prosecutions have been l'einitiated. Therefore: the cases 
were good to begin with. 

Senator DECONCINI. Were those prosecutions prosecuted and 
brought forward based on the original-

Mr. ROWE. Yes, on the original charge. 
Senator DECONCINI. Or were some of them brought on new cases? 
111'. ROWE. Yes, there 'were a certain percentage also of those. It 

usually de.Rends upon which of the two charges is the more serious. 
Senator DECONCINI. For the most part, ,vhen they did bring some 

termination based on the fact that the defendant or the divertee WUB 
re-arrested, did they mOIre than likely lean toward pl'osecuting that 
case? I would think they ,,,ould, because they have the new evidence 
there and they do not haye to try to restructure and worry about this. 

Mr. ROWE. rl'hat is right, although often enough the failure is 
l)ointecl out by the supervisory probation officer for such things us 
failure to participate in the program or to l'eport in. In that case, 
the only alternatIVe is to go on the original charge. 

Mr. MCPIKE. May we have your name for the reporter, please? 
~1r. ROWE. I'm sorry. It is Leslie Rowe. 
Ms. MEISSNER. Just to interject, Les Rowe is with the Executive 

Office for U.S. Attorneys and Edgar Brown is also here, from the 
Criminal Division. 

On the question of defense counsel,we have felt very strongly that 
defense counsel ought to be involved at every step. 

Senator DECONCINI. Let me ask you a question on that. In your 
analysis-I did not see it in your statement-did you come across 
pre-arrest diversions? 

Ms. MEISSNER. Yes; in fact, our guidelines state that diversion 
should be a preindictment procedure. Generally, there reany are not 
all that many arrests. A Federal arrest is not as common as an arrest 
is on the State and local level. :Most often these cases turn out to be 
nOll-arrest cases. 

Senator DECONCINI. I believe your testimony is that there shoulcl 
be counsel illvolved at the V61'Y earliest consideration. . 

Ms. MEISSNER. Yes, and we have provided for that. I think we 
finally got to it with Mr. HewiWs testimony that the crimmal justice 
guideIinesJlave allowed that. 

.. , 
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I would say, though, that I think we would pretty strongly disagree 
with the idea of taking a guilty plea and having it available in order 
to use it if need be in the future. We have struggled long and hard 
with what kind of language to use in the actual contract or ag1'eement 
that is signed by the prosecution, the defendant, the defense counsel, 
,and probation, over that issue of what it is that the defendant ought 
to agree to. 

We certainly do not feel that he ought to plead guilty. We think 
it raises constitutional questions. I think that we ought to be on 
recordas--

Senator DEOONCINI. Do you p.ave any feelings about the expression 
'or the admission of a violation of a statute by the divertee? 

Ms. 1bISSNER. We ask them to acknowledge responsibility for 
their behaviorin regard to the situation. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Does that mean saying, "Yes, I broke 
the law."? 

Ms. MEISSNER. It means less than that. 
Senator DEOONCINI. How much less is there? 
MB. MEISSNER. I am not sure how much less. The whole ici,;'a, of 

'course, is to try to get some kind of-the idea is not to bring a defend
ant in kicking and screaming, "I am innocent." If f!, defendant really 
alleges innocence and wants to go with that, he ought to go to trial 
and have that taken care of. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Right; I do not think anyone would disagree 
with that, but if the defendant elects to be diverted isn't it better that 
he do it under one of two circumstances? The fIrst circumstance is, 
uYes, I broke the 10,w and I want this opportunity. I o'ccept the 
responsibility for what I did and I will o'ccept the responsibility to 
fulfill my contract." The other circumstance is, "No, I did not break 
the 10,w, but I witnt to go into diversion anyw'ay because I do not ,,,,ant, 
to take the chance of getting convicted if I go to trial." 

Ifm't that really the best way to do it-to be totally open? 
Ms. MEISSNER. "No, I did not break the law, but I am afraid I 

might get convicted and so I will take this sort of a way out."-
Mr. ROWE. Which is the best deal he can get. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Right., Isn't that factually who't is liable to 

happen? . 
Ms. MEISSNER. Well, maybe so. Maybe in a lot of defendants' 

minds that is the case. I do not think as the prosecution that we ought 
to be laying that out as terms upon which he ought to--

Senator DEOONCINI. My quandary is this: If you fInd a defendant
fIrst of all, the prosecutor does have a good case. He has eyewitnesses or 
whatever and it looks like he has a really cut and dried case. How
ever, the defendant proclaims innocence. Then you start to use the 
diversion program. ' 

It seems to me thfl,t one of the bene;fits of the diversion program 
from the testimony we have had is that the uefendant ndmits respon
sibility, but also that they committed the act and they want to get 
another opportunity to make restitution and to show society that 
wh£tt happened is not going to put them onto some criIninal track 
for the rest of their life. 

Ms. MEISSNER. I would agree with that. It seems to me thO,t that 
is what we are trying to say. The only point I was trying to make 
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was that we do not feel that the prosecutor ought to be in a situation 
where we are havnig {\, straight prosecutorial progrum. We are not 
asking the judge for anything in this regard. We do not feel that we 
ought to be in the position of sayingl "Okay, you sign yourself up 
us guilty and then we 'will allow thus and such t.o happen." 

Senator DEOONCINI. Oan I draw from that that you kind of are 
leaning towards more court involvement with diversions? Would 
you rather hold your recommendl1tion until later? 

Ms. 1brssNER. No, I do not think you could imply that at this 
point. 

Mr. ROWE. We would clearly prefer that you did not draw thl1t 
conclusion. . 

Ms. MEISSNER. There is one other point 1 would like to mention. 
There have been several references made to guidelines ond whether 
guidelines are available and all that sort of thing. 

I have brought along our guidelines. They certainly are available 
for your use and/or entry into the record. 

Senator DEOONCINI. "'rVe have those and I will put thGID in the 
Iecord if you have no objection. 

Ms. MEISSNER. I just want to be sure that there is not any question 
about the DepartmenVs being furtive with that. We are very happy 
to--

Mr. ROIYE. Those appear in the U.S. attorney's manual, which is 
available to anyone in the public who wishes a copy. In fact, they can 
be purchased through the Government Printing Office. 

Senator DEOONCINI. The U.S. attorney's manual is available to 
anyone? 

Mr. ROWE. Absolut.ely anyone. It is a common procedure for those 
to be put in the reception room of the U.S. attorney's office. 

Senator DEOONCINI. So there would be no problem for a Federal 
Public Defender or a defense lawyer in getting that? 

Mr. ROWE. I have personally furnished them many copies. I know 
they have it in their headquarters office. It is my understanding that 
much of it is duplicated and sent out to their staff. 

Senator DEOm-WINI. Thank you. 
Ms. MEISSNER. Whatever questions you would like to ask we would 

be glad to answer. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you very much, Ms. Meissner. 
What was the size of the control group that you studied? 
Ms. MEISSNER. I believe there were about 80 defendants in all. 

Because of the randomness, it did not go into a 40-40 split. I think it 
was 38 one way and 42 the other way or something like that. It was 
over a 6-month period. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Were some of the control group cases dismissed, 
or did you say they all--

l\'ls. MEISSNER. It occurs to me that two of them were dismissed. 
It was either one or two; I cannot l'emember the number. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Under the understanding that during your 
study in the eastern district of New York the Pretrial Sm'vice Agency 
was not used to screen al'l'estees for possibility, was the Pretrial Service 
Agency used in any other district study? 

Ms. MEISSNER. No, as a matter of fact in the eastern district of 
N ew York we did use the Pretrial Servicos Agency to do the followup 
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work. They set up the supcrvision program and made sure the ]J00ple 
got thl'ou15h quickly and so forth. That is the only district in which we 
worked wIth them that wny. 

Senator DECONCINI. Do yon have any conclusions regarding the 
Pretrial Service Agency's involvement in tlus'? 

Ms. MEISSNER. Not Itt this time. We will get some information to 
you on that in terms of our views of how the two can work together, 
but we have not made any attempt to evaluate what it is that thoy 
have boen doing. 

Sen!ttor DECONCINI. I presume th!lt you made a distinction between 
the "Brooklyn plan" and pretrial diversion? 

Ms. MEISSNER. Yes. As a matter of fact, I am glad you asked that. 
As 1'0.1' as the Department of Justice is concerned, the Brooklyn plan 
is dead. It is very interesting to me that, it continues to come up in the 
context of these conversations. I think at this point it is more a term 
of art than it is a particular plr.n or program. 

Senator DECONCINI. Is there a directive in the Justice Departmcnt 
not to uso the Brooklyn plan? 

Ms. MmssNER. The Brooklyn plan was specific!llly designed for 
juveniles. It was not very tight on procedures or what is to be done 
and so forth. We no longer, of course, have jurisdiction over juveniles 
except in some unusual circumstances. Therefore, that made it moot 
to some extent. 

1n addition to that, the pretrial diversion guidelines that we have 
just been talking about were issued to supplant the Brooklyn plan. 

Senator DECONCINI. Let me ask you a question about the Brooklyn 
plan just for my own information. I was under the impression that 
the Brooklyn plan was when you held in abeyance the prosecution, 
usua1ly of a felony, without speI vision for a period of sometimes years, 
providing the defendant ttstayed out of trouble." In other word8, 
providing he was not re-arrestecl. for another felony. 

Is that your interpretation of the Brooklyn plan or am I just 
interpreting the way I Raw it used? 

Ms. MEISSNER. Les, why don't you answer that? I think that is 
aQout right. . 

Mr. ROWE. That is a fair interpretation, but I think the main thing 
is that it was strictly for juveniles. We nre really out of the juvenile
business now. 

Senator DECONCINI. Do you mean when it was first initiated? 
Mr. ROWE. Yes. 
Senator DECONCINI. But, you--
Mr. ROWE. 'rho Brooklyn plan is quite old. It has been arolmcT 

since 1949. 
Senator DECoNCINI. Right. 
1\11'. ROWE. It was never for anyono other than a juvenile, except 

in a very ra1'O circumstance in perhaps the southern district of New 
York or some place. It was just inapplicable for anyone other than 
juveniles. 

Senator DECONCINI. Of course, it has been used by Federal district 
attorneys. At least it has in Arizona been used for nonjuveniles. 

Ml'< ROWE. Yes. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Is that in nonuse by directive of the Justice 

Department? 

'. 
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Mr. ROWE. Yes. As Ms. Meissner stated l when the directive went 
out on the pretrial diversion program it, in effect, revoked the 
Brooklyn plan. 

Senator DECONOINI. When did 'Lhat go out? 
Ms. MEISSNER. It was in July of 1974. 
Senator DECONCINI. Therefore, to your knowledge the Brooklyn 

plan is not supposed to be used toward noniuveniles? 
Ms. MEISSNER. If there is a need to do a diversion the guidelines 

llre there with which to do that. 
Senator DECONCINI. 'rhc process is there. 
1v15. MEISSNER. That's right. 
Senator DECONCINI. Even if it were a severe felony if the prosecu

tor--
Ms. MEISSNER. Absolutely, You see, what it was replaced with was 

the authority to divert adults. 
Senator DECONCINI. You have really supplemented the Brooklyn 

plan with this diversion and with no restrictions as to what crimes 
could be considered. 

lVls. !V1EISSNER. That is right. 
Mr. ROWE. li r could. revert back to one thing: You had asked a 

question about pretrial services a~encies versus the probation office. 
r think the department has trIed as scrupulously as it could not to 

take sides in the contest over who got supervision of the services, 
except that I think that we-from our point of view-would prefer 
as much freedom to select as we could. The situations vary so widely 
among the 94 districts that that agency which may be supedor in one 
would not necessarily be the best choice in another. I think our 
choice would be freedoil'i. of selection among those agencies to be 
included in any legislation. 

Senator DECONCINI. That is fl' very good point. I am advised that 
that is the way the bill is drfLfted. 

Would you envision being able to change your selection us time 
went on assuming that the Probation Department was very, very 
good at the time you instit,uted it, but then for one reason or another 
it did not get properly funded and the cuseloud got very high and you 
wanted to chanCl'e? 

Mr. ROWE. Clearly, problems of loadership or funding can change 
from year to year. The department, once again, would hope for the 
freedom to recognize those changes and change from one agency to 
another. 

Senator DECONCINI. Under YOllr study, Ms. Meissner, waS the 
court involved in the majority of the programs en terminn.tion? 

Ms. ;MEISSNER. No. What we have done on termination-we have 
not had that many terminations. However, where we have had ter
minations we have held un administrative hearing in the U.S. 
attorney's office. I believe it would not reully be called an admin
istrativehearing. We have done it administratively, but wa have used 
a healing type format. 

We have brought probation officers, the defense counsel, the 
defendant, und a different prosecutor from the one whe originally 
recommended that the person be put on diversion. A different U.S. 
attorney has been involved and the four of them have simply sat 
down and talked abouhit. 
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Sonator DECONCINr. What is your e;{perience with that? 
Ms. MEISSNER. It seems to have worked out. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Were most of th(;l cases not terminated? 
Ms. IV[EISSNER. No; they generaliy were terminated. I am not sure 

whether one can say that there was agreement, but it was explained 
and the reasons were put forth. The idea. ':'1.\"'.,$ that it should not just be 
done blindly. 

Senator DECONCINr. And the accused had an opportunity to refute· 
what was put forth? 

Ms. MEISSNER. rl'hat is right. 
Senator DECONCINI. Did YOl1 foel that was adequate, 01' do you 

care to express an opintion? 
Ms. MEISSNER. Yes. Again, this raises philosophical questions. I 

think we would agree with the statement that was made earlier by 
Mr. Hewitt, I believe-that if the prosecutor has the initial authority 
to bring the charge and initiate the process, then certainly he has the· 
authority to reverse it. 

Senator DECONCINI. Did your study or evaluation consult or 
consider any of the State programs? 

Ms. MEISSNER. No. 
Senator DECONCINI. Are you considering any of them for your 

final recommendation ? 
Ms. MEISSNER. We looked very closely at a lot of the programs 

before we ever got into diversion federally. At that time-about 2 01' 
3 yeal'S ago-there was probably a good deal less information around 
than there is now. There was perhaps a great deal more unevenness in 
programs, but most all of the programs that we looked at were court 
programs. We were really quite convinced that tue appropriate thing
to do in diversion was to run prosecutoriul programs. Therefore, we 
have not really gone back to them. 

Mr. ROWE. Doris and I and other representatives of the Depart
ment have attended and participated in National Pretrial Service 
Organization's convention, at which time we have bad an opportunity 
to visit with many State and local people and heal' descriptions of 
their programs. 

One program, which was a non-court-oriented program that we 
studied somewhat closely was that run in Genesee County, which 
includes Detroit, Mich. It has received wide publicity and has been 
extremely successful. 

Ms. MEISSNER. That was Bob Leonard's program. 
Senator DECONCINI. Yes; Bob Leonard's program. I am glad to 

know that you have looked at that program, because it seems to be the 
gl'andfathel' of the State programs. It has constantly been overhauled 
or improved on, in my opinion. It seems to work very well. 

Ms. 1vIEISSNER. Yes; it does. 
Senator DECONCINI. I have no further questions. 
Mr. IvIcPike? 
Mr. ROWE. I woulcllike to say one thing. This is a crucial question 

that came up with all of the other people. That is: Constitutional 
problems involved in court oversight or approval either at the initial 
stage 01' at the termination of the diversion. 

.' 
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That raises some serious constitutional and legal problems which 
had been ruled on back in the 1800's in favor of the Government, 
saying that it was purely a prosecutorial question of discretion. It was 
recently relitigated again when the Watergate litigation came about in 
United States v. Oox and N. Ray Liddy in which the Supreme Ooud 
once again said that that is purely an area of prosecutorial discretion. 

Also, lawyers, like everyone else, seem to go in fads. For the last two 
terms of the circuit courts the most noticeable fad has been to attack 
selective or discriminatory prosecution. None of those cases have been 
won by appellants. Once again the courts have strongly said that the 
area of prosecutorial discretion is quite broad. 

We would hope that the committee would seriously consider and 
review those cases and any thoughts with regard to changing that 
status. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Would you supply us with any memos or briefs 
of those cases) or at least a list of the cases? I would like to have them. 

Mr. ROWE. I certainly would. I brought with me today the George
town Law Journals of the last 2 years, which contain circuit notes. 
I would particularly recommend those. I will include copies of the 
pertinent sections. 

Senator DEOONCINI. Would you please? I would appreciate it if you 
would share that with Mr. McPike. 

Do you have any questions? 
Mr. MCPIKE. No, I think your last statement spoke to the issue 

that probably most concerns us. We have an agreement that the Jus
tice Department will provide us with a formal policy statement on the 
bill as we redraft it. Your comments this time were strictly addressed 
to the merits of your evaluation. 

I would like to thank you. 
Senator DEOONCINI. When will that formal statement be ready? 
Ms. MEISSNER. Early in October. It will certainly be in this session. 
Senator DEOONCINI. Thank you very much. 
Ms. MEISSNER. Thank you. 
Senator DEOONCINI. That will conclude the hearings this morning. 

We thank all of the witnesses for their patience and participation. 
[Whereupon, at 11 :23 a.m,. the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
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